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ABSTRACT

Health care delivery systems face different obstacles when engaged in health information systems implementation. The success of such systems is dependent upon many factors. These factors must be identified and carefully considered to ensure successful system implementation. This study investigates possible factors affecting successful information systems implementation in the Kuwaiti health care delivery system within the public and private sectors.

The research was designed as an exploratory study in which qualitative and quantitative approaches were used. In the first stage (qualitative) a focus group was formed and then a semi-structured interview was administered. Themes that emerged from the interviews were used to develop a questionnaire that was used in the second (quantitative) stage of the study. The study covered stakeholders from the public and private sectors in Kuwait. The qualitative part investigated the impact of certain factors on system implementation successfulness. Based on interviewees’ responses, three major themes emerged. Those were used to develop the questionnaire which was used in the quantitative part of the study. The questionnaire was aimed at describing the perception of the stakeholders to the preset factors with regard to their effects on the success of implementation in their respective organisations. From both sectors, a sample of 493 respondents was randomly
selected. The response rate for the questionnaire from the two sectors ranged from 59% to 72% depending on the stakeholders’ group of respondents.

When examining the findings of the questionnaire, the perceptions of the top management in the public sector at MOH and Al-Amiri hospital were similar toward most of the factors studied. However, they were different from those of the end users. On the other hand, the perceptions of the top management and the end users were similar in the private sector.

The top management in the public sector (MOH and Al-Amiri hospital) ranked the following factors in this order as the most important factors that affected successful health information systems implementation in the public sector: Accountability; Resistance to change; Organisational diversity; Organisational stability; and Incentives.

The end users in the public sector ranked the following factors as the most important factors that affected successful health information systems implementation in the public sector: Lack of end user involvement; Insufficient planning; Training; Incentives; and Uncertainty of benefits.

Both the top management and end users of the public sector ranked “Incentives” as one of the most important factors that affected successful health information system implementation, but this was the only point of agreement between them.

In the private sector, the top management ranked the following factors as the most important factors that affected successful health information
systems implementation: Resistance to change; Ease of usage; Competition; Incentives; and Compatibility.

The end users in the private sector ranked the following factors: Ease of usage; Timeliness; Incentives; Relative advantage; and Competition.

The top management and end users in the private sector concurred over the importance of the following factors: Ease of usage; and Competition.

In conclusion, both the public and private sector participants (top management and end users) ranked 'Incentives' as one of the most important factors that affected successful health information system implementation, while the top management in both sectors (MOH, Al-Amiri and Al-Mowasat hospitals) ranked 'Resistance to change' as one of the most important factors that affected successful health information system implementation.

In all, the results show that the primary factor affecting successful implementation of health information system regardless of the sector and the employment category is 'Incentives', followed by 'Resistance to change'.

The information produced in the current study was used to produce recommendations on the successful future implementation of health information systems in Kuwait. The recommendations are based on empirical findings, and are to be respectfully commended to strategists concerned with improving health care delivery system in Kuwait.
The first and most obvious recommendation regarding future research would be a replication of the same study, but with the inclusion of more comprehensive attributes such as: 1) Vendor services (e.g. hardware performance, expansion and growth potential, ease of modification, interface capabilities, ease of installation, and upgrading capabilities. 2) Vendor selection factors (e.g. vendor reputation and company philosophy, system pricing, and vendor resources. 3) Patient satisfaction with the system benefits.

The second recommendation is to use the same organisational, cultural and user satisfaction factors to examine health information systems implementation in a specific facility such as an Army or Police hospital versus a public hospital.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is divided into eight introductory sections. The first section presents an overview of the background to the research study's subject. The second section introduces the topic of Hospital Information Systems, whilst the third section locates broader issues in Information Systems Implementation research that are relevant to the study. The fourth section then presents the central topic of this thesis: namely, the problems surrounding the implementation of the Health Care Delivery System in Kuwait. The fifth and sixth sections spell out respectively the research study’s aims and the questions it seeks to answer. This is followed by a section on the anticipated impact of this research study, and, finally, a summary concluding the chapter’s contents.

1.1 Overview

Kuwait is a relatively small, wealthy country with a population of 2,041,961 (Ministry of Planning, 2002). Immigrant and expatriate workers constitute 65.4% of the total population. In Kuwait, as in other countries, health care services occupy an important and significant position amongst the decisions made by the government.

In Kuwait, health care and treatment is provided for all citizens and expatriates free of charge or at nominal cost. Approximately 7% of Kuwait’s
the gross domestic product (GDP) is expended annually on healthcare. This compares with to 6.9% in UK, 13% in USA, 4% in Saudi Arabia, 5% in Egypt, and 3% in Lebanon (World Health Organisation, 2002). The per capita per annum expenditure of the Kuwaiti government on health was 165 KD (£262) in the year 2000 (Ministry of Health, 2002). This compares with £1000 in the UK, and £2497 in the USA (Smith & Nephew sustainability report, 2003).

Acknowledging the increase in medical knowledge and the need to contain increasing medical costs (Blois, 1986), health authorities are searching for an optimal way to utilise medical knowledge at an affordable cost for the population. In developed countries today, it has become essential to find an efficient means to manage and retrieve medical data and information to aid practitioners in their duties. Consequently, in many developed countries, the medical community has turned to computers and information science systems such as the Integrated Medical or Health Information System (HIS) to solve the problem of managing medical information and the ensuing data explosion.

Today, this application of computers in the medical field ranges from data collection to medical diagnosis (Blois, 1986; Javitt, 1986). This discipline is called Medical Informatics1. In the Kuwaiti Health Care Delivery System (HCDS) there is local pressure to improve the quality of health care while...

1 According to Greenes et al (1990) "Medical informatics is the field that concerns itself with the cognitive, information processing, and communication tasks of medical practice, education, and research, including the information science and the technology to support these tasks".
containing health care costs. An HIS is a tool that has the potential of an
improving or achieving better quality\(^2\) of care while aiding in cost control.

With the rapid technological development in Medical Informatics and the use
of HIS, considerable interest in the potential of an HIS has been expressed by
health care authorities in the Kuwaiti Ministry of Health (MOH).

The MOH in Kuwait has made three attempts in recent years to
implement HIS in the public sector HCDS. However, these attempts have
experienced several problems. Although there were many plans for HIS
implementations, only a few were attempted, and no attempt has yet been
completely successful (Shah et al., 1996; Shah, 1998; Al-AbdelHadi, 2000;
MOH, 2002). The reasons for these failures in the public sector have yet to be
investigated. In the private sector hospitals, HIS implementation has also
been attempted recently.

This study was conducted to identify the various factors affecting
successful implementation of HIS in both the public and private HCDS.

1.2 Overview of a Hospital Information System (HIS)

There is no standard definition of a Hospital Information System
(HIS). Different authors define different aspects of it in different ways. To
complicate matters further, some authors define this term to fit the emphasis of

\(^2\) According to Johnson et al (1989) "Quality is the total set of features and
c characteristics of a product or service that define its ability to satisfy stated or
implied needs".
Some authors use the term "Medical Information System (MIS)" when talking about HIS.

Shortliffe et al (1990) state that:

"The purpose of a hospital information system (HIS) is to manage the information that health professionals need to perform their jobs effectively\(^3\) and efficiently\(^4\)."

Although the terms HIS and MIS are often used interchangeably, MIS emphasises the patient care components for individual patients. In the current study, an MIS will be defined as a computer system that implements and supports a 'Computer-Based Patient Record' defined by the Institute of Medicine Committee (USA) to be "an electronic patient record that resides in a system specifically designed to support users by providing accessibility to complete and accurate data, alerts, reminders, clinical decision support systems, links to medical knowledge, and other aids" (Dick et al., 1991). As regards an HIS, the thesis will use Cobler's (1984) definition, which defines HIS as "a system in a hospital that collects data and transforms it into information". This is a broader definition that includes MIS as one part of HIS.

\(^3\) Effective: "Achieving a desired result. Effectiveness is often associated with institutional values" (The PDMA, 1996).

\(^4\) Efficient: "Minimising waste or effort. Efficiency is distinguished from effectiveness. Rarely are efficiencies encouraged "At all costs", instead being balanced with risk and cost. Efficiency is often the result of the continuous improvement of processes" (The PDMA, 1996).
The literature shows that there are different models of HIS. One of the most comprehensive models was proposed by Friedman et al (1987). They describe the structure of a practical model of a Hospital Information System (HIS). This model includes the following modules: 1) core application modules that perform or assist with basic hospital functions; 2) business, managerial, and financial modules that perform or assist with traditional financial functions; 3) communications and networking modules that allow and facilitate communication amongst all resources; 4) departmental-management system modules that assist in the managerial process in order to manage, plan, and improve efficiency; 5) medical documentation modules that perform standard traditional manual functions by automating order entry, reporting results, and documenting and retrieving medical data; and 6) medical support modules that perform or assist in the process of data interpretation and decision making.

The main advantages of an HIS include improvements at management, clinical, and production levels in an organisation (Friedman et al., 1987). At the management level the HIS helps to aid managers in conducting strategic planning, and technology assessment. It also aids them in assessing the level of risk associated with adding new services, technologies, and facilities, or in modifying or eliminating existing services. At the production level, the HIS can lead to better utilisation of resources through computerisation. It provides automated staffing and scheduling and an appropriate supply of equipment and materials based on patients' needs. Also, the HIS can contribute to better
communication, thereby reducing the waiting time for orders, information, and results, and eliminating of unnecessary services (Shortliffe, 1976).

In general, then HIS can aid in: 1) speeding up communications; 2) eliminating or reducing redundant data or procedures; 3) minimising error rates by setting entry and verification rules for users entering the data; 4) organising data to aid decision making for diagnosis and therapy; and 5) it can play a role in auditing clinical activity.

On the other hand, there is much in the way of potential for unintended, possibly dysfunctional consequences that the implementation of HIS can trigger (Goldstein et al., 2002). Ash et al (2004) stated that:

"Professionals could trust the decision support suggested by the seemingly objective computer more than is actually called for (Weizenbaum, 1976; Burnum, 1989). Also, HIS could impose additional work tasks on already heavily burdened professionals (Berg et al., 1999; Massaro, 1993) and the tasks are often clerical and therefore economically inefficient (Tenner, 1996). They can upset smooth working relations and communication routines (Coiera, 2000; Dykstra, 2002). Also, given their complexity HIS could themselves contain design flaws ‘that generate specific hazard and require vigilance to detect’ (Shojania et al., 2002; Effken et al., 2002). As a consequence, HIS might not be as successful in preventing errors as is generally hoped. Worse still, HIS could actually generate new errors (Weiner et al., 1999; Bates et al., 2001; McNutt et al., 2002)".
Clearly, then, any evaluation of the success of HIS implementation needs to take into account both benefits and disadvantages, at both a system-wide level and at the level of individual users.

As regard the situation in Kuwait, the literature indicates that HIS implementation is an organised effort, directed toward diffusing appropriate information technology within the user community (Randolph et al., 1990). It is believed that HIS implementation is a process that creates and introduces change.

1.3 Information System Implementation Research

In the field of information systems (IS), numerous studies have been carried out focusing on the assessment of implementation methodologies on four levels: namely, individual; group; organisational and inter-organisational levels. Research at both the individual and group levels explores the factors that control the process of accepting and adopting the technology among individuals or groups (Lorenzi et al., 1997; Li, 1997; Downing, 1999). On the other hand, research at organisational and inter-organisational levels examines the diffusion process of technological innovation in the organisation and beyond (Vincent, 1997; Kaplan, 1997a; Ash, 1997a; Lucas, 1992; Lorenzi, 2000). Moreover, different research questions will yield different research methodologies. The studies tend to analyse three main lines: normative, factor, and process. The normative approach explores the problems and difficulties encountered during the implementation process. However, these studies are often incomplete in their description or characterisation of the problems, as well as in proposing a
methodology to follow in order to achieve a successful implementation (Ginzberg, 1978).

A great deal of studies has been based on the interaction between technology, people, tasks, and organisational structure (Kaplan, 1997a). Abundant research activity has also been conducted to try and draw a better conceptual image of IS implementation, with the aim of raising the level of competence and efficiency of the institutions and organisations. The literature includes IS implementation case studies (Charles et al., 1997; Bagley et al., 1999; Payton, 2000), as well as discussions of problems, or success and failure factors (Paliva et al., 1995; Sarinen, 1996; Ash, 1997a; Charles et al., 1997; Jiang et al., 1999; Southon et al., 1999; Hwang et al., 1999; Lorenzi et al., 2000). In addition, other studies emphasise the role of user satisfaction (Downing, 1999).

The continuous advancement of information technology (IT), especially in the healthcare environment, has led IT, healthcare, and medical informatics researchers to apply other methods to the assessment of information systems. Ginzberg (1978) states that the objectivists use quantitative approaches, whilst subjectivists use qualitative approaches to their subject. A multi-method approach has also been formulated to assess information systems in a single site (Kaplan et al., 1988). However, to date, there has not yet been an empirical research study of information systems implementation that follows the
suggestions by Newman (1994), and stems from the political consequences of the system failure and the competitive value of success.

In the 1960s and 1970s many IS's were unsuccessful and were unable to reach their goals. This drew the attention and interest of Lucas (1978), who began to study the implementation of the technology. Wetherbe (1988) supported and understood the complexity and importance of IS implementation, and he emphasised that "Unfortunately, one of the least understood and most overlooked issues of information system is implementation" (Wetherbe, 1988:237).

Researching the adoption and diffusion of new trends in IT in healthcare organisations, and in other organisations in various fields, is an important and crucial task, as the process of implementing IT is complex and consumes a substantial amount of time, effort, and money. Moreover, the risk of failure is reported as 30% or greater in cases of implementation of "large-scale information systems" (Charles et al., 1997). In an attempt to lower the risk involved in implementing of complex healthcare IT systems, many healthcare organisations have turned to software package solutions (Lucas, 1992; Charles et al., 1997; Schneider, 1998). This method of IS implementation necessitates, beforehand, a complete and thorough exploration of the available software development market. In theory, this should ensure that, in the long run, a reliable, robust system implementation will take place, leading to user satisfaction as well as achieving a continuum of care, leading
to full system utilisation and involvement. However, Martin (1984) has addressed the issue of the lack of a secure environment in the IT implementation process. He writes:

"CIO magazine and others have been writing about "'Client/Server'" for a couple of years. First they were full of "'Silver Bullet'" stories, usually based on reports from technology salesman about the success of IT projects, which were (supposedly) nearing completion. More recently, they have been filled with the horror stories of projects gone wrong through choice of technology vendor/product and lack of common sense management, now even the business press is clearly on the bandwagon. It's difficult to know what the reality is, in large part because that reality is constantly shifting" (Richard, 1994:12).

From the above statement we can conclude that many organisations have faced and are still facing many barriers and obstacles with their information systems implementation schemes. Melville (1977) and Lorenzi et al (2000) reported that many investigators believe that most implementation problems are related to behaviour rather than to technology, because introducing a new IT technology into an organisation means creating change (Kaplan, 1997a; Kissinger et al., 1996). This requires good technical and organisational skills that should be provided by the existing environments—internal and external—of the system.

Clearly, then, the complexity of healthcare IS necessitates requires an in-depth systemic approach to implementation, so as to ensure the effective introduction of IT to the healthcare sector.
1.4 A Statement of the Problem

High quality data are considered to be a key component in decision making at all levels of health care (Wyatt, 1995). Adopting systems to provide the data and information that are necessary to the decision making process is becoming essential in today’s competitive health care environment.

In 1991, the Kuwaiti MOH focused on introducing HIS to different health care facilities. These plans were introduced in an attempt to address different challenges the ministry had faced for almost two decades. These challenges included, most obviously, the massive destruction of the health care system by Iraqi forces, which was estimated to be approximately 75% of the ministry’s infrastructure⁵ (Al-AbdelHadi, 2000). Other challenges included over-utilisation of the ministry’s services by non-nationals, uncontrolled dispensing of MOH medication to non-nationals, and absence of accreditation systems for hospitals.

Since no study was ever conducted to evaluate the HIS implementation process in

⁵ Dictionary of Economics by Rutherford (1992) defined the term infrastructure as “The basic services or social capital of a country, or part of it, which make economic and social activities possible by providing transportation, public health and education services, and buildings in which community activities can take place. Railways, airports, hospitals, schools, roads, sewage systems, and reservoirs constitute the major types of social capital. Countries with the poorest infrastructures are either those with low per capita incomes, i.e., the less developed countries, or those with governments practicing laissez-faire policies which seek to minimise the role of the state”.

The McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Modern Economics (1983) also, defined the term infrastructure as “the foundation underlying a nation’s economy (transportation and communications systems, power facilities, and other public services) upon which the degree of economic activity (industry, trade, etc.) depends .... The better and more complete a nation’s infrastructure, the better and more effectively its economic activity can be carried on”.
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Kuwait, or to investigate the factors affecting the success of the implementation process, the idea to conduct this study arose.

1.5 Aim of the Study

The aim of the study is to identify and describe the factors that have previously affected and may affect the success of future HIS implementation in Kuwait's HCDS as perceived by the concerned stakeholders in both the private and public sectors.

1.6 Research Study Questions

The following are the research questions used in the current study.

**Question One (Q1):** Based on the literature review, what are the factors that affect HIS implementation success in Kuwait's HCDS (i.e. public and private sectors)?

**Question Two (Q2):** What are the stakeholders' perceptions of the factors affecting the successful implementation of HIS in Kuwait’s HCDS (i.e. public and private sectors)?

**Question Three (Q3):** How can we use the results of the study to improve future HIS implementation?

---

6 A definition of stakeholders by AbdelHak et al (1996:12) as follows: "Health care stakeholders have a vested interest in the organisation. More specifically, they are the individuals, groups and organisations who (1) have a stake in the decision and (2) may attempt to influence those decisions and actions".
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1.7 Research Study Impact

This study will hopefully be significant by providing insight into overlooked factors that influence hospital HIS implementation in Kuwait. It is hoped that the outcome of this study will enrich the research literature on implementation research literature with a new and reliable evaluation of factors that may affect the success of HIS implementation. It is also hoped that it will provide some principles that can be used by healthcare organisations and decision makers on the path to HIS implementation. Successful HIS implementation would be expected to bring benefits to patients, management, physicians, and other health care providers through more effective and efficient communication and administrative processes.

1.8 Summary

HCDS in Kuwait faces different obstacles during HIS implementation. The success of such systems is dependent upon many factors. Such factors must be identified and considered to ensure successful system implementation. Since the need to provide a HIS is appreciated in Kuwait, and has been attempted, albeit unsuccessfully, this study was planned to identify possible factors affecting successful information systems implementation in Kuwait.

The next chapter provides a description of different aspects of Kuwait as a state and a society. It also gives a description of the Kuwaiti HCDS, and the history of HIS implementation within it.
CHAPTER TWO

THE KUWAITI HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEM

This chapter is divided into three sections. The first section provides a description of different aspects of Kuwait as a state. The second section is devoted to giving a sociological perspective on Kuwaiti society. Section three describes the Kuwaiti HCDS, and gives a brief overview of the history of HIS implementation within the Kuwaiti health system. The chapter ends with a conclusion, which also serves as an introduction to the following chapter.

2.1 Section One: The State of Kuwait

2.1.1 Location. The state of Kuwait is situated in the Middle East region, with a strategic location at the head of the Arabian Gulf (Persian Gulf), between Iraq and Saudi Arabia, (see Figure 2.1). Kuwait's total area is 17,820 sq km (CIA, 2001).

2.1.2 Economy. Prior to the discovery of oil, the economy of the country was based on three main resources: pearl fishing, agriculture, and trade. Pearl fishing was initially the most important, but is currently in a state of declined because of the Japanese cultured pearl industry.

Before the oil crisis in 1973, the price of oil was relatively low. As a result, no major capital investments were made (Kubursi, 1984). Beblawi states, “Early at the beginning of the century, the oil barrel cost about $1.20 in the US.
By 1970 it was only $1.69 a remarkable stability with no parallel in recent history” (Beblawi, 1984:4). After the oil crisis until 1979, the official oil price fluctuated between $34 and $45 per barrel, generating high revenues for the Arab Gulf States.

Kuwait exports 90% of crude oil and refined products to Asia and Western European markets. On the other hand, Kuwait imports finished products such as appliances and vehicles from industrialised nations, particularly Japan, the United States, the United Kingdom, and Western Europe.

From the beginning, Kuwait realised that oil revenues would not serve the country’s financial and economical needs forever. The strategy the government adopted was to concentrate on building long-term industries, both oil- and non-oil based. The size of the country, along with a developed education system, has helped create these industries (Beblawi, 1984).

Since the mid 1990s, Kuwait has been heavily involved in industrial cooperation with other wealthy Arab Gulf States. In addition to industry, the country’s long term plan is to develop banking, telecommunication, trade, and other expertise and services that do not exist in the other Arab Gulf States. Development projects are underway and other services are planned. It is thought that the use of foreign labour and expertise could help attain this objective. Therefore, international immigration to Kuwait and the consequent increase in population growth rates may play an essential role in the foreseeable future to
bridge the gap between the demand for manpower and its availability from the total population. Before the Iraqi occupation Kuwait had the distinction of having the highest per capita income in the world (Shah et al, 1996).

Kuwait provides its citizens (Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis) with health, educational, and retirement benefits (Shah et al, 1996). After the Iraqi occupation the economy improved moderately from 1994 to 1997, with growth in industry and finance.

2.1.3 Government in Kuwait. The state of Kuwait terms itself a constitutional democracy, with the constitution guaranteeing freedom of religion and worship, of individual liberty, and freedom of the press. It claims to embody the positive aspects of both presidential and parliamentary systems prevalent in democratic societies (Spasted, 1980).

The constitution outlines the structure of the Kuwaiti political system, which is organised into four major institutions:

1. The Head of State (the office of the Amir)
2. The Legislature (the National Assembly)
3. The Executive Branch (the cabinet and administrative departments)
4. The Judiciary

Executive authority is vested by the Amir. It is exercised by the cabinet of Ministers, which is headed by the Crown Prince. Legislative authority is vested
jointly in the Amir and the National Assembly of fifty members, who are elected through a direct secret ballot. The right to vote is accorded to Kuwaiti males who are 21 years or older. Although there is a strong movement for giving the right to vote to women, at this time males alone enjoy this right. Judicial authority in Kuwait is exercised by the courts in the name of the Amir (Khalaf, 1984).

The constitution covers the State and system of government, the basic concepts of Kuwaiti society, general rights and duties, authorities, and general and provisional statutes. It protects all citizens against discrimination on the grounds of race, language, and social origin.

The state of Kuwait follows a free economic system in which government fiscal policy plays an important role. However, the private sector makes a major contribution to the economy of the State. Perhaps the most significant positive feature of the government in Kuwait is its ability to broadly distribute the wealth of the country on Kuwaitis. Certain essential consumer commodities, which are made available through co-operatives, are subsidised by the State, as is the case with the supply of electricity and water. Likewise, the State ensures the support of Kuwaiti citizens with disabilities or illness, as well as of the elderly. Education and health care services are provided to Kuwaiti citizens without charge (Naim et al., 1986).

2.1.4 Historical Development of Kuwaiti Society. The state of Kuwait is approximately 300 years old. It came into existence when the Al-Sabah family moved to the region, along with some other families from Saudi Arabia.
Historically, Kuwaiti society has been free from social distinctions as they may pertain to race, caste, and other sociological factors which divide societies into different segments. Further, Islam as a faith does not allow social distinctions in general and social isolation in particular. However, Kuwaiti society was historically comprised of three clusters.

The first of these represented the Royal Family, and the second group was comprised of some of the wealthiest families, who were predominantly merchants and traders. These wealthy families ranked next to the royal family and enjoyed considerable political influence, as the ruler consulted them for major decisions related to state affairs. The merchant class was distinguished by kinship relationships and intermarriages. Within the hierarchal framework of the merchant class, there were those who were much closer to the royal family, and then there were those who were captains of various ships that were used in trade. "Below these levels were the office clerks" (Al-Naqeeb, 1978:264). The third cluster was comprised of the large working class, which included fishermen, pearl divers, sailors, shipbuilders and general labourers (Shehab, 1964:461). However, with the discovery of oil and the massive wealth accumulated by the society over the last four decades, the labouring class has literally disappeared because of the extensive welfare services provided by the government. The jobs historically performed by the labouring classes among Kuwaitis are now carried out by immigrant workers.
The social stratification that existed prior to the discovery of oil did not have a significant middle class. But with the discovery of oil, one major noticeable change in the social stratification was the emergence of a large middle class. The bureaucratic, small businessmen and middle management personnel predominantly come from this middle class. Another class which is a recent phenomenon is comprised of skilled expatriate workers. Most of these came to Kuwait when the major developmental efforts began in the early 1970s.

Another milestone in Kuwait’s history pertains to the Constitution, which was written and adopted in 1962, the year Kuwait got its independence from British control. The National Legislatives Assembly was also established in 1962. The National Assembly has 50 directly elected, male members. To date only male Kuwaitis have the right to vote. Parliamentary representation, scholars agree, has provided a boost to the middle class (Salih, 1991:54).

2.1.5 Labour Force. Rapid growths in oil production and per capita revenues, beginning in the mid-1950s, have resulted in Kuwait being in the forefront of economic development among the Arab countries of the Arabian Gulf, for the past two decades (Al-Refaei et al., 1992). As a result of the rapid growth of the economy, new divisions of work were created. The manpower needed to fill these divisions led the government to adopt an “open door” policy for non-Kuwaiti labourers. Most less developed countries suffer from an abundance of labour and a shortage of capital. The situation in Kuwait is almost uniquely reversed. In 2002, Kuwait had a total population of 2,041,961. Of that,
34.6% were Kuwaitis and 65.4% were non-Kuwaitis (Ministry of Planning, 2002). This is a result of rapid expansion of the national economy, which has required an additional workforce.

Figure 2.1: A Map of the State of Kuwait

Like other Gulf States, Kuwait has long claimed that the use of an expatriate workforce is merely a temporary phenomenon. However, the fact that Kuwaitis represented little more than a fifth of the workforce in 1980, and are
projected to be just under a quarter of the labour force in 1990, clearly suggests a long-term dependence on foreign labour (Shah, 1986). Farah (1983:43) identified “push and pull” factors as instrumental to the large-scale labour migration to Kuwait. The push factors include the high surplus-labour conditions in many of the surrounding countries. On the pull side are the attractive wages, well-developed social services, the abundance of consumer goods, and Kuwait's political tolerance.

In discussing the labour force in Kuwait, Alessa (1981) indicates that numerous Kuwaitis refuse to do any manual work because of its lack of prestige. Most Kuwaiti prefer professional, managerial, and governmental jobs. Thus there is a general imbalance in the distribution of the labour force in Kuwait. Most of the Kuwaiti labour force is concentrated in the governmental sectors (91.3%), while the private sector has only 6.8% with the joint sector accounting for 1.9% (Ministry of Planning, 2002).

In the light of the more challenging situation now facing Kuwait, as a result of the war with Iraq in 1990 and the subsequent liberation, followed by the successful but expensive effort to rebuild the country quickly, several studies have been conducted to improve the workforce situation. Studies of the World Bank's Economic Memorandum (1995), the National Five Year Plan (1996), and the Kuwait Government Civil Service Commission’s Report on Resolving Overlaps (1992) have addressed a wide range of issues related to
the personnel system in the public sector. These studies identified the following problems:

- An inadequacy in the government’s staffing system with respect to job placement and interagency co-ordination;

- Excessive concentration of decision-making authority, and confused distribution of functional responsibilities; and

- De-motivating characteristics of the civil service system with respect to promotions (which are based solely on education and seniority level), and an absence of correlation between pay and productivity.

To address personnel system problems, the studies recommended enhancing the status, role, and responsibilities of the Civil Services Commission, modifying policies and practices for hiring, promotions, job classification and grade classification, introducing performance criteria into the promotion system, putting incentive systems in place to increase productivity, applying market value as a reference for salary, and a remuneration scheme based on the principle of equal pay for work of equal value. Recommendations for developing a human resources strategy and determining long-term workforce requirements (particularly for the health sector) included optimising human resource utilisation through a national promotion campaign, and promoting the training and education of youth and the participation of women in the workforce.
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2.1.6 The History of HCDS in Kuwait. The history of health care services in Kuwait dates back to the early 1900s. In October 1904, the American Mission at Kuwait established the first clinic and appointed the first physician. Before that date, the Kuwaiti population used Arabic and traditional medicine and remedies, in which herbs are primarily used for healing (Al-Jarallah, 1996).

In 1914, the American Mission established the first hospital in Kuwait, named “The American Hospital”. Following that, in 1920, the American Mission established a Women’s Hospital. Those two hospitals were the only hospitals serving the people of Kuwait until the late 1940s. In 1949, two additional hospitals were opened: Al-Amiri and the Psychiatric hospital. Following that, different hospitals with different specialties were established, including a Maternity Hospital in 1961, and the Infectious Diseases Hospital and Al-Sabah Hospital in 1962 (Naim et al, 1986, Al-Jarallah, 1996). Around the same time, a Ministry of Health (MOH) was established and the HCDS gradually started to take the shape that it has today. Table 2.1 shows the number of the various health care facilities that serve Kuwait today.

2.1.7 The Ministry Of Health (MOH). The Ministry of Health (MOH) is the superior authority that controls both the public and private sectors. The MOH decides the country’s health and medical priorities and sets policy.
Administratively, a Minister, who is a political appointee (Figure 2.2), heads the Ministry of Health. The Minister of Health can be a member of the National Assembly, or someone who is not a legislator and is appointed on the recommendation of the Prime Minister, with the expectation of the Crown Prince and the heir-apparent to the Amir. The Ministry's executive head, who is called the Under-Secretary, is generally a medical doctor with considerable experience. The Under-Secretary is assisted by 11 Assistant Under-Secretaries. Notable among these are the Assistant Under-Secretaries for Technical Affairs (who manage all medical care aspects), Financial Affairs, Allied Health Services, Dentistry Affairs, and Drug Control. Each Assistant Under-Secretary is responsible for a number of directorates, each of which is headed by a Director. Each directorate, it may be noted, is further divided into sections. Another important feature of the organisation of the MOH pertains to Health Regions (Districts).

The HCDS is divided into 5 health regions and each region is headed by a Regional Director and has a general hospital which provides primary health care. The speciality services are utilised through referral from the clinics or from the general hospitals to the speciality hospitals/clinics. The researcher examined the MOH organisation structure in order to identify stakeholders concerned with HIS implementation in chapter five.
Figure 2.2 Ministry of Health Organisational Chart
2.1.8 The Current Structure of the HCDS in Kuwait. In order to have a HCDS that is more accessible and decentralised, the policy planners in Kuwait have adopted the policy of regionalisation of the health care system. In principle, the system envisions the concept that a defined community or region should share the responsibility of defining its health problems and solving them. Organisationaliy, this task is fulfilled through a general hospital to which a specific number of clinics (dispensaries and speciality clinics) are attached. In addition, each region is required to have a comprehensive preventative health programme and the requisite health promotion programmes (Naim et al., 1986).

The MOH identified six health regions (districts): Al-Sabah, Al-Amiri, Al-Farwaniyah, Al-Jahra, Mubarak, and Al-Adan. Each region provides for the comprehensive health needs of a population of 250,000 to 300,000.

The regional hospitals, also known as general hospitals, with a combined bed capacity of 2,431 beds in 2002, render secondary level health care, together with the ambulatory care services in the eight specialised hospitals, with a bed capacity of 1,994 in 2002. These hospitals offer referral-based tertiary level health care services to all residents of Kuwait (Stephen, 1992).

The bulk of the health services in Kuwait are provided by the MOH. However, curative services are provided by the private sector as well. Kuwait has 4 private hospitals and 3 oil company hospitals, as well as 21 dental clinics and 51 general medical clinics, all of which are private.
Table 2.1: The Various Health Care Facilities in Kuwait Today

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Care;</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Hospitals:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Amiri (408 beds)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Farwaniyah (462 beds)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Jahra (437 beds)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mubark Al-Kabir (370 beds)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Adan (505 beds)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Sabah (400 beds)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specialty Hospitals</strong></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General health care ctr.</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental care</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal care</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child care</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preventive Care;</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitals</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General health care ctr.</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil company hospitals</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental clinics</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Private sector;</strong></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Mowasat (200 beds)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Hadi (150 beds)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Rashid (50 beds)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dar-Al-Shifa (180 beds)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: MOH 2002
2.1.9 Health Manpower. In 2002, Ministry of Planning statistics showed that the total number of employees of MOH was 28,957. 47.5% of these were Kuwaitis and 52.5% were non-Kuwaitis, distributed among the different departments and health care facilities in the Ministry organisation. In the Ministry, which is the superior authority, 90% of employees were Kuwaitis and 10% were non-Kuwaitis.

There are indications that the national policy of "Kuwaitisation" of in the public services is, to some extent, achieving its objectives. According to the statistics of the MOH, the percentage of Kuwaiti physicians working in the Kuwaiti HCDS (both public and private) increased from 23.3% in 1995 to 31.2% in 2002. Also, the percentage of Kuwaiti dentists and nurses increased from 26% and 10.4% respectively in 1995 to 28.1% and 12.8% in 2002.

However, the number of expatriate medical and paramedical staff in the MOH hospitals still exceeds the number of Kuwaiti staff. In 2002, the number of doctors working in the MOH hospitals was 3525: Kuwaiti physicians represented only one-third of this total number of physicians, whereas, Egyptian physicians formed the dominant nationality, with 39.4% of the total number of physicians. Indian physicians are the third largest group, constituting 7.0% of the total number of physicians. The percentage of Kuwaiti employees working in non-clinical jobs (administration) in MOH hospitals is 75%, while the percentage of non-Kuwaitis is 25%.
There are over seventy Arab, Asian, and European nationalities employed by the MOH. Egyptians represent one-third of the entire expatriate workforce sector: there are 4,711 Egyptian employees, representing 33.3% of the total expatriate workforce in the ministry. Indians form the second largest nationality, with 3,873 employees, representing 27.4% of the total number of expatriates. The Filipino workforce of 1,719 employees constitutes 12.2%. European manpower is the smallest sector among the nationalities, being 1.4% or 200 health professionals employed by the ministry.

2.1.10 Summary. Kuwait is a small, rich, and democratic country, with high export revenues owing to the oil industry, and, until comparatively recently, one of the highest per capita incomes in the world (Shah, 1998). Due to the nature of its economy, its demographics are such that the population of non-Kuwaitis exceeds that of Kuwaitis.

In accordance with these demographics, the health services rendered by the MOH rely heavily on expatriate manpower. Reviewing the manpower statistics in the MOH shows the extent of diversity of the nationalities of health care professionals. Therefore, an important conclusion to be drawn from these statistics is that studying how diversity affects organisational performance is an important adjunct to the maintenance of adequate staffing resources.
2.2 Section Two: Sociological Perspectives on Kuwait

2.2.1 Overview. Social stratification is quite important in Kuwaiti society. Additional attention has been devoted to the societal structure of Kuwait here, because the subject of this research has a strong connection with the norms and the traditions of this society. Furthermore, the conditions under which healthcare personnel, including the expatriate workforce have to function, have been included essentially to provide the optimal premises for the objectives of this study.

Therefore, this section presents a brief discussion of pertinent aspects of the sociology of Kuwaiti society. In this respect, some of the theories pertaining to social stratification are summarised briefly. Specifically, the historical development of Kuwaiti society is reviewed with reference to different social classes, followed by an account of the composition of the migrant workforce. Furthermore, selected social distinctions between Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis in the workplace are identified, and their effects on the administrative systems in the Kuwaiti HCDS are discussed.

2.2.2 Basic Theories of Social Stratification. Since ancient times, social philosophers have been concerned with economic, social, and political inequalities (Tumin, 1985). Most societies, from the simplest to the more complex, have some form of social inequality. In particular, power and prestige are unequally distributed between individuals and social groups (Owen, 1968). It is important to make the distinction between social
inequality and social stratification, which is a particular form of social inequality. It refers to the presence of social groups which are ranked one above the other, usually in terms of the amount of power, prestige, and wealth their members possess. Those who belong to a particular group or stratum have some awareness of common interests and a common identity. They share a similar lifestyle which, to some degree, distinguishes them from members of the other social strata. For instance, the Indian caste system is a living example of a social stratification system (Haralambos, 1985:25)

A number of theories of social stratification can be found in the literature. However, the functionalist, Marxian, and Weberian perspectives have historically been accorded higher recognition in western sociological studies.

When functionalist, such as Tumin (1985), attempted to explain systems of social stratification, they based their explanation on the frameworks of larger theories which sought to explain the operation of society as a whole. They assumed that there were certain basic needs or functional prerequisites which must be met if a society is to survive. These theorists therefore looked to social stratification to see how far it met these functional prerequisites. Furthermore, they assumed that parts of a society form an integrated whole, and thus they examined the ways in which the social stratification system is integrated with other parts of society. In brief, functionalists are primarily concerned with the function of social
stratification, and its contribution to the maintenance and well-being of a society (Haralambos, 1985: 30).

Marx, on the other hand, viewed social stratification differently. According to his theory (Marx, 1961), social classes develop on the basis of the different positions or roles which individuals fulfil in the productive scheme of a society. Marxist perspectives emphasise social strata rather than social inequality in general (Tumin, 1985). The fall of the Soviet system some have argued, has diminished the value of the Marxist perspective. Nonetheless, its historical value deserves recognition.

The work of the German sociologist Max Weber represents one of the most important developments in stratification theories (Haralambos, 1985). Like Marx, Weber views social class in economic terms. He argues that classes develop in market economies in which individuals compete for economic gain. Weber argues that the major class division is between those who own the forces of production and those who do not. In Weber's view any system of social inequality needs both material and moral support. Power, to be sustained, requires a legitimate basis in order to ensure that some might command, and that there would be others who could be counted on to obey (Owen, 1968: 22).

2.2.3 Social Structure of Kuwaiti Society. In order to give a more in-depth understanding of the effect of culture upon health services organisations, it is necessary to describe some of the social characteristics of
Kuwaiti society. To that end, this section will briefly examine the character of Kuwaiti society and its basic social values in particular.

As observed earlier, three major social groups are recognised amongst Kuwaitis. However, a much broader and clearer distinction exists between the rural and urban groups. Today, Kuwait is essentially a city state, and each segment of the population has all modern amenities such as electricity, running water, sewage, air-conditioning and other essential services. Historically, however, a majority of Kuwaitis lived on what would then have been described as rural areas, and the population of these rural segments was divided into different tribes. Whilst urban society became divided into upper class families and lower class families, which mixed through intermarriage, the rural families remained divided into different tribes.

Islam, as the chief religion, plays a crucial role both in shaping Muslim Arab culture and as an underlying force. According to Islam beliefs, the family and society are far more important than the individual. It is from this historical perspective that an individual in an Arab society owes his well-being to the strength of his community or society. While Islam not only allows but encourages freedom of expression, it requires its followers to abide by certain agreed principles. Contrary to western democratic norms, in which a majority always carries the day, a Muslim community is always supposed to follow those who are righteous and to adhere to the dictates and ordainments of God, even if they are in the minority. From this perspective, the role of the
community and society outweighs individual freedom. An individual in an Arab culture is supposed to carry out the decisions of the community or the society. However, it is important to note that a decision-maker or an administrator in Islam, like in other monotheistic religions, is supposed to be impartial and objective in assigning jobs or distributing benefits.

In Arab culture, mutual co-operation between families and groups is imperative. The traditional principles of loyalty and responsibility to the family or the community ensure that individual interests are subordinated to those of the family or the community. In such a social arrangement, an individual receives family or community support and security in return for his loyalty and services to the community. Thus, kinship becomes a powerful source of potential power, which other expatriate groups do not often share.

Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis have their distinct cultures, languages, and traditions, but they all have to mix together in the work environment, where in most cases the expatriates outnumber the Kuwaitis. Outside of the workplace, however, the Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis segments of the population are separated in terms of areas of residence. Kuwaiti laws do not permit any expatriate to buy property in Kuwait, unless it is for the residents of the Gulf Co-operation Council countries. The Kuwaitis themselves can also be viewed as living in different categories of residential areas, because residential areas are broadly divided into three types. First, there are single family dwellings which are usually owned by affluent Kuwaitis. Then there are middle income
and low income houses or apartments for Kuwaitis. A number of rich Kuwaitis also own apartment complexes which they rent to non-Kuwaitis.

Al-Khras (1982) observes that factors such as the temporariness of migration, the low degree of social interaction between Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis, and the social disparity between different sections of the society, are all likely to lead to low worker morale. Such conditions are also likely to lead to an absence of social cohesion within society, and at times a growing hostility among its various sectors. Al-Khras further contends that the beginnings of social conflict are rooted in the feelings of certain social groups who perceive that they are underprivileged, and exploited by other groups.

2.2.4 Composition of Migrant Workforce. As mentioned previously, the population of Kuwait is estimated to be 2,041,961. Of that number, 34.6% are Kuwaitis and 65.4% are non-Kuwaitis (MOH, 2002). The non-Kuwaiti population is divided into the following major ethnic groups: non-Kuwaiti Arabs, Asians, Africans, Europeans, North Americans, South Americans, and Australians. Among the non-Kuwaiti Arabs, the Egyptians are the main group, comprising approximately 20% of the total expatriate population, followed by Syrians (6.8%), and Lebanese (2.5%). The other Arabs constitute relatively smaller proportions of the population. Among the Asians, the largest group is represented by Indians, who comprise 19% of the total non-Kuwaiti population, followed by SriLankans (12%), Bangladeshis (10%), Pakistanis (7.2%), Iranians (5%), and Filipinos (3.6%) (MOH, 2002).
Social interaction among these different ethnic groups has been a subject of study for a number of years. Al-Ostad (1986) contends that the various ethnic groups in Kuwait are viewed as contributing towards a pluralistic society rather than a "melting pot". This, he argues, is mainly due to government policies, which separate residential areas for Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis. While the different ethnic groups have their own social organisations, the social interaction between Arabs and non-Arabs is somewhat limited.

2.2.5 Social Distinctions at the Public HCDS.

2.2.5.1. Social Influence and Power Distribution. Non-Kuwaitis are not considered to be part of the administration or of society, because they do not have the right to vote or to join any labour unions, occupational groups, or even sports clubs as active members. Even in government departments it is very rare to find Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis sharing the same office. Usually Kuwaitis occupy individual offices, and non-Kuwaitis occupy the smaller rooms. The interaction among Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis in offices is generally limited to official work. However, in academic settings and hospitals, relatively closer and freer interaction is observed, although the Kuwaitis generally believe in and assert their superiority over non-Kuwaitis in most work settings. Another pertinent aspect of societal interaction pertains to the differences that exist between Kuwaitis. Most Kuwaitis who have a rural background believe that they owe their allegiance to their tribe. However, if a
situation arises in which there is a difference between a Kuwaiti and non-Kuwaiti, all the Kuwaitis will put aside their differences and unite as one person. Finally, some expatriates have been granted Kuwaiti citizenship, but despite their citizenship they do not enjoy a social status equal to that of Kuwaitis, because such people are viewed as “second class” Kuwaitis and generally remain somewhat isolated from the Kuwaiti community.

Kuwaitis are a minority in their own country, yet they possess the superior social positions. Non-Kuwaitis generally have a lower social status than most Kuwaitis do, but they nevertheless enjoy considerable control over the administrative machinery in the MOH hospitals, essentially because many of the middle management and most of the low-level employees are expatriates. However, the top managerial positions in the MOH are held by Kuwaitis, while the middle management positions are generally filled by non-Kuwaiti Arabs, predominantly Egyptians. Significantly, though, these latter positions are the ones which implement policy rules or regulations and establish procedures in the Kuwaiti system. Therefore, the administrative mechanisms wielded by the expatriates in general and the Egyptians in particular give them a more or less unique access to information about the running of the MOH. It is believed that they frequently keep this information to themselves, as a substitute for authority and even, perhaps, as a potential weapon. Consequently, middle management positions afford expatriates a
considerable alternative source of power. Consequently, middle management positions afford expatriates a considerable alternative source of power.

The lower level employees are generally Asians. Similar to the big gap between the Kuwaitis and the non-Kuwaitis Arabs, there is also a big void between the middle and lower management employees, the former being predominantly Egyptians and the latter being predominantly Asians. This has resulted in clearly marked social distinctions between these three classes of upper management, middle management, and the workers.

Much has been written about power distribution in stratified societies. Haralambos (1985) has given a comprehensive analytical account of power distribution. His literature review places emphasis on the works of Pareto (1963), whose regarding his theory on the process of social life states that in all societies two classes of people appear- a class that rules and a class that is ruled; Mills (1951), who observed that American society was dominated by the power elite; and Dahl (1973), who maintains that to discover the distribution of power within any society, one has only to examine the actual pattern of decision making. Thus, most of the principal works that discuss stratification within society support the pluralist position. However, there are other scholars who have seriously criticised pluralism. They contend that the pluralists ignore “non-decision making” a situation in which some are perceived to have the power to prevent some issues from reaching the point of decision. While the literature provides many arguments both for and against
the pluralist view, the situation in Kuwait is different, and rather more complex.

Kuwaiti society is dominated by two basic groups of people—Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis. The non-Kuwaitis do not have any meaningful, direct role in the decision-making process, and they are in effect subordinate to the Kuwaiti managers. However, within the Kuwaiti section of the population, as observed earlier, there is an elite which makes the major decisions and therefore controls the destiny of the society and its organisations. This means that the non-Kuwaiti population is inevitably subservient to more powerful indigenous strata within the society. A Kuwaiti employee, whether he is in a top management or middle management position, always has unhindered access to the most senior person in an organisation, who is always a Kuwaiti. This may not be the case for non-Kuwaitis.

Since most, if not all, non-Kuwaitis have migrated to Kuwait for the sake of money, their inherent desire is to please their Kuwaiti employer in order to maximise enjoy job security and sustain their income. This propensity to subjugate themselves for monetary gain weakens the expatriate socially. The majority of non-Kuwaitis, although highly competent in their professional training generally prefer not to take a stance which would put them in a position of competition with Kuwaiti supervisors and managers. Hence, this is a reason for non-Kuwaitis being socially disadvantaged. Leavitt et al (1973:751) contends that:
“A Kuwaiti’s ability to communicate directly with the Kuwaiti top hierarchy is helped, in large part, by other capacities, roles, and status, which they might possess within or outside the organisation. Kuwaitis, by virtue the influence they can exert in this way, enjoy a greater amount of job security, status, and authority”.

Our primary interest in this section, it may be recalled, was briefly to discuss the effect of social status on the distribution of power and influence. In conclusion, it is evident that the non-Kuwaitis have a lower social status in Kuwaiti society, that the Kuwaitis as an informal social group are more united than the non-Kuwaitis, and that the Kuwaitis hold more influential positions than non-Kuwaitis do in the administration.

2.2.5.2. Language Barrier. The official language in Kuwait is Arabic; therefore all executive and judicial decisions are passed and recorded in Arabic. All the official documentation in Government offices is also in Arabic. The only exceptions are the internal matters of some private companies which use English as the working language, or some academic faculties.

As mentioned earlier, Kuwait employs manpower from many countries. In the Ministry of Health, for instance, expatriates from more than seventy countries are employed. Since the language is Arabic, and a vast majority of the workers are from Asia, there are, inevitably, serious
difficulties faced due to language barriers. Whilst a full-scale study of these is beyond the scope of this study, it is worthwhile exploring the issue briefly.

A vast majority of nurses, radiographers, and medical laboratory technologists are from Asia, as are many of the medical doctors and dentists. The issues related to the language barrier are twofold. Firstly, the non-Arabic speaking patients may run into serious difficulties when they are being treated or provided with care from Arabic speaking staff. Similarly, Arabic speaking patients in general and the Kuwaitis in particular face many difficulties when they have to deal with doctors or allied health professionals who do not speak Arabic. Therefore quality of care, as it pertains to patient satisfaction, is often seriously hampered.

Another aspect of difficulties arising from language barriers stems from the fact that the middle management positions are generally held by non-Kuwaiti Arabs, predominantly Egyptians. Most of these workers have a very poor comprehension of the English language, and are therefore constrained to converse in Arabic. The non-Kuwaiti Arabic-speaking staff view this as a mechanism purposefully employed to use the Arabic language as a source of power, and a mechanism which enables the Arabs to withhold requisite information. These factors also create management difficulties for the health care delivery system.

2.2.5.3. Employment Policies. The government of Kuwait is committed to "Kuwaitisation" to the greatest extent possible. Specifically all
senior administrative positions in the public sector are supposed to be vested in Kuwaitis. Similarly, the middle management positions are accorded to Kuwaitis whenever they are available. Further evidence on discriminatory government policies towards non-Kuwaitis is pointed out by Khouja et al (1979:49):

"With government policies not allowing them to own real estate or company shares, they have not been able to participate fully in the fruits of increased economic prosperity. Hence a growing feeling of frustration and lack of belonging to the country in which they work and live has developed among them".

Because of the obvious difficulties created by stratification and power differentials in the workplace, some attempts have been made to study the work environment of the expatriate manpower in Kuwait. For instance, Shah (1986), in her study on foreign workers in Kuwait, concluded that the level of commitment to national goals (of Kuwait) within such an environment is bound to be low, and the elements of frustration and labour alienation are likely to be high. The impact of such an environment on the indigenous labour force is bound to be negative, since social relations within the work situation are likely to be based on mutual hostility and mistrust, rather than on co-operation and trust.

Notwithstanding the policy of the Kuwaitisation of staff recruitment, the Ministry of Health, in its endeavour to employ qualified staff, recruits medical doctors, dentist, pharmacists, and allied health professionals from
wherever they can find them. There is a general understanding that the government does not want to employ staff from only a few selected countries. Such recruitment policies have political implications. Therefore, the government tries to maintain an optimal balance in employing people from various nationalities and regions. However, the presence of various nationalities which are potentially competing against each other, can contribute to further aggravation of the already hostile work situation (Shah, 1998).

2.2.5.4. Stress at the Workplace. Work-related stress is another contentious subject, and some employees face this factor more often than others. In particular, it was found during interviews and discussions with various supervisors and employees that the language barrier creates a certain amount of stress among some of the employees. This stress becomes particularly noteworthy when instructions are given by a supervisor who does not speak the same language as the employees does, and the employee does not have a proper comprehension of the language used by the supervisor. Similarly, the documentation of medical records may be deficient in the sense that many non-Kuwaiti Arab physicians do not carry out proper documentation, as their comprehension of English is quite weak. Furthermore, the pharmacists, most of whom are non-Kuwaiti Arabs, cannot, at times, give proper instructions to non-Arab patients. The stress felt by patients because of communication difficulties during nursing care is also noteworthy. This stress
was particularly relevant when an elderly Kuwaiti, who had no comprehension of English, had to be taken care of by a nurse whose Arabic speaking proficiency was weak. This and other such instances result in stress for the patients and for the care providers alike.

2.2.5.5. Perceived Role and Expectations. The expatriate employees, when they come to Kuwait, generally have only one major expectation, and that is to make as much money as possible in as short a time as possible. It should be understood that almost all the expatriate employees who work in Kuwait and other Gulf Co-operation Council countries do so mainly because they stand to make more money in these countries compared to what they make in their own. Various professionals, both Kuwaitis and expatriates, agree that a vast majority of the expatriates come to Kuwait only because this move gives a higher salary and a much higher margin of saving. This observation is particularly true for employees from third world countries. The expectation of the employees is to receive fair treatment in the workplace, and most of them expect that there will be no discrimination at work. However, in actuality language barriers end up being a serious source of perceived discrimination because of the reasons briefly set out above. Knowledge of language and culture makes it easier for migrant workers to convert their skills into earning capabilities (Al-Qudsi et al., 1991).

An additional area in which some expatriates feel rather deprived and discriminated against is the distinction of living environments, i.e., the
separate residential areas for Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis, which again has been mentioned above.

Finally, another factor worth noting pertains to the cultural aspects of Kuwaiti society. Kuwait is a Muslim Arab country, and the dress norms and social interaction modalities are rather different from those of European and America Asian employees, however, are often reasonably familiar with such cultural practices because, in their own countries, similar practices are also common, and hence they do not find a serious gap between their expectations and the reality.

As mentioned earlier, senior managerial positions in the workforce are generally occupied by Kuwaitis. Yet in a number of instances, expatriate employees have far better capabilities and much more experience than their Kuwaiti manager. This can often lead to a sense of alienation. During the interviews and discussions that were held with employees from various levels of health organisations, the subject of alienation frequently came into the discussion, and a number of professionals expressed openly that there is a considerable sense of alienation among health care workers in MOH.

In general, financial gains, most researchers agree, outweigh the discomforts and perceived inconveniences that stem from language barriers, cultural differences, and other such factors. However, there can be little doubt that such discomforts and perceived, both actual and perceived, may be irksome when they form part of the day to day experience in the workplace.
2.2.6 Summary. In Kuwait, social values and social structures are built around the family, on which all individual loyalties are focused. Consequently, each individual's interest is supposed to be secondary to the public interest. Bureaucracy is considered a reflection of society, and Kuwait's bureaucracy is what Stone (1977) called "A mix of autocratic and traditional systems with excessive emphasis on following the procedures".

The central question as to why the Kuwaitis have more influence than their non-Kuwaiti colleagues was analysed in the light of social and organisational structures, both formal and informal. It is worth re-emphasising that influence can depend upon factors other than the legal authority in an organisation. These factors can be from outside or from within the system itself. The outside factors generally derive from the differing social status that Kuwaiti and non-Kuwaiti employees command in society. In the case of non-Kuwaitis, it is clear that they have a lower class status in the society, while the Kuwaitis are far more united as an informal group than the non-Kuwaitis. This means that the Kuwaitis not only hold more influential positions than non-Kuwaitis in administration, they can also wield other kinds of power too.

The aim of Kuwaiti immigration policy has been, and continues to be, to maintain the transitory character of labour immigration in order to ensure that the migrants do not settle down permanently in the country. The rationale underlying this policy is that given their numerical superiority, immigrants have the potential to change the character of Kuwaiti society. Thus, it is a
concern for their own cultural survival, rather than a fear of migrants encroaching upon their newly gained material wealth that has guided Kuwait’s treatment of the question of labour migration throughout the years. As a result, non-integration, rather than integration, was viewed as the basis for social stability. In carrying out this policy of exclusion, the Kuwaitis have consistently played on distinctive differences between the migrants and themselves, maintaining, reinforcing, and, when necessary, inventing such differences. The politics of exclusion have been mediated through various measures aimed at countering the integrative effects of time and interactive habitualisation. These measures have ranged from formal categorisation and legislation to informal customs and practices in everyday life, and the manipulation of cultural values and symbols (Longva, 1997:44).

This section has attempted to describe the Kuwaiti social environment, in order that one can better appreciate the impact of the social value system on Kuwaiti health managers and expatriate health professionals working in Kuwaiti hospitals. From this discussion of basic values, norms, and patterns of relations, one can begin to understand the interaction between the Kuwaitis and their social environment.
2.3 Section Three: Health Information Systems (HIS) in the Kuwaiti HCDS

The public sector and the private sector in Kuwait have each carried out different experiments with Health Information Systems (HIS). Accordingly, the public sector’s experiment will here be discussed separately first, followed by a discussion of the private sector’s experiment.

2.3.1 Definition of Public and Private Organisations. There are many similarities and differences between public and private organisations. The main conventional distinction between the private and public organisation is their ownership (Rainey et al., 1976). Private organisations are owned by stakeholders, whereas public organisations are owned by members of the political communities (Boyne, 2002). In addition, public organisations are funded by the government rather than by fees paid directly by customers (Niskanen, 1971). Furthermore, public sector organisations are controlled mainly by the political system rather than the economic system (Dahl et al., 1953).

In Kuwait, both sectors fall under the regulatory control of the MOH in terms of norms, performance standards, operations, and particularly the manpower components and qualifications. As regards HIS selection and implementation, the MOH is responsible only for the public sector.
2.3.2 The Public Sector's Experiment with HIS. In view of the importance of health information in health care, and an increasing number of patients, in 1979 the MOH in Kuwait decided to give a high priority to the establishment of health information system in its HCDS. For more than two decades, several modules of HIS were introduced in different hospitals within the Kuwait HCDS. The move toward implementing an HIS was a result of many factors and problems the ministry faced in the previous decades.

The medical record working party at the MOH identified problems in the medical record system and highlighted the need for implementing an integrated HIS. These problems included the following:

1. Duplicate medical records for some patients while other cases records were not being maintained for all patients. As a result, there was a lack of the clinical information that is needed for the patient treatment plan.

2. Absence of an effective chart tracking system, which resulted in delays in providing the medical records on time, thus affecting the care provided.

3. Insufficient medical documentation within patient records due to absence of standards for documentation. Each hospital followed their own rules and regulations for documentation, if they existed at all.

4. Illegible handwriting within the medical record.
5. Loss of lab and pharmacy forms, which resulted in increased patient stress, and putting patients through taking repetitive lab tests. In addition, different sizes of lab report forms increased the difficulty of filling in the medical record and the likelihood of missing data.

6. Data for research purposes were hard to access, due to time-consuming checks of fragmented patient records.

The first step in managing problems is to recognise the existence of such problems within the organisation. The MOH top management discussed different issues the MOH was considering currently. In an open discussion, the top management indicated that the ministry was working on strategic planning and solving problems such as lack of resources in the ministry. Other problems included lack of standards to measure performance of health care personnel, absence of accreditation programs to evaluate hospitals’ performance, lack of effective job descriptions and procedures, and uncontrolled medication dispensing, low quality of care provided after surgery, and over utilisation of the emergency room in Kuwaiti hospitals (Al-Jarallah, 1996). The ministry recognised that accurate, complete, and comprehensive patient information and data were necessary for the provision of quality health care, delivering accurate statistics, helping in the planning process, evaluating treatment effectiveness, and facilitating better decision making.
Starting in 1979, a request was developed to invite companies and research groups of international repute to propose a system to computerise health care delivery in Kuwait (Naim et al, 1986). The MOH felt that the final decision regarding the selection and implementation of a ministry-wide information system should await a detailed study.

Then, in the early 1980s, the MOH introduced inexpensive, fragmented modules of a hospital management information system to two hospitals in Kuwait (Al-Adan and Al-Farwaniyah general hospitals). The system was in English only, and had several modules. These modules included admission, discharge, transfer, room/bed and hospital census.

Later, in the mid 1980s, the MOH came up with a master plan for an integrated HIS. These are systems in which all the departments share a common database. All data elements are maintained in a single data dictionary, and users must follow specific rules for updating and editing. The plan had distinct components for strategic planning, operational planning, tactical planning, and project planning (Naim et al. 1986). The implementation of the system was supposed to take place in the early 1990s. Unfortunately, the Iraqi occupation put development plans in all sectors of the country on hold (MOH official document).

Soon after Kuwait's liberation from Iraqi occupation, it was decided to recommence the development of an HIS. The new system was implemented in two selected general hospitals, on a pilot basis. The implementation started
in Al-Farwaniya Hospital (462 bed hospital) in 1992, followed by Al-Amiri Hospital (408 bed hospital) in 1994. A ready-made package provided by an Egyptian company, a Data Management system which runs on an IBM platform was chosen for implementation. The package consists of number of modules corresponding to departments within the hospitals. Installation started with the Basic Module, for abstracting, master patient index (MPI), registration, and medical records tracking. The appointment module for outpatients and inpatients was installed subsequently (Mandil, et al., 1994). The basic and appointment modules were used in both hospitals for operations related to administrative functions, which included registration, admission, discharge, transfer, census, hospital statistics, abstracting of medical records, and indexing. The more advanced module was intended to be used to automate laboratory results reporting, physician order entry, medical administration, inventory control in the pharmacy, control supply, and dietary areas, however, the implementation process never reached that level (MOH official document).

Soon after the early stages of the first modules' implementation, a great deal of dissatisfaction amongst the end users surfaced. Based on personal communication with the hospital stakeholders (Figure 2.3), the end users stated that the system was not friendly to use, and not easy to perform.

---

7 According to Krobock (1984) "The end users can be managers in any of the accepted three levels: strategic planning, management control, or operational
data entry with. The system became a frequent source of irritation and frustration. They indicated that making the system easier to use\textsuperscript{8} or user friendly would help to reduce data entry errors.

In this case, for example, when the physicians or other end users used the machine themselves, specialised devices used a variant of the “point and select” approach (examples of such devices are touch sensitive screens, light pens, and mouse pointing devices). The end users added that designers frequently tried to permit logical selection of items from menus displayed on the screen, so that the user does not have to learn a set of specialised commands in order to enter or review data. They found the system too complicated, with too many menus to do simple tasks. In addition, the system was not supported with a user’s guide to facilitate the operating process. Therefore, it was difficult to remember how to perform tasks within the system.

control. End users can also be at the transaction processing level and have responsibility for no one other than themselves\textsuperscript{9}.

For the most part, writers in this area limit the definition of end users to individuals who interact directly with computer. However, Davis (1989) distinguishes between primary and secondary user roles. The primary user makes decisions based on the system's output, whilst the secondary user is responsible for interacting with the application to enter data or prepare output reports, but doesn't use the output directly in his/her job.

\textsuperscript{8} According to Davis (1989) “Ease of use” refers to the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system will be free from effort: this follows from the definition of “Ease” as freedom from difficulty or great effort. For obvious reasons, an application perceived to be easier to use is more likely to be accepted by end users.
Furthermore, they believed that the system was not compatible\(^9\) with the needs of their job. Their judgements were largely based on the fact that they were not involved with the system development: therefore, the system was not tailored to their needs and work style. In addition, due to the fact that it forced them to change the style of their work that they had been using for many years, they thought that the system should be designed based on their needs.

They added that partly because the package was provided by an Egyptian company, a lack of IT manpower was one of the main factors that affected the users' satisfaction with the system. They stated that although there were a small number of IT specialised personnel, they were not specialists in this type of package, so every time the system was down, they had to wait until the company sent appropriate IT specialised personnel to Kuwait. This meant additional expenses added to the already exhausted budget of the MOH.

This feeling of dissatisfaction resulted in a major part of this 1992 master plan being frozen.

In 1994, the MOH senior management consulted a World Health Organisation led team, with the objective of revising the previous and the

\(^9\) According to Rogers (1983) "Compatibility is the degree to which the innovation is consistent with existing values, past experiences, and current needs of potential adopters".
current system. A summary of their findings was given the same year in a report (Mandil et al., 1994). These findings were:

- There was a lack of clear strategic plans by the MOH prior to implementing the 1985 Master Plan.
- The 1985 Master Plan didn’t set clear priorities for the implementation.
- All efforts and resources were spent on hardware and system software – little was spent on actual users’ training.
- No study was done to evaluate the previous implementation attempts.

The World Health Organisation team made the following recommendations:

- To freeze any further expansion of the present system.
- The team believes that there is an urgent need to establish clear strategic plans, and a preparation plan outlined to set MOH priorities. They believe that a strategic plan should include a technological infrastructure for the system.
- In addition, they believe that a leading team is essential for system implementation.
Figure 2.3 Al-Amiri Hospital Organisational Chart
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In March 1995, a new plan to establish a National HIS, named “Afya Net”, was introduced by Dr. Al-Muhailan, Minister of Health at that time. The main objective of Afya Net was to build a National HIS for Kuwait and to create a patient database that covers the total population (Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis) (Razzouqi, 1995).

Besides establishing an NHIS, the project’s mission was to support a number of major sub-projects:

- Health Care Management Information System (HCMIS) in which all health care areas in Kuwait share a common database.
- A network, called “Afya Net” to link all institutions belonging to MOH at 149 locations.
- Training in the use of HIS would be provided for the MOH staff on a continuous basis in seven training centres: one in each of the five health regions, one in Sabah centre, and one in the Information Administration Centre in the MOH.

The plan was designed to cover a period of ten years. By the end of this period, all clinics and hospitals in Kuwait should have been fully computerised and linked together to form an integrated health information system. The cost was estimated to reach 28 million KD (£56,000,000). A combination of distributed data processing and centralised approaches was adopted by the master plan. Within each region all health institutions would
be networked, with the region's hospital acting as the central site, and its computer system holding the region's data base. At a later stage, all the hospitals would be linked together, for security and back up reasons, and the department's system would keep an up-to-date master data base of the population.

The actual implementation was supposed to begin by August 1997. Razzouqi (1995) stated that “Afya Net was to be the basic communication infrastructure for the health care arena within Kuwait”. However, the MOH suspended the project. Based on interviews with the senior management in MOH, they indicated that the project was suspended because of the following reasons:

- Lack of resources (budget\textsuperscript{10} for the project was extremely high).
- Disagreement over whom the bid for the project should go to.

Following the failure of Afya Net implementation, the MOH started to introduce modules of IS at some of the general hospitals (Al-Amiri and Al-Farwaniyah) including Admission, Discharge, Transfer, Scheduling, Master Patient Index, and others.

\textsuperscript{10} Budget is numerical document that translate the goals, objectives, and action steps into forecasts of volume and monetary resources needed (AbdelHak et al., 1996). The managerial accounting process includes the activities of planning and preparing budget consistent with the strategic plan.
During the process of collecting information about HIS implementation in the public sector under the responsibility of the MOH, the researcher found that it is not clear whether a new HIS is planned for the public sector. It seems there is a genuine desire by the MOH to improve the information quality in its facilities (Personal communication). It is also apparent that the Ministry recognises the need of being updated with the technology used around the world. There is also a lack of evaluation studies of any of these systems after their abortion, for no evaluation study was ever made in Kuwait on any of the systems described in this section.

2.3.3 The Private Sector's Experiment with HIS. The decision to implement a HIS in any private hospital is taken internally at each hospital by the local management. Out of the four main private hospitals in Kuwait (see Table 2.1), only Al-Mowsat and Al-Hadi hospitals have HIS. Al-Mowsat hospital was the first one to implement an HIS.

Al-Mowsat was established in 1970. It is owned by the Al-Wazzan group, which belongs to a Kuwaiti family; it is one of the biggest companies in the Middle East. They own a large construction company (Borhan) that has carried out big projects in Kuwait, the Middle East region and in Africa.

Because of the pressure of the private sector's competitive environment, a decision was made to plan an HIS in the Al-Mowsat hospital. The system was intended to cover administrative and clinical aspects. The first attempt at implementation was a small inexpensive hospital management
information system which was introduced in 1975. The system, which was English-language only, had six terminals, and produced information needed for hospital management, including patient admissions, reservations, discharges, transfers, room/bed census, hospital census and so on.

In the late 1980s, a new building for the hospital was established, and it the number of patients grew (currently more than 50,000 patient/year), as did the need for a more comprehensive and updated HIS. The hospital’s management at that point formed a committee of Information Technology and Systems Experts (IT & ISE) to come up with a new HIS for the hospital. The committee explored many systems worldwide, and finally decided that it was best to contract with Oracle in the US to develop the necessary system and supervise its implementation.

The system was in full operation in 1989. The system is updated on a continuous basis as needed. It is also evaluated continuously to determine whether it is satisfactory. A review of the overall arrangement and a specific check of the design’s critical areas are crucial. The proposed system must meet the needs of the employees and managers as well as the organisational needs. The hospital management indicated that there a number of methodologies for evaluating HIS:

- Cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness\(^\text{11}\).

\(^{11}\) Cost-benefit Analysis (CBA) and Cost-effectiveness Analysis (CEA) constitute procedures for improving rational decision-making. Although CBA
• Patient satisfaction.

• End user satisfaction\(^{12}\).

The hospital management (Figure 2.4) have made clear that they consider end user satisfaction to be a measure of system effectiveness, and a measure of successful implementation of a new HIS. They distribute a survey each time they upgrade the system. Users answer questions regarding the system's compatibility, its ease of usage, its impact on them, whether the system meets their information requirements, maintenance issues, users' general attitude towards the work they do, and the system's myriad interactions among the users. The satisfaction of users' is measured as the weighted sum of the users' positive and negative reactions to a set of factors about the HIS. The hospital management, during an interview with this researcher, has previously stressed that they take a great pride in their HIS system and think of it as one of the most successful systems in the Middle East, based on the yearly formal evaluation of private sector hospitals in the Middle East, 2002.

\(^{12}\) End users satisfaction is defined as a state or feeling of being satisfied, pleasure, contentment. In IS, the term end-user satisfaction is referred as a sum of feeling or affective responses to distinguishable factors of HIS products and services (AbdelHak et al., 1996).
Figure 2.4 Al-Mowasat Hospital Organisational Chart
2.3.4 Description of HIS in the Public and Private Sectors.

This section includes a more detailed description of the HISs implemented in the public and private sectors.

During the 1970's, HISs were developed in the public and private sectors in several ways. The private hospitals approached information systems with an emphasis on financial information systems, while the public sector developed the goal of a single integrated or monolithic system designed to use one large database that shared its resources among departments. In addition, the public sector hospitals acquired versions of hospital information systems through departmental applications (such as clinical laboratory systems) to which custom features were later added. While the intention was to create common data through a single shared database, this proved to be difficult to achieve. In large measure, database structures and the tools needed to use them effectively were still immature during the 1970's (Shortliffe et al., 1990; Dornfest, 1993).

In the 1980's, communication technology grew to provide foundation application in HCDS (public and private sectors). Demographics and associated information were already available on patients who registered into clinics or were admitted into hospitals, and the necessary data\textsuperscript{13} were automatically sent to hospitals departments. Thus admission notices were

\textsuperscript{13} Data are things known or assumed; facts or figures from which conclusions can be drawn. The term data is a plural term and is used whenever more than one data element is described (AbdelHak et al., 1996).
communicated to dietary, housekeeping, laboratory, radiology, and other ancillary services electronically. In turn, order communications enabled physician orders to be sent from a nursing station directly to an ancillary area. In addition, significant gains were made in building computer networks that linked a variety of diverse applications together.

By the end of the decade, in general a HIS was defined as an institutional information system that links basic business process functions (registration, admission, discharge and transfer) to order communications and results reporting functions to discharge abstracting and patient accounting processes. In the 1990's HISs were required to operate on many functional levels. For instance, they typically embrace and connect multiple functional areas through the information systems. This occurred through integrating information as well as connecting departmental systems through network communications. The HIS contains four components in the public sector (Al-Amiri and Al-Farwaniyah hospitals), while a comprehensive HIS contains six components in the private sector (Al-Mowasat and Al-Hadi hospitals).

Table 2.2 shows the similarities and the differences between the public and private sectors with regard to HIS.

In reality, HIS can be viewed along a continuum from the first two major components (Core application and Communication and networking application) to acquisition of all others. Note that information needed for admission is captured at preadmission and may be entered into the master
patient index, where it is maintained as a permanent name index, for all patients. Applications are connected through communications. Data are viewed as the common resource. Data are also aggregated and used in high-level planning and evaluation efforts.

However, neither the public nor the private sector’s HIS attempts to completely replace the patients’ medical record or to provide clinicians with a readily accessible, intelligible assembly of clinical data that characterises the condition, prior management, and current treatment plan of patient. Neither sector’s HIS provides a clearly defined and well organised database to permit epidemiologic assessment of patient outcomes and patterns of practice, so that management strategies could be viewed within specific clinical contexts. In addition, the public and private sectors’ HIS weren’t intended to track the patient outside of the hospital, nor to allow comparison of performance of different clinicians.
Table 2.2: Description of the HIS in the Public and Private Sectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Public Sector HIS</th>
<th>The Private Sector HIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Core applications such as patient scheduling, admission, discharge, and transfer, which also provide the central notification to the hospital departments of patient admission.</td>
<td>• Core applications such as patient scheduling, admission, discharge, and transfer, which also provide the central notification to the hospital departments of patient admission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Communications and networking applications transmit messages between departments such as nursing and ancillary areas. Communications are used to notify these departments of patient admission and to provide tracking orders and responses to them.</td>
<td>• Business and financial systems such as patient accounting, billing, and payroll provide data processing for the business activities of the organisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Departmental systems such as pharmacy, radiology, and laboratory are designed to manage the functions of those departments and connect data to organisation databases.</td>
<td>• Communications and networking applications transmit messages between departments such as nursing and ancillary areas. Communications are used to notify these departments of patient admission and to provide for tracking orders and responses to them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Documentation systems are used to collect, store, and retrieve patient data.</td>
<td>• Departmental systems such as pharmacy, radiology, and laboratory are designed to manage the business functions of those departments and connect data to organisation databases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Documentation systems are used to collect, store, and retrieve patient data. Applications in this category range from point-of-care bedside terminals for nursing documentation to transcription modules that capture and store clinical reports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reminders and advice functions assist physicians in planning patient care activities. Such reminders can include messages to alert for significant test results and drug/drug interaction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4 Conclusion.

It is clear that IS implementation is immensely complex. Berg (2001:144) states that:

"The implementation of comprehensive information systems in health care practices has proved to be a path ridden with risks and dangers. It has become evident that there are many more failure stories to tell than there are success stories and the more comprehensive the technology, or wider the span of implementation, the more difficult it appears to achieve success".

He added that:

"It has become equally evident that organisational issues account for many of these difficulties, and that social science has an important contribution to make".

The public sector in Kuwait governed by the MOH seemed to be one of the failure stories of HIS implementation attempts. The current practice of HIS implementation in Kuwait's health sector is clearly problematic, and no one professional study has ever been conducted with regard to addressing this subject. The current study aims to gather new knowledge to help in identifying problems with the MOH's current practice of HIS implementation, to help plan better systems in the future, and to learn from experiences in other sectors.

A number of authors have suggested that IS implementation should be viewed as a process of organisational change (Vertinsky et al., 1974;
Zand, 1995), and some initial research examining the implications of these suggestions has been conducted (Zand, 1995). There are a number of reasons why taking this view is an important step towards advancing our understanding of implementation (Ginzberg, 1978).

Firstly, implementation is a complex process that extends over a period of time. Secondly, previous research has tended to focus on a single aspect of the implementation problem, and has generally failed to show how these pieces relate to factors which affect implementation. Finally, the change process view is grounded in theory, something that has often being missing from earlier studies of IS implementation. This theoretical base will enable the researcher to integrate the results of studies of IS/HIS implementations with those of other types of social and organisational changes.

The next chapter discusses the literature found regarding change and the multidimensional process of IS/HIS implementation.
CHAPTER THREE

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter is divided into four principal sections. After this introduction, a brief description of the search strategy used to review the literature is provided. This is followed by Section One.

Section One provides an introduction to the literature on change management, and a discussion of key terms and concepts. The specific themes of organisational issues and culture are presented: this section examines, analyses, and evaluates the factors that affect the success of new changes.

Section Two begins with a review of the IS implementation process; followed by a review of the factors that can influence the adoption of IS. It also reviews in detail the nature of IS implementation in an organisational context, and the tools for successful implementation. Two major themes emerge from the literature review on IS implementation: namely, organisational issues and user satisfaction. This review should also provide a sense of the historical backgrounds to IS research, and show the foundation and the diversity of IS implementation research.

Section Three begins with a review of the literature on HIS implementation, followed by a review of factors that can affect HIS implementation. The factors identified in this chapter were directly used as themes in the qualitative and quantitative stages of this study.
This is then followed by Section Four, which give a discussion of the implications of the literature reviewed for planning the methods for this study, and how the literature can be applied to a study of the context of the HCDS in Kuwait.

3.1 Search Strategy

Since health care is slower than other industries in investing in information systems, especially to support the clinical services it provides (et al., 1996). Alternative theoretical frameworks from economics and political science/policy science were planned for use in the literature review, and to inform the study design. However, a substantial quantity of literature from health/medical science was found, to such an extent that it was not possible to pursue further searches in these areas.

When reviewing the literature, the researcher had four principal questions in mind, as follows:

1. What are the broad themes that have emerged from the general literature on factors that lead to successful change management in any type of organisation?

2. Have these broad themes been explored with specific reference to the implementation of IS? In addition, are there any specific themes that have emerged with respect to IS?
3. Have these broad themes been explored with specific reference to the implementation of HIS? In addition, are there any specific themes that have emerged with respect to HIS?

4. Is there any literature on the management of organisational change in Arabic countries, or more specifically in Kuwait?

For each of the above mentioned questions the following are presented:

1. The general approach used for the review (i.e. systematic or non-systematic).

   - For the systematic reviews, the databases used are listed, along with the search history of each.

   - For the non-systematic reviews, the main sources that were used (both from the literature and from expert consultation) are listed.

2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria are listed.

3. The number of titles, abstracts, and full articles rejected is reported.

4. The synthesis method that is used to bring the literature together is described.
3.1.1 Question One. “What are the broad themes that have emerged from the general literature on factors that lead to successful change management in any type of organisation?”

General Approach. A non-systematic approach was used in reviewing the literature for this question, because the literature search found little evidence with the systematic approach.

Non-systematic Reviews. A list of key theories and concepts was defined after looking at general management texts and review articles addressing the management of organisational change, as well as through consultation with the librarian at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, and discussion with academics, management consultants, and NHS managers.

This identified a number of key books, articles, and reports. The references of these books, articles, and reports were also checked.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. The inclusion and exclusion criteria set for the general overviews on management of change literature were:

- The theories are widely known and commonly used as decided by relevant experts.
- Have a theoretical examination of the key factors that underlie successful organisational change management.

Articles that did not meet the inclusion criteria were excluded.
Rejected Articles. A total of 10 articles were rejected based on the previously mentioned inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Synthesis Method. Of the articles, books, and reports identified in these searches, all were synthesised by using “Thematic Analysis”. This type of analysis involves the identification of prominent or recurrent themes across the articles collected from all the sources of literature. Then the findings are summarised under each specified thematic heading (Dixon-Woods et al., 2005).

Lewin’s theory (1951) references particular factors and their influences, which could be considered the forces for change. These factors can be described as either driving forces or restraining forces that may affect a new change in the organisation. These include the following:

- Theme 1: Organisational issues
- Theme 2: Culture
Box 1: Theme 1: Organisational issues

Under this theme there are twelve factors:

- Organisational size
- Organisational structure
- Policy and regulation
- Management support
- Leadership
- Quality of planning
- Top management commitment
- Quality of communication
- End users involvement
- Resistance to change (Organisational or individual level)
- Uncertainty
- Incentives

Box 2: Theme 2: Cultural Issues

Under this theme there are two factors:

- Cultural diversity
- Language barrier
3.1.2 Question Two: "Have these broad themes been explored with specific reference to the implementation of IS? In addition, are there any specific themes that have emerged with respect to IS?"

**General Approach.** A systematic approach was used in reviewing the literature for this question.

**A. Systematic Reviews.** A systematic search was carried out by searching computerised databases such as Medline and ProQuest/ABI Inform (The ProQuest® online information service provides access to thousands of current periodicals and newspapers, many updated daily and containing full-text articles from 1986). To identify key words the librarian at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, as well as academics, experts in health information administration, and professionals from the NHS were consulted.

Table 3.1 shows the search history used in the Medline database, followed by Table 3.2, which shows the ProQuest/ABI Inform database search history.
Table 3.1: The Search History used in the Medline Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Number</th>
<th>Most Recent Queries</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>#1 AND “Organisational issues”</td>
<td>372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>#1 AND “Cultural issues”</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>#1 AND “Personnel issues”</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. Certain inclusion criteria were set for reviewing the literature on this question. For the article to be included it had to be:

- Relevant (Burns et al., 1997).
- Have a clear methodology.
- Be a rigorous study (Burns et al., 1997).

The relevancy criterion was set to make the literature focused around the area of the study. The clear methodology criterion eases both understanding the article and synthesising it for rigour.
Table 3.2: The Search History used in the ProQuest/ABI Inform Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Number</th>
<th>Search History</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>LSU({INFORMATION SYSTEMS}) AND LSU({INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY})</td>
<td>958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>LSU({INFORMATION SYSTEMS}) AND LSU({INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY}) AND LSU({STUDIES})</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>((LSU({INFORMATION SYSTEMS}) AND LSU({INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY})) AND LSU({CASE STUDIES}) AND (Organisational issues))</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>((LSU({INFORMATION SYSTEMS}) AND LSU({INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY})) AND LSU({CASE STUDIES}) AND (culture issues))</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>((LSU({INFORMATION SYSTEMS}) AND LSU({INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY})) AND LSU({CASE STUDIES}) AND (Personnel issue))</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only articles that were found to be rigorous were included to ensure the overall quality of the research study conducted. The rigour criteria used are detailed later in this chapter.

Articles that did not meet the inclusion criteria were excluded.

C. Rejected Articles. For the Medline database and the Pro Quest/ABI Inform database a total of 10 articles were rejected based on the previously
mentioned inclusion and exclusion criteria. Table 3.3 shows the number of articles and the reason for their rejection.

Table 3.3: The number of articles and the reason for their rejection in both databases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Number</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Reason for Rejection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Titles</td>
<td>Abstract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (Medline)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (Pro Quest/ABI Inform)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**D. Synthesis Method.** For this step, the same approach used in 3.1.1, #4 (i.e. thematic analysis) was also used here. Based on that approach, to answer Question Two, the following were considered the forces for change:

- Theme one: Organisational issues
- Theme two: User satisfaction Issues

Based on Lewin's force field model, the factors that were identified under each theme could be described as a driving force or a restraining force for successful change.

**3.1.3 Question Three:** "Have these broad themes been explored with specific reference to the implementation of HIS? In addition, are there any specific themes that have emerged with respect to HIS?"
General Approach. A systematic approach was used in reviewing the literature for this question.

A. Systematic Reviews. The Medline and Pro Quest/ABI Inform databases were used. Table 3.4 shows the search history used in the Medline database, followed by Table 3.5, which shows the ProQuest/ABI Inform database search history.

Table 3.4: The Search History used in the Medline Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Number</th>
<th>Most Recent Queries</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>#1 AND &quot;Organisational issues&quot;</td>
<td>372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>#1 AND &quot;Cultural issues&quot;</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>#1 AND &quot;User satisfaction issues&quot;</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.5: The Search History used in the ProQuest/ABI Inform Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Number</th>
<th>Search History</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>LSU({INFORMATION SYSTEMS}) AND LSU({INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY})</td>
<td>958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>((LSU({INFORMATION SYSTEMS}) AND LSU({INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY}))) AND (hospital)</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>LSU({INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY}) AND (LSU({HOSPITAL SYSTEMS}) OR LSU({HOSPITAL SYSTEM}))</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>((LSU({INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY}) AND (LSU({HOSPITAL SYSTEMS}) OR LSU({HOSPITAL SYSTEM}))), AND (Organisational issues))</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>((LSU({INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY}) AND (LSU({HOSPITAL SYSTEMS}) OR LSU({HOSPITAL SYSTEM}))), AND (User satisfaction))</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>((LSU({INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY}) AND (LSU({HOSPITAL SYSTEMS}) OR LSU({HOSPITAL SYSTEM}))), AND LSU({CASE STUDIES}) AND (culture issues))</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>((LSU({INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY}) AND (LSU({HOSPITAL SYSTEMS}) OR LSU({HOSPITAL SYSTEM}))), AND LSU({CASE STUDIES}) AND (User satisfaction))</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. The same inclusion and exclusion criteria that were used in section 3.1.3 number 3 were also used here.

C. Rejected Articles. Based on the previously mentioned inclusion and exclusion criteria the number of articles rejected was 67, as detailed in table 3.6.

Table 3.6: The number of articles and the reason for their rejection in both databases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Number</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Reason for Rejection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Titles</td>
<td>Abstract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (Medline)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (ProQuest/ABI Inform)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Synthesis Method. For this step, the same approach used in 3.1.1, #4 (i.e. thematic analysis) was also used here. Based on that approach, to answer Question Three, the following are the forces for change:

- Theme 1: Organisational issues (As mentioned previously, page 74)
- Theme 2: User satisfaction
Box 3: Theme 1: Organisational issues

Under this theme there are fifteen factors:

- Organisational size
- Organisational structure
- Policy and regulation
- Management support
- Leadership
- Quality of planning
- Top management commitment
- Quality of communication
- End users involvement
- Resistance to change (Organisational or individual level)
- Uncertainty
- Incentives
- Formation of implementation team
- Competition
- Resource allocation
Box 4: Theme 2: User satisfaction

Under this theme there are ten factors those are the following:

- System quality (Content, Format, Accuracy, Timeliness, and Confidentiality)
- Training
- Rogers' attributes (Relative advantage, Compatibility, Trialability, Ease of use and Observability)

Based on Lewin's force field analysis (1951), all of these factors can be considered as either a driving force or restraining force that may affect a new change in the organisation.

3.1.4 Question Four: "Is there any literature on the management of organisational change in Arabic countries, or more specifically in Kuwait?"

General Approach. A non-systematic approach was used in reviewing the literature for this question, because the literature search found little evidence with the systematic approach.

A. Non-systematic Reviews. Arabic experts were consulted in order to identify key texts on IS or HIS implementation, management of organisational change, and general business models in Arabic countries, or in Kuwait if possible. Since it is unlikely that much Arabic literature will be available for
IS/HIS, the researcher focused on general management culture in Arabian
countries, particularly Kuwait, as well as on general business models, in order
to explore how these western business theories apply in an Arabian context.

In addition, hand searches were carried out in the only two journals
that relate to health issues in the gulf region: namely, the Kuwait Medical
Journal (KMJ) and the Saudi Medical Journal (SMJ). No articles were found
to be relevant to this question.

B. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. No inclusion or exclusion criteria
were set for this question since the researcher was looking for non-general
overviews or materials that discuss management culture in Arabic
countries/Kuwait.

C. Rejected Articles. No articles were found that were relevant to this
question

D. Synthesis Method. No articles were found that were relevant to this
question
3.2 Section One: Change

3.2.1 Overview. “Up to this point a student of management and organisation theory could only be stunned by how little the efforts to improve quality have learnt from current thinking in management theory and from the experience of other industries” (Koeck, 1998: 317).

According to Garside (1998: 26), two difficulties present themselves to researchers interested in gathering and applying knowledge relating to organisational change in the health care sector. First, within the large and diverse body of literature on managing and implementing organisational change, few articles discuss issues and problems particular to health care organisations. Second, models and learning systems have not been adequately developed out of the experiences of practising health managers. However, the health care sector should be able to learn something from the experiences of other industries.

3.2.2 Definition of Change. In this section, it is worth briefly outlining some of the definitions and descriptions of “change”. These tend to vary with the level of analysis. At the most general level, “change is a phenomenon of time, it is the way people talk about the event in which something appears to become, or turn into, ‘something else’, where the ‘something else’ is seen as a result or outcome.” (Ford, 1999)
At the level of the organisation, according to Garside (1998), organisational change is considered to be a subset of organisational development.

Many definitions of organisational development can be found in the literature, but however the following have been selected here for their clarity and scope. Organisational development is defined by Beckhard et al (1987) as "an effort, (1) planned, (2) organisation-wide, (3) managed from the top to (4) increase organisational effectiveness and health through (5) planned interventions in the organisation's processes using behavioural science knowledge".

Organisational change was defined by Porras et al (1992:13) as:

"A set of behavioural science-based theories, values, strategies, and techniques aimed at the planned change of the organisational work setting for the purpose of enhancing individual development and improving organisational performance, through alteration of organisational members' on the job behaviours". Dawson (1999:13) are more specific about the sorts of interventions that are involved in the process, and state that organisational development includes making changes in: job descriptions; decision making processes and arenas; shape, size, and nature of groups and departments; managerial style; work organisation; quality programmes; mechanisms for reporting and exercising accountability; and human resource management practices.
On one level, organisational development is simply the way organisations change and evolve. Organisational change can involve personnel, technology, competition, and other areas. Employee learning and formal training, transfers, promotions, terminations, and retirement are all examples of personnel-related changes. Thus, in the broadest sense, organisational development means organisational change (Burke, 1980).

The researcher’s definition of organisational development is an attempt to describe a very complex process simply. It is also an attempt to capture the best points of several definitions offered by authors in this field.

Organisational development is the process of planned change and improvement of organisations through the application of knowledge of the behavioural sciences. Three points in this definition make it simple to use. Firstly, organisational development involves an attempt to plan organisational changes, thus excluding spontaneous, haphazard initiatives. Secondly, the specific intention of organisation development is to improve organisations. This point excludes changes that merely imitate those of another organisation, are forced on the organisation by external pressures, or are undertaken merely for the sake of changing. Thirdly, the planned improvement must be based on knowledge of behavioural sciences, such as psychology, sociology, cultural anthropology, and related fields of study, rather than on financial or technological considerations. Under this definition, the replacement of manual personnel records with HIS would not be considered organisational
development, because although such a change has behavioural effects, it is a technology-driven reform rather than a behavioural one. Likewise, alterations in record keeping necessary for the MOH to deliver better quality health care are not a part of organisational development, because the change is obligatory and the result of an external force.

3.2.3 Types of Change. Some of the key terms and concepts in the literature regarding the single term “Change” need to be introduced and, briefly, discussed. This discussion will encompass the diversity of thinking and activity influenced by this deceptively simple term. Different types of changes are outlined in the following sections.

Planned versus Emergent Change. Planned change is deliberate, a product of conscious reasoning and action, while change is sometimes spontaneous and unplanned—this latter type of change is emergent change.

Hes et al (2001:14) illustrates that change can be emergent rather than planned in two ways:

1. Managers make a number of decisions apparently unrelated to the change that emerges. The change is therefore not planned. However, these decisions may be based on unspoken, and sometimes unconscious, assumptions about the organisation, its environment, and the future (Mintzberg, 1989) and are therefore not as unrelated as they might at first seem. Such implicit
assumptions dictate seemingly disparate and unrelated decisions, thereby shaping the change process by 'drift' rather than by design.

2. External factors (such as the economy, competitors' behaviour, and political climate) or internal features (such as the relative power of different interest groups, distribution of knowledge, and uncertainty) influence the change in directions outside the control of managers. Even the most carefully planned and executed change programme will have some emergent impacts.

Ries adds that it is important to acknowledge two aspects in managing change:

1. The need to identify, explore, and if necessary challenge the assumptions that underlie managerial decisions.

2. The need to understand that organisational change is a process that can be facilitated by perceptive and insightful planning and analysis and well crafted, sensitive implementation phases, while acknowledging that it can never be fully isolated from the effects of serendipity, uncertainty and chance (Dawson, 1996).

**Episodic versus Continuous Change.** In their review "Analyses of Organisational Change", in (1992) Porras et al identified two types of organisational change. One is episodic, discontinuous, and intermittent, and the other is continuous, evolving, and incremental.
Developmental, Transitional and Transformational change. Ackerman (1997) has distinguished between the three types of change: developmental, transitional, and transformational (See figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Perspectives on Change (adapted from Iles et al., 2001)
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- Developmental change can be either planned or emergent. This change enhances or corrects existing aspects of an organisation. It also focuses on improving processes or skills.

- Transitional change aims to reach a desired state that is different from the existing one. It is known as episodic, planned, and second order or radical change (Iles et al., 2001). Transitional change is the basis for much of the literature on organisational
Different types of change are discussed in the following sections.

There are big differences between episodic and continuous change. Episodic change is “infrequent, discontinuous, and intentional” (Weick et al., 1999). In contrast, continuous change is “ongoing, evolving, and cumulative” (Weick et al., 1999). Episodic change is sometimes called radical or second order change, while continuous change is sometimes called sometimes first order or incremental change.

Episodic change involves the replacement of one strategy with another. On the other hand, continuous change is characterised by stakeholders constantly adapting and editing ideas they acquire from different sources (Ilies et al., 2001:14).

The differences between episodic and continuous change helps clarify thinking about an organisation’s future development and evolution in relation to its long term goals. Few organisations are in a position to choose unilaterally that they will adopt an exclusively continuous change approach. They can, however, benefit from many of the principles of continuous change. This can be achieved by promoting the flexibility to adapt and experiment with everyday “contingencies, breakdowns, expectation, opportunities and unintended consequences that punctuate organisational life” (Orlikowski, 1996).
change (Kanter, 1983; Beckhard et al., 1987; Nadler et al., 1989). It has its foundations in Lewin’s theory (1951), which will be discussed in detail in the following section.

c) Transformational change is known as radical or second order change. It requires a shift in assumptions made by the organisation and its members. Transformational change can result in an organisation that changes considerably in terms of structure, processes, culture, and strategy (emergence of a new state).

3.2.4 Systems Thinking and Change. Cummings et al (1985) and Dawson (1996) say that:

"Many of the approaches to organisational change found in the literature give the impression that change can be a rational, controlled, and orderly process. In practice, however, organisational change is chaotic, often involving shifting goals, discontinuous activities, surprising events, and unexpected combinations of changes and outcomes" (Iles et al., 2001:16).

Many models have been developed that are intended to help achieve change. But in order to understand change we have to understand the complex system in which change takes place.

A system thinking has its foundation in the field of system dynamics, developed in 1956 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology by Professor Jay Forrester. He recognised the need for a better way of testing new ideas about social systems, in the same way that we can test ideas in engineering.
System thinking allows people to make their understanding of social systems explicit, and to improve their understanding of mechanical systems (Checkland, 1981:10).

Recently, a management study has come to view organisations from a systems thinking perspective. This new way of looking at organisations has brought about a significant change in management studies and its approaches to its subject.

A system is defined as a collection of elements, or parts, or subsystems, integrated to accomplish an overall goal (a system of people is an organisation). Systems have input processes, outputs, and outcomes, with ongoing feedback among these various parts (Dawson, 1996:22). If one part of the system is removed, the nature of the system is changed. Systems range from very simple to very complex. Complex systems, such as social systems, are comprised of numerous subsystems (Checkland, 1981:12). These subsystems are arranged in hierarchies, and integrated to accomplish the overall goal of the overall system. Each subsystem has its own boundaries of sorts, and includes various inputs, processes, outputs, and outcomes geared to accomplish an overall goal for the subsystem. Applied to change management, system theory can help managers to look at organisations from a broader perspective (IIes et al., 2001:17).

Systems thinking involves studying things in a holistic way, rather than purely by reductionist techniques. It aims to gain insights into the whole
by understanding the linkages, interactions and processes between the elements that comprise the whole "system" (Checkland, 1981). One problem that can be caused by a lack of systems thinking in an organisation is the silo effect, whereby a lack of organisational communication can cause a change in one area of a system to adversely affect another area of the system (Garside, 1998).

In terms of understanding organisations, systems thinking proposes that issues and forces should not be viewed as isolated facts but seen as interdependent components of a complex entity (Popper, 1972).

Applied to change management, systems theory can shed the light on the following points (IIes et al., 2001:17):

- A system is made of related parts; any system must be viewed as a whole, interacting as a structured functional unit in equilibrium.

- Information flows between the different elements that compose the system.

- A system is a community situated within an environment.

- Information flows from and to the surrounding environment via semi-permeable membranes or boundaries.

Senge (1990) said that a proper understanding of a system can only be reached by considering the whole. He said that:
“People inside the system tend to focus on snapshots of isolated parts, thus rarely solving their deepest problems” (Garside, 1998:12).

A system thinking also helps integrate the sequential dimension of any decision. Instead of looking at separate “snapshots” or points in time, system thinking will allow managers to see change as a continuous process (Garside, 1998:12).

Traditional decision making tends to involve linear cause and effect relationships. Instead of looking at and analysing the problem in terms of an input and an output, for example, we look at the whole system of inputs, processes, outputs, feedback, and controls (Iles et al., 2001:75). This larger picture will typically provide more useful results than traditional methods (Senge, 1990:54).

Management sciences have learned much about organisations and how they work from systems theory. Much of this learning has come from assuming the perspectives that organisations are systems, like people, plants or animals. Senge (1990) said there are many benefits to managers who adopt this system based view. First, systems thinking allow managers to solve problems in organisations more effectively: it is very important to be able to identify the real causes of the problem and how to address these causes. Without a clear understanding of the “big picture” of an organisation, leaders are likely to focus only on the behaviours and events rather than on the systems and structures that caused the problems.
Second, systems thinking allow managers to be more effective as leaders. The most important responsibilities of a leader are to set a direction and to influence others to follow that direction. Without a clear understanding of the overall goals and needs of an organisation, the load of daily activities can all too easily overwhelm a leader, who is then able to devote only limited time to more important issues such as planning the organisation’s direction and managing its resources.

Third, without a clear understanding of the parts of the organisation and how they are related to each other, it is difficult to know what to communicate and to whom. One of the most important ingredients for the success of any system, including organisations, is ongoing communication between all the parts of the organisation.

Finally, in order to achieve an effective form of organisational development, it is necessary to employ various strategies, including strategic planning, management and leadership, supervisory development, organisational and employee performance management, and principals of organisational change. For any leader (or top management) to employ these various strategies in an effective fashion, they will first need a good understanding of the overall systems in their organisations, including its major functions, departments, processes, teams, and individual employees. Consequently, having a systems view is critical to accomplishing effective organisational development.
Understanding systems thinking will allow us understand change management models. The next sections will take the reader through the organisational change in the Kuwaiti HCDS, and will elucidate some of the lessons that can be learned from the private sector.

3.2.5 Organisational Change in the Kuwaiti HCDS. As mentioned in Chapter Two, for more than two decades, several attempts were made to implement HIS in the public sector in Kuwait’s HCDS. Clearly, then, HIS implementation in Kuwait’s health sector seems to be problematic. The public sector in the Kuwaiti HCDS is characterised by the following:

- Complex organisation.
- Diverse people with different cultures and norms.
- Centralisation of decision making.

MOH is a large organisation, employing people with a wide range of talents, viewpoints and passions. It is also a complex organisation, with many different cultures and norms, evolved from a number of factors including:

- Different working groups from different cultures.
- Different needs.
- Different expectations.
- Different priorities.
- Limited resources.
This high level of complexity is a direct consequence of the high level of specialisation\textsuperscript{14} of the health-related professions that has produced so many advances in health care (Iles et al., 2001:11). This specialisation also leads to a high degree of interdependence between practitioners and processes. This interdependence means that services and organisations within MOH are dynamic and complex.

3.2.6 Learning from the Private Sector. Most of the literature concerned with organisational change is derived from the private sector. The key question, then, is whether people or stakeholders within the MOH can transfer and implement these theories and models developed in the private sector in their own complex and dynamic organisations.

Golembiewki et al (1982), in his meta-analysis study, found that public sector interventions display a pattern of results similar to private sectors programmes (that is, 84\% positive in the public sector versus 89\% positive in the private sector organisations) (Iles et al., 2001:18). In addition, in his meta-analysis, Robertson et al (1995) studied organisational outcomes in terms of work setting, individual behaviour, and organisational performance, and concluded that there were no overall significant differences between public and private sectors regarding the amount of change induced by the 47 planned change interventions they studied (Iles et al., 2001:18).

\textsuperscript{14} Specialisation represents the number of different medical specialities found in the hospital (Kimberly et al., 1981: 698)
Change within public sector organisations, and particularly in those populated by different professional groups is surrounded by complexity, and this can be further compounded in hierarchal organisations than those in non-hierarchal organisations (IIes et al., 2001). It seems that success is dependent on many factors such as quality of implementation, the degree of support from influential organisation members, the involvement of different stakeholders, and the accuracy of the principles on which the approach to change is based (IIes et al., 2001:10). There is evidence from the manufacturing sector to demonstrate that top management involvement is very critical to success. Furthermore, also IIes et al (2001) points out:

"It is important to identify the opinion-formers within the professions who may not see themselves as top management".

In addition, it is also important to note that the scale of change should be considered when drawing lessons from other sectors. It seems that small, goal-driven interventions have a high potential for success, while the change initiatives in the public sector are challenged due to the intrinsic complexity, culture, and power dynamics of that sector.

3.2.7 Challenges Facing the Public Sector in Kuwait. In order to achieve successful change initiatives in the Kuwaiti public sector, one will inevitably have to work with:

- Different stakeholders trying to achieve different objectives.
- Stakeholders who have experience of failed change interventions (including previous HIS implementation).
- Changing forces in the surroundings.
- Complex organisations in which individuals and teams are interdependent.

In addition to all the above factors, it is important to note that cause and effect relationships may not be clearly evident, which means that change in any part of the health care organisations will have outcomes in many others. The fact that change initiatives sometimes lead to unanticipated consequences had been discussed by Smith (1995a).

For all these reason change, in the Kuwaiti HCDS is not easy or straightforward. In Chapter Two (section 2.3.2), the end users stressed that lack of support for the innovation by the top management at the MOH indeed affects the diffusion of HIS in Kuwait. This lack of support caused resistance of change by different subordinates under different management levels. In addition, users believed that the system was not easy to use; they perceived it as being too complex.

So, how can one implement change in the Kuwaiti HCDS successfully? Goals that are ambitious, such as the successful implementation of HIS, require that MOH become an organisation able to embrace change, which will depend on stakeholders within the MOH becoming experienced in
handling change in a complex organisation with different stakeholders, different priorities, and many constraints.

The next section is about change management theories and models that have been discussed frequently in the literature. It considers which are likely to be the most useful for understanding particular circumstances that affect successful change initiatives. In addition, it addresses the question of how can we learn from the previous failure of change implementation (i.e. HIS implementation) to improve future HIS implementation.

3.2.8 Change Management Models. Many authors and theorists have conceptualised different change management models. Four models were selected for review because they have introduced a basic framework for this study. These models provide sets of different factors that support the quantitative and qualitative design. The models selected are: Lewin (1951) and the Force Field model; Rogers (1983) and the Diffusion of Innovation model; Waterman et al (1980) and the 7S model, Pettigrew et al (1991) and the Content, Context, and Process model.

Processes for Planned Organisational Change. External elements may force change on an organisation. Ideally, however, the organisation will not respond to change but anticipate it, prepare for it through planning, and incorporate it into the organisation’s strategy. Organisational change can be viewed from a static point of view, such as that of Lewin, or from a dynamic perspective.
Lewin's Process ("Force Field") Model. Planned organisational change requires a systematic process of moving one condition to another. Kurt Lewin suggested that efforts to bring about planned change in organisations should approach change as a multistage process (Lewin, 1951). His model of planned change is made up of three steps: unfreezing, change, and refreezing.

Unfreezing is the process by which people become aware of the need for change. Satisfaction with current practices and procedures may result in little or no interest in making changes. The employees who will be most affected by the change must be made aware of the need for it, in effect making them dissatisfied enough with current operations to be motivated toward change.

Change is the movement from an old stage to a new one. Change may mean installing new equipment, restructuring the organisation, or implementing a new performance appraisal system—basically, that alters existing relationships or activities.

Refreezing makes new behaviours relatively permanent and resistant to further change. Examples of refreezing include repeating newly learned skills in a training session and role playing to teach how the new skill can be used in a real-life work situation. Refreezing is necessary because without it, the old way of doing things might reassert itself while the new ways get forgotten. For example, many employees who attend special training sessions apply themselves diligently throughout the training, and resolve to change
things in their organisations. But when they return to the workplace, they find it easier to conform to the old ways than to make waves. There are usually few, if any, rewards for trying to change the organisational status quo. In fact, the personal sanctions against doing so may be difficult to tolerate. Moorhead et al (1998) suggests that learning theory and reinforcement theory can play an important role in the refreezing phase.

Lewin (1952) and Schein (1987) describe the process as moving through three stages. The first stage, “unfreezing”, encompasses the activities in which affected parties come to see the opportunities and benefits of the proposed system as well as the limitations and problems with the current system. The second stage, “moving”, involves the development of the systems, procedures, and policies that will make the proposed system operational. The final stage “refreezing”, includes all those activities at the individual, group, and organisational level that reinforce the use of the new system. After refreezing, the performance of the new system is a function of the “fit” between new tasks, individuals, and technology.

Iles et al (2001:44) points out that:

“Lewin’s Force Field analysis is based on the concept of ‘forces’, a term which refers to the perceptions of people in the organisation about a particular factor and its influence”.

These forces are:
• Driving forces, i.e., those forces affecting a situation which are attempting to push it in a particular direction. These forces tend to initiate change or keep it going.

• Restraining forces, i.e., forces acting to restrain or decrease the driving forces.

A state of equilibrium is reached when the sum of the driving forces equals the sum of the restraining forces”.

She adds that Lewin formulates three fundamental assertions about force fields and change:

1. Increasing the driving forces can result in an increase in the resisting forces; the current equilibrium does not change but is maintained under increased tension.

2. Reducing resisting forces is preferable, because it allows movement towards the desired state without increasing tension.

3. Group norms are an important force in resisting and shaping organisational change (Lewin, 1951).

Because Lewin’s model is very simple and straightforward, virtually all models of organisational change use this approach. The model, however, does not address several important issues. A more complex, and more helpful, approach is discussed in the following section.
The Continuous Change Process Model. This approach views change as continuous. It looks at planned change from the perspective of top management, although it is important to note that when change becomes continuous in organisations, these steps are most likely occurring simultaneously throughout the organisation. This model incorporates Lewin's concept into the implementation phase.

In this approach, top management perceives that certain forces or trends call for change, and the issue is subjected to the organisation's usual problem-solving and decision-making processes. Usually, top management defines its goals in terms of what the organisation or certain processes or outputs will be like after the change. Alternatives for change are generated and evaluated, and an acceptable one is selected.

Early in the process, the organisation may seek the assistance of a change agent (a person who will be responsible for managing the change effort). The change agent may also help management recognise and define the problem or the need for the change, and may be involved in generating and evaluating potential plans of action. The change agent may be a member of the organisation, or an outsider such as a consultant, or even someone from headquarters whom employees view as an outsider.

An internal change agent is more likely to know the organisation's people, tasks, and political situation, which may be helpful in interpreting data and understanding the system; an insider, however, may also be too close to
the situation to view it objectively. An outsider, then, is often received better by all parties because of her or his assumed impartiality. Under the direction and management of the change agent, the organisation implements the change through Lewin’s unfreeze, change, and refreeze process.

In the final step, evaluation and control, the change agent and top management assess the degree to which the change is having the desired effect: that is, they measure progress toward the goals of the change and make appropriate changes if necessary. The more closely the change agent is involved in the change process, the less distinct the steps become. As the change agent becomes immersed in defining and solving the problem with members of the organisation, she or he becomes a “collaborator” or “helper” to the organisation. When this happens, the change agent may be working with many individuals, groups, and departments within the organisation on different phases of the change process. Because of the total involvement of the change agent in every phase of the project, it may not be readily observable when the change process is moving along from one stage to another. Throughout the process, however, the change agent brings in new ideas and viewpoints that help members look at old problems in new ways. Change often comes from the conflict that results when the change agent challenges the organisation’s assumptions and generally accepted patterns of operation.

Transition management is the process of systemically planning, organising, and implementing change, from the disassembly of the current
state to the realisation of a fully functional future state within an organisation (Ackerman, 1982). Once change begins, the organisation is in neither the old state nor the new state—yet business must continue. Transition management ensures that business continues during the change, and thus it must begin before the change occurs. The members of the regular management team must take on the role of transition managers and coordinate organisational activities with the change agent. An interim management structure or interim positions may be created to ensure continuity and control of the business during the transition. Communication of the changes to all involved, including employees, patients, and suppliers, plays an important role in transition management (Tichy et al., 1984).

**Figure 3.2: Lewin’s Force Field Model (Adapted from Iles et al., 2001)**
Innovation Research (the "Diffusion of Innovation" Model). E.M Rogers is an expert and noted theorist in the field of knowledge diffusion and utilisation. Rogers has conducted research related to knowledge diffusion and utilisation for 25 years and his theory is a synthesis of his and other scientists' research in this field.

There is a consensus amongst researchers that Everette Rogers is a pioneer in diffusion studies. Rogers (1983) discussed the concept, elements, and attributes of innovations of DOI and their rate of acceptance and implementation. He defined diffusion of innovation as "the process by which an innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among the members of a social system" (Rogers, 1983). Rogers also defined diffusion as "the process by which alteration occurs in the structure and function of a social system". Rogers's definition is loose enough to include both the designed and the spontaneous spread of new ideas.

For the purposes of this study, in applying Rogers's definitions to the IS implementation process, the "social system" is the organisation in which the change will occur, i.e., a health care setting. The "innovation" is the new HIS to be "diffused".

In his research, Rogers (1987) recognises five attributes of innovations that "have an impact in the diffusion process of an innovation". The five attributes which influence the acceptance of the innovation include the following:
1. Relative advantage: the degree to which the innovation represents an improvement over prior ways of doing things.

2. Compatibility: the degree to which innovations are consistent with past experiences and current needs of potential adopters.

3. Trialability: the degree to which an innovation may be experimented with on a trial basis.

4. Ease of use: Ease of usage is defined as the degree to which a new system is perceived as relatively difficult to understand and use.

5. Observability: the degree to which the operations and results of a new system are observable to others.

Rogers later added "re-invention" to the list of attributes that influence innovation diffusion. Some, however, consider re-invention as complementary to the original five attributes. It is defined as the degree to which an innovation is changeable or modifiable by the users (Rogers, 1987).

The adoption process, from the viewpoint of the individual, was described by Rogers (1987) as a five-stage process, as follows:

1. Knowledge stage: the first awareness of the existence of the innovation;

2. Persuasion stage: occurs when the individual forms an attitude toward the innovation.
3. Decision stage: occurs when the individual forms an attitude toward the innovation.

4. Implementation stage: occurs when the individual uses the innovation.

5. Confirmation stage: occurs when the individual evaluates the effectiveness of the innovation and decides to either continue or discontinue it (Rogers, 1987).

Innovativeness is the “degree to which an individual or other unit of adoption is relatively earlier in adopting new ideas than are the other members of a system” (Roger, 1983:22). Rogers uses five categories to describe adopters, based on their degree of innovativeness: 1) Innovators, 2) Early adopters, 3) Early majority, 4) Late majority, and 5) Laggards.

Innovators are active information seekers of new ideas. They have a high level of mass media exposure and interpersonal networks that are widely extended, reaching beyond their local social system. From these sources, they receive early information about innovations. Innovators usually function outside the existing social structures and tend to have cosmopolitan relationships. They are the change agents an organisation may hire to implement an innovation. Their social support system is derived and not tightly linked. Innovators can cope with higher levels of uncertainty related to an innovation than can other adopters and are the first to adopt a new idea. They do not rely on subjective evaluations of the innovation by other system
members. Because innovators are less closely linked with the local social system, they have less influence on adoption of an innovation within the system than do early adopters.

Early adopters tend to be opinion leaders in existing social systems. They learn about new ideas rapidly, utilise them, and then serve as role models in their use. In the hospital, early adopters might be end users like nurses, clerks, and administrators. The early majority are rarely leaders, but are active followers and will readily follow in the use of a new idea. The late majority are sceptical about new ideas and will adopt them only if group pressure is great. The laggards are security oriented, tending to cling to the past, and are often isolated without a strong support system. By the time they adopt a new idea, it is considered by most to be an old idea.

Research has shown that the adopter distribution over time approaches a bell shaped curve (see figure 3.3). The innovators (2.5%) and early adopters (13.5%) are comparable in numbers to the laggards (16%). This distribution can assist agencies in realistically identifying the number of individuals who will and will not support a change. The early adopters and early majority can form a powerful group to promote change in the late majority. All groups (innovators, early adopters, and early and late majority) can apply pressure to persuade the laggards to change, but many of the laggards will continue to resist change and some may leave the organisation.
Figure 3.3. Adaptors distributions (Rogers, 1971)

Norms, the expected behaviour patterns within a social system, affect diffusion of innovations. Norms can serve as barriers to change, or can facilitate change. When the norms of the social system are oriented towards change, the opinion leaders tend to be innovative (early adopters), and change is facilitated. When the norms are opposed to change, so are the opinion leaders, thus creating barriers to change. When innovations are diffused, and adopted or rejected within a social system, social change occurs, affecting the norms of the system.

Innovation theory details why certain innovations are used and disseminated within a given environment or through channels while others are not. Rogers (1987) theorises that the diffusion of knowledge can be achieved by an innovation decision process that consists of the five stages set out
above: knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation, and confirmation. The knowledge stage starts when an individual obtains some information about the functions of a certain innovation. The persuasion stage occurs when the decision is taken either in favour or against that innovation. Rogers (1987) states that during the persuasion stage, an individual develops a favourable or unfavourable attitude toward the change or innovation (Rogers, 1987). The implementation stage takes place when the innovation is put into use. Finally, the organisation or the decision maker seeks reinforcement and confirmation of the innovation already made.

Innovations with highly visible, beneficial results tend to be more rapidly diffused. In conclusion, innovations that have relatively great advantages, are compatible, have trialability, are not complex, and are observable will be adopted more quickly than innovations that do not meet these criteria.

More recent studies in this area have focused on exploring the social and cultural factors in promoting or hindering change (Pettigrew et al., 1992; Dawson, 1999).

The following section introduces a new change management model, known as the 7S model that is the 7S that provides a checklist of the aspects of an organisation that should be considered simultaneously in recognition of their interdependence.
The 7S Model. Some years later, Waterman et al (1980), working for the US management consultancy McKinsey, suggested that there are seven aspects of an organisation that need to match each other and to point in the same direction in order to achieve change. If each aspect supports the others then the organisation can be said to be “organised” and able to achieve the required change (Iles et al., 2001). As each of these aspects is a word beginning with the letter S, this list, or web, has become known as the 7S Model.

Iles et al (2001:27) identified the constituent parts of the 7S Model are:

- **Strategy**: plan or course of action leading to the allocation of an organisation’s finite resources to reach identified goals.

- **Structure**: features of the organisational chart (e.g. degree of hierarchy, presence of internal market, extent of centralisation / decentralisation) and interconnections within the organisation.

- **Systems**: procedures and routine processes, including how information moves around the organisation (e.g. bureaucracy).

- **Staff**: personnel categories within the organisation (e.g. nurses, doctors, technicians).

- **Style**: characterisation of how key managers behave in order to achieve the organisation’s goals.
• Shared values: the significant meanings or guiding concepts that an organisation infuses in its members.

• Skills: distinctive capabilities of key personnel and the organisation as a whole.

Iles et al (2001) indicates that the 7S model can be used by managers in two ways. Firstly, organisations can identify the strengths and weaknesses by considering the links between each of the Ss. She explains that no S is a strength or a weakness in its own right:

"It is only its degree of support, or otherwise, for the other Ss which is relevant. Any Ss which harmonise with all the other Ss can be thought of strengths, any dissonances as weakness" (Iles et al., 2001:27).

Figure 3.4 The 7S model (Iles et al., 2001)
Secondly, the model shows how a change made in any one of the Ss will have an influence on all of the others. Thus, if a planned change is to be effective, then changes in one S must be associated with similar changes in the others (Iles et al., 2001:27).

Pettigrew (1985) proposes that change should not be considered only in terms of processes, but should also consider the historical, cultural, and political features of the organisation. The Pettigrew et al (1991) model will be discussed in the following section.

*The Content, Context and Process Model.* In 1991, Pettigrew and Whipp developed a model of strategic change to try to gain an insight into why some private sector organisations were able to manage strategic change and improve their competitive performance better than those in the public sector.

The Pettigrew et al (1991) model for strategic change involves: “continuous interplay between the ideas about the context of change, the process of change, and the content of change, together with skill in regulating the relations between the three. Formulating the content of strategic change crucially entails managing its context and process”.

This model was based on practical case studies as well as theory. It was afterwards upgraded and elaborated in the context of health care by Pettigrew et al in their study, *Shaping Strategic Change* (1992:198). This
study stressed that change occurs in a historical, cultural, economic and political context. They put forward five interrelated factors that are important in shaping an organisation's level of operation:

1. Environmental evaluation.
2. Human resources as assets and liabilities.
3. Linking strategic and operational change.
4. Leading change.
5. Overall consistency.

Like other models, it recognises the importance of interacting components. It sees successful change as an outcome of the interaction between the content of change ("what" – or the objectives, purpose and goals); the process of change ("how" – or implementation); and the organisational context of change (the internal and external environment) (Iles et al., 2001:32).

The Pettigrew et al (1992) study in the UK tried to identify explicit factors associated with the achievement of a higher rate of strategic service change by health care organisations. Their study included eight health care organisations, both public and private, consisting of four matched pairs of organisations which faced a similar change agenda but demonstrated different results. Generally, they found health care organisations to be much less competent in managing strategic change than other types of organisation, but
it depended mainly on the context in which they operated. Iles et al (2001:32) identified the following eight factors that are interrelated and interlinked. These factors serve to differentiate the higher from the lower performers.

1. Quality of the local policy.
2. A multidisciplinary team that leads change.
4. Supportive organisational culture.
5. Environmental pressure, moderate, predictable, and long-term.
6. Clarity of goals and priorities.
7. Positive pattern of managerial relations.
8. Fit between the change agenda and the locale.

Iles et al (2001:32) points out that:

"This model is different than the 7S model, there in that is no cause and effect relationship between the eight factors".

Armed with this knowledge of change models, managers can optimise and tailor their change programmes in order to maximise chances of success.

3.2.9 Lessons Learned from these Theories. The change models described in the previous section identify many factors which may affect the success of change interventions.
Lewin argues that organisations are systems that are held in equilibrium by equal and opposing forces. For the organisational change to occur, there must be either a strengthening of the driving forces (policy, multidisciplinary team, clarity of goals) or a weakening of the restraining forces (organisational culture, lack of resources, complexity) (Garside, 1998:9). ‘Force field’ model describes organisational change as one process that consists of three phases: unfreezing the current organisational equilibrium, changing to a new stage, and refreezing to the new position.

Force field analysis connects process to outcome variables. In addition to identifying the order, force field analysis estimates the relative effect of each process variable on the outcome variable. In force field analysis, the outcome variable is placed in the centre (AbdelHak et al., 1996:455). Process variables can then be identified by both causal ordering, if desired, and expected strength of effect, either positive or negative, on the outcome variable. As well as estimating the relative effect of each variable, both factors that can facilitate and factors that impede change are particularly identified. AbdelHak et al (1996:455) states that “force field analysis is particularly useful in developing strategic plans when resource allocation must be prioritised”.

Force field analysis suggests strategies for reducing the effect of forces which can prevent change occurring (IIes et al., 2001:43). Lewin argues that reducing the restraining forces is a better strategy for implementing change.
He also adds that increasing the driving forces will meet with an equal increase in restraining forces. Lewin’s work is referred to widely in the change management literature. Furthermore, empirical research supports Lewin’s claim that working to reduce the resisting forces is more effective than efforts to increase the driving ones (Zand, 1995).

Beckhard et al (1987) describe the transition state between the current state and the future state. Kanter et al (1992) also discuss the same main themes emerging during these phases. Organisations must recognise that “the old way of doing thing is no longer acceptable” (Garside, 1998:9). Second, the organisation creates a new vision, and gaining commitment from the top management to achieve this vision. Finally, once change priorities have been agreed to, these must be refrozen. A force field analysis can be used to identify actions that would enhance successful change intervention.

Kanter et al (1992) also adds that change is successful when the whole organisation contributes to the effort. People within the organisation can be divided into three groups; change strategists, change implementers, and change recipients. The change strategists could be the top management and professional leadership, the implementers are the project coordinators, and the change recipients are the users.

Although Lewin’s force field model has much to teach practicing managers, it does little to consider several issues central to the process of managing change (Garside, 1998). For the model to be of use, the forces need
to be identified wisely, carefully, and objectively, and the methods used to address the resisting forces need to be creative. By contrast, the field of innovation research (Rogers, 1983) emphasises the tendency of individuals to change and implement new ideas, products, or processes, and furthermore suggests that this tendency differs between different individuals.

According to Rogers (1983), the "social system" – i.e. the organisation in which a new "innovation" is to be implemented – may affect the "diffusion", i.e. the implementation process of the system. According to Rogers (1983), the innovations that have relatively great advantages are compatible, have trialability, are not complex, and are observable, will be adopted more quickly than innovations that do not meet these criteria. These attributes could, in terms of Lewin's theory, be driving or restraining forces to successful implementation of any innovation.

Iles et al (2001:50) states that:

"Innovation research provides insight for change management in three ways.

Firstly, it recognises the properties of innovation that are likely to meet with success. Secondly, concerns the organisational context plays an important role in the adoption of innovation and change.

Three environmental features have been linked with the tendency to innovate:
• Rapid change and heterogeneity in an organisation’s operating environment

• Effective external communication networks

• Presence of “boundary-spanning” individuals (Slappendal, 1996)

The third insight that innovation research provides is that different individuals have attitudes to change. These individuals can then be categorised in terms of their tendency to change as: 1) Innovators, 2) Early adapters, 3) Early majority, 4) Late majority, and 5) Laggards”.

It is important for those managing change to expect possible reaction to change initiatives. They should be prepared to overcome resistance (Kotter et al., 1979; Cumming et al., 1997). In addition to the previous factors, an individual’s reactions are greatly influenced by contextual factors involved. Resistance to change by organisational stakeholders is a strong restraining force. Kotter et al (1979), Kanter et al (1992); and Dawson (1996) illustrate some of the most common reasons for resistance to change amongst the stakeholders. Most include the following factors: 1) Increased workload, 2) Change fatigue, 3) Low tolerance for change, 4) Lack of trust, 5) Uncertainty, 6) Loss of control, and 7) Confusion.

Some authors believe that organisational changes introduced by change initiatives create some level of threat that varies in its intensity, from
loss of job due to downsizing or reduction in employees to simply the
disturbance of the routine operations of the organisation (Pfeffer, 1982).

These factors focus on resistance to change at an individual level. On
the other hand, it is important to note that there are many interrelated factors
which may contribute to resistance at organisational levels: for example,
organisational structure, culture, and policy (Miles, 1987; Child, 1984).

The 7S Model is considered useful by many analysts because it can
form the basis for a rigorous consideration of what an organisation wants to
achieve.

Many critics consider the 7S model important because of its twofold
emphasis on "soft" organisational components (these are style, staff, skills,
and shared values) as well as the "hard" (which are strategy, structure, and
systems). This model translates academic research into managerial practice,
acknowledging the notion that organisational culture is the "normative glue
that holds the organisation together" (Hughes, 1996:294).

As a result, the idea that organisations are independent social systems
whose values, symbols, rituals, myths, and stories exert a powerful influence
on the behaviour of members became part of mainstream thinking about
organisations. It has been criticised, however, as providing a one-sided
perspective of organisational culture, focusing solely on the similarities that
bind an organisation, and ignoring the conflicts that can also shape an
organisation's culture (Martin, 1992; Hughes, 1996).
The 7S model is used widely as a basis for a rigorous and comprehensive consideration of an organisation, in relation to what the organisation is trying to achieve, because it generates important insights and supports change programmes that deal with causes rather than symptoms.

The Pettigrew et al (1991) model has been generally used in analysing and learning retrospectively from change programmes in organisations (Pettigrew, 1985; Pettigrew et al., 1992; Buchanan et al., 1992; Peppard et al., 1995).

The Pettigrew et al model was developed in order to manage change within organisations. Garside (1998) argues that the Pettigrew et al (1991) model is useful for small scale implementation. The scale of change is another important consideration when drawing lessons from these models. Small, focused interventions may have an equal potential for success in most contexts, while more ambitious change initiatives are challenged, diverted, and deflected by the inherent complexity and power dynamics of organisational life.

There is increasing awareness in the literature that there are factors that might make the culture of the organisation more conducive to change (Iles et al., 2001). In this sense, organisational culture has been found to be a strong mediator of successful change implementation. In addition, there is a need to acknowledge both the positive and the negative roles that individuals...
and teams can play in affecting change in organisations that include a range
and diversity of stakeholders (Rycroft-Malone et al., 2004).

Top management in an organisation needs to accept that people in a
system think differently, that they have to have the ability to respond
efficiently to these differences, and to work towards mutual trust and
understanding based on transparency and honesty.

Systems need energy in order to change. The energy or the drivers of
change can take many different forms: change can be generated from inside
the organisation or from outside.

Most knowledge of barriers to and incentives for change is not derived
from well designed prospective studies, but rather from observational studies
and theoretical reflections (Grol et al., 2004:11). Most of the theories overlap
and most are not supported by scientific research on their ability to facilitate
change in complex organisations. However, they are useful for identifying
potential barriers to change, including organisational culture, organisational
issues and personnel issues.

Greenhalgh et al (2004:38) indicates in her report that:

“Rogers’s theory is helpful when considering individual behaviour but
it is less useful at an organisational level”. She adds that “it is clear that the
guideline only becomes an organisational innovation if it precipitates some
kind of planned change in the structures and systems in the organisation.
People in the organisation need to do more than perceive the guideline as new; they must do something - adopt new roles, make different decisions, form new relationships, use new technology, develop new systems, and so on.”

3.2.10. How can we implement change successfully? So, what exactly are the organisational and cultural issues that may affect change initiatives? The study will explore how these issues can be a major factor in how successfully an organisation achieves its goals (in this case, implementing HIS). We will begin with an overview of organisations and organisational structure that defines each and puts organisational structures in the context of organisational goals and strategy. Next, we will discuss the two major perspectives on organising: the structural configuration view and the operational view. Then, we will discuss the often confusing concepts of leadership and authority, and present an alternative view of authority. Afterwards, we will discuss some of the classic views of how organisations should be structured. Finally, there will be a discussion of management support, quality of planning, quality of communication, end users involvement, organisational resistance to change, individual resistance to change and incentives.

3.2.11 Definition of an organisation. An organisation is a group of people working together to achieve common goals (Draft, 1986). Top management determines the direction of the organisation defining its purpose, establishing the goals that will meet that purpose, and formulating strategies to
achieve those goals (Montanari et al., 1990). Organisational goals are objectives that management seeks to achieve while pursing the purpose of the organisation. Goals motivate people to work together. Although each individual's goals are important to the organisation, the organisation's overall goals are the most important. Goals keep the organisation on track by focusing the attention and actions of the members. They do not address past success or failure: rather, they force members to think about and plan for the future. Finally, strategies are specific action plans that enable the organisation to achieve its goals and thus its purpose. They involve the development the organisation's structure and processes to do the organisation's work.
labour (Bryman et al., 1983). Second, the structure must combine and coordinate the divided tasks (Joseph et al., 1983). Every organisation addresses these two fundamental requirements (Mintzberg, 1979). The various ways that they do so are what makes one organisational structure different from another. Organisation structure can be analysed in three ways. Firstly, we can examine its arrangement, or its size and shape. Secondly, we can analyse its operational aspects or characteristics, such as separation of specialised tasks, rules and procedures, and decision making. Finally, we can examine responsibility and authority within the organisation.

A- Structural Configuration. The structure of an organisation is most often described in terms of its organisational chart. A complete organisation chart shows all people, positions, reporting relationships, and lines of formal communication in the organisation (see Figure 2.2, MOH chart). Large organisations may need several charts to show all positions, for example, one chart may show top management, including the board of directors, the chief executives, the president, all vice presidents, and important headquarters staff units. Subsequent charts may show the structure of each department and staff units.

B- Division of Labour. Is the extent to which the organisation’s work is separated in to different jobs to be done by different people. Division of labour is one of the seven primary characteristics of structuring described by Max Weber (Weber, 1947).
Division of labour has also been found to have both advantages and disadvantages. Modern managers and organisation theorists are still struggling with the primary disadvantages: division of labour often results in repetitive, boring jobs that undercut workers' satisfaction, involvement, and commitment (Carroll, 1984). In addition, extreme division of labour may be incompatible with new integrated computerised technologies that require teams of highly skilled workers.

**Leadership.** "Effective leadership can sharply reduce the behavioural resistance to change". Lorenzi et al (1997:116)

One of the most recent and most important issues in leadership today is the ways in which leadership and management are different. Although good managers should be effective leaders, it is important to note that leadership and management are not the same thing.

Management is concerned with ensuring that goals are clearly defined, that resources are structured in a way that helps accomplish goals, and that systems are in place to ensure that deviations from desired performance are brought back into conformance with goals (Bach et al., 1969). The results of effective management are order, predictability of systems, and efficiency. Management is about doing things the right way. Leadership is something different.

Leadership is about setting direction and providing a vision or hope for the future. It is about aligning groups towards the accomplishment of common
goals, and it is also about motivation (AbdulHak et al., 1996). The result of good leadership is change rather than order or predictability. Innovation rather than efficiency is the result of leadership (Tompkins, 1982). This is not to suggest that management or leadership is more or less important than the other. Successful organisations require both, but these qualities are not always found in the same person. When organisations have management and leadership, they do the right things as well as do things right. They are efficient and they are also effective (Bennis et al., 1966).

Leadership is a difficult job, and leading is one of the most challenging aspects of what managers do. To be effective, managers must develop leadership skills and the ability to determine what actions are likely to motivate and inspire different people in different job situations (Tompkins, 1982).

Leadership clearly is a situational process with social, cultural and political dimension. Effective leadership behaviour then is developed through application in real world situations. Individuals grew as leaders as they interact with followers in confronting problems and opportunities in their organisational and broader environments.

The implication of this view of leadership is that potential leaders owe their success in exercising leadership independent of their education and other life experiences. It is evident that no educational program alone can guarantee the development of effective leadership. However, trait-based studies of
leadership and subsequent studies of leadership behaviour have identified a set of behaviour and characteristics that are often associated with those accepted as leaders (e.g. persuasive communicators, visionary, action-oriented). These and other behavioural attributes can be reinforced through curricular emphasis on the theory and practice of communication, decision making, conflict management, and other aspects of leadership opportunities within the academic institution or the broader community.

**Authority and Responsibility.** Authority is power that has been legitimised within a specific social context (Pfeffer, 1982). Only when power is part of an official organisational role does it become authority. Authority includes the legitimate right to use resources to accomplish expected outcomes. Responsibility, on the other hand, is an obligation to do something with the expectation that some act or output will result. Responsibility ultimately derives from the ownership of the organisation. The owners hire or appoint a group, often a board of directors, to be responsible for managing the organisation, making decisions, and reaching the goals set by the owners. The authority to make decisions may be restricted to the top levels of the organisation or dispersed throughout the organisation.

Authority is linked to responsibility because a manager responsible for accomplishing certain results must have the authority to use resources to achieve those results (Miner, 1984). The relationship between responsibility and authority must be one of similarities: that is, the authority
over resources must be sufficient to enable the manager to meet the output expectations of others.

But authority and responsibility differ in important ways. Responsibility cannot be delegated down to others, but authority can. One complaint often heard from employees is that they have too much responsibility but not enough authority to get the job done. This indicates a lack of similarity between responsibility and authority. Managers are usually quite willing to hold individuals responsible for specific tasks, but are reluctant to delegate sufficient authority to do the job.

The delegation of authority to make decisions to lower-level managers is common in organisations today, but giving lower-level managers authority to carry out the decisions they make is essential. Managers typically have difficulty in delegating successfully.

**Structure and Operation.** Some important aspects of organisational structure do not appear on the organisation chart and thus are quite different from the organisational chart discussed in the previous section. In this section we will examine the structural policies that affect operations and prescribe or restrict how employees behave in their organisational activities (Child, 1984). The two primary aspects of these policies are centralisation of decision making and formalisation of rules and procedures.

**Centralisation.** The first structural policy that affects operations is centralisation, wherein decision-making authority is concentrated at the top of
the organisational hierarchy. This structural aspect is in contrast to
decentralisation, in which decisions are made throughout the hierarchy (Child,
1984). Increasingly, centralisation is being discussed in terms of participation
in decision making (Hall, 1982). In decentralised organisations, lower-level
employees participate in making decisions.

Decision making in organisations is more complex than indicated by
this simple centralised/decentralised classification. One of the major
distinctions to be made here is that some decisions are relatively routine, and
require only the application of a decision rule. These decisions are
programmed decisions, whereas those that are not routine are non-
programmed. The decision rules for programmed decisions are formalised for
the organisation. The difference between programmed and non-programmed
decisions tends to cloud the distinction between centralisation and
decentralisation. For even if decision making is decentralised, the decisions
themselves may be programmed and tightly circumscribed.

If employees participate little in decision making, the organisation
structure is centralised, regardless of the nature of the decision being made. At
the other extreme, if individuals or groups participate extensively in making
non-programmed decisions, the structure can be described as truly
decentralised. If individuals or groups participate extensively in making
programmed decisions, the structure is said to be formalised decentralisation.
Formalised decentralisation is a common way to provide decision-making
involvement for employees at many different levels in the organisation while maintaining control and predictability.

Participative management has been described as a total management system in which people are involved in the daily decision making and management of the organisation. As part of an organisation’s culture, it can contribute meaningfully to the long-run success of the organisation (Dension, 1984). It has been described as effective, and even as fact morally necessary in some organisations. Thus, for many people, participation in decision making has become more than a simple aspect of organisational structure. Caution is required, however, because if middle managers are to make effective decisions, as participative management requires, they must have sufficient information (Leonard et al., 1989).

*Formalisation* is the degree to which rules and procedures shape employees’ jobs and activities. The purpose of formalisation is to predict and control how employees’ behave on the job (Mitzberg, 1979). Rules and procedures can be both explicit and implicit. Explicit rules are set down in job descriptions, policy and procedures manuals, or in office memoranda. Implicit rules may develop as employees become accustomed to doing things in certain ways, which become standard operating procedures with the same effect on employee behaviour as written rules.

We can also assess formalisation in organisations by looking at the proportion of jobs that are governed by rules and regulations, and the extent to
which those rules permit variation. More formalised organisations have a higher proportion of rule-bound jobs and less tolerance for rule violations (Hage et al., 1967). Increasing formalisation may affect the design of jobs throughout the organisation (Moorhead et al., 1991) as well as employee motivation (Sherman et al., 1984), and work group interactions (Pearce et al., 1983). However, the specific effects of formalisation on employees are still unclear (Fairhurst, 1983).

Organisations tend to add more rules and procedures as the need for control of operations increases. On the other hand, other organisations are trying to become less formalised by reducing the number of rules and procedures employees must follow.

**Ideal Bureaucracy.** The earliest views on organisational structure combined the elements of organisation arrangement and operation into recommendations as to on how organisations should be structured. These views have often been called classical organisation theory, and include the "ideal bureaucracy" described by Max Weber, the classic organising principles set out by Henry Fayol, and the human organisation described by Rensis Likert. All three are universal approaches, but their concerns and structural prescriptions differ significantly.

Weber's ideal bureaucracy is an organisational system characterised by a hierarchy of authority and a system of rules and procedures that, if followed, would create a maximally effective system for large organisations.
Weber claimed that the bureaucratic form of administration is superior to other forms of management with respect to stability, control, and predictability of outcomes (Weber, 1947). Weber's ideal bureaucracy had seven essential characteristics, including the division of labour, hierarchy of authority, and rules and procedures. Weber intended these characteristics to ensure order and predictability in relationships among people and jobs in the bureaucracy. But it is easy to see how these same features can lead and sluggishness, inefficiency, and red tape. If any of the characteristics are carried to an extreme or are violated, the administrative system can easily break down. Moreover, subsequent theorists have said that Weber's view of authority is too rigid and have suggested that bureaucratic organisations may impede creativity to innovation, resulting in a lack of compassion for the individual in the organisation (Miner, 1984). In other words, the impersonality that is supposed to foster objectivity in a bureaucracy may result in serious difficulties for both employees and the organisation. However, some organisations retain some characteristics of a bureaucratic structure while remaining innovative and productive.

**Organisation Design.** Organisation designs vary from rigid bureaucracies to flexible matrix systems. Weber, Fayol, and Likert each proposed an organisation design that is independent of the nature of the organisation and its environment. Although each of these approaches contributed to an understanding of the organising process and the practice of
management, none has proved universally applicable. In this section the researcher will introduce several contingency designs that attempt to specify the conditions, or contingency factors, under which they are likely to be most effective. These contingency factors include such things as the environment, the organisation's size, and the social system within which the organisation operates.

The contingency approach to organisation structure has been criticised as being unrealistic, in that managers are expected to observe a change in one of the contingency factors and to make a rational structural alteration. On the other hand, Donaldson has argued that it is reasonable to expect that organisations should respond to a lower organisational performance which may have resulted from a lack of response to some important change in one or several contingency factors (Donaldson, 1987).

*Structural Imperatives and Strategy.* The structural imperatives approach to organisation design has probably been the most discussed and researched contingency approach of the last three decades. The perspective was not formulated by a single theorist or researcher, and it has not evolved from a systematic cohesive research effort: rather, it emerged gradually from a vast number of studies that sought to address the question, "What are the compelling factors that determine how the organisation must be structured to be effective?" The two factors that have been identified as structural imperatives are size, and environment.
**Organisation Size.** The size of an organisation can be estimated in many ways. Usually, it is measured in terms of the total number of employees, value of organisation’s assets, or physical capacity. The method of measurement is a very important consideration, although the different measures usually are correlated (Kimberly, 1976).

Research on the relationship between size and structure supports the view that larger organisations have a more complex structure than smaller ones. Blau et al (1971) indicated that large size is associated with greater specialisation of labour, a larger span of control, more hierarchical levels, and greater formalisation. Increasing size leads to more specialisation of labour within a work unit, which increases the amount of differentiation between work units, the number of levels in the hierarchy, and, consequently the need for more inter-group formalisation. With greater formalisation within the unit, there is less need for coordination among groups; thus, the span of control can be larger. Larger spans of control mean fewer first-line managers, but the need for more inter-group coordination may require more second- and third-line managers and staff personnel to coordinate them. Larger organisations therefore may be more efficient because of their large spans of control and reduced administrative overheads however, the greater differentiation between units makes the system more complex. Studies by researchers associated with the University of Aston in Birmingham, England, have shown similar results (Hall, 1982). Other studies have found that the relationship between size and
structural complexity is less clear than Blau's results indicated (Hall, 1982). Some important aspects of organisation structure do not appear on the organisational chart and thus are quite different from the configurational aspects discussed previously. The next section examines the structural policies that affect operations and prescribe or restrict how employees behave in their organisational activities (Dalton et al., 1986). The two primary aspects of these policies are centralisation of decision making and formalisation of rules and procedures.

**Environment.** The organisational environment includes all the elements (people, economic factors, objects, and events) that lie outside the boundaries of the organisation. People in the organisational environment include competitors, legislators, and regulatory agencies. Economic factors might include, for instance, the growth rate of the gross national product. Objects include things such as buildings, vehicles, and trees. Events that may affect organisations involve occurrences of weather, elections or war.

**Environmental Uncertainty.** Not all forces in the general environment affect all organisations in the same way. Hospitals, for example, are very much influenced by government regulations and medical or scientific developments. Thus, the task environment is the specific set of environmental forces that affect the operations of an organisation. Obviously, this will vary substantially between organisations.
The environmental characteristic that appears to have the most influence on the structure of the organisation is uncertainty. Environmental uncertainty exists when managers have little information about environmental events and their effect on the organisation (Draft, 1986). Uncertainty has been described as resulting from complexity and dynamism in the environment. Environmental complexity is the number of environmental components that impinge on organisational decision-making.

Environmental characteristics and uncertainty have been important factors in explaining organisational structure, strategy, and performance. For example, the characteristics of the environment affect how managers perceive their environment, which in turn affects how they adapt the structure of the organisation to meet environmental demands (Yasai-Ardekani, 1986). The environment has also been shown to affect the degree to which a firm's strategy will enhance organisational performance (Prescott, 1986). The environments, and the organisation's response to it, are crucial to success.

An organisation attempts to continue as a viable entity in a dynamic environment. This environment completely encloses an organisation, and managers must be constantly concerned about it. The organisation as a whole, as well as departments and divisions within it, is created to address different challenges, problems, and uncertainties.

Organisational Strategy. Another determinant of the design of the organisation is the organisation's strategy. Strategy is the plans and actions
necessary to achieve organisational goals (Montanari et al., 1990).

After studying the history of seventy companies, Alfred Chandler drew certain conclusions about the relationship between an organisation's structure and its business strategy (Chandler, 1962). Chandler observed that a growth strategy to expand into a new product line is usually matched with some type of decentralisation, a decentralised structure being necessary to cope with the problems of the new product line.

Chandler's "Structure follows strategy" slogan seems to appeal to common sense. Yet it is contradicted by the structural imperatives approach, which recommends that design decisions be based on size and environment, not on strategy. This apparent clash has been resolved by refining the concept of strategy to include the role of the top management decision maker in determining the organisation’s structure (Montanari et al., 1990). In consequence, this view inserts the managers/decision makers between the structural imperatives and the structural features of the organisation.

The structural imperatives are contextual factors within which the organisation must operate, and which affect the purposes and goals of the organisation. The top management's choices in organisational structure are affected by the organisation's purposes and goals, the structural imperatives, and the management's value system and experience (Bobbitt et al., 1980). Organisational effectiveness depends on the fit between size, the environment, the strategies, and the structure.
Another perspective on strategy/structure linkage is that the relationship may be reciprocal: that is, a structure may be set up to implement a strategy, to implement the strategy, but it may also affect the strategic decision making process via the centralisation or decentralisation of decision making and formalisation of rules and procedures (Fredrickson, 1986). Thus, strategy determines structure, which in turn affects strategic decision making. To put the point differently, a determinant of structure and long-term performance is when (and whether) the subunits doing the planning have distinctive competence in how to do planning (Boschken, 1990).

The role of strategic choice in determining organisational structure usually goes a step beyond the view that structure follows strategy. However, it has received less research attention than have the structural imperatives. And of course, some might simply view strategy as another imperative because it is a product of the analysis of the imperatives, and an articulation of organisation’s direction, purpose, and plans for the future.

*Top Management Commitment.* The Commitment of top management is essential to the success of any change effort. As the organisation’s probable dominant alliance, it is a powerful element of the social system, and its support is necessary for addressing control and power problems. For example, a manager who plans a change in the way tasks are assigned and responsibility is delegated in his/her department must notify top management and gain its support.
Quality of Planning. Planning determines the future direction an organisation will take. Planning involves setting goals and establishing priorities among all the activities that must be performed to achieve them (Simon, 1976). To fully understand the planning process, it is important to recognise that it has a number of dimensions, all of which are interrelated. There is only space here to introduce a few of the more important ones.

A. Stage Setting. The first stage of planning is stage setting or establishing the necessary conditions for successful goal setting at all organisational levels (Taylor, 1914:7). Stage setting is basically a time of gathering data in order to understand the environment the organisation faces, and its individual parts (Henderson et al., 1947).

For example, during the stage setting phase, it is important to ensure that everyone has a clear understanding of the organisation's mission or purpose, management vision, and top management's strategic objectives. It is also important to carefully scan the external environment to ensure that the opportunities and threats facing the organisation are clearly understood. It has been justifiably claimed that the keys to organisational success lie outside, not inside, the organisation. To manage successfully, it is critically important that top management understand the rules and the environmental conditions facing them.

Successful planners have to become proficient in assessing the external environment. The process of environmental assessment consists of
the following four steps (Fahey et al., 1994:250).

1. Environmental scanning: At this point, the planner views the information received from the environment, organises it so that it can be systematically analysed and identifies issues that are likely to be important for the organisation and his/her area of responsibility.

2. Environmental monitoring: Here the database is expanded, issues and trends are confirmed or determined to be less significant, and the rate of change with regard to each important issue is determined.

3. Environmental forecasting: Trends are extended, relations among trends and issues are determined and specified, and projections of alternative features are made.

4. Environmental assessing: This final stage involves continuously evaluating the significance of forecasted trends and the development of action plans for dealing with important external issues.

**B. Goals Setting Stage.** The process of management begins with goal setting. It is difficult to imagine how one could manage without well developed and well understood plans and goals (Hales, 1986).

There are many goals in organisations. Missions and visions are goals,
but they are usually not as operational or as specific as departmental or work unit goals. Whereas higher-level goals in organisations provide general direction, work group goals should be more specific. Effective work group goals possess three important characteristics (Locke et al., 1990). First, to be effective, work goals should be as measurable as possible. The goals should reflect organisational priorities as well as the personal priorities of work group members. Second, effective work group goals should be challenging yet attainable. Nothing is less motivational than unrealistic goals. An important psychological principle states that when goals are continually unrealised, the motivation to pursue them disappears. In other word, the act of accomplishing goals provides much of the motivation for continuing to pursue even more challenging objectives. Therefore, even though goals should not be easy to achieve, they should be attainable in order to maintain their motivational impact.

Third, work group goals should relate to the critical success factors of the organisation or those things that make the difference between success and failure.

C. Plan Development Stage. There are two types of planning in organisations: strategic and tactical planning. Strategic planning involves a philosophical analysis of how the organisation sees its mission, what it hopes to achieve or its vision, and innovative ways to of achieving the type of future that will ensure the organisation's survival and effectiveness. This is typically
the role of the top management, although it is critically important to involve people at all levels in this process.

Tactical planning involves most middle- and first- level managers in organisations. It is the action-oriented aspect of making sure that the future visualised in the strategic plan is accomplished. Sometimes tactical plans are referred to as operational because they attempt to convert the abstract and philosophical aspects of the strategic plans into operations or actions that can be scheduled, monitored, and adjusted in the light of changing conditions and priorities. Managers at all levels of organisations engage in long-range, intermediate, and short range planning. For most managers, long range planning involves a period of 5 years or so. Plans of this nature are not precise, but they at least force some thinking about where the organisation wants to be in 5 years.

Intermediate-term plans are for longer than one year but less than 5 years. Intermediate-term plans usually involve planning for major projects. The implementation of a new administrative software system requires intermediate-term planning. Project planning requires a great deal of careful scheduling to ensure that all necessary steps in HIS implementation take place in the proper sequence (Bernard, 1938). Intermediate range planning is built around the following major activities:

- Listing the activities that are necessary to accomplish a project
- Scheduling the time required to accomplish each activity listed
• Evaluating the most effective means of accomplishing each of the required activities.

• Short range or budgetary planning is the third type of tactical plan.

Planning is often considered an inefficient activity by action-oriented managers and employees. However, if done carefully and systematically, planning can reduce rework and increase the overall efficiency of organisational activities (Luthans, 1984). For planning to be effective, it must involve many people in the formulation and implementation processes. One of the most important aspects of the effective implementation of plans is to ensure that planning flexibility is built into the planning process.

Regardless of how well we scan the environment, strategically determine the mission and vision of the organisation, and coordinate long-, intermediate-, and short-term plans, unanticipated events are certain to take place in the environment of health care organisations. For this reason, good plans are plans that can be easily adjusted in light of changing conditions. It is usually prudent to have contingency plans available to allow for the most likely changes.

*Quality of Communication.* Communication is defined in terms of transfer of understanding between two parties (e.g. individuals or organisations) (Peters et al., 1984). Under this type of definition, communication may be verbal, nonverbal, or written. Although this definition
of communication is simple, understanding the communication processes can be complex and difficult. Communication models examined in this study focus on both interpersonal and organisational levels of communication. The most common type of communication models directly examine interpersonal communication patterns. These models are based on the direct transfer of information from an initiator or source to a receiver, who immediately translates the message and provides feedback (Haimann, 1989; Peters et al., 1984; Westly et al., 1957; Huffman, 1990). In contrast, an alternative model of communication introduced in this study focuses on the simultaneous exchange of verbal and non-verbal information. This model suggests that the communication process is not one of initiators and receivers but one in which all parties involved in the communication processes are viewed as initiators. This model may be expanded to patterns of organisational communication by emphasising both written and non-verbal forms of communication.

Such a model of communication takes a more holistic view of how understanding and meaning are communicated than the more traditional models.

*End Users Involvement.* End users involvement refers to participation in the system development process by representatives of the largest user group (Ives et al., 1984:587). Researchers in organisational behaviour, including group problem-solving, interpersonal communication, and individual motivation, claim that user involvement should lead to improved chances of
successful system implementation (Ives et al., 1984:587).

It is almost an axiom of the HIS literature that end user involvement is a necessary condition for successful development of computer-based information systems (Ives et al., 1984:586). Some of these claims are stark and explicit:

"User participation is critical to the success of the MIS project"


"In relation to other factors, e.g., top management support, competence of MIS staff, quality of goal setting, user involvement seems to be the only factor which is consistently related to the quality of final outcomes"

(DeBrabander et al., 1977:191).

"The middle managers role is critical in the design, conversion, and operation of the MIS. Many writers refer to the need for middle management participation, but token participation is not enough"

(Guthrie, 1974:45).

"There is too little involvement in developing a system and too little ownership of the resulting system. These conditions lead to lack of use and dissatisfaction with the system"

(Lucas, 1973:43).

"Participation by those who will be affected by the system is essential. This is especially true for operating managers"
(Dickson et al., 1977: 11).

So, which users should be involved in HIS development? Participation is often advocated for employees who will be "primary users" of the system: that is, they use the output of the system. Other potential participants are "secondary users", who generate system inputs or run the system. Mumford et al (1975) advocates participation by affected parties to improve both system quality and system acceptance. Others stress involvement by top level management (Edstrom, 1977a; Ference et al., 1976) or demonstrated top management commitment (Ginzberg, 1981). Powers (1973: 157) emphasises that "the actual manager who is to receive and use the products of the project, not staff personnel, should be the participant".

The type of participation may vary from direct participation, where all parties affected by the system are involved, to indirect participation, where employee representatives serve on decision-making committees. Both forms of participation permit affected employees to express their views and possibly influence the design of the Computer-Based Information System.

Mumford et al (1975: 11) proposes three types of participation from the least to the most direct:

1. Consultative, where design decisions are made by the systems group, but the objectives and form of the system are influenced by the needs, especially job satisfaction needs, of the user department.

2. Representative, where all levels and functions of the affected user
group are represented in the system design team.

3. Consensus, where an attempt is made to involve all workers in the user department, at least through communications and consultations, throughout the system design process.

4. The degree of involvement refers to the amount of influence the users have over the final product. At one extreme, system designers make assumptions about the requirements and ignore user input; at the other, users design systems and/or accept them on user-defined criteria of quality (Lucas, 1973: 30).

Mumford's et al (1975: 101) classification of participation implies an increasing degree of user influence in the design process from analysis to consensus design. The following set of categories provides examples of increasing degrees of user involvement:

1. No involvement: that is, when users are unwilling or not invited to participate.

2. Symbolic involvement: that is, when users' input is requested but ignored.

3. Involvement by advice: that is, when users' advice is solicited through interviews or questionnaires (Bostrom et al., 1977; Lucas, 1975; Mumford et al., 1975).

4. Involvement by weak control: that is, when users have "sign-off"
responsibility at each stage of the system development process.

5. Involvement by including a user as a design team member (Gibson, 1977; Mumford et al., 1975; Olsen et al., 1981; Zmud, 1978), or as the official “liaison” with the IS development group (Gibson, 1977; Lucas, 1973; Olsen et al., 1981).

6. Involvement by strong control: that is, when users may pay directly for new development out of their own budgets, or the user’s overall organisational performance evaluation is dependent on the outcome of the development effort.

In short, user involvement in the design of HIS is enthusiastically endorsed in the prescriptive literature.

Organisational Resistance to Change. Just as change is inevitable, so is resistance to change. Paradoxically, organisations both promote and resist change. Because organisations are constantly buffeted by the forces of change, they must have some elements of permanence to avoid mirroring the instability of their environment. A commonly held view is that all resistance to change needs to be overcome, but that is not always the case. Resistance to change need not be eliminated entirely, but can be used and controlled for the benefit of the organisation. For example, by revealing a legitimate concern that a proposed change may not be good for the organisation, or that there might be other alternatives, resistance may alert the organisation to investigate and re-examine the change (Lawrence, 1970).
Resistance to change may come from the organisation, from the individual, or both. Determining the ultimate source is often difficult, however, because organisations are composed of individuals.

Daniel Katz and Robert Kahn have identified six major sources of organisational resistance: over determination, narrow focus of change, group inertia, threatened expertise, threatened power, and changes in resource allocation (Katz et al., 1978).

Over determination occurs because numerous organisational systems are in place to ensure that the behaviour of employees and systems is as expected to maintain stability.

Narrow focus of change can occur when efforts to create change in organisations adopt too narrow a focus. Any effort to force change in the tasks of individuals or groups must take into account the interdependencies among organisational elements such as people, structure, tasks, and the information system. For example, some attempts at redesigning jobs are unsuccessful because the organisation structure within which jobs must function is inappropriate for the redesigned jobs (Moorhead et al., 1991).

When an employee attempts to change his or her work behaviour, the group may resist by refusing to change other behaviours that are necessary complements to the individual's changed behaviour. In other words, group norms may act as a brake on individual attempts at behaviour change. This is known as group inertia.
A change in the organisation may threaten the specialised expertise that individuals and groups have developed over the years. A job redesign or a structural change may transfer the responsibility for a specialised task from the current expert to someone else, thus threatening the specialist’s expertise and cementing his or her resistance to change. This is the phenomenon of threatened expertise.

Any redistribution of decision-making authority may threaten an individual’s power relationships with others. Threatened power can create a great deal of resistance to change. If, for instance, an organisation is decentralising its decision making, managers who wielded their decision-making powers in return for special favour from others may resist the change because they do not want to lose their power base.

Groups that are satisfied with current resource allocation methods may resist any change that they believe will threatened their future allocations. Resources in this context can mean anything from monetary rewards and equipment to additional seasonal help to more computer time.

These six sources explain most types of organisation-based resistance to change. Many of these sources of resistance can be traced to groups or individuals afraid of something: resources, power, or comfort in a routine.

The following section therefore addresses the individual’s resistance to change.
Individuals' Resistance to Change. Individual sources of resistance to change are rooted in basic human characteristics such as needs and perceptions. Researchers have identified six reasons for individual resistance to change: habit, security, economic factors, fear of the unknown, lack of awareness, and social factors.

Doing a job the same way every day is easy. If the steps in the job are repeated over and over, the job becomes increasingly easier. But learning an entirely new set of steps increases the job's difficulty. For the same amount of pay, most people prefer to do easy rather than hard work.

On the other hand, some employees like the comfort and security of doing things the same old way. They gain a feeling of constancy and safety in knowing that some things stay the same despite all the change going on around them. Thus, people who believe that their security is threatened by a change are likely to resist it.

Change may also threaten employees' steady pay cheques: workers may fear, for example, that change will make their jobs obsolete.

Some people fear anything unfamiliar. Changes in reporting relationships and job duties create anxiety for such employees. Employees become familiar with their boss, their job, and relationships with others within the organisations, such as contact people for certain situations. These relationships and contacts help facilitate their work. Any disruption of familiar patterns may create fear because it can cause delays and the impression that
nothing is getting accomplished.

Because of perceptual limitations, such as lack of attention or selective attention, a person may not recognise a change in a rule or procedure and thus may not alter behaviour. People may pay attention only to those things that support their point of view. This is called lack of awareness.

People may resist change for fear of what others will think: the group can be a powerful motivator of behaviour. Employees may believe that change will hurt their image, result in ostracism from the group, or simply make them different.

**Incentives.** Mannion et al (2002) defines an incentive as “a reward (or sanction) associated with a particular aspect of performance. An incentive can be purposive (in the sense that it has been explicitly put in place to induce beneficial behaviour) or accidental (an implicit by product of other managerial arrangements)”.

Mannion adds that individual rewards (or sanctions) can take many forms.

Most organisations use several different types of rewards. The most commonly used rewards are money (wages, salary, and commission), incentive systems, benefits, perquisites, and awards. These rewards are combined in a compensation package (Moorhead et al., 1998).

For most people, the most important organisational reward is money.
Obviously, money is important because of the things it can buy, but, as we just noted, it can also symbolise an employee's worth. A recent study found that out of 730 executives (2 for each of the 365 largest U.S. corporations), 467 reported incomes of more than $1 million in 1992 (Business week, 1993). Clearly, monetary rewards play an important role in organisations. The rapid increase in executives' pay has been the subject of much debate over the past several years.

The student of organisational behaviour must understand the importance of money as a type of compensation. Employee compensation is a major cost of doing business: as much as 50 to 60 percent in many organisations. Pay is considered a major source of employee dissatisfaction (Lawler, 1981). As the most tangible part of the transaction relationship between the organisation and the individual, it also can be used as an instrument of change within the organisation. For example, salary adjustments might consciously be used to signal who is more valuable and who is less valuable to the organisation, or to clarify norms as to what is expected and what will be rewarded in the future.

Incentive systems usually promise additional money for certain types of performances. Plans oriented mainly toward individual employees may cause increased competition for the rewards and possibly some disruptive behaviours, such as sabotaging a co-worker's performance, sacrificing quality for quantity, or fighting over customers. A group incentive plan, on the other
hand, requires that employees trust one another and work together. Of course, incentive systems have advantages and disadvantages. Long-term compensation for executives is particularly controversial because of the large sums of money involved and the basis for the payments (Lawler, 1981). The successful implementation of an incentive program depends on a variety of factors, including the history and the traditions of the organisation, the nature of the organisation’s products or services, current political, economic, and legal conditions, and employee needs and perceptions about the system.

As can be seen from the preceding discussion, there is a host of organisational issues that may have affected HIS implementation in Kuwait. In addition to these organisational issues, however, there is a further variety of cultural issues that can be an important driver or inhibitor of change, and so on understanding the organisational culture is essential (Davies et al., 2000). So, what is culture? What are the different types of culture? This will be discussed in the following section.

3.2.12 What is the definition of culture? Organisational culture is an area of great importance, because the culture of the organisation might need to change in order for change to occur. The current social, political, and economic practices of any society are the product of its inheritance and traditions from the past, which influences its capacity to adopt new notions and practices which have emerged from human experience elsewhere. The
impact of the external cultural environment upon public service organisations is likely to be high. Hall (1982) argues:

"Unless the culture of the indigenous population is understood and appreciated, understanding of an organisation is likely to fail".

Hall (1982:232) elaborates:

"It appears that the more routine and standardised the technology, the less the impact of cultural factors. The production of children’s toy automobiles is properly carried out in similar organisations in Hong Kong, London, Japan, Switzerland, or Tonka, Minnesota. When one moves to less routine technological operations, such as local government, the administration of justice or highway construction, the impact of culture is likely to be higher".

This part of the literature review introduces various concepts of culture. In particular, the three types most appropriate to a workforce situation – organisational culture, national culture, and professional culture – are briefly defined. The implications of cultural diversity in the workplace are emphasised.

1- Definition of Culture. In 1985, Schermerhorn reported that there were already more than 164 different definitions of culture offered in the literature. Collier et al (1988) define culture as “a historically transmitted system of symbols and norms used by any symbol system that is bounded and salient to individuals”. Prosser (1978) defines culture “as the traditions, customs, norms, beliefs, values, and thought patterning passed down from generation to generation".
Bauwens et al (1992) state that the implicit rules of culture may not consciously be recognised by individuals. They also say that individuals’ interactions are partly determined by culture. Therefore, people’s cultural traditions are inseparable from the way in which they link and interconnect with each other.

Helman (1984) draws a picture of culture as a common inherited lens of shared concepts and meanings that members in a given society use to perceive the world. It also guides their behaviour and determines their emotional reactions in daily living. In interacting with others, cultural background shapes everybody’s perceptions, and culture acts as the starting point for that.

Also, Hofstede (1994) believes that culture is not inherited but learned. It is not driven from the genetic pool, but through interaction with the social environment. He also adds that culture could be derived from human nature on one hand, and from and the individual’s personality on the other. He stresses the importance of distinguishing one from the other. Precise borders and limits between human nature, culture, and personality are still a matter of discussion among social scientists.

Leininger (1985) defined culture as the learned, shared, and transmitted values, beliefs, norms, and lifestyle practices of a particular group, that guides thinking, decisions, and actions in patterned fashions.

2- Types of Culture. The following segment of the literature review
focuses on organisational culture, national culture, and professional culture, both as concepts of culture and as the three types of culture most appropriate to work situations.

Organisational Culture.

"We simply cannot understand organisational phenomena without considering culture both as a cause and as a way of explaining such phenomena" Schien (1985:311).

The first type of culture, then, is organisational culture. For the purposes of this study, the definition of organisational culture is "a system of shared meaning held by members that distinguishes the organisation from other organisations". Researchers of organisational development are increasingly recognising and appreciating the implication of organisational culture as a way of understanding, describing, and explaining complex social phenomena. Schien (1985) considers organisational culture as the key to organisational supremacy. By contrast, the definition offered by Baker only settles for the notion that "organisational culture is a set of shared meanings that make it possible for members of the organisation to understand their organisation and act accordingly, within their organisation."

Campbell (1970) formalised seven characteristics regarding the culture of organisations. When mixed and matched, they exploit the essence of any organisation's culture. These are:

1. Individual Autonomy: The degree of responsibility,
independence, and opportunities for exercising initiative by
individuals in the organisation.

2. Structure: The degree of rules and regulations, and the amount
of direct supervision that is used to oversee and control
employee behaviour. (e.g. policy and regulation, accountability)

3. Support: The degree of assistance and warmth provided by
managers to their subordinates (e.g. managerial support).

4. Identity: The degree to which members identify with the
organisation as whole rather than with their particular work
group or field of professional expertise.

5. Performance-Reward: The degree to which reward allocations in
the organisation (e.g., salary increases, promotions, and rewards)
are based on employee performance criteria.

6. Conflict Tolerance: The degree of conflict present in
relationships between peers and work groups as well as the
willingness to be honest and open about differences. (e.g.
conflicts of interest, pleasant relationships between different
groups)

7. Risk Tolerance: The degree to which employees are encouraged
to be aggressive, innovative, and risk seeking (e.g. personal
accomplishment).
One can formulate an image of an organisation's culture by analysing each of these seven characteristics in an organisation, which can each be evaluated on a continuum from low to high. This portrait or image becomes the basis of the shared understanding that members have about the organisation, the way functions are performed, and commonplace behaviour among members.

Organisational culture is a descriptive term. The main focus here is on the way workers recognise and interact with the above seven characteristics, not on whether they like or dislike them. Research into organisational culture also takes into account a measure of how workers view their organisation. This mechanism of measuring is highly structured and includes whether it rewards innovation or stifles conflicts (Robbins, 1986).

Abbott (1988), a corporate trainer and specialist in intercultural management, stresses the importance of understanding the values of culture of people in the workplace: anyone who works in a cross-cultural management setting must work from the paradigm that their basic assumptions about how people behave and get things done, will be challenged. The greatest set back is to look at differences as weaknesses and to assume that other people have to change and not you (Schermershorn, 1985). For example, today, changing immigration and demographic patterns in the U.S.A. have brought more Asians in to the workforce, and women are now more significant players than ever before Abbott (1988). Therefore, management strategies have had to
Several social-psychological explanations for the linkages between the management team’s demography and organisational performance have been proposed. Murray (1989) used social integration and communication patterns to predict the form of the relationship between team heterogeneity and organisational performance. He argued that team heterogeneity might lower performance in stable environments because the team would be less cohesive and require more formal communication. Similarly, Michel et al (1992) used the concept of social integration to explain links between average team tenure and diversification strategy and performance. They proposed that the length of team tenure is a proxy for the level of team cohesion and that cohesion in turn affects performance.

Several demographic studies have argued that team heterogeneity is negatively related to social integration and communication. Wiersema et al (1992) maintain that the unfamiliar language of people with dissimilar experiences, backgrounds, beliefs and values will presumably lead to difficulties in communication and diminished team integration. As Tice (1990) concludes, to work effectively a cross cultures, it is necessary to understand a group’s history, value orientation, normative patterns, family and community patterns, as well as the detrimental effects of oppression those group members may experience.

*National Culture.* The second type of culture to be considered here is
national culture. National culture has been defined in many different ways by different researchers, but all definitions share some common grounds. Mullins (1996), for example, defined it as follows: “A distinctive pattern of values and beliefs which are characteristic of a particular society or sub-group within that society”.

These values and beliefs are apparently transmitted from one generation to another through the socialisation process, including family interactions and/or formal education. In an intriguing sense, we may view people as carrying culture around with them. Robbins (1986) has pointed out that “most people are unaware of just how their culture will affect them. Culture is like fish and water. It is there all the time and the fish are oblivious to it.”

Studies have demonstrated that the relative importance of different needs varies across cultures. They show that the ways in which various needs manifest themselves are quite different in different national cultures. George Winston found considerable differences in the need for achievement among those from different cultural backgrounds. He observed that achievement, for example, was valued in North America much more than in South America (Winston, 1994). Such findings should be important data for managers in multicultural environments.

Hofstede (1983) found that nationality was important to management due to political, sociological, and psychological differences reflected in
culture. In his study, which ranged across fifty countries, he noted numerous implications for international managers. In general, one major point that can be deduced from this work is that management is not the same worldwide, nor is it becoming the same around the world. Instead, he demonstrates many differences between national cultures.

To demonstrate the comparison between national culture and organisational culture, Hofstede (1994) explains that organisational "cultures" are a phenomenon per se, different in many respects from national cultures. Although both a nation and an organisation are social systems, they are of different natures. This is true if only because the organisation's members usually join this organisation by their own volition. They are also only involved in it during working hours, and may one day leave it.

_How can National Culture affect Leadership and Management Patterns?_ Enshassi et al (1991) conducted an empirical study in the area of national cultural diversity. The purpose of their study was to examine the effectiveness of site managers when managing multicultural workforces in the Middle East. The data for the study were obtained from 79 site managers working with 41 international and 38 local organisations, in six Middle Eastern countries. The study concluded that the successful site manager is one who recognises and understands the national cultural differences of subordinates and combines leadership dimensions, task, and employee orientations.
Professional culture. The third type of culture relevant to this study is professional culture. Moore et al (1991:56) defines a profession as something that:

"Involves the application of general principles to specific problems, and it is a feature of modern societies that such general principles are abundant and growing".

In contrast, a vocation, as he explains, is "the antithesis of a profession" because it is "based upon customary activities and modified by the trial and error of individual practice". Moore argues that professions are highly specialised occupations, and that:

"The two primary bases for specialisation within a profession are (1) the substantive field of knowledge that the specialist professes to command and (2) the technique of production or application of knowledge over which the specialist claims mastery".

Cole et al (1995) draws an image of how a professional culture can be created in health services organisations by stating that "the use of training in the traditional sense tends to establish skills that are particular to a specific profession, such as counselling skills in social work practice, or surgical techniques in medicine. The skills tend to promote the insular nature of professions, and as a consequence produce a professional culture that relates only to those in the profession". In any health care organisation there is a workforce that consists of a range of such professions. To make the workforce a coherent group, Cole et al (1995) stresses the importance of creating a culture in health care organisations that rises above narrow professional
cultures, and which also identifies with the organisation as a whole.

In many organisations, serious conflict occurs when managers press professionals to behave in ways that professionals do not want to. This can lead to professionals presenting acute problems for managers of public service organisations. One of the reasons for this is the interrelation between professionalism and autonomy. Harrison (1995) draws attention to the potential conflict between the notions of management and professionalism. The former is interpreted as getting other people to do things; the latter as employing one's own judgment about what to do and how to do it. Conflict will occur when managers press professionals to behave certain ways when the latter are unwilling to do so.

Harrison (1995) looks at issues of professionalism in welfare state organisations, particularly health care settings. He emphasises the functionality of professional arrangements for clients and patients. A patient should entrust professionals with their interests, as a patient lacks in knowledge of health problems and the appropriate treatment. For professionals to perform their duty and ensure that patient trust is not exploited, two professional freedoms are essential. One is that the professionals must be free from outside interference in practising their expert knowledge in the interest of patient. The second is that the profession, as a body, must have the power and means to be self-regulating. Experience has proven that patients need to be protected from malpractice and incompetent
practitioners, but only the profession itself ought to provide such protection, since only it possesses the necessary technical knowledge. Harrison (1995) states that the professionals themselves employ this view of professionalism, maybe because it closely resembles the familiar structure of training and practice, and/or because it positions them on a moral high ground.

Cole et al (1995) focuses directly on the ways in which health and social service organisations invest in their workforces, pointing out the emerging conflict between the professional culture and the organisational culture. In organisations that consist of a collection of cultures, each of which identifies with a particular profession and which adheres to a strict hierarchy, each culture is being subsumed by an overarching culture that has little or no commitment to any specific profession. Organisational culture will challenge the traditional roles of professionals as it generates its own influence. It will also minimise their power bases, and consequently their level of impact on the performance of the organisation.

3. Cultural Diversity in the Health Care Organisations. “Diversity” is a relatively recent term that first started appearing in the literature in the mid-1980s (Gordon, 1991), and has recently become a topic of focus in human resource management. Although there is a substantial argument for “diversity management” in health care, there is a lack of information available on how best to manage the available and upcoming workforce. Most scholars comment on demographic trends, giving examples of these changes, which
include increasing numbers of minority members, especially at the service level, and cultural influences (Cejka, 1993).

This part of the literature review debates two critical aspects of cultural diversity in health care organisations. These are, respectively, hospitals as employers, and as providers of service in a diverse society. Sabatino (1993) reported that, to date, health care employers have not yet mastered the management of cultural diversity. The issue has not received the resources or attention that are allocated to technology or continuous quality improvement. Moreover, the attentiveness to cultural diversity is not being prioritised in the employment practices of health care providers.

Hospitals can be considered as pluralistic organisations. They encompass various groups such as nurses, physicians, technicians, and managers. Some members of these groups will be immigrants, and members of a variety of ethnic origins, with a diversity of interests and subcultures. Diversity is considered by some authors as having the potential to be problematic, because in such cases people are unlikely to share experiences and attitudes, or even to fully understand one another (Schwartz et al., 1993).

Burner (1990) and Thomas (1990) view cultural diversity as a latent, disturbing aspect in a work environment. One of the key problems that might be faced due to cultural diversity is miscommunication. This could be due to language barriers, reluctance to admit to a lack of understanding of instructions, inadequate training in psychological skills, and lack of staff to
understand the impact that differing cultural values may have on their own way of providing health care. Language and literacy issues are common communication difficulties.

Communication is a particular problem for an expatriate workforce. It is a common practice that "the dependence of performance ratings and promotions upon the ability to communicate" both verbally and in writing is emphasised in many organisations (Gordon, 1991).

Expatriate health professionals could be the subject of unequal treatment at work. In the United States, reports of occupational discrimination against non-whites who were educated outside the USA have included the threat of deportation for nurses who refused to work for lower salaries or take extra shifts (Pizer, 1981).

Many authors speak of the rationale behind diversity management. The literature highlights enhanced communication, an awareness of those factors deemed necessary for motivation and increased productivity, preferred leadership styles, and increased sensitivity to differences of work-related values as positive outcomes for managing diversity (Hofstede, 1991).

To effectively manage a diverse workforce, it is necessary first to recognise and acknowledge that there are differences between employees. No longer can managers expect every employee to think and act in the same manner. Processes that hinder programs and promote negative behaviour from
the majority group should be discouraged at all levels of management, especially at the executive level that influences policy (Chemers et al., 1993).

Any organisation has a responsibility to remove opposing diversity influences at three levels: the individual employee, the employee’s workgroup, and the organisational structure itself. Primary barriers to successful integration of diverse personnel into the workforce include stereotyping, and the negative attitude people have towards those unlike themselves.

4. Implications of Workforce Diversity. Diversity in the workforce has the potential to create conflict in an organisation. Some of the possible problems are described here. Communication difficulties include the language and literacy issues that may arise. Communication is a particular problem for an expatriate workforce. As mentioned, “the dependence of performance ratings and promotions upon the ability to communicate” both verbally and in writing is often emphasised in organisations (Gordon, 1991:20).

Stereotypes represent an additional problem resulting from workforce diversity. Traditional white male managers, in many cases, trust those workers most like themselves, more than they trust other groups (Metz, 1990). To reiterate, Gordon (1991) summarises the attitudes of such managers thus: “Asians are not leaders and lack aggressiveness, blacks are not technically competent, and females are either too passive or too aggressive”.

According to Jabbra (1989), hiring expatriate workers in Arabic
countries has caused grave difficulties, such as lack of continuity and consistency in care. Furthermore, expatriate workers, in many instances, complain that they do not fully understand their roles and responsibilities. In addition, the diversified background of expatriate employees has contributed to poor internal and external communication. Thus, the challenge for health managers is to overcome these potential barriers by integrating into the workplace the increasing number of professionals from diverse cultural backgrounds.

A converse view, however, such as that of Taylor (1991), is that the potential benefits of diversity in the workplace may include better decision making, higher creativity and innovation, greater success in marketing to expatriate and ethnic minority communities, and a better distribution of economic opportunity.

It is therefore the challenge of each hospital manager to create an organisational climate that values and makes full use of the differences of each employee working in the hospital.

5. Culture as a Disruptive Influence on Organisational Behaviour. Many researchers have argued that culture influences organisational behaviour. Providing a conceptual framework, Hofstede (1980) suggests that differences in attitudes are the result of the different ‘mental programs’ that each individual carries, by which his or her behaviour is determined. These mental programs are a product of early childhood, reinforced in later life by
socialisation and life experience in a cultural group or society. Hofstede conducted a large-scale research study of IBM subsidiaries across the world in an attempt to understand work-related differences, and to account for these by reference to preferred management styles. Hofstede’s empirical analysis resulted in a framework of four dimensions for differentiating national cultures. These are: power distance; uncertainty avoidance; individualism; and masculinity, each defined below.

- **Power Distance** is essentially used to categorise levels of inequity in organisations, which Hofstede claims will depend upon management style, willingness of subordinates to disagree with superiors, and the educational level and status according to particular rules.

- **Uncertainty Avoidance** refers to the extent to which members of a society feel threatened by unusual situations.

- **Individualism** describes the relatively individualistic or collectivist ethic evident in that particular society.

- **Masculinity** is the final category suggested by Hofstede. This refers to a continuum between “masculine” characteristics such as assertiveness and competitiveness, and “feminine” traits such as caring, a stress upon the quality of life, and concern for the environment.
These four dimensions correlated significantly with many other external measures collected by others, such as incidence of domestic political violence, the obligation for citizens to carry identity cards, and press freedom.

Hofstede’s study has great value and significance for further research and for the development of organisational behaviour, yet it suffers from some limitations. As Hunt (1981) and others have pointed out, representativeness of the sample is questionable. Hence, the generalisability of the findings is questionable, in view of the sample having been drawn from a large multinational company such as IBM (which was the only company studied by Hofstede). IBM may tend to hire similar people worldwide, reducing national differences. In addition, the internal climate of the large multinational company may exert homogenising influences on the values of its members. Moreover, Hofstede has been accused of assuming that national cultures follow political boundaries, and the sample did not allow for within country differences (Jaeger, 1983). This issue is highlighted by the fact that a number of the countries included in his sample, such as the USA, Canada, and Belgium are multicultural.

Tucker et al (1990) indicated that attracting today’s diverse workforce is a challenge. An important reason to plan for managing diversity is the realisation that by integrating diverse employees into an organisation, it is possible to develop staff to their fullest potential and maximise productivity.

In conclusion, the above discussion demonstrates that managing a
health care system with employees from many diversified and sometimes incompatible academic, social, cultural, and religious backgrounds raises serious administrative challenges as they pertain to worker conflict, differential skills and competencies, employee motivation across cultures, and adjustment to the host culture (Shah, 1986).

6. Attitudes in Diverse Organisations. Another aspect of individuals in organisations is their attitudes. Attitudes can are here defined as complexes of beliefs and feelings that people have about specific ideas, situations, or other people. Attitudes are important because they are the mechanism through which most people express their feelings. An employee’s statement that he feels underpaid by the organisation reflects his attitude about his pay. Similarly, when a manager says that she likes the new advertising campaign, he/she expressing his/her attitude about the organisation’s marketing efforts.

Individual attitudes are formed in a variety of ways. The two dominant theoretical approaches to understanding attitude formation are the dispositional and situational approaches. Cognitive dissonance also affects attitudes. And once formed, attitudes may still be changed.

Attitudes have historically been viewed as stable dispositions to behave toward objects in certain ways (Kimble, 1988). For any number of reasons, a person might decide that he or she does not like a particular political figure or a certain restaurant. That person would then be expected to express consistently negative opinions of the candidate or restaurant and to
maintain the consistent and predictable intention of not voting for the political
candidate or patronising the restaurant.

Cognition is the knowledge a person presumes to have about
something. Cognition is based on perceptions of truth and reality, and, as we
note later, perception agrees with reality to varying degrees. Affect refers to
the individual's feeling toward something. In many ways, affect is similar to
emotion: it is something over which we have little or no conscious control
(Wharton et al., 1993).

An alternative to this dispositional view of attitudes has been presented
by Gerald Salancik and Jeffery Pfeffer (Salancik et al., 1978). These scholars
contend that research has not clearly demonstrated that attitudes are stable
dispositions composed of precise components that are consistently reflected in
individual responses. Instead, they argue attitudes evolve from socially
constructed realities. This approach suggests that the social context delivers
information that shapes the individual's attitudes. By means of cues and
guides, social information provides a specific prescription for socially
acceptable attitudes and behaviour. Such information focuses attention on
specific attributes of the setting, thus making behaviour and attitudes that
dominate in that setting more salient.

7. Managing Cultural Change. Changing the culture of health
organisation is commonly claimed to be a fundamental prerequisite for
"Reforms are based on the premise that a major cultural transformation of the organisation must be secured alongside structural and procedural change to deliver desired improvements in quality and performance".

Some studies in different settings acknowledge that culture can be an important factor related to the effectiveness of different organisations (Cameron et al., 1991). Shortell et al (1995) demonstrate that health care cultures with united groups, teamwork, and coordination have been associated with successful quality improvement implementation. On the other hand, there is evidence that organisational culture with formal structures is negatively associated with quality improvement initiatives (Shortell et al., 2000). Many public and private organisations shape their culture to achieve organisational improvement (Deal et al., 1982).

In order to manage culture change, Scott et al (2003: 927) propose a framework that includes the following steps:

- In order to achieve reform or transformation, strategies for cultural change should be targeted at first or second order change.

- To achieve cultural change, there are various models to help an organisation (to develop strategies for cultural change) and guide them through the process.
Organisations should be aware of all possible barriers (overcoming resistance) that prevent change. Scott et al. (2003:927) highlights the following barriers: “lack of ownership, complexity, and external influence, lack of appropriate leadership, cultural diversity, and dysfunctional consequences”.

3.2.13 Conclusion. An organisation is subject to many pressures for change from a variety of sources — far too many to cover them all within the scope of this study. Moreover, because the complexity of events and the rapidity of change are increasing, predicting what type of pressure for change will be most meaningful in the next decade is difficult. However, discussing the broader themes and pressures that will probably have a major effect on an organisation is nevertheless possible, and important.

Change may be forced on an organisation, or an organisation may change in response to its environment or an internal need. The forces for change influence organisations in many ways (AbdulHak et al., 1996). In current thinking, the areas in which the pressures for change seem most powerful involve organisational issues, and cultural issues.

Planned change involves anticipating change and preparing for it. Lewin describes organisational change in terms of unfreezing, change, and refreezing (Zand, 1974). In the continuous change process model, top management recognises forces that call for change, engages in a problem-solving process to design the change, and implements and evaluates the
change (Lorenzi et al., 2000).

According to Barnard (1938), an organisation is a system of consciously coordinated personal activities or forces, in which members contribute their efforts to achieve the organisational goals and objectives.

Organisational culture has become one of the most discussed subjects in the field of organisational change. Interest has not been restricted to academics, however: practicing managers also are interested in organisations culture, especially as it relates to performance.

Fleishman (1967) defined culture as the sum of man's knowledge, beliefs, art, morals, laws, customs, and other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society. He added that the significance of understanding culture is based on the fact that culture is a man-made part of man's environment. Thus, cultural differences are common from country to country. Differences in values, perceptions, beliefs, moral standards, and customs are derived from the differences in cultures.

In many parts of the world, and in many organisations, diversity is increasing with regards to gender, culture, educational background, and nationality. Diversity and differences among workers can bring substantial potential benefits to an organisation. The benefits include better decision making, greater creativity, innovation, and more successful marketing, covering different types of customers and customers' needs. Cultural differences within a work team may also carry the possibility of higher
turnover, interpersonal conflict, and communication breakdowns. This challenges the up-to-date manager to be more creative and intuitive in dealing with cultural differences within a work team.

Cultural change is not easy or straightforward, especially when it is diverse. Beer (1980) assert that in order to achieve successful culture change, strategies should address employees' needs, fears and motivations at all levels. Davies et al (2000:118) adds:

"The organisational culture cannot be tackled in isolation from such issues as organisational structure, financial arrangements, lines of control and accountability, strategy formulation, or human resource management initiatives".

Indeed, both traditional and quality management philosophies have focused on the importance of organisational culture in developing the employee's world view, ideology, and definition of self (Van Mannen et al., 1983; Schein, 1985).

As noted earlier, culture may be the source of many forces that can drive or restrain change especially when it is diverse. The first step to ensure successful implementation of any change initiative should involve strengthening the driving forces and weakening the restraining forces.

Changing an organisational culture is a long and difficult process. The process of changing an organisational culture starts with a need for change and moves through a transition period wherein efforts are made to adopt new values and beliefs (Lorenzi et al., 2000). In the long run, an organisation that
successfully changes its culture will find that the new values and beliefs are just as stable and influential as the old ones. Value systems tend to be self-reinforcing. Once they are in place, changing them requires a huge amount of effort (Barney, 1986). Thus, if an organisation can change its culture from performance-reducing to performance-enhancing, the new values will likely remain in place for a long time.

Managing organisational culture requires attention to organisational diversity. To manage a diverse workforce effectively, it is necessary first to recognise and acknowledge that there are differences between employees. Managers no longer expect every employee to think and act in the same manner. Processes that hinder programs and promote negative behaviour from the majority group should be discouraged at all levels of management, especially at the executive level that influences policy (Chemers et al., 1993).

First and foremost, change can be successful if managers take a holistic view of the organisation and the change project. Because the organisation’s subsystems are interdependent, a limited view can endanger the change effort. A holistic view encompasses the culture and dominant alliance as well as the people, tasks, structure, and information subsystems.

The support of the top management is essential in any change effort. As the organisation’s probable dominant alliance, it is a powerful element of the social system, and its support is essential for addressing control and power problems.
Problems related to resistance, control, diversity, and power can be overcome by broad participation in planning the change. Giving employees a voice in designing the change strategies may give them a sense of power and control over their own destinies, which may help win their support during implementation.

Open communication is an important factor in managing resistance to change and overcoming information and control problems during transition. Employees typically recognise the uncertainties and ambiguities that arise during a transition and seek information on the change and their place in the new system. In the absence of information, the gap may be filled with inappropriate or false information, which may endanger the change process. Top management should always be sensitive to the effects of uncertainty on employees, especially in a period of change.

Employees who contribute to the change in any way need to be rewarded. From a behavioural perspective, individuals need to benefit in some way if they are willing to help change something that eliminates their old, comfortable way of doing the job.

The management of change in organisations requires a holistic view of the organisation, top management support, participation by those most affected, open communication, and rewarding those who contribute to the change effort.

The next section addresses the literature on IS implementation.
3.3 Section Two: Information Systems (IS)

3.3.1 Overview. “We are entering a period of change – a shift from the command and control organisation, to the information based organisation – the organisation of knowledge specialist... it is the management challenge of the future”

(Lorenzi et al., 2000:120)

Senn (1987) defines an Information System (IS) as “a set of people, data, and procedures that work together for the purpose of collecting, processing and disseminating information in an organisation”. It is worth noting here that, as Turban et al (1999) explained, many people use the term Information Technology (IT) as a synonym to Information Systems (IS). However, he defines IT as “the technological side of an information system. It includes the hardware, databases, software, networks, and other devices”. In the current study, IT is considered as the technological side of the IS and not as a synonym for it. Therefore, an IS may be considered to have at least two components: personnel – which includes training, personnel (i.e. different people developing and using the system), attitudes of personnel, policy, and regulations; and technology (IT) – which includes the hardware and software, telecommunications, and databases etc.

There are different Information Systems. Each differs according to the setting in which it is to be implemented. For example, for management purposes a Management Information System (MIS) may be used. The MIS is
defined as “an integrated system for providing information to support the planning, control, and operations of an organisation” (Senn, 1987).

3.3.2 Stages of the IS Implementation process. Since this study is about HIS implementation, it is essential to point out the stages of the implementation process, in order to gain a general overview of the system development life cycle, especially given the fact that in any organisation there are multiple integrated information systems that might be available at different stages of the system development life cycle (Wetherbe, 1988; Johns, 1996). For example, in a hospital, administrative applications which support patients’ registrations, admission and discharges, accounting, and human resources might be at their implementation stage, while other clinical applications that support diagnostic testing and nursing care might be at the design or operational stages.

Although the components and degree of levels of system development are differ among the authors, there is nevertheless a general agreement on the basic flow of the system steps, which retain a sequential flow or pattern from the first point of origin.

John (1996) discusses four perspectives on system life cycles. The first is the general system life cycle; systems have a developmental stage (birth); then they pass through a period of growth and maturity; and then a period of deterioration.
The second is the information system life cycle. Here the system may undergo different stages starting from system design (when requirement and needs are defined); the implementation stage (when development, testing, and installation take place); the operation/maintenance task; finally the obsolescence or deterioration of the system.

The third perspective is the information system life cycle of the organisation. In this perspective, John (1996) acknowledges the "level of variability" among different systems' life cycles in various departments of the organisation. The variability of the system life cycles will in turn create a competition status for technical and financial resources. This stresses that IS professionals, including health information management, should consider prioritising the needs, and balance the allocation of resources.

The fourth approach, the information systems development life cycle, focuses on analysis design; implementation and evaluation of newly developed information systems, or already developed applications from the vendors market.

Based on the above review and focusing only on the implementation stage, IS literature has provided a clear distinction between normative, process, and factor approaches to IS implementation. The normative approach investigates the problems and difficulties during the implementation tasks: however, they lack a comprehensive description of the definitions of the problems, as well as the guidelines to manage implementation activities.
Factor studies examine users and situational variables that impact the success or failure of implementation. Process researchers, on the other hand, examine how these variables evolve and change over time (Ginzberg, 1978; Kown et al., 1987; Cooper et al., 1990).

Definitions of IS implementation have also taken different dimensions in different studies. Some authors look at the implementation when it is completed, at an early stage of system development. Some also consider implementation to be completed when change has occurred.

For example, Senn (1987) and Wetherbe (1988) look at implementation in the development approach, and define it as a process introduced through usage of the system, and not as a phase of system development. In other words, implementation starts in an early stage, and continues at every stage, in system development and equipment delivery, and possibly in the prototype stage.

Regardless of what models and strategies used in the implementation process, there are several stages that must be considered to ensure an effective outcome when implementing IS. Cooper et al (1990) view IS implementation as an active, dynamic, and constant process that incorporates certain behaviours during pre- and post-implementation stages.

In addition to this, a review of the IS implementation literature reveals various models of the implementation process (Kolb et al., 1970; Kown et al., 1987; Ash, 1995)
3.3.3 IS Evaluation Literature. Kraemer et al (1991) identifies IS evaluation as:

"A technique used by organisations to continuously identify and maintain the balance between IS costs and benefits".

The main goal of evaluating the IS in any organisation is to know how well the IS meets its objective, especially when it reaches the final stages of development. IS evaluation provides the necessary feedback to assess the technology, information, and personnel incorporated in the IS. Consequently, evaluation from a technology perspective considers hardware, software, telecommunications, and databases, while evaluation from a personnel perspective focuses on training, personnel, attitudes of personnel, policy, and regulations (Kaplan, 1997a).

Thus, the subject under evaluation is rather complex, because it involves many variables, techniques, and methods (Shortliffe et al., 1990). This can make comparison of the results of IS evaluation studies difficult. Glandon et al (1994:180) comment that:

"Part of the difficulty in IS evaluation lies in these systems' bewildering range of scope (size), functionality, and system configuration".

The literature on IS evaluation began to emerge in the 1980s (Farbey et al., 1999). Several authors developed different techniques or frameworks for evaluating IS that would assess the organisation to manage common system implementation problems in a methodical way. Based on different theoretical
and methodological models, these frameworks involved many research questions, and evaluated different IS issues. However, no one method was a "best fit", i.e., appropriate to every organisation (Shortliffe et al., 1990; Farbey et al., 1999), mainly because every IS project has its own characteristics that depend primarily on the nature of the project and the organisation's structure.

As identified by Ives et al (1980) and Kraemer et al (1991), research in IS can involve various aspects such as: the environments of the organisation (external and internal), the environments of the system (operational, developmental, and procedural), the system management, the utilisation of the system, and organisational and/or social impact (Anderson et al., 1994).

Agreeing on the same principles but focusing more on users, Shortliffe et al (1990) incorporated three main general concepts for IS evaluation. These are: Usability (how users' skills match the system task's characteristics); Functional utility (how well the systems' functions fit the operation's needs); and User acceptability (the willingness of users to use the system).

Additionally, Farbey et al (1999) suggest five themes for evaluating information systems in practice: the first theme is based on the "Evaluation theory", where the usage of any evaluation technique is based on the circumstances of the project; the objectives of the system; and the evaluation objectives themselves. This theme provides a general evaluation framework to
IS problems and was initially proposed by earlier authors such as House (1980) and Remeneyi et al (1997).

The second theme is based on the "Stakeholder theory", which is more applicable to many IS projects. This theory emphasises the role contributed by different parties or "stakeholders" (users, management, system developers, vendors, and consultants) and their relationship throughout the project context. For example, Scott et al (2000) suggest that increasing interaction among stakeholders brings more benefit to the organisation, such as potential cost savings.

The third theme is the "Decision-making" evaluation. This theme sees that evaluating IS can serve many purposes; decision making is one of them since the decision-making process happens at every level in the project.

Fourthly, the "Project dynamics" theme focuses on evaluating the projects in the development and implementation stages, because the value of the project might fluctuate over time; in turn it is vulnerable to termination at any phase.

Finally, the "Management learning theme" emphasises the importance of learning the causes of project failure, so as to develop a strategic thinking, which looks at "strategy and benefits, rather than requirement and costs" (Farbey et al. 1999).

In addition to evaluating IS investment in the organisation, some authors investigate this subject in the perspective of the change of information
systems in the organisation, i.e. the organisational change model.

Organisational change, they suggest, creates some threat that varies in its intensity from loss of job due to downsizing or reduction in employees to simply the disturbance of the routine operations of the organisation (Pfeffer, 1982). Three main models of organisational change were identified that underscore the importance of process and users’ communication and the change in the personal status in work. These are: Research, Development, and Diffusion (in which system designers develop an information system, which is thought to be useful and beneficial, and users either adopt it or resist it); Problem solving (where systems experts and clients work together to develop a system to solve a problem); and Social interaction (concentrating on the innovation change within social channels) (Kaplan, 1997a).

Appendix 1 summarises the results of the literature search conducted to locate other studies in which the quality of implementation of IS was assessed in business and industrial settings. For example: (Lucas, 1978; Ginzberg 1978; Ginzberg, 1981; Bailey et al., 1983; Cheney, 1984; Baroudi et al., 1988; Doll et al., 1988; Sarinen, 1996; Lu et al., 1997; Li, 1997; Downing, 1999; Souton et al., 1999; Jiang et al., 1999; Jiang et al., 2000; Payton, 2000; Basu et al., 2001).

By reviewing the table in Appendix 1, it can be seen that these studies were conducted in different geographical areas. Of the sixteen studies, twelve were carried out in the United States, and one each in Finland, Taiwan, and
Australia. It will also be noted that such studies were conducted in a wide variety of industries, including banking, insurance, retailing, and manufacturing. Sixteen of the studies were retrospective reviews of IS implementation.

In spite of the variation among the studies, they all agree on one thing: namely, that there are many factors that can contribute to the success or failure of IS implementation, yet system success is a "multi-dimensional" attribute that is not described by a single measure. In addition, researchers aim to identify factors most important in implementing IS. They agree that the system may succeed in some respects and fails in others.

When critically reviewing the studies from Appendix 2, it will be noted that eight studies used quantitative methods (questionnaires), two used qualitative methods (interviews), and one study used triangulated methods, i.e. interviews and questionnaires to collect data. Two of these studies may be limited by its small sample size (Ginzberg, 1981; Bailey et al., 1983).

Most studies either had samples that were randomly selected, or else included all subjects, which ensures representativeness of the population. There were four exceptions, in which not all subjects were included. These are: Sarinen (1996) which surveyed 272 IS managers' satisfaction with IS, Lu et al (1997) which surveyed MIS managers to identify organisational impact on IS implementation, Jiang et al (1999) which surveyed 500 IS project
managers, and Jiang et al (2000) which surveyed 98 IS managers in the Midwestern region of the US.

Data collection was conducted by the authors of the studies in more studies than those where data collection was conducted by independent researchers. In the former, data collection may be biased by the collector's knowledge of the study aim.

Three studies had low response rate (Lu et al., 1997; Jiang et al., 1999; Basu et al., 2001). The response rate to questionnaires is generally lower than with other forms of self-report, particularly if the questionnaires are mailed out. If the response rate is lower than 50%, the representativeness of the sample is seriously in question. The response rate for mailed questionnaires is usually small (25-30%), so the researcher is frequently unable to obtain a representative sample even with randomisation (Burns et al., 1997).

Despite the studies being carried out in a variety of settings and by different users of IS, the results were similar. This observation suggest that these measures, i.e. organisational and personnel issues or user satisfaction, are the ones that researchers consider to be the most important issues for system success.

As detailed in Appendix 2, five studies evaluated organisational impact on IS implementation success. These are: Lu et al (1997); Southon et al (1999); Jiang et al (2000); Payton (2000); and Basu et al (2001). On the other hand, six studies used user satisfaction to evaluate IS implementation

The following sections will discuss studies that evaluated organisational impact and user satisfaction. It worth noting that the factors identified in these studies were used in the methodology of this thesis, i.e. focus group, interviews and questionnaires (Chapter Four).

3.3.4: Theme One

The First Driver for Change in IS literature: Organisational Issues.

"It could be argued that 'organisational design' rather than 'organisational fit' will be a key consideration of the IS/IT strategy”

(Lorenzi et al., 2000:121)

Much of the literature review on the effect of IS suggests that IS by itself does not create change, but the method of its implementation and use determine the impact that will occur. It is obvious that in the implementation stage the resources are expected to affect the system, and the assessment to which the system is actually delivered, used, and acceptance is carried out.

It is also clear that the success or failure of this stage has a significant impact on the diffusion of the system in the organisation (DeLone et al., 1992; Southon et al, 1999; Lai et al., 1997).

Many factors can contribute to the success or failure of the IS implementation, yet system success is a “multi-dimensional” attribute that is
not described by a single measure (Ginzberg, 1981; Delone et al., 1992; Tan, 1992; Sarinen, 1996; Lorenzi et al., 2000). In other words, the system may succeed in some aspects and fail in others. Researchers proposed different variables for implementation success factors, such as system use and user satisfaction (Ginzberg, 1981).

Nolan et al (1980) presented a research model which viewed MIS as an open system which transforms data, requests for information, and organisational resources into information within the context of an organisation. Similarly, Ives et al (1980) classified existing IS research and generated illustrative hypotheses using a research model which described the interactions between three classes of variables: the environment, the process, and the IS. These researchers, amongst others (Bennett, 1976; Cheney, 1984; Edstrom, 1977b; Gallagher, 1974; Gingras et al., 1982; Heany, 1972), recognise the importance of organisational characteristics as a potential influence on IS success.

Alavi et al (1981) reviewed thirty-three empirical studies conducted between 1975-1988 that focused on the relationship between user factors and the decision support systems (DSS). They identified four sets of user-related factors that influence DSS implementation success: cognitive style, personality, demographics, and user-situational variables. These factors were also influenced by a number of variables such as: decision-making tasks (complexity of the task), organisational factors (top management support), and
external factors. The results concluded that although user factors do impact DSS implementation, the success rate can be improved by 20 to 30 percent through the manipulation of user-situational variables, and by 10-15 percent through consideration of psychological factors.

IS researchers generally agreed on the five attributes stated by Rogers. Moore et al (1991) focuses on Rogers's work. Moore modified Rogers's definitions of attributes in order to test perceptions of using innovations. Moore's work included the development of an instrument to measure the perception of adopting an IS innovation. This showed that the higher the innovation's score on each of the characteristics, the more successful the implementation was likely to be (Moore et al., 1991). The instrument was tested several times to "reflect accepted level of validity and reliability and to be used by researchers as a tool for the study of the initial adoption and eventual diffusion of IS innovations within organisations" (Moore et al., 1991). The instrument, which was comprised of eight scales with 38 items, was developed to be used for the study of initial adoption and diffusion of innovations (Moore et al., 1991).

Many studies focused on innovation attributes and their effects on diffusion rate. Other studies discussed organisational issues relating to innovation. Management's role in the implementation of innovation is very important if implementation is to be successful. Leonard-Barton et al (1985) focused their work on management issues of implementation of innovations.
These researchers identified several key challenges that managers have to cope with during the implementation of new technology. Examples of challenges included resistance to change, users' involvement in the design phase, information flows within organisations, and involvement of key personnel during the implementation phase such as sponsors, champions, project managers, and integrators. Throughout the study, researchers stressed the importance of user involvement at implementation phase to make it a successful experience.

McGowan et al (1998) conducted a study investigating innovation attributes, organisational, and environmental characteristics regarding the adoption of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) by organisations. Innovation attributes included relative advantage, compatibility, and complexity, which were previously identified by Rogers (1983). Organisational characteristics included size, management support, champions, technical expertise, training, and centralisation. The study used qualitative methods including interviewing subjects from four different companies with EDI activities, who held primary responsibility for EDI activity. The main findings showed that environmental factors had a significant effect on the adoption decision, and industry cooperation also played significant role in the acquisition of knowledge regarding EDI.

Southon et al (1999) states that "there is an increasing awareness that there is a wide range of complex organisational and people-related factors to
be taken into consideration”. The factors pointed out in this study include organisational change, politics, leadership, training, resistance, commitment, and communication.

The definition of organisational structure has been viewed in many ways. Some authors (Phgh et al., 1969) have described the internal characteristics of an organisation as centralisation. An organisation might be centralised with one authority point at the top, or it could be decentralised where the authority is spread throughout a number of personnel within the organisations.

The results of Alavi et al (1981) are consistent with other researchers such as Kolb et al (1970), and Ginzburgh (1978). They all emphasise the importance of user involvement, training, and experience as factors influencing the success of IS implementation.

Payton (2000) gathered data from thirty health care professionals to explore factors that affect implementation in community health information networks (CHINs). She studied the push/pull factors during the initial stage of the implementations (economics, government, competition); as well as behavioural factors (top management, vendors, patient, end user, and physician support). Results indicate that factors such as competition, economic dimensions, political issues, organisational readiness, and system planning were primary determents of system success.
Jiang et al (2000) investigates the link between resistance reasons and system types, and assesses managerial perceptions of the relative importance of various strategies for promoting acceptance in the context of these types. The study surveyed 66 managers in a variety of organisations in the US. Results indicate that resistance to change is a key factor to which many IS implementation difficulties have been attributed. In addition, they indicate that there are significant differences in the reasons users resist change. Those reasons include: change in the job content, uncertainty, loss of status, job security, and loss of power. This study suggests a greater attention to issues relating to power, social status, and job security.

3.3.5: Theme Two

The Second Driver for Change: User Satisfaction. As indicated previously, the key to successful implementation is the successful management of change. Users resist change especially if they are uncertain of benefits (Southon et al., 1999). User satisfaction is defined by Krobock (1984:230) as:

"The sum of feelings or effective responses to distinguishable factors of computer-based information products and services provided within the organisation".

He also adds that user satisfaction is an indicator of the effectiveness of an organisation’s data-processing activities. Ives et al (1984) define it as: "The
extent to which end-users believe in the IS available to them and meets their information requirements”.

Most researchers, whether in empirical studies or conceptual articles, used the term acceptance in the same way, i.e., meaning satisfaction, such as Davis (1989) and Burkes (1991). Anderson et al (1994) reported that end user satisfaction is usually treated as a perceived measure of a system quality, and as an indicator of system acceptance.

Ives et al (1983:785) recognised user satisfaction as a measure of system success. They defined user satisfaction as:

“The extent to which users believe the information system available to them meets their information requirements”.

Several IS researchers have suggested user satisfaction as a success measure for their empirical IS research (Ein-Dor et al., 1978; Hamilton et al., 1981). These researchers have found user satisfaction especially appropriate when a specific information system was involved. Once again, a key issue is whose satisfaction should be measured. In attempting to determine the success of the overall MIS effort, McKinsey & Company (1968) measured chief executives’ satisfaction.

In two empirical studies on implementation success, Ginzberg (1981, a) chose user satisfaction as his dependant variable. In one of those studies (1981, a), he adopted both use and user satisfaction measures. In a study by Lucas (1978), sales representatives rated their satisfaction with a new
computer system. Later, in a different study, executives were asked in a laboratory setting to rate their enjoyment and satisfaction with an IS which aided decisions relating to an inventory ordering problem.

In the Powers (1973) study on MIS project success, managers were asked how well their information needs were being satisfied. Similarly, in a study by King et al (1983), IS value was imputed based on managers' satisfaction ratings. User satisfaction is also recommended as an appropriate success measure in experimental IS research (Sirkka et al., 1985) and for researching the effectiveness of decision support systems (DeSanctis, 1982). Other researchers developed multi-attribute satisfaction measures rather than relying on a single overall satisfaction rating. Swanson (1974) used 16 items to measure IS appreciation, items which related to the characteristics of reports, and of the underlying IS itself. Bailey et al (1983) developed a 39 item instrument for measuring users' satisfaction. Their study was the basis of many studies conducted later (Benbasat et al., 1980; Ives et al., 1983; Raymond, 1985; Mohamood et al., 1986; Baroudi et al., 1988; Montazemi, 1988; Livari et al., 1989; Joshi, 1990; Tan et al., 1990). Bailey et al (1983) asked users in eight different US organisations to evaluate the importance level of the 39 factors (Table 3.7). An earlier version of Bailey et al (1983) was reviewed and evaluated by Kriebel (1979) and by Ives et al (1983). Raymond (1985) used a subset of 13 items from Bailey et al (1983) in a questionnaire to measure manager satisfaction with MIS in small
manufacturing firms. Sanders (1985) also developed a questionnaire and used it to measure decision support system success. Sanders' overall success measure involves a number of measures of user and decision-making satisfaction.

As DeLone et al (1992:68) summarise:

"When the use of an information system is required, the preceding measure becomes less useful, and successful interaction by management with the information system can be measured in terms of user satisfaction".

Doll et al (1988a) also determined that system use has been considered as a dependant variable for system success. But they argued that in a post-implementation context, less time use is more desirable, as the focus of system effectiveness and improvement is on reducing cost and improving efficiency with less time utilisation. They also added that evaluating system use is a "socio-technical" function defined by the interaction between people and technology in the organisation's environments.

On the other hand, Montazemi (1988) surveyed 86 end users and 67 IS specialists in 83 small Canadian firms to rate the importance level of 35 Bailey et al (1983) factors: The five most important factors for the users were: (1) accuracy of output, (2) top management involvement, (3) users' confidence of the system, (4) timeliness of output and (5) the reliability of output. In contrast, the five most important for the IS staff were: (1) top management involvement, (2) users' confidence in the systems, (3) accuracy
of output, (4) timeliness of output, and (5) documentation of systems and procedures.

In 1992, Delone et al reviewed 180 empirical studies that also focused on issues that play a role in the success of information systems based on Bailey and Pearson factors. They identified that a successful IS model depends on the influence of several dimensions. These are:

1. **System quality**: the measures of the system itself. These include variables such as: data accuracy, system accuracy, ease of use, response time, and usefulness of system.

2. **Information quality**: the measures of the system outcome. These include variables such as: format, content, timeliness and accuracy.

3. **User satisfaction**: users' interaction with the system, e.g., software satisfaction, decision-making, and differences between information needed and received.

4. **Organisational impact**: the effect of the system on the organisation's performance.

The only weakness of Bailey et al (1983) study, as Li (1997) points out, is that they overlooked the "organisational impact" dimension. Li, on the other hand, identifies additional factors that encompass both the human and
system aspect of IS success. Li’s study reveals the five most important factors were:

(1) Top management involvement, (2) Users’ confidence in the systems, (3) Accuracy of output, (4) Timeliness of output, and (5) Confidentiality of procedures.

Moreover, they concluded that although this comprehensive model provides IS success categories, there is no one single success measure. Researchers should consider different independent variables of the system under study, such as: organisational structure, size, culture, and the technology being adapted. Although this model focuses on information system success, it overlooks the human aspects of the system success (Li, 1997).

System use is another measure for system success that has been studied by several researchers. For example, Ginzberg (1978) gathered data from management and IS users in thirty projects to test implementation processes and determine any problematic issues. He discussed three levels of system use: management action, use created change, and recurring use of the systems. He concluded that successful projects differ in the extents of their implementation process, and commitment to change. Effective systems require the commitment of top management and users.

User satisfaction is probably the single most widely used measure of IS success. The reasons for this are at least threefold. First, “satisfaction” has a high degree of face validity. Second, the development of the Bailey et al
(1983) instrument and its derivatives has provided a reliable tool for measuring satisfaction and for making comparisons between studies. The third reason for the appeal of satisfaction as a success measure is that most of the other measures are so poor; they are either conceptually weak or empirically difficult to obtain.

3.3.6 Summary. In summary of the above review, organisations are complex functional departments, and the type of organisation structure and culture may have an impact during the system implementation process (Lorenzi et al., 1997). Uncertainty is an important factor that influences organisation activities (Lucas, 1973). This exists as technical uncertainty, when the organisation does not know whether the system will work or be accepted by users; or as market uncertainty, when the organisation is unfamiliar – has no experience – with the new system that is implemented: finally, uncertainty may exist when key personnel leave or the project is terminated. Yet in introducing a new technology, there is a process of organisational learning to go through, with many stages and many variables to consider before the implementation process is completed and successful.

IS implementation is defined as “an organisational effort directed toward diffusing appropriate information technology within the user community” (Randolph et al., 1990). Efficient and valuable IS will only be attainable if good technical and organisational skills exist within the establishment with knowledge of the existing environment – both internal and
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external. Also, an in-depth systematic approach to implementation is vital to implementation success. It involves people, organisations, technology, policy, and processes (Lorenzi et al., 1997). The implementation function is a multidimensional, ongoing process that entails top management involvement in various facets such as: preparing for the system implementation, testing, training, maintenance and so on. Moreover, overall factors create “pushing” or “pulling” influencing factors for a successful implementation. (Linstone, 1999; Wetherbe, 1988).

Indeed, many factors could affect the implementation of IS. But whether the need is to adopt a new single system, or to integrate multiple systems, or even to modify other available applications, the importance of team cooperation, top management support, user involvement, training and many more remain key factors for a successful implementation.

Many researchers have attempted to identify factors that make an IS successful. This is difficult, because IS implementation is a multidimensional process. As Delone et al (1992) states, “the success of IS implementation is a multidimensional trait; it can not properly be described by a single measure”.

Based on the literature reviewed on IS implementation, it can be concluded that there are two themes associated with this process. Those are, namely, the organisational impact; and user satisfaction. Under each of the two themes, there are a number of different factors that are believed to affect the success of the IS implementation process. The study will now go on to
discuss the more specific subject of HIS implementation, as it has been addressed in literature.
Table 3.7: Dimensions and Factors of Information System Success Covered by Bailey and Pearson

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System quality</th>
<th>Information quality</th>
<th>Information use</th>
<th>User satisfaction</th>
<th>Individual impact</th>
<th>Service quality</th>
<th>Conflict resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Response time</td>
<td>Accuracy of output</td>
<td>Volume of output</td>
<td>Top management involvement</td>
<td>User’s expectation</td>
<td>Technical competence</td>
<td>Competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience of access</td>
<td>Timeliness of output</td>
<td>Chargeback method of payment</td>
<td>Job effect of the system</td>
<td>Attitude of the staff</td>
<td>Allocation priorities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features of language</td>
<td>Precision of output</td>
<td>User’s confidence in the system</td>
<td>Perceived utility</td>
<td>Scheduling of system products</td>
<td>Relationship between users and the IS staff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realisation of user requirement</td>
<td>Reliability of output</td>
<td>User’s participation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Time required for system development</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correction of errors</td>
<td>Currency of output</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Processing of requests for system changes</td>
<td>Personal control over the system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security of data</td>
<td>Completeness of output</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vendor’s maintenance support</td>
<td>Organisational position IS unit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>Format of output</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Means of output/input</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility of the systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>User’s understanding of the system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration of the systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Training provided to users</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 Section Three: Health Information Systems (HIS)

3.4.1 Overview. The past two decades have given rise to increasingly more sophisticated methods for designing, developing, and implementing HIS, yet few health care organisations are able to make use of this fully (Orlikowski, 1996:64). There is much evidence in the literature that implementing HIS in health organisation may be greeted with scepticism and uncertainty, especially as regards their integration into the workplace. Many systems remain unused, and even those diffused into their environment are usually not fully exploited. Several studies have focused upon randomised control trials for evaluation purposes, but other researchers have stated that this is not the best method of understanding the organisational issues involved, or to measure user perceptions of HIS implementation (Kaplan, 1997a; Kaplan, 1997b). It has also been noted that human issues are a neglected aspect of HIS implementation. Few studies cover these issues (Orlikowski, 1996; Berg et al, 1999; Kaplan, 1997a; Kaplan, 1997b).

Berg (2001:143) observes that the implementation of IS in health care organisations is a process of mutual transformation; the organisation and the technology transform each other during the implementation process. The process of implementation can only achieved when it is supported by the top management and future users. A framework for implementation is important to turn users input into a 'steering force' for organisational transformation. He adds that:
"The management of IS implementation processes is a careful balancing act between initiating organisational change, and drawing upon IS as a change agent, without attempting to pre-specify and control this process. Accepting, and even drawing upon, this inevitable uncertainty might be the hardest lesson to learn”.

3.4.2 Evaluating IS in Health Care Organisations. The literature on evaluating IS in industry and commerce has a much longer history than that in the medical field (Austin, 1992; Anderson et al., 1994). In 1990, a survey conducted by the Hewlett-Packard Corporation and the Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society (HIMSS) revealed that 40% of the respondents indicated that hospitals are “significantly behind” other business in IS technology automation (Austin, 1992).

The main objective of IS in the field of health care is to design information resources and systems that enable the health care organisation to accomplish its visions in the most effective way. Basically, IS is a crucial resource for healthcare organisation management. IS is an essential source to improve the quality of patient care services, to enhance daily administrative operations, and to support strategic decision-making.

Therefore, there are many reasons for promoting IS evaluation in the health care field. IS evaluation is a means to reassure the users and management that the system is safe, beneficial, and cost effective. It is an approach to assess how well the organisation’s resources adopt to the change.
Evaluating IS justifies the expenditure of adopting appropriate IS, which is usually costly and in a state of continuous, swift change.

Previously, HIS were basically evaluated according to technical or economic factors using traditional, 'state of the art' methods of evaluation such as cost-benefit analysis (CBA) or cost effectiveness analysis (CEA).

But despite the importance of these techniques, a review done by Glandon et al (1995) identified certain barriers as 'shortcomings' in conducting a comprehensive evaluation of hospital information systems. As Ida Hoos commented:

"In our technological era, the prominent paradigm is so technically oriented that most of our problems are assigned the same treatment…"

Glandon et al (1995) revealed three reasons for spending large amounts of money on the hospital information systems without using CBA or CEA prior to implementation. Firstly, implementation of information technology was carried out for the sake of acquiring the technology, regardless of the cost consequences. Secondly, it was difficult for many administrators to justify the cost associated with hiring highly qualified consultants to perform the evaluation task. Finally, the reasons for cost analysis would become irrelevant after the system was implemented.

As health care policies increasingly demand improving the quality of patient care and reducing costs, the need for evaluating HIS has increased,
taking into consideration new models of evaluation, including organisational
issues. For example, new trends in IS evaluation in the health care field
promote recognition of the social, organisational and political factors, and
other non-political factors in what is called by Kaplan (1997a), Lorenzi et al
(1997) and others the “social interactionist” model. This trend studies the
relationship between information system features, user personality,
organisational characteristics, and the effects among them.

Drawing from the ‘social interactionist’ model, Anderson et al (1994)
have provided a framework to guide evaluating information systems in the
health care. They looked at the information system as an external force, where
the technical features of the system as an external force impact the
organisation. According to this model, and the Research, Development, and
Diffusion model discussed earlier, users who don’t utilise the information
systems are viewed as passive, resistant, or dysfunctional. Yet these evaluation
studies failed, because they treated the organisational and technological
characteristics as invariant rather than as changing over time. (Kaplan,
1997a). They believed that the information system is acquired to meet
organisational and users’ needs. The organisation’s members have more
control over the system selected, based on the technical features. They also
added that the social interactionists as determinants of the system use
(Anderson et al., 1994). The IS evaluation involves organisational, social, and
political processes which emerge over time, and the system’s impacts are
thought to be affected by communication between the members in the organisation.

Several authors in the medical informatics field, including Kaplan (1997b), analyse the so-called “lag” in medical computing. Kaplan (1997b) suggested three causes for this: insufficient technology, funding, or knowledge; barriers inherent in medicine itself; and resistance amongst physicians.

Kaplan (1997b) adds that the way technology is designed, implemented, and used in a particular organisational setting depends on individuals’ and group objectives, preferences, and work demands (Kaplan, 1997b). She recognises the ‘4 Cs’ of evaluation as: communication, care, control, and context (Kaplan, 1997b) – these are the key elements in the evaluation process of any HIS.

In sum, the quality of IS technological innovation is determined in terms of its accuracy, timeliness, content, format, and transformation. This literature review revealed a range of different methods for evaluating IS, yet most lack a unified approach for continuous evaluation. The process of evaluating can be enhanced, therefore, by a periodic evaluation of all stages of the system development life cycle, using multiple approaches, and considering the organisational and personnel aspects of the environment.

3.4.3 Health Care Organisations and IT adoption. A large body of research addresses the organisational impact on IT implementation (Lucas,
1973; Ginzberg, 1978; Linstone, 1981; Pfeiffer, 1982; Senn, 1987; Wetherbe, 1988; Cooper et al., 1990; Burch, 1992; Lorenzi et al., 1997; Kaplan, 1988; Ash, 1997a; Beynon-Davis, 1998; Turban et al., 1999). The findings suggest that the structure and environment of an organisation are essential predictors of the organisation’s behaviour. These authors also agree that due to the differences in organisational structures and organisational needs, usage and adoption of information systems will also be different. Furthermore, the type of organisational structure will influence the implementation of information systems in an organisation.

However, there are many ways of looking at organisational types or structures. For example, some authors (Phgh et al., 1969) looked at the internal characteristics of the organisation as based on several dimensions: formalisation, specialisation, centralisation, and configuration.

Here, formalisation is defined as the amount of written documentation – such as job descriptions, procedures, and policies – in the organisation, i.e. the organisation is measured by the amount of documentation it owns.

Specialisation refers to the organisation’s subdivision of tasks. For example, in a large hospital there are various departments that provide health and clinical services to patients, and each performs its tasks with high specialisation.
Centralisation refers to the levels of authority that make decisions. An organisation might be centralised, with one authority spread throughout a number of personnel within the organisation.

The set-up in a large hospital can be almost uniquely complex:

“A large hospital system may have a federal structure, with management having largely a machine bureaucracy form, yet its autonomous medical staff could give it a substantial professional bureaucracy nature. However, some section may be run by a strong autocrat, similar to the primitive form” (Lorenzi et al., 1997:7).

This statement explains some of the complexity in the structure of health care organisations. The health services are composed of many components, such as community hospitals, small clinics, and individual professionals, which form a complex integrated network that is undergoing central changes all the time. Besides, many dominant organisations, such as non-profit, public, or volunteer-based organisations, will pay more consideration to humanitarian values and objectives than to financial or commercial goals as their tasks are purely dedicated to preserving life and health.

In addition to the impact of organisational types and structure on IS implementation, Turban et al (1999) suggest that
"To understand the role of information technology in today’s organisation, it is useful to review the major business environmental factors that create pressures on organisations". (House, 1980:7)

In addition to these business pressures, government policies, budget regulations, organisational culture, and organisational social problems, like employees’ behaviour, training, and ethics, have created pressure on many organisations.

Organisations are likely to resist change through the behaviour of their staff (Ash, 1997b; Kaplan, 1997a; Downing, 1999). Hospital organisations are no exception. The introduction of innovations to create change to the health care organisations must often deal with a slow acceptance of the new technology, non-use, or sabotage of the system (Lucas, 1975; Ash, 1997a; Lorenzi et al., 2000).

Appendix 3 summarises the result of the literature search conducted to locate other studies in which the quality of implementation of IS was assessed in health care setting. Many studies were found in which different models of HIS where evaluated. For example, Counte et al (1983) evaluated Medical Information Systems (MIS), Kjerulff et al (1988) evaluated Medical Information Systems (MIS), Kaplan et al evaluated (1988) Laboratory Information Systems (LIS), Zviran (1992) evaluated Computer-Based Information Systems (CBIS), Weir et al (1994) evaluated Integrated Order Entry Systems (IOES), Brodnik et al (1994) evaluated Computerised Patient

By reviewing Appendix 3 it will be noted that these studies were done in different geographical areas. Of the 19 studies, 17 were conducted in the United States and one each in the United Kingdom and Korea. 18 studies were retrospective reviews of HIS implementation, and only three were prospective (Kaplan et al., 1988; Kjerulff et al., 1988 and Chea et al., 1994). 16 studies were done in non-profit organisations, and only three were not (Kimberly et al., 1981; Kaplan et al., 1988 and Brodnik et al., 1994).

From critically reviewing the studies in Appendix 4, it can be seen that 14 studies used quantitative methods (questionnaires), four used qualitative methods (interviews), and one used triangulated methods, i.e. interviews and questionnaires to collect data.
Two studies may be limited by their small sample size (Counte et al., 1983; Kjerulff et al., 1988); however, all subjects were included.

Most studies had samples that were either randomly selected, or included all subjects, which ensures representativeness of the population.

There were three exceptions to this: Chea et al. (1994) surveyed visitors’ satisfaction with the HIS, Ash (1997a) surveyed informatics experts to identify factors most important in implementing Computer-Based Patient Records, and Doolan et al (2003) interviewed and surveyed physicians.

Data collection was more commonly conducted by the authors of the studies than by independent researchers. In the former, data collection may be biased by the collector’s knowledge of the study aim.

Four studies had a low response rate (Counte et al., 1983; Kaplan et al., 1988; Bailey 1990; Brodnik et al., 1994).

In general, based on the studies conducted specifically to evaluate HIS implementation, the researchers focused on certain factors, the lack of which constitutes the failure of HIS implementation.

There are a number of methodologies that can be used for the evaluation of HIS in terms of measuring its effectiveness in health care organisations (Anderson et al., 1994): (1) Satisfaction of patients or visitors to the health care centre, (2) adaptation of the system and (3) End user satisfaction.
Firstly, satisfaction of patients or visitors to the health care centre is a method used for evaluating the success of implementing HIS, which shows whether a HIS has positive effects on visitor satisfaction. For example, Chae et al (1994) conducted a study measuring the level of satisfaction, perceived by the visitors, before and after the implementation of a HIS in one health centre in Korea. The results showed that the system reduced patient waiting times at the health centre, simplified the administrative process, and enabled the staff to spend more contact time with their visitors. Patients were satisfied with the system (Chea et al., 1994).

Secondly, adaptation of the system is a method that demonstrates the general process of organisational and personnel adaptation to the HIS implementation process. Counte et al (1983) defined user adaptation to a new system as the way an individual learns to use a new technology initially and to work with it over time. Such adaptation can also be found as a negative impact, representing resistance at individual or organisational level.

Finally, end user satisfaction evaluation in health care requires not only an understanding of computer technology but also an understanding of the social and behavioural processes that affect and are affected by the implementation of technology into health care organisations (Anderson et al., 1994).
From Appendix 4, and based on the preceding discussion, it appears that the most common measurement used to evaluate HIS implementation in terms of the number of studies conducted were organisational and user satisfaction.

Despite the studies having been carried out in a variety of settings, and on different users of HIS, the results were similar. This suggests that these issues, i.e. cultural, organisational, and user satisfaction issues, are the most important issues for system success. The following studies measured organisational issues: (Kimberly et al., 1981; Counte et al., 1983; Kaplan et al., 1988; Brodnik et al., 1994; Weir et al., 1994; Ash, 1995; Ash 1997a; Wager et al., 2000; Ash et al., 2003; Doolan et al., 2003). User satisfaction was measured in the following studies (Bailey, 1990; Zviran, 1992; Young et al., 1993; Chea et al., 1994; Weir et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 2000)

Organisational issues and user satisfaction will now be discussed in the following sections.
3.4.4 Theme One

The First Driver for Change in HIS literature: Organisational Issues. Kimberly et al (1981) studied the influence of individual, organisational, and contextual factors on hospital adoption of technical and administrative innovations. Regarding the organisational factors, they reported that while there was no theoretical evidence relating the centralisation structure of an organisation with IT adoption, the relationship might depend on the type of innovation and its relation to the decision makers. In other words, adoption of core technology in a professional environment such as physicians working in a hospital, who are more autonomous, tends to be applied more in a decentralised structure.

On the other hand, implementing an administrative system tends to be more applicable in a centralised structure, where the chief executive's requests carry more weight.

Kimberly et al (1981) also suggested that a hospital's activities facilitate hospital adoption of information systems. Size and specialisation are good predictors for adoption of medical innovations, i.e. adoption of new innovations is less likely to happen in older hospitals, because they have already achieved a security status and a certain position in the environment (Hage et al., 1967; Mytinger, 1968; Aiken et al., 1971; Corwin, 1972). In addition, Kimberly et al (1981)
acknowledged the importance of the organisation’s environmental context for innovation, i.e. competition. This variable was included because it is generally held by economists that “competition increases the likelihood of adoption of innovation” (Utterback, 1974:40).

Brodnik et al (1994:55) investigated the barriers to computer-based patient record implementation. A three-part survey instrument was developed. The first part consisted of 18 barriers derived from the Institute of Medicine (IOM) in addition to the literature. The barriers were grouped into technological, organisational, and personnel. The second part of the instrument asked the subjects to select at least one, but not more than three strategies that might be used to overcome the barriers within their organisation. They reported that organisational barriers were the most critical and most difficult barriers to overcome. The technological barriers followed in importance and length of time to overcome. The findings of Brodnik et al support the IOM committee’s assumption that organisational and personnel barriers are bigger issues than technological barriers. Insufficient funding was the most critical barrier identified in the study. On the other hand, the strategy for overcoming at least 14 of the 18 barriers was training. Respondents have identified training as a key component for successful IS implementation (Calhoun et al., 1989). In addition, top management support was
identified as the second most needed strategy to overcome computer-based patient record implementation barriers.

Ash (1997b: 682) studied the organisational factors that influence the diffusion of three main innovations in US academic health centres. Ash came to the conclusion that certain organisational factors act as predictors for diffusion of information technology innovations. The study surveyed 1335 randomly selected individuals at 67 health centres. She concluded that certain organisational variables such as communication, participative decision-making, top management support, planning, and existence of a championship and reward system are essential predictors for diffusion of IT innovations, yet these individual variables vary in their effect on each innovation.

Another study by Ash (1997a: 102) was related to diffusion of the computer based patient record at institutions with accredited schools of medicine in the US. This study was an attempt to consider organisational attributes when studying diffusion of innovation in IS. Questionnaires from 629 informatics experts representing 67 institutions with accredited schools of medicine were analysed to measure the effects of three independent variables: innovation attributes, organisational attributes, and boundary-spanning attributes (management of boundaries between sellers and buyers of an innovation). Results showed that the organisational attributes of decision-making and planning had a
significant impact on diffusion, although the relationship between planning and diffusion was negative. Ash concluded that successful marketing of the computer based patient record system results in more attention and resources devoted to managing the organisational aspects of implementation.

Lorenzi et al (1997: 90) highlights organisational and personnel issues. She asserts that organisational and personnel issues are critical in both implementing medical informatics systems and in dealing with the transformed organisations that new systems often create (change). She concluded that change required for achieving the desired outcome goals are particularly demanding and complicated in complex organisations like hospitals that operate on a 7-day 24-hour basis.

Amataykul (1999: 13) discusses a set of factors affecting the successful implementation of Electronic Medical Records (EMR) in the US. She indicates that one of the most common barriers is a lack of top management support. From her point of view, top management needs to give long-term commitment and support to successfully implement an EMR system. She addressed the importance of involving users early in the system adoption process. Users' involvement will decrease the amount of resistance to change by users.

Berg (2001) illustrates that organisational issues account for many of these difficulties, and that the social sciences have an important
contribution to make (Lorenzi et al., 1997; Berg, 1999). In addition, organisational issues are key because technical difficulties can be the result of poorly managed development processes.

Ash et al (2003) describes the perceptions of a variety of professionals involved in computerised physician order entry (POE) at sites where the POE has been successfully implemented. Observation, interviews, and focus groups were used: in her view, each method has its unique strengths. Four major themes emerged from the data; (1) Organisational issues, including collaboration, organisational and personal pride, organisational culture, power, politics, and control; (2) Clinical/professional issues; (3) Technical/IT implementation issues, and (4) Issues related to the organisation of information. Ash concludes that an organisational culture characterised by open and trusting communication between administrators and clinicians is necessary. She adds that power and control issues will not disappear, but they can be managed. Collaboration and two way communication are important and need to be part of the organisation structure. She adds that POE implementation is an iterative process that takes time. The necessary change process is not easy, but once POE is accepted, users become dependent on it.

The literature review will now go on to discuss specific organisational issues that have been addressed in the scholarly research.
in this field. The following factors: management support, quality of planning, champion, quality of communication, end users involvement, organisational resistance to change, individual resistance to change and incentives were discussed in Section One. Formation of implementation team, Competition and resource allocation will be discussed in the following part.

1. Formation of Implementation Team. In his justification of the "learning organisation" Senge (1990) argues that "team learning" is vital because teams, not individuals, are the fundamental learning unit in modern organisation.

In one of the most influential studies of worker behaviour in industrial organisations, the Hawthorne studies\(^1\) (1927-1932), the importance of group processes at the workplace is a central theme. These studies identify and characterise the social dynamics of the informal organisation with the work group as the basic unit of structure. Indeed, much of the current work on group efficacy\(^2\) is based on the Hawthorne plant (General Electric) studies. The research done in conjunction with these studies demonstrates that groups often re-create a sub-organisation


\(^{16}\) Efficacy is the ability to produce an effect, usually a specifically desired effect (WIKIPEDIA).
complete with its own leadership, norms, goals, and formal hierarchy distinct from the formal organisational structure. Increased productivity and improved attitudes of workers are seen to be the result of changes in the social empowerment of individuals because of group involvement. This includes the nature of supervision, management's recognition of employee needs, and development of informal employee networks. The studies conclude that the work group often serves as a social support network that buffers the worker against alienation and powerlessness within the work environment (Mayo, 1933).

It was not until the early 1970s, with the emergence of quality management, that interest in the role and importance of the group re-emerged. With the success of a group-based quality management philosophy in Japan, after decades of indifference, American industry began to adopt a group-based philosophy of quality control. Indeed, concepts of group process and team building are at the heart of most modern management philosophies.

The use of group within any given organisation depends on the source and nature of authority, the duration or time horizon, and the group's primary purpose and function. The source of the group's authority or legitimacy may be found in the formal structure and policies of the organisation (e.g. medical practice committee, a quality management team). Alternatively, the group may be manifestation of the
informal organisation (e.g. informal grievance committee). In terms of duration or time horizon, the group may be characterised as ad hoc or temporary (short term) or permanent (long term). The actual life of most groups varies within a wide range (e.g. from one hour or less to a number of years). The primary purpose of formalising the group is to define both the role and the function that the group is to perform within the organisation. The purpose of mission of the group will then be a function of the following:

- The values, priorities, and norms of the leaders, members, and constituencies of the group

- Environmental forces and constraints

Team building as part of the group process is an increasingly important function in the organisation. This seems to be especially true in the organisations, given the interdisciplinary coordination of healing, restorative, rehabilitative, and preventive services to the patient. Team leadership may be provided either formally by a person serving in an official role within the organisation or informally as a result of the group process. The leader is responsible for ensuring that both group maintenance and goal-oriented performance processes are supported by team members if the team is to remain viable and effective.

Group maintenance includes the following:
• Recruitment and replacement of team members
• Orientation and training
• Establishing goals and procedures
• Communicating performance expectations
• Monitoring and measuring performance
• Providing rewards and incentives for performance
• Conflict management
• Personal empowerment

The team should be engaged in appropriate goal- and role directed behaviour to further both the group’s and organisation’s mission. Much of this behaviour can be characterised as decision-making or problem-solving activities. Without ongoing attention to group (lower-order) functions, the team becomes impaired. This will in all likelihood hinder the group’s achievement of its primary (higher-order) purposes.

2. Competition. Organisations today face myriad competitive challenges that they must address to survive and prosper. One of the more important ones is quality and productivity.

Quality is the total set of features and characteristics of a product or service that define its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs (Johnson et al., 1989).
Quality is important for several reasons (Business week, 1992). First, many organisations are using quality as basis for competition. Second, increase quality tends to increase productivity because making higher-quality products generally results in less waste and rework. Third, enhancing quality lowers costs.

Quality is also important because of its relationship to productivity. Productivity has become a major issue for many organisations during the 1980s and 1990s. In a general sense, productivity is an indicator of how much an organisation is creating relative to inputs.

3. Resource Allocation. Resource allocation is the process and decision of allocating money to a specific project or business unit (AbdelHak et al., 1996). Project such as HIS implementation usually have a set limit resources and budget. The end result is specified in terms of cost, schedule, and performance requirements.

3.4.5 Theme Two

The Second Driver for Change in HIS literature: User Satisfaction Issues

Several studies have employed user satisfaction as a dependant variable to indicate IS effectiveness and acceptance. User satisfaction has emerged in the literature as a surrogate for system effectiveness (Bailey, 1990). Anderson et al (1994) found in a survey of 40 randomly selected
hospitals that 45% of the IS failed due to users' resistance to change. Health organisations are increasingly recognising that user satisfaction with IS is one of the most important determinates of system success (Downing, 1999). One author stated that user satisfaction is often considered the most important factor in reviewing the quality of an IS (Tan, 1990).

Zivran (1992) performed a study on end user satisfaction, involving three work groups in a hospital with an IS. These work groups were physicians, ancillary department personnel, and administrative staff. The results showed an overall satisfaction level of 0.87 on a scale ranging from -3 to +3. This was characterised as "slightly satisfied". The least satisfied work group was physicians, while the most satisfied work group was administrative staff. The reasons for dissatisfaction of physicians, as indicated by the researcher, were the demanded changes in work habits, extensive functional requirements to interact with the system, and time constraints imposed on physicians. The reasons for the high level of satisfaction among administrative staff were due to the absence of time constraints, and the reduction of time spent on activities performed by this group, such as generating reports.

Metzger et al (1993) also reported that a reluctance to use clinical systems among physicians, partly attributed to difficulties with the use interface. The study finds that the two major tests for ease of use from
the physicians’ perspective are user time to complete a task and memory burden.

In addition, other studies found a high correlation between the users’ appreciation of the system and the users’ application of the outputs. In conclusion, user satisfaction is the most critical factor for a system’s success in a health care organisation.

Kjerulff et al (1988) studied employees’ attitudes toward the use of HIS. This study developed two attitude surveys toward computers. One was to measure general attitudes of employees prior to exposure to a new computer system, and the other was to measure attitudes toward the system itself. The results showed a significant correlation between the two inventories prior to the implementation, while that correlation was not present at six months and one year post-implementation.

These results indicated that employees’ attitudes toward the system became less related to general attitudes held prior to implementation, and more related to other factors such as job satisfaction, and adaptation to the system (Kjerulff et al., 1988).

Burkes (1991) found that nurses’ attitudes towards computer systems significantly correlated with computer use satisfaction, beliefs, and motivation. The educational level did not correlate significantly with other study variables. This was in contrast to the result of Strong et al (1985), which found that nurses with greater educational background
demonstrated more favourable attitudes towards computers. Results of this study revealed a negative correlation between computer experience and satisfaction. Nurses with less nursing experience exhibited greater satisfaction with computer use (Burkes, 1991). This contrasted once again with the findings of Strong et al (1985) that nurses with greater length of service in nursing demonstrated more favourable attitudes towards computers.

Chea et al (1994) studied the extent to which a management innovation, i.e. Health Management Information System (HMIS), was being implemented within an organisation in Korea, and reported on the extent to which its implementation was perceived as successful by health care personnel as well as visitors to the centre. Chea et al (1994) employed user satisfaction as a dependant variable to indicate HMIS success, given that user satisfaction is a critical success factor for IS utilisation (Senn, 1978).

A national survey was carried out by Young et al (1993) in the UK to identify the number and type of obstetric computer systems, and to determine end-user satisfaction with these systems. The results of this survey, of the 264 units questioned, showed that 55% of the respondents were satisfied or very satisfied, while 26% were very dissatisfied with their system. Most aspects of dissatisfaction were attributed to slow response rates, system shutdown, perceived extra workload in data entry,
and poor training. Young et al (1993) recommend better uses of existing resources and increased attention to training, especially to training programs that deal with the technical aspects of the system.

Wilson et al (2000) studied user satisfaction with a computerised practitioner order-entry (POE) system at two military health care facilities. A survey was mailed to providers authorised to enter orders into the Composite Health Care System (CHCS), and to pharmacy staff members at two Department of Defense (DOD) medical treatment facilities. Wilson et al (2000) concluded that satisfaction was correlated most strongly with ratings of the POE system's efficiency. Non-physicians were more satisfied, on average, than physicians. No significant relationship was found between other individual characteristics and satisfaction. Qualitative analysis reinforced the finding that users were interested in efficiency issues.

In addition, users at the two military health care facilities were satisfied with the computerised POE system. Satisfaction was most strongly correlated with the perceived efficiency of the system.

The literature review will now go on to discuss specific user satisfaction issues that have been addressed in the scholarly research in this field. Rogers's attributes were discussed in Section One. System quality and training will be discussed in the following part.
1. System Quality.

A. Accuracy: the HIS provides the precise information the users need.

B. Timeliness: length of time is minimised between an event and observation that produces the data, the recording of the data, and when the data become available to those who needs the data

C. Confidentiality: data are protected from unauthorised users.

D. Content: the HIS provides the precise information the users need.

E. Format: the output of the system is accurate.

2. Training. Training referred to develop habits, thought, or behaviour of a person by discipline, instruction and practice to impact efficiency and to make the system proficient. The training is measured in terms of the level of understanding of HIS use in general, sufficiency of content, adequacy of time and level of general satisfaction.

Training of HIS users is an important stage of introducing new system in any health organisation. A perfect training program assures user involvement, growth, and competency through the changing needs of the future computer environment (AbdelHak et al., 1996). Many problems encountered by end users are not related to HIS, but problems with the computer environment. These problems can be understood from the training phase. The more the end user understands this environment,
which includes the hardware, operating system, network system, operating system utilities and communication setups, the better he will be at isolating problems that develop (Hinton, 1995). Briety (1995) emphasises the importance of training in the process of implementation of HIS.

3.4.6 Summary. The previous studies have proved that there are many factors that contribute to the success or failure of IS in health care organisations. Originally, implementation of IS in organisations was considered to be a technical issue, with the main efforts focused to make the technology meet user requirements. Later, the increasing awareness of a more wide range of issues related to organisational, personnel, and user satisfaction issues initiated the need to recognise the importance of such factors in the implementation stage of the IS.

As mentioned, many factors could affect the implementation of HIS, but whether the need is to adopt a new single system or to integrate multiple systems, the importance of team cooperation, top management support, user participation, system usage, adequate training, and a supportive organisational culture remain key factors for a successful implementation.

In conclusion, the research underscores the importance of the following forces for managing change in organisations. They relate directly to the problems identified in this chapter, and to our view of the organisation as
a social system. Each can influence the elements of a social system and may help the organisation avoid some of the major problems in managing change. Based on the factors of influence, a conceptual framework was developed as shown in table 3.8. This conceptual framework served as a good basis for the researcher to design the first stage of this study.
**Table 3.8 The Three Themes of HIS Implementation Process and the Factors that could be Driving or Restraining Forces**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cultural</th>
<th>Organisational</th>
<th>User satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Centralisation (Hall et al., 1982; Child, 1984)</td>
<td>Timeliness (Bailey, 1990; Zivran, 1992; Anderson, 1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leadership (Bennis et al., 1966; Tompkins, 1982; Lorenzi et al., 1999)</td>
<td>Training (Briety, 1995; et al., 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality of planning (Simon, 1976; Ash et al., 2003)</td>
<td>Relative advantage (Rogers, 1983)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top management commitment (AbdelHak et al., 1996; Lorenzi et al., 1999; Ash et al., 2003)</td>
<td>Compatibility (Rogers, 1983)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formation of implementation team (Senge, 1992; Mayo, 1933)</td>
<td>Trialability (Rogers, 1983)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality of communication (Peters et al., 1984)</td>
<td>Ease of use (Rogers, 1983)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resource allocation (AbdelHak et al., 1996)</td>
<td>Observability (Rogers, 1983)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>End-users involvement (Powers et al., 1973; Ives et al., 1984)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resistance to change (Katz et al., 1978)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Competition (Johnson et al., 1989)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uncertainty (Draft, 1989)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incentives (Mannion et al., 2002)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.5: Section Four

Implication of the literature review on decisions regarding the current study

Need to conduct the study. The researcher reviewed the literature to identify what are the factors that contribute to a successful change initiative. The question is: how did the top management in Kuwait HCDS implement HIS previously?

It is important to conduct this study in order to identify the driving forces that promote successful implementation. It is hoped that we can learn from the previous implementation attempts, and enrich the implementation research literature with a new and dependable evaluation of factors that may affect the success of HIS implementation in a different context, i.e. Kuwait.

This study will identify and describe the factors that have previously affected, and may continue to affect, the success of future HIS implementation in Kuwait's HCDS, as perceived by the concerned stakeholders in both the private and public sectors. In addition, the study aims to use its results to improve future HIS implementation.

What study design? The design of this study should avoid the limitations found in many of the studies covered in the literature review. Ideally, it should be an exploratory study in which a qualitative and
quantitative study design are combined, since little is known about HIS implementation in Kuwait. Great attention should be given to the design in order to avoid the different kinds of biases that may have affected previous studies. Attention will be paid to methods that reduce bias, e.g. random sample size, and independent data collectors. The study should include samples that are either randomly selected or include all subjects, to ensure the representativeness of the population. The sample size should be pre-planned to ensure the study has the power to detect differences judged in advance to be reasonable and important. In many cases, the researcher's presence can alter behaviour, leading to invalid measures. That notwithstanding, the researcher needs to remain on the site long enough to become familiar, use unobtrusive measures, and seek input from informants to avoid this effect (Miles et al., 1994).

3.6.1 Summary. Section One, Two and Three of this chapter gave a background picture of the change models, IS implementation literature, and HIS implementation research in the setting in which the current study was conceived, while Section Four was concerned with establishing the rationale for the present study: Why is this research needed? And why are the methods chosen the most appropriate for the research questions?

This research is needed because little is known about this area. It is hoped that the outcome of this study will enrich the implementation
research literature with new factors that may improve future HIS implementation in Kuwait and other countries that have similar cultures. In addition, the review of the literature has shaped the methods planned for this study. Details of these methods are presented in the next chapter.
CHAPTER FOUR
METHODS

4.1 Overview

The term ‘methodology’ embraces a full range of techniques available for the purpose of research design, and as such represents a broad strategic approach. As Nachmias (1992:14) observes:

“Science is not united by its subject matter but rather by its methodology”.

This chapter describes and explains the reasons and criteria for the selection of methods and techniques used in the present study. The methods and findings are divided into three chapters as outlined in Figure 4.1. In this chapter, an overview of the whole research study is given followed by a representation of the research study’s aims, questions, and design. Chapters Five, Six and Seven are concerned with the three stages (quantitative and qualitative) in which the current study was conducted. Since the findings of each stage may affect the design of the subsequent stages, the description of each stage in these chapters is followed by a description of its findings. Finally, each chapter is concluded with a summary of its contents.
Figure 4.1: Outline of the Methodology Chapters

Chapter Four
- Overview
- Research Aim
- Research Questions
- Research Design

Chapter Five
Qualitative Stage
- Focus group

Chapter Six
Qualitative Stage
- Interviews

Chapter Seven
Quantitative Stage
- Questionnaire
Figure 4.2: The Stages of the Current Study

Qualitative and Quantitative Stages

Stage One: The Qualitative Stage
- Define stakeholders
- Define topics to be investigated based on research questions
- Form a focus group
- Analyse data

Stage Two: The Qualitative Stage
- Define interview questions
- Administer interviews
- Enter data
- Analyse data
- Plan quantitative stage

Stage Three: The Quantitative Stage
- Develop the initial questionnaire
- Consult experts
- Finalise the questionnaire
- Randomly select the stakeholders
- Pilot the questionnaire
- Administer the questionnaire
- Enter data
- Analyse data
- Draw conclusions with regard to research questions
- Report recommendations
4.2 Research Study Aims

The main themes of this study are organisational and cultural issues, and user satisfaction (see Table 3.8).

Since there are examples of success and failure stories of HIS implementation in Kuwait (Section 2.3.2), and since no study has yet been conducted to identify factors that may contribute to the success or failure of HIS implementation, the current study was designed to identify such factors as described by different stakeholders in the context of Kuwait's HCDS, in both its public and private sectors.

The aim of this study, then, is to identify and describe the factors that may affect the success of HIS implementation in Kuwait's health care delivery system as perceived by the concerned stakeholders in both the private and public sectors.

4.3 Research Study Questions

The following are the research questions used in the current study.

With regard to the factors affecting HIS implementation:

**Question One (Q1):** Who are the different stakeholders concerned with HIS in Kuwait HCDS (i.e. public and private sectors)?

**Question Two (Q2):** What are the stakeholders’ perceptions of the factors affecting the successful implementation of HIS in Kuwait’s HCDS (i.e.
public and private sectors), especially with reference to the themes outlined in 3.8?

Question Three (Q3): How can we use the results of the study to improve future HIS implementation?

4.4 Study Design

As Adams (1985) describes it, the purpose of exploratory research is:

"To seek out new insights, ask questions, and assess phenomena in different perspectives. It serves three main purposes: (1) to satisfy curiosity; (2) to build methodology that might be used in later, more tightly designed research; and (3) to make recommendations regarding the likelihood of continuing with additional research on the topic".

Thus, since little is known about HIS implementation in Kuwait, some exploratory research seems to be called for, in order to answer the research questions set out in the current study (Section 4.3).

This research deals with and comes under the broader area of management function. Management research, most scholars agree, can be qualitative or quantitative depending on the nature of the study. A merely qualitative approach was considered. However, the richness of data that would be gained from questionnaires persuaded the researcher to also follow a broader strategy by using an additional quantitative approach. In qualitative research, a researcher is generally interested in categorical rather than numerical responses (Yin, 1982). However, there are also some further, and potentially more important considerations. When the interest of the researcher
is in collecting data at the location of the study, and the concern is with the context and the field that the specific situation provides, one generally opts for a qualitative method. Furthermore, when the research is concerned with outcomes that are related to specific subjects, the major concern is to know what information came from where, how it emerged and, most importantly, under what circumstances the data were collected. In circumstances and situations where a researcher is interested in certain specific kinds of behaviour, qualitative methods are far more suitable (Rubinson et al., 1987).

This study involves all of the processes mentioned above. Furthermore, the research is process-oriented rather than outcome- or product-oriented, and the results are to be analysed on the data inductively. Finally, this research is primarily exploratory research. Therefore, both qualitative and quantitative methods are considered appropriate (Rubinson et al., 1987; Anderson et al., 1983; Gay, 1987; and Yin, 1982).

In all, this study was an exploratory study in which quantitative and qualitative approaches were used in order to seek answers to the research questions set out in Section 4.3. Quantitative and qualitative research methodologies were used to seek answers to the current study’s research questions, which built upon each other in a step-by-step fashion (Section 4.3). The non-random limited sample chosen for the qualitative stage may affect the generalisability of the result to the population. This bias was eliminated in the quantitative stage, when a random representative sample was sought. Therefore, the generalisability of the result is optimised in this stage of
the study. A study protocol was written and an ethical committee approval was required. In Kuwait, the MOH convenes the ethical committee for research in health settings.

The following chapters will describe the three stages in which the current study was conducted, as shown in Figure 4.2. The first two stages of this study were qualitative stages, whereas the third stage, which will be described in chapter seven, is the quantitative one. The findings of these three stages, i.e., the qualitative and quantitative, are presented in the next chapters.

4.5 Summary

The aim of this study is to identify and describe the factors that may affect the success of HIS implementation in Kuwait's health care delivery system as perceived by the concerned stakeholders in both the private and public sectors. This study is an exploratory study in which qualitative and quantitative methods were combined to seek answers to the current study's research questions which built upon each other in a stepwise fashion. The first stage, i.e., the focus group, will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.
CHAPTER FIVE

QUALITATIVE STAGE

FIRST STAGE: (FOCUS GROUP)

5.1 Overview

The primary reason for collecting qualitative data in the current study was to identify Kuwaiti stakeholders' views of HIS implementation factors as identified in literature review chapter, allowing them to generate other factors. The framework presented in this study is drawn from a body of literature on management of change, IS, and HIS implementation. Therefore, it is not merely based on one single pre-established theory (see Table 3.8).

A case study of a public and private hospitals was considered, to ask key informants questions about the organisation, observe aspects of what is going on in the workplace, and examine the factors that affected successful HIS implementation. Hammersley (1992a:184) defines a case study as research investigating a small number of naturally occurring cases, as opposed to an experiment (in which the cases are created by the researcher) or a survey (in which a large number of cases are investigated). Green et al (2004:156) said:

"Case studies and ethnographic research will often draw widely on a variety of documentary sources in addition to data from interviews and observations, including perhaps reports from the organisations studied, diaries of research participants, or material artifacts used and produced in the setting".
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Since it is highly unlikely that the MOH would give the researcher the permission to use the documentary source, this method was excluded.

The researcher considered the applicability of directly observing the behaviours of participants in the workplace (non-participant observation). However, the focus of such a method is on the microcosm of activity being observed in the particular situation. In varying degrees, the researcher influences the individuals being studied and, in turn, is influenced by them. The mere presence of the researcher may alter behaviour in the setting. This involvement is considered as a source of bias in qualitative research. In addition the MOH refused to consent non-participants observation because of that this method was excluded.

The researcher due to the time constrain considered focus group. There are many advantages of focus groups as a resource for the researcher. Green et al (2004:111) observes: “Focus groups have the potential for producing considerable information in a fairly short space of time”. She added that:

“The focus groups can therefore be used in more observational designs. In health research this is a real advantage when we want to access not just how people talk to each other about health matters, but also how knowledge about health is produced and reproduced in ‘natural’ social situation. It can also be an advantage when researching workers in health service settings. For instance, interviewing ward staff in a group allows the researcher not just to observe who says what, but also who speaks most, which kinds of staff dominate, and whose comments are taken seriously. A further
advantage is that some sensitive issues may be more readily discussed within group settings" (Green et al., 2004:113).

On the other hand, Green et al (2004:120) suggest that the advantages of the focus group are also their limitations. She said:

"Group settings may be ideal for accessing cultural norms, and how they are reproduced in everyday talk, but this means they are perhaps less useful for accessing in-depth accounts of socially deviant or marginal opinions. Group dynamics, with the dominance of particular group members, are a useful indicator of the hierarchy of opinions, and the ways which marginal ones are 'silenced', but also limit the expression or elaboration of less acceptable opinions or the views of those lower in a status hierarchy. Thus, using ward-based natural groups to look at the views of health professionals in a hospital may be useful way of accessing how various professionals talk to each other, but the more junior staff way of accessing how various professionals talk to each other, but the more junior staff may feel too inhibited to speak out, or to disagree with senior staff*.

Focus groups are used at a number of different stages of the research process. They can be used as a preliminary tool to help develop questions and key topic areas for a structured or semi-structured questionnaire. Focus groups can help explore or expand on topics or issues that arise during the course of a study. They can also be used in a confirmatory sense towards the end of a study, by presenting the draft results of a project to the study population to see if it concurs with their beliefs and experiences. Since little is known about this area in Kuwait or
beliefs and experiences. Since little is known about this area in Kuwait or other Arab countries that share similar culture the researcher considered this method as a preliminary step that provide input to the development of interview schedule or a survey instrument, and other measurement instruments in the social sciences.

Even though the threat of intimidation of junior staff is very real, it was felt that it was worth using focus groups because of the potential to access 'social' knowledge. It was felt that the 'personal' views of junior staff would be accessed through interviews anyway.

5.2 Sampling Method

Burns et al (1997:211) explain that social systems consist of formal and informal structures. They argue that:

"Formal structure is related to authority and power. Informal structure is related to who interacts with whom under what circumstances. Every social system has opinion leaders who are in favour of innovations and those who oppose change. Opinion leaders are at the centre of the system's interpersonal communication networks and tend to reflect the norms of the system. In seeking adoption of an innovation within a social system, one must identify the opinion leaders and seek their acceptance".

There are other people who are also involved other than the 'opinion leaders', such as the end users who will actually be using the system. Such persons are referred to as stakeholders in this study. Therefore, stakeholders can be defined as those who are involved with the decisions surrounding HIS
implementation. They can either be the decision makers, i.e., management, or end users. The identification of the concerned stakeholders (Q 1) based on the definition accepted by this study is a logical process that progressed throughout the study. The researcher examined the MOH chart (Figure 2.2), Al-Farwaniya hospital chart, and Al-Hadi hospital chart in order to identify stakeholders. The selection of stakeholders to study and the specific subjects to study was fair; and the risks and benefits of a study were fairly distributed based on the subject’s efforts, needs, and rights. Subjects were selected for reasons directly related to the problem being studied and not for “their easy availability, their compromised position, or their manipulability” (National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioural Research, 1978:10).

Random selection of subjects can eliminate some of the researcher’s biases that might influence subject selection. A major concern in conducting research is finding an adequate number of appropriate subjects to take part in the study. But qualitative samples tend to be purposive, rather than random (Morse, 2002). Purposive sampling is referred to as judgemental sampling. It involves the conscious selection by the researcher of certain subjects or elements to include in the study (Burns et al., 1997).

Green et al (2004:102) stated that:

“Most qualitative research has an aim of purposive (sometimes called purposeful) sampling; that is, explicitly selecting interviewees who it is intended will generate appropriate data”.
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On the other hand, Patton (1990:182) said that the aim of purposive sampling is to include ‘information-rich cases for in-depth study’. In addition, purposive sampling was used to represent a range of constituencies and perspectives on HIS implementation in Kuwait.

This approach was used in the qualitative stage of this study, i.e., focus group and interviews. The researcher decided to seek subjects with particular characteristics (based on their knowledge and experience with HIS implementation) in order to increase theoretical understanding of some facet of the phenomenon being studied. The strategy has been criticised because there is no way to evaluate the precision of the researcher’s judgement. However, this sampling method may be a way to get some beginning ideas about an area not easily examined using other sampling techniques. Sandelowski (1995:180) suggests that:

“Purposive sampling can be too small to achieve informational redundancy or theoretical saturation or too large to perform the detailed analyses of data required in qualitative studies”.

In order to collect data regarding factors affecting HIS implementation (Table 3.8), first a focus group was formed. The data collected from the focus group was analysed for use in developing an interview schedule. The results gathered from the focus groups were grouped as important implementation issues and then categorised and used for the interviews, as will be detailed in the following chapters.
5.3 The Focus Group

In order to tackle the current study’s research questions (Section 4.3), an exploratory focus group was assembled to assist with the development of an interview guide. Research questions and official documents from MOH (1982, 1985, and 1995) were used to develop an interview guide. The interview guide contained an introduction, detailing the purpose of the meeting and the rules guiding the interviews, including participants' anonymity and confidentiality. Consents to tape-record were obtained from each participant. The researcher used the following sources for in-depth detail on how to develop an interview guide: Glasser et al (1967) and Stewart et al (1991). Two university professors in Kuwait that had expertise in conducting focus group interviews validated the focus group interview guide.

5.4 Setting

Since the objective of this study was to identify factors affecting successful HIS implementation, only examples of success versus examples of failure were included to identify the success factors. Three of the six public general hospitals in Kuwait (see Section 2.1.8), i.e., the Al-Farwaniya, Al-Amiri and Al-Adan hospital, implemented HIS unsuccessfully. The Al-Farwaniya was selected randomly to conduct the discussion of the group (see Section 2.3). On the other hand, in the private sector, of the four private hospitals in Kuwait, only Al-Hadi and Al-Mowasat implemented HIS
successfully. The Al-Hadi hospital was selected randomly to conduct the discussion.

5.5 Focus Group Participants

A small selected group of stakeholders from the hospitals were identified and then contacted (see Section 5.2). The groups in the public and private hospitals were selected based on their knowledge and experience in HIS implementation. The researcher pinpointed those who were involved with the decision of HIS implementation, based on her experience with the Kuwaiti HCDS and the assistance of the Office of Administrative Affairs at the MOH and Al-Hadi private hospital. The 2002 Kuwaiti HCDS membership directories for MOH and the respective hospitals were also used in this process. The selected group was contacted via e-mails, phones, or personally approached to set an appointment for the focus group meeting. The first group (public) consisted of six people: the director of HIS, the clinical director of the hospital, a clinician, technician, nurse, and a medical clerk. The second group (private) consisted of two people: a clinician (who is a medical director) and a medical record clerk.

Focus group sessions were conducted over period of two days. Each focus group session took between one and two hours to complete. Audio taping was pre-tested to determine any recording problems before the focus group session started.
The following ethical considerations, related to the researcher-respondent relationship, were considered, as suggested by Sarantakos (1993):

- **Right to privacy**: the researcher will respect the respondent’s privacy when entering their personal sphere, and when asking questions.

- **Proper identification**: the researcher will identify himself to the respondents and will avoid giving false impressions of herself or the aim of the study.

- **The right to anonymity**: data collected by the researcher will be anonymous, that is, not related to names or other forms of identification.

- **Free and informed consent**: respondents will participate in the research freely and will not be pressured or deceived in any way.

- **The right to confidentiality**: information offered by the respondents will be used only by the researcher, and only for the purpose of the study.

### 5.6 Focus Group Moderators

There are specific issues affecting this study: the researcher, who is a Muslim Kuwaiti woman (33 years old), collected data (initial pilot work to look at feasibility and predict problems with implementation) while surrounded with familiar stakeholders with whom she worked with in MOH.
for two years (in 1995 to 1997). It was, therefore, sometimes difficult to focus completely on the study situation. This could, potentially, have led to loss of data, influenced stakeholders' behaviour, and might possibly have altered the outcome of the study. In addition, in Arab countries, especially the Gulf region, it is very hard for a Muslim woman to interview men without the presence of a third person such as her husband, brother or friend, due to religious and cultural issues (especially in the public sector which is populated with Kuwaiti Muslim men). Because of that, the researcher decided to employ a moderator for the public sector.

One independent non-Kuwaiti (Christian) woman aged 47 years who is a clinical instructor in Kuwait University was employed by the researcher as focus group moderator for the first focus group session (public sector) to maintain some degree of objectivity, remain neutral during the process, and eliminate the influence of previous experiences the researcher might have had. In addition, since the moderator is non-Kuwaiti, the researcher believed that participants would be more open to discuss the issues. She was interviewed by the researcher. The aim of the interview was to evaluate her English and Arabic fluency, and the level of comfort when talking to the participants. The researcher and the moderator were trained for one day by two university professors in Kuwait that had expertise in conducting focus group interviews. The intended purpose of the training was to familiarise the researcher and the moderator with the interview guide and the data collection process. The
researcher and the moderator were also trained with respect to interviewing skills, such as follow up questions and nonverbal communication. It should be noted that the researcher was the moderator for the second focus group session (private sector).

5.7 Data Collection

At the beginning of each session, the focus group moderators (the researcher and the female who is a clinical instructor in Kuwait University) introduced themselves and explained the purpose of the study. Prior to the meeting, the group members were provided with the study protocol and the ethical committee approval from the formal gatekeepers (MOH and Al-Hadi hospital top management), whose permission is needed before fieldwork can commence, and informal gatekeepers (hospital management and staff), without whose support field work will be impossible in practice (Green et al., 2004:143), as detailed in Appendix 5. The group discussion was conducted in English, since all members were able to speak it; however, both participants and moderators were allowed to use the Arabic language when necessary.

The discussion was based on their experiences with HIS implementation in Kuwait HCDS. While the analysis were directed initially in terms of factors that were identified in Table 3.8. The discussion was audio taped with the permission of the group members. Participants were assured of anonymity and confidentiality (see Section 5.4). The audiotapes were transcribed for data analysis. Before the session started, demographic data on
age, sex, level of education, and job position were collected using a questionnaire. In addition, each participant was assigned an identification number. The focus group format employed semi-structured, open-ended questions with three follow-up prompt questions (see Box below). The moderators summarised the responses before making the transition to the next major question, so that the moderators could check they had understood the key points (Green et al., 2004).

To show appreciation for their participation, each member was given incentives to participate in the study, including refreshments before, during, and after the sessions. Furthermore Starbucks coupons of the value of 10 K.D. (£20) were offered.

5.8 Focus Group Data Analysis

The researcher and the focus group moderator listened to each tape three times. The tapes were checked for clarity and flow of discussion. Then, each tape was transcribed. Qualitative research usually yields a large amount of text data representing opinions, expertise stories, and valuable points of view. This data was in the form of textual data, not in computer-ready codes: hence, the need for a coding system with proper and distinctive codes.
Box 4: Focus Group Interview

Group to last 1-2 hours.
Ask participants to complete brief questionnaire (demographics).

Group Task 1 (30 minutes)
- Since you have a computerised system, how is it performing?
- In your opinion what are the factors that affected successful HIS implementation?

Prompts for general discussion (50 minutes):
- It is common practice that employees are provided training so that they are ready before introducing a new system? Does your hospital have a training system?
- Is there a job description or guidelines for the employees?
- In your opinion, does the hospital have a system of incentives or rewards for better work performances?
- It is generally believed that some non-Arab employees of the MOH have difficulty in comprehending Arabic and some Arab employees have difficulty in comprehending English. Do the employees in the professional categories covered in your hospital face such a difficulty? Is there an existing system for evaluating the competency and effectiveness of hospital employees?
- What is it?

Summary by moderator.

Conclusion (5 minutes).
- Is there any other issues related to HIS implementation you would like to discuss? (ask each participant)
- Summary with moderator. Thank participants, hand out Starbucks coupons
Therefore, the framework approach (Pope et al., 1999) was used to analyse data collected. Ritchie et al (1993:34) also observes that recently, an approach to qualitative analysis is gaining popularity in health-related research, namely 'Framework Analysis'.

Lacey et al (2001:9) says that:

"The framework approach was explicitly developed in the context of applied policy research. She adds that this kind of applied research aims to meet specific information needs and provide outcomes or recommendations, often within a short timescale. The benefit of the framework approach is that it offers systemic and observable stages to the analysis process, so the researcher can be clear about the stages by which the results have been obtained from the data. Although in its general approach, the analysis is inductive, it allows for the inclusion of a priori as well as emergent concepts, for example in coding" (Lacey et al. 2001:9).

This can be important in many applied studies, where there are specific issues that the funders or other stakeholders want addressed (Pope et al., 1999:85). In addition, it allows the researcher to begin with a theory, relevant to the research context, which has already generated a theoretical structure. This approach consists of five key stages (adapted from Lacey et al., 2001:13). These can be undertaken in a linear fashion and therefore all data can be collected before analysis begins, although framework analysis can equally be used when data collection and analysis occur concurrently (Lacey et al., 2001).
Box 5:

Key stages of Framework Approach:
- Familiarisation
- Identifying a thematic framework
- Indexing
- Charting
- Mapping and interpretation

**Familiarisation Stage.** In this stage, the researcher listened to tapes, read and re-read the data, made memos, and summarised the data before the formal analysis began. This is an important stage, because the researcher had not gathered all the data herself.

**Identifying a Thematic Framework.** In this stage, an initial coding framework was developed both from a priori issues and from emerging issues from the familiarisation stage. This thematic framework was developed and refined during subsequent stages.

**Indexing.** In this stage, the process of applying the thematic framework to the data was carried out, using numerical and textual codes to identify specific pieces of data which correspond to differing themes (this is commonly called coding in other qualitative analysis).

**Charting.** In this stage, the data were arranged under each part (i.e. themes) of the thematic framework in a chart form. Charts can be either thematic for each theme (for example, organisational, cultural, and user-
satisfaction) across all respondents (cases), or by case for each respondent across all themes.

**Examples:**

**Thematic Chart**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme:</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organisational issues</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As opposed to:

**Case Chart**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme 1:</th>
<th>Theme 2:</th>
<th>Theme 3:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organisational issues</strong></td>
<td><strong>Cultural issues</strong></td>
<td><strong>User-satisfaction issues</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Case | | | |
|------| | | |

In the chart boxes, the researcher placed line and page references to relevant passages in the transcripts. The researcher also included some text, e.g. text words or shortened quotations, as a reminder of what was being referred to. For example, the theme boxes contain both paraphrases of key issues as well as snippets of data, to 'hit' the researcher’s memory about the content of the themes.
Mapping and interpretation. This stage proposes searching for patterns, association, concepts, and explanation of the data, supported by visual displays and plots. Ritchie et al (1993:186) suggest that:

"At this stage, the qualitative analyst might be aiming to define concepts, map the range and nature of phenomena, create typologies, find associations within the data, provide explanations, or develop strategies. It should again be emphasised that the areas the researcher chose to focus on were dependent both on the themes that emerged from the data and the original research questions".
Ritchie et al (1993:186) adds that:

"This part of the analytical process is the most difficult to describe".

Also, Miles et al (1994) offer a wide range of display ideas, which may be useful for exploring data in the context of framework analysis. For example, using this study of HIS implementation, the researcher was interested to see if there were any additional factors that could be added to Table 3.8

5.9 Focus Group Findings

Participants' Demographics and General Information. There were two focus group sessions. In the first one there were six members of the focus group; they were from Al-Farwaniya hospital (public sector). There were 3 males and three females in the first group (public sector). All participants from the public sector had worked with HIS. Their experience with HIS ranged from six to eighteen months. They had different job positions (Section 5.4). They either had a high school level of education (two of the members) or a baccalaureate degree.

There were two members (one male and one female) from Al-Hadi hospital (private sector) in the second focus group. The two participants from Al-Hadi hospital had both worked with HIS. Their experience with HIS
ranged from four to 11 years. They had different job positions. All participants (public and private) spoke English.

**Participants' Experiences with HIS Implementation.** Participants were asked about their experience with HIS implementation in Kuwait HCDS, including the public and private sectors. The majority of participants shared the same set of opinions, but reasons given varied slightly and will be included under each theme.

It worth noting that some of these factors are not mutually exclusive, but they are sometimes interrelated. For example, unclear responsibility could be under organisational or cultural theme; training could be under organisational or user satisfaction. These findings will be discussed in detail in the following section:

**Theme 1 - Conflict with Existing Organisational Structure** (Organisational Issues). The following factors were considered organisational because they were similar to factors identified in the literature (see Table 3.8), i.e., quality of planning, uncertainty, end users involvement, resistance to change, and incentives. A new factor was added to the organisational theme, i.e., IT specialist turnover.

**Insufficient Planning and Uncertainty about Procedures.** Although end users were hesitant to express their feelings most end users in the public sector blamed the poor quality of decision-making and planning by top
management as one prominent factor causing system implementation failure. One participant said:

"There are problems with officials at the top management due to the lack of strategic planning."

Participants indicated that the MOH, as an organisation, may not have a defined strategic planning process. Participants mentioned that if there were strategic plans, they should have known that, or at least it should have been shared with them.

On the other hand, one end user (physician) indicated that uncertainty about the HIS was an important difficulty. He argued that there was insufficient information delivered to them regarding the HIS concept, advantages, disadvantages and implications of using such a system. He said:

"Uncertainty and unfamiliarity with the system caused resistance to change from users."

He added that participants were uncertain about why they were using the system. He believed that decision-makers at MOH did not have adequate information regarding the innovation itself; therefore they failed to communicate adequate information on the benefits for adopting the system. Thus, it creates an unclear picture for different managerial levels within the MOH and the system's users. In addition, users have self-doubt as to whether
they will be able to work with a high-tech system such as HIS, to meet the objectives or not.

On the other hand, a private sector participant (a clinician who is a medical director) indicated that insufficient communication between the top management and employees cause uncertainty about the innovation. He also added that supportive leadership and competent innovative staff are a prerequisite for innovation acceptance. The top management of Al-Hadi hospital said, planning is often looked on as an inefficient activity by action-oriented managers and employees, however, if done carefully and systemically, planning can reduce rework and increase the overall efficiency of organisational activities. For planning to be effective, it must involve many people in the formulation and implementation process. One of the most important aspects of the effective implementation of plans is to ensure that plans flexibility is built into the planning process.

Lack of End users Involvement, Increased Workload and Top Management Commitment. Another factor was related to users' involvement in the decision to adopt HIS. One participant said:

“*Involvement of the users in the decision making process is an essential part of implementing the HIS*”.

End users stressed that their input was not considered when planning the system, which indicates lack of communication between them and the top management. This had many consequences. One is that it caused
incompatibility of the system with the users’ needs. It also affects the training courses offered by top management. This is logical since if the users’ input or needs were not considered the top management will be oblivious to their needs, and will provide courses that are not helpful. Based on that, the end users argued that this lack of users’ involvement in the early stages of HIS implementation process caused uncertainty about the benefits the system may offer. They related this uncertainty of benefit to their lack of enthusiasm to use the new system, which they did not deny. They also related that to their perception of increased workload expected by the new system implementation.

The top management (clinician) in the private sector stressed the careful planning is an important factor in system success. Time should be taken to carefully plan the system and consider it from different perspectives. One perspective is the ease of use of the system while maintaining information needs of users. The management’s commitment to the system implementation and providing the role of a leader to the rest of the organisation, while participating as a team member during the implementation process. Indicating that there should be a team that is specifically developed to supervise the process of implementation. The team should include all those who are involved in the process. They also stressed the fact that the system should be continuously evaluated to ensure its functionality and needs satisfaction.
Participants stressed that in Kuwait there is still a technological gap that is preventing the optimal use of HIS. The successful implementation of HIS on a National Level will require the collaboration and cooperation of the MOH facilities. In addition, the collaboration of other important ministries and organisations is essential. This will include the Ministry of Communication and Planning Services. An IT specialist said:

"We don't have technology infrastructure to support such huge project"

On the other hand, private sector participants (a clinician and clerk) believed that end users' involvement was critical for system success. They predicted that user participation in the system development would improve system quality.

Resistance to Change due to Professional Pride, and Lack of Experience. Several participants reported that there was a high degree of clinician autonomy and low acceptance of change. Clinicians expected to be included in the decision making processes. Clinicians felt that other hospital staff were having a greater say.

Several participants pinpointed that end users' resistance to use the new system is a major factor that may cause implementation failure. One clinician said:

"We as physicians did not know why we have to use the system"
This indicates that implementation of even the best updated HIS may fail if users lack the enthusiasm to use it. They related this lack of enthusiasm and resistance to use by the end users to their lack of experience in the area of information systems and what they (i.e. HIS’s) may offer. There was also a link between users’ lack of experience and knowledge and their unjustified perception that such systems may increase their workload.

The representative of top management in the private sector, who was a clinician, indicated that some employees like the comfort and security of doing things the same old way. He added that they get a feeling of continuity and safety in knowing that some things stay the same despite all the change going on around them. Thus, people who believe that their security is threatened by a change are likely to resist the change. Employees in the private sector who contribute to the change in any way were rewarded. Also the top management in the private sector (clinician) believed that open communication was an important factor in managing resistance to change and overcoming information and control problems during transitions.

No System of Sanctions or Rewards. The management from the public sector stressed that rules and regulation may be a factor. Most of their employees are Kuwaitis and, the state provides job opportunities for them with “no system of accountability and punishment of poor performance”. They added that the lack of accountability reinforcement may have affected the successful implementation of HIS.
Non-Kuwaiti participants from the public sector indicated that the government of Kuwait follows a policy of "Kuwaitisation". It is quite common for non-Kuwaitis, who are qualified and competent, to supervise technical positions. It is uncommon however, for Kuwaitis to work under non-Kuwaiti supervisors. They believe that incompetent and less qualified Kuwaitis are placed as the supervisors or administrators.

A follow up question assessed the end user participants' opinion regarding issues raised by the top management participants. There was unanimous agreement that the current system of 'no accountability and punishment of poor performance' has not helped HIS implementation. The end users added that there were no incentives to use the new system or change their old ways of doing routine work. The end user participants explained that some kind of incentives or rewards would encourage users to adopt the system and support it. One participant said:

"I am a Kuwaiti, nobody can fire me and I will be paid whether I do a good or bad job".

On the other hand, private sector participants indicated that they receive rewards for outstanding work, in addition to verbal acknowledgement and, in some cases, a letter of appreciation. Also they indicated that the top management in their hospital has a system of peer review based on which negligence or neglect can be punished. But in actual practice the informal
modalities are used to give warning, counseling, or caution, and formal actions are seldom taken.

**Lack of IT Specialist and Competition.** Participants from the public sector expressed knowledge of an increased number of resignations among expatriate professionals, especially IT specialist since the liberation of Kuwait from the Iraqi occupation in 1991. One participant said:

"Lack of specialised people in IT in Kuwait is one of the main HIS implementation problems".

The major reasons attributed for this have been the fixed wages, which have not been increased for a long time. They indicated that the Undersecretary of the Ministry and the concerned Assistant Undersecretaries reported that they had requested the Civil Service Commission, on a number of occasions, to increase wages but due to the State deficit the requested increase had not been approved.

They also added that another reason for the possible high turnover was to the perceived fear of the Iraqi regime. Historically, the expatriate employees enjoyed working in Kuwait as it offers a relatively freer cultural and social environment compared to some other Gulf Corporation Council countries, such as Saudi Arabia. But giving the political uncertainty in the region, some professionals opt not to keep their dependants in Kuwait; and therefore, after some time, some of them prefer to leave Kuwait and seek employment elsewhere. One IT specialist said:
"I am looking for a job in the US. I can make more money there, I can own a house, and bring my family, and it is not safe here in Kuwait. I am always scared that Iraq will invade Kuwait again."

Another aspect reported by the non-Kuwaiti participant (nurse) pertains to a relative increase in restrictions on the visas of the families and dependants that have taken place since the liberation. The Kuwait government takes security more seriously and therefore the processing is somewhat stricter now than it used to be. They added that this problem is beyond the control of the MOH, as the issue of visas is the domain of the Ministry of Interior and the Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour. In addition, Kuwaiti laws do not permit any expatriate to buy a property in Kuwait, except nationals of the Gulf Corporation Council countries.

One of the top management at Al-Hadi hospital, who worked in the MOH for ten years, indicated that in private organisations, owners and shareholders have a direct monetary incentive to monitor and control the behaviour of managers. Likewise, managers themselves are likely to benefit from better performance, either because they own company shares or because their pay is linked to financial success. He added that public hospitals typically have fewer rivals for the provision of their services. Regarding the differences between public and private goals, he indicated that public managers have multiple goals imposed upon them by many stakeholders that must attempt to satisfy (MOH). However, private firms pursue a single goal
of profit. He mentioned that the goals of the public sector are vaguer than those of the private organisations. That is because organisational goals are imposed through political process rather than managers within the organisation.

Theme 2- Lack of Knowledge and Competence (Cultural Issues).
The following factors were considered to be cultural because they were similar to factors identified in the literature (Table 3.8), i.e. language barrier, and cultural diversity. A new factor was added, i.e., unclear responsibilities. This factor could be related to the organisational issues theme. As mentioned before these factors are not mutually exclusive.

Unclear Responsibilities due to the Language Barrier. The official language in Kuwait is Arabic. The non-Kuwaiti participants indicated that they had difficulty understanding the rules and regulations related to their jobs.

---

McQueen studied (1989) the cultural influences of the British and Japanese with regard to the diffusion and user acceptance of medical information systems. The experiences of IT in health care for the two cultures were compared. McQueen characterised the NHS in UK as one of the largest employers in Europe with a complex and bureaucratic organisation. Elaborating on the British experience, McQueen pointed out some of the problems that face the introduction and development of IT: 1) difficulties in allocating monetary resources, 2) lack of strategy to orient and train the potential users to the system, 3) shortage of skilled professionals in medical informatics, and 4) lack of preparation for cultural change.

In contrast, McQueen viewed the Japanese experience as a team effort to promote IT in health care setting. "It is the willingness to try out new ideas which sets the Japanese apart from us-English....Its people have open access to these facilities with very little intervention from Bureaucracy. This is the single-most important difference between the Japanese and the British systems....typically the Japanese clinician welcomes the technology and see its real value even he/she is of generation which does not want to interface directly with the tools of the new trade (McQueen, 1989).
since they are written in Arabic. They see that the overall language barrier may have an effect of accepting any new system or change. One participant said:

"I think that due to the language barrier, rules and regulation is one of the problems affecting diffusion of HIS".

They also added that, the quality of care, as it pertains to patient satisfaction, is often seriously hampered due to the language barrier.

On the other hand, participants from the private sector indicated that rules and regulations related to their jobs were written in Arabic and English. They added that managers in their hospitals ensured that rules and regulations were clearly described and employees were adequately informed thereof. One participant from the private sector, who is a clinician, said that communication among individuals and groups is vital in all organisations. Whether it is written or verbal, information sharing is the giving of specific task directions to individuals. Whereas information on organisational goals gives employees a sense of how their activities fit in to the overall picture, task communication tell them what their job duties and efforts are, as in performance appraisals. He indicated that written rules and regulations are essential to the decision-making process. He added that information and information sharing in both languages is needed to define problems, generate and evaluate alternatives, implement decisions, and control and evaluate results.
Cultural Diversity of the Organisation. Top management of the public sector said that the varying educational backgrounds and professional biases of care givers, at times leads to varying standards of documentation of medical record information. They added that the motivation of different employees is different depending on their background and their previous work experience. At times misunderstanding and misapprehensions are found among employees who have different mother tongues.

Regarding the social problems, the following were reported by the top management and end users in the public sector:

When the supervisor and the subordinates are from varying social and cultural backgrounds, at times inter-personal relations are not as good as might be desired. Therefore, social interactions are not perceived to be satisfying. Some expatriate professionals suffer from culture shock during the early stages of their stay in particular, and in certain cases during their entire stay in Kuwait. This is particularly true for employees who come from relatively westernised cultures, such as Filipinos, and some Indians who have come from the Mumbai metropolitan area. One Filipina nurse anxiously said:

"We can't blend with other employees (Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaiti Arabs). There are cultural differences".

They added that Kuwaitis have a cultural predisposition to being relatively more peaceful and tolerant. Further, historically, if disagreements arose between Kuwaitis, these were resolved through the institution of
“diwanyia”, where open discussions and confessions are routinely carried out and the aggrieved party normally prefers to forgive and forget. Most Kuwaiti administrators do not opt to take a “head on” approach to resolving problems. Therefore, they prefer that if a problem or a disagreement arises, it is resolved through mutual discussions.

Top management in the MOH believes that all the previously mentioned reasons affected change implementation, i.e., HIS in the public sector.

On the other hand, private sector participants believe that cultural diversity in organisation is sometimes beneficial. They believe that different cultural background could enrich their experiences. They added that diversity in workplace may include better decision making, higher creativity and innovation.

**Unhealthy Competition.** Most participants (technician and clerk) responded that a low community spirit among users was an obstacle to standardisation of procedures and implementation of HIS. They added that clinicians, nurses, technicians and pharmacists generally worked individually; they were cautious in discussing any issue concerning them. In the public hospital, rivalry and competition within these groups was pronounced:

"Community spirit is low when we are opposing other staff groups because we are rivals".
Most participants stressed that low community spirit is a result of unhealthy competition. Unhealthy competition is found between Egyptian and Indian employees. For that reason, most administrators tend to assign employees from different nationalities and culture in such a way that no one nationality is in the majority in any department. Top management participants added that the unhealthy competition sometimes manifests itself to a degree that it is liable to affect the work of the Ministry adversely, and in particular, the quality of services as it pertains to the rights and needs of the recipients.

On the other hand, private sector participant, who is a clinician and medical director, believed that Al-Hadi hospital tends to hire similar employees world-wide, reducing national difference. He added that the internal climate of Al-Hadi hospital may exert a homogenising influence on the values of its members.

Low Wages. The non-Kuwaiti participant (technician) indicated that he feel discriminated against by Kuwaitis. He reported that there is a clear distinction between the wages of Kuwaitis and those of non-Kuwaitis. He also added that Kuwaiti employees are provided specific allowances such as family allowances and the dependent allowance. He said:

"Although I have better capabilities than Kuwaiti employee still they are paid more".
He believed that such practices, discrimination between Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis in wages, often lead to alienation among health care workers in the MOH.

On the other hand, a private sector participant (a clerk) believes that non-Kuwaitis are paid similar to Kuwaitis. She added that salaries in Al-Hadi hospital are based on the educational qualifications, and the years of experience are accounted for in determining the base salary and this helps the expatriates.

**Theme 3- Issues Related to user satisfaction (User satisfaction Issues).** The following factors were considered user satisfaction issues because they were similar to factors identified in the literature (see Table 3.8), i.e., benefit realisation (relative advantage), compatibility, training and ease of use issue. A new factor was added, i.e., unclear responsibilities. This factor could also be related to the organisational theme. As mentioned before, these factors are not mutually exclusive.

**Benefit Realisation (Relative Advantage).** Public participants with prior expertise in working in an HIS environment agreed that using the system was supposed to allow them to accomplish their tasks much easier and in a much shorter time, improving the quality of services rendered to the patients. Managers also agreed that these are the advantages if successfully implemented. However, some end users faced problems with transferring from the old system to the new one, which increased their workload and
resulted in missing the expected advantage of the new system. Others never had the chance to use the system since it was not yet implemented in their department, and were oblivious to the reason for the delay in implementation, blaming the MOH for it.

It is worth noting that those who had the chance to use the system are medical record employees. This part of the system was used to automate the Master Patient Index (MPI). Although it was difficult to transform the old system to the new one because they had to re-enter all patient data, (which was associated with increased workload), for the patients whom MPI was entered in the new system, data retrieval was easier and more accurate, which resulted in disposing of medical record duplicates. One participant (clinician) said:

"HIS system doesn't work perfectly with our work style at the hospital".

On the other hand, a private sector participant (clerk) agreed that using the system, allowed her to have easy access to and navigation of the patient record compared to the paper-based record system. In addition, she believed that using HIS enhanced effectiveness of work performance, enhanced quality of care provided, improved communications among the health care team, improved documentation practice and increased productivity levels due to better access to complete, accurate information.
Compatibility. The managers believed that the system was compatible since it was used in a health care environment (i.e. the Egyptian HCDS) that is similar to the one in Kuwait. They blamed the end users’ lack of enthusiasm to use a new system on their lack of experience of using computers, and saw this as a reason for failure in implementation. They proved their point by stating that all necessary training courses were provided to the expected users but not much benefit was realised. In contrast, end users’ who got the chance to use the system rejected the idea of using a system developed outside Kuwait. They added that this system was not “compatible” with their work flow. One clinician said:

"The HIS system is not compatible with our work. Our work is purely clinical and now it becomes more clerical”.

On the other hand, the private sector participant (clinician) agreed about the compatibility of HIS with their work needs and style. He believed that using HIS is more challenging to other private hospitals who did not adopt the system yet. He recognised that being competitive in the market means using state-of-the-art technology to provide quality health care to their patients. He admitted that using HIS might attract patients to their hospital since the waiting time is less and a flexible appointment system is provided that meets patients’ preferences.
An appointment system is one of the major problems that face the public sector hospitals and causes withdrawal of patients from the public to private hospitals.

**Training.** The public sector participants (nurse and clerk) added that they were not given proper training to use the HIS, explaining that the training they received was not related to the specific system to be implemented and that it was more like general computer literacy courses. They felt a great gap between them and the management in the MOH. They explained their lack of enthusiasm to use the system based on the fact that neither they nor any of their representatives was involved in the development and design of the new system in order for the system to be ‘compatible’ to their needs. This is due to the fact that it forced them to change the style of work that they had been using for many years. They thought that the system should be designed based on their needs. They also added that the new system made matters worse and, therefore, it failed to yield its objectives. One participant said:

"I had one month training on using the general computer literacy courses. When they launched the HIS in my hospital I wasn’t able to use it"

The management in the public sector (i.e. at the MOH level) said that “trialability” was offered. They actually feel that this is all that they have been doing. Explaining that whenever a system was to be implemented, it was done on a pilot basis in one of the general hospitals. However, the pilot always resulted in a failure; therefore no system was ever implemented across all
hospitals and integrated among the hospitals as a final objective of the MOH plan with regard to HIS.

The end users (nurse, clerk) do not agree with the management definition of 'trialability'; they believe that once a system is piloted it means it is implemented. They explained by stating that if this was a trial basis then the end users' perspective on the problems with the system would have been taken into account. However, the MOH, as the end users added, would simply cancel the whole system and go on to plan a new one, committing the same mistakes and creating the same problems all over again, leaving the users uncertain about the new system's success. When asked to explain, one gave cautious reasons, while the other said:

"The IS people came twice for 30 minute sessions, talked about the system, but there is no training or sessions".

In the private hospital, participants agreed that they had the opportunity to trial the HIS, and then they were allowed to officially work with it. They indicated that trialability reduces uncertainty and greatly improves the rate of adoption. Therefore, organisations need to invest money and need more planning and consideration for training and experimentation. One participant (clinician who is a medical director) said:

"Yes, I was trained on the system for two months, and then the top management decided to launch it at my hospital and use it permanently".
He added that vendors were requested to submit their installation work plans. Vendor responsibility, length of installation, customer responsibility, and skill level of installation personnel were described. Vendors were asked to describe the training they provide in areas of application usage, system operations, and ongoing training.

**Ease of Use Issue.** Among public sector participants (clinician, nurse and clerk) who have used a system, said their chief complaint about the system was the difficulty in its use. They felt that it was complicated and required a series of menus to do a simple operation. No user manuals or support material were available to users. It was not easy to remember how to do tasks within the system, no proper training was provided, and counseling on ongoing problems during work hours was not available. One end user described how he encountered this in daily practice:

"Using the HIS system always causes frustration because we have to go through a lot to be able to work with it properly".

Responses of participants from the private sector were not in agreement with the public sector. The management participants' responses were enthusiastic about the idea of the HIS implementation, for there was a financial saving after implementation of the new system. In general they had the feeling that HIS implementation is a worthwhile long-term investment that will be economical in future. The end user participants found it easy to use, and it saved them time and effort, which resulted in better outputs than the old
system. The improved output formats eased communication and increased work quality.

Participants from the private sector (clinician and clerk) thought that the system was user friendly. They stressed that their participation during early stages of system planning, design and development made the system easy to understand and use. One participant (clerk) from the private hospital said that:

"No difficulties in using the system. The top management in our hospital selected it based on our needs".

Both private and public hospital participants agreed on the need for having a user’s guide. The private practitioners preferred the selection of systems that were user friendly, clear and provided easy tasks, allowing easy operations and less error.

Participants from the private sector stressed the importance of the ability to deliver highest quality health care as being of great importance to them. They also stressed the fact that their hospitals must adopt HIS, as this affects greatly their competitiveness in the health care market. A HIS will give a hospital an edge over the competitors. They added that, for example, appointments and appointment systems in the public hospitals are a major problem for the patients, which leads them in many cases to shift from public hospitals to private ones. A good computerised scheduling system that could fulfill patients’ needs and preferences regarding their appointments would be a
positive contribution in the health care sector. The private participants take a
great pride in their system; they believe it is the fruit of a cooperative work
between decision makers and users.

The end users stress the fact that the systematic provision of
information needs to aid in the process of decision making during working
hours has a great effect on system success. The system ease of use is another
factor. If the system was easy to use so then not much training is required to
use it which makes them more satisfied with the system. These qualities if
present in the system will increase the users' productivity and result in better
work performance evaluation on which the reward system is based in the
private sector.

Participants in the private hospital reported that they had the chance to
gen a good orientation, substantial training and experimentation time before
they were allowed to officially work with it. They stressed again that they
were involved in the system early stages of implementation, which made them
more certain about the benefit of the system more desirable to use.

5.10. Validity of the Findings

A. The Moderator’s Views Regarding the Public Focus Group Session

Seeking participants within the public sector who are willing to
participate in the study was difficult, particularly if the study requires
extensive amount of time. If a large number of the people approached decline
to participate in the study, the sample selected tends to be limited in ways that might not be evident at first glance. In this case, generalising the findings to all members of a population (stakeholders) is not easy to justify.

The intention of the researcher and the moderator was to keep sampling and analysing data until nothing new was being generated. This is called ‘Saturation’. However, in a number of areas and for a number of reasons the point of ‘Saturation’ was not reached. Firstly, some organisations welcome studies and encourage researchers to conduct studies, whilst others are resistant to the conduct of research. These two types of organisations may be different in important ways; thus, there might be an interaction of setting, which in turn limits the generalisability of the findings. Secondly, some participants (non-Kuwaiti) gave a simple or vague answer due to the presence of other members (such as top management). Thirdly, some participants (such as top management) are more likely than other participants (such as technicians and clerks) to give ‘official’ accounts in the focus group session. Finally, although the moderator was careful not to influence the stakeholders’ responses, their knowledge of the study’s aims and hypotheses could nevertheless influence their behaviour. This creates a potential threat to the validity or accuracy of the study.

Although informal discussions were used to supplement the findings of the focus group, the moderator nevertheless felt that the researcher should pursue other methods for data collection.
B. The Researcher's Views Regarding the Private Focus Group Session

Selecting a qualitative sample was only the beginning of the researcher's problems. As mentioned before, the researcher decided to seek subjects with particular characteristics in order to increase understanding of certain facets of the phenomenon being studied. The researcher acknowledges that having two participants in the focus group might be considered problematic, but the reasons for having two participants in the private hospital were that few available people fitted the sample criteria and many of those who were approached refused to participate in the study. Appropriate subjects, who were numerous a month previously, seemed to have disappeared. Many stakeholders (20 participants) refused to participate in the study due to the following:

- A number of participants were unwilling to participate due to reasons such as: no interest, engaged in busy schedules, and no phone answered.

- Numerous subjects failed to be contacted, mainly due to not being found, unknown address, or wrong email address.

This lack of participation might be due to exposure to frequent studies, a feeling of being manipulated, or misunderstanding of the research aim. Participants may have felt that they were being used or were afraid that they would be harmed. The result of these difficulties was that the sample criteria had to be re-evaluated and additional sources for potential subjects were
sought. However, organisational procedures had changed due to a new
director, which resulted in many potential subjects becoming ineligible for
participation in the study. As with the public sector focus group, it would be
fair to conclude that the point of 'Saturation' has not been reached.

Since a large amount of information was needed from respondents,
face-to-face interviews were planned. These interviews were used to explore
stakeholders' perceptions of the factors affecting the successful
implementation of HIS in Kuwait's HCDS.

5.11 Summary

The purpose of this study was to identify the perceptions of HIS by
diverse professionals (stakeholders) at two different sites where HIS has been
implemented and to identify differences between public and private
experiences. The results revealed significant differences between public and
private sector perceptions. The approach used in data analysis resulted in
concluding that HIS implementation is a multidimensional process that
involves many forces. For this process to be successful such forces must be
carefully considered. These forces are listed in table 5.1. It can be noted that
participants' views were found to be in agreement with findings of previous
studies.

In short, all of the previous forces are perceived as driving or
restraining, or contributing to system success or failure. Therefore, to ensure
system success, such drivers should be considered. The observations resulted
from the focus group sessions widened the researcher's vision of the topics under study. The intention of the researcher and the moderator was to keep sampling and analysing data until nothing new is being generated. This point is called 'Saturation'. However, the point of 'Saturation' hasn't happened.

The researcher felt the need to pursue other method of data collection due to the following issues:

1. The focus group measurement can be biased in the people (participants) from whom the researcher obtained their measures because some participants (top management) being more likely than other participants giving 'official' accounts in the focus group session.

2. The sample size of focus groups tends to be small.

3. The researcher's and data collectors' skill in using a particular data collection technique can affect the quality of data collected.

The researcher thought that the problem investigated was complex and required in-depth study from a variety of perspectives to capture reality and to validate findings from the literature review and focus group. The focus group findings were used to formulate an interview to further investigate the research questions and seek answers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisational</th>
<th>Cultural</th>
<th>User satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient planning</td>
<td>Unclear responsibilities due to language barrier</td>
<td>User satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>Cultural diversity of the organisation</td>
<td>Benefit realisation (Relative advantage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End user involvement</td>
<td>Unhealthy competition</td>
<td>Compatibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased workload</td>
<td>Low wages and alienation</td>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top management commitment</td>
<td>Resistance to change due to professional pride</td>
<td>Ease of use issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of experience</td>
<td>No system of sanctions or rewards</td>
<td>Lack of IT specialist and competition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Based on the focus groups

Table 5.1: The Three Themes of HIS Implementation Process and the Factors that could be Driving or Restraining Forces.
CHAPTER SIX
QUALITATIVE STAGE
STAGE TWO: (INTERVIEWS)

6.1 Overview

The interviews were used to build on what was learned in the focus groups. Many qualitative studies combine focus groups with interviews. This is because the researcher wants to develop and build towards a more sophisticated understanding.

Two methodological reasons for the less frequent use of interviews have been problems with objectivity that decrease reliability (Yin, 1994), and the man-hours required to complete interviews, which, compared with questionnaires, makes interviews extremely costly (Silverman, 2000).

On the other hand, interviews have many potential advantages. For example, the meanings of responses can be explored, contradictions can be explained and corrected, individuals with poor self-insight can be assessed more accurately, and interpretations of meanings can be corrected. Furthermore, interviews allow more ‘in-depth probing’. This is carried out by using question-asking techniques that are best suited to each individual in relation to their knowledge, degree of education, and perspectives.
The most common tool is the open-ended interview, in which the researcher can ask key respondents for the specific facts of a matter, as well as for the respondents' opinions about events (Yin, 1994).

In this study the interviews were semi-structured in nature. Rubinson et al. (1987:55) described the semi-structured interview as the 'middle road' between unstructured and structured interviews. They stated that the semi-structured interview:

"Contains a core of structured questions from which the interviewer may move in related directions for in-depth probing. This allows accurate information on certain questions with a built-in opportunity for exploration".

This was felt to be the most appropriate style for this part of the study.

The semi-structured interviews involved lists of topics about which the interviews sought information. These topics were developed on the basis of the theoretical interest of the study and the related findings of the literature review and the focus group results. The questions tended to be fairly general and were designed to allow the respondent to develop his/her ideas and views fully, with minimal guidance from the interviewer.

First, some background and demographic information about the interviewees was asked for. Then the interviewees' perceptions regarding factors that affect successful HIS implementation was sought. Finally, the interviewees were asked to state if there were any other factors that they thought might affect successful implementation of HIS as it relates to Kuwait.
6.2 Sampling Method

"In qualitative research, participants are carefully selected for inclusion, based on the possibility that each participant will expand the variability of the sample" (Maykut, 1994:156).

In qualitative studies, samples are usually not totally predetermined, but can develop during fieldwork. Initial choices of informants lead you to similar and different ones; observing one class of events invites comparison with another; and understanding one key relationship in setting reveals facets to be studied in others. The course of events leads the way and initiates the need to compare and study key relations. Also the information one gets at the beginning from the sources leads to the active pursuit of similar sources or their avoidance. In this study, key informants were identified in the context of the researcher’s participation in the focus group stage (Section 5.2).

The researcher conducted purposive sampling, where people who are useful to the study were interviewed.

As mentioned in section 4.2, criteria for informants’ selection included those who were involved with the decision of HIS implementation, top management in MOH, and top management and end users in Al-Amiri and Al-Mowasat hospital. The end users included clinicians, pharmacists, nurses, technicians and clerks.

To select the stakeholders (Section 5.1), the organisational charts of the MOH (Figure 2.2), Al-Amiri Hospital (Figure 2.3) and Al-Mowasat
Hospital (Figure 2.4) were examined. If any position was held by only one person, that person was selected and contacted as a candidate for the interview, or were asked to suggest alternative candidates if they were available themselves. For positions held by more than one person, a random choice was made to select one person for the interview.

The MOH and different hospitals on the Kuwaiti HCDS 2002 membership directories were used for that matter. As the study progressed the identified primary stakeholders were approached, and they recommended more stakeholders until sufficient ones were found. Thirty-four stakeholders were approached to take part in the study, and 18 agreed to participate. Sixteen refused to participate in the study because they were not interested or were too busy. While others could not be contacted because their address was not known, the e-mail address was wrong or they did not answer the telephone.

The population for the interviews covered stakeholders in the MOH itself (see Section 2.3.2), one MOH hospital and one private hospital.

6.3 Setting

As mentioned before 18 stakeholders were interviewed, 12 from MOH itself and MOH hospital, the Al-Amiri hospital which was selected because it had experienced a HIS implementation (see Section 2.3.2). There were another six stakeholders from Al-Mowasat hospital, a private hospital with a currently functioning HIS.
6.4 Interviewers

One independent interviewer, a male aged 26 years, was employed by the researcher as interviewer for the public sector, while the researcher was the interviewer for the private sector. The interviewer carried out 12 interviews within the public sector, while the researcher carried out 6 interviews within the private sector. The interviewer was interviewed by the researcher to assess his English and Arabic fluency and the level of comfort when talking to the participants. The interviewer and the researcher were trained for three days by two university professors in Kuwait with expertise in conducting interviews. The interviewer and the researcher collected data.

6.5 Data collection

The interviews for the study were carried out between December 2002 and August 2003. At the beginning of each interview the interviewer and the researcher introduced themselves and explained the purpose of the study. The interviewees were provided with the study protocol and ethical committee approval prior to the meeting (Appendix 5) Each interviewee signed a written informed consent form, in which anonymity and confidentiality was assured and the right to withdraw from the study or refuse to answer specific questions was specified.

The plan was for the interviews to be audio taped. Therefore, the consent of each participant was taken before taping the interview. However, in
the case of participants who did not consent to taping the interview, their permission was sought to take notes instead. In recording interviews, tape recorders can be a useful device. However, Yin (1994:86) stressed that a tape recorder should not be used when:

"(A) An interviewee refuses permission or appears uncomfortable in its presence; (B) There is no specific plan for transcribing or systematically listening to the contents of the tapes; (C) The investigator is clumsy with mechanical devices so that the tape recorder creates a distraction during the interview itself".

The dialogue of the audiotapes and the notes were transcribed to enable data analysis. The interviews were conducted in Arabic since some interviewees were not able to speak English. No translation was required, therefore, consistency was promoted and data analysis was made easier.

6.6 Data analysis

The interviewers transcribed their own field notes from their handwritten notes. Transcripts of interviews were produced from audiotapes by a transcriber with qualitative methods experience. Lacey et al (2001:13) observed that:

"Qualitative researchers frequently feed back the findings from their research to their participants in some way".

Also, many funders and reviewers consider 'respondent validation' of qualitative research to be mark of quality, and evidence of respondent
validation of findings is increasingly seen as a way of demonstrating rigour. The range of feedback to respondents can vary. Transcripts (quotations) were sent back to participants to check accuracy. The same data analysis in five stages was used, i.e., framework approach, as was done in the case of the focus group data analysis, (Section 5.7).

6.7 Interview findings

A: Interviewees' demographics and general information. Thirty-four stakeholders were approached to take part in the study, 18 agreed to participate. There were twelve from the public sector (three directors from the MOH, two directors from Al-Amiri hospital, two clinicians, one nurse, one technician, one pharmacist, one IT specialist and one clerk). There were six stakeholders from the private sector (two directors, one clinician, one IT specialist, one technician, and one clerk). The state of saturation (no new concepts) was reached by the eighteenth interview.

Interviewees from the public sector worked at the MOH and Al-Amiri hospital. They had experience working with HIS. Eight of the participants were males and four were females. Their ages ranged from 35 to 65 years. The sample was composed of a mixture of Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis.

Most of the interviewees had either high school level or a baccalaureate degree. The duration of experience working in the Kuwait health care delivery system varied from 1 year to more than 30 years.
The interviewees from the private sector were predominantly males, with only one female. Their ages ranged from 30 to 50 years. The sample included Kuwaitis, non-Kuwaiti Arabs and non-Arabs. The minimum educational of the participants was high school level. The higher was a graduate degree. The minimum experience was 2 years, while some others had experience of more than 35 years in the health sector in Kuwait in both public and private sectors. They all had experience dealing with HIS for a minimum of 4 months and a maximum of 4 years in a private hospital.

B: Factors affecting the successful implementation of HIS as seen by the interviewees. Studying the factors that influence the implementation of HIS in Kuwait HCDS is an important objective of the current study. The researcher was interested in identifying additional factors that the stakeholders may suggest for the successful implementation of HIS in the Kuwait HCDS.

The opinions of all interviewees were recorded regarding the implementation of HIS and the factors that may led to its success, both in the private and public sectors. The interviews were planned to include as many factors as possible based on the interviewees’ responses (Appendix 6). The following responses were collected.

Theme 1 – Organisational Issues. The following factors were mentioned as organisational issues affecting the successful implementation of HIS: planning, communication, management innovation support, and
decision-making process. It is worth noting that some of these factors are not mutually exclusive, but are sometimes interrelated.

**Insufficient Planning, Formation of Implementation Team and Lack of resources.** There was consensus among participants that successful implementation of HIS might be affected by improper planning. A realistic management plan prepared by informed decision-makers at MOH is essential to a successful implementation. They believed that a priority for a strategic plan should be its ability to cope with the technological infrastructure for the system. An end user said:

"I think the implementation of HIS was not based on clearly defined plans".

Moreover, participants emphasised the importance of the technology team and that the preparation plan should be outlined especially to handle the technological infrastructure of the system. Participants agreed that the MOH did not have a strategic plan that is aligned with the organisation’s visions and goals. In addition, participants stated that there was no steering committee assigned to oversee the project plan.

Participants mentioned the importance of sharing the opinions and points of view of different levels of the team, when preparing the plan, so that user-input can be used as a coherent steering force to create a solid basis for organisational transformation. They also believed that a “feasibility study” must be performed to identify the full picture of the information system
implementation and to make recommendations on the schedule and stages of
the proposed implementation plan.

Another user (technician) said:

"Such a huge project needs support from the top management in the
MOH and a powerful team to lead the implementation process".

On the other hand, top management at the MOH indicated that
sufficient resources are crucial in implementing IT innovation. End user
participants stressed that the lack of resources had affected the system succes.
Top management participants added that adopting HIS requires long term
commitment and financial support from the government.

Participants from the private sector indicated that clear strategic plans
are essential. They added that a technology team is very important and a
preparation plan should be outlined in order to implement HIS successfully.

Uncertainty and Lack of Communication. Participants from the
public hospital emphasised that the fundamental factor that affected the
successful implementation of HIS was uncertainty about HIS benefits due to
lack of information. Some mentioned that an important factor is that the
information flow for decision making within the MOH, regarding IT
innovation, allows only those at the top of the pyramid to have enough
information to make an informed decision.
They all agreed that insufficient information was given to them regarding the HIS, concepts, advantages, disadvantages and implications of using such a system. It was perceived by end users that decision-makers and top management at MOH did not have adequate information regarding the HIS; therefore, they failed to communicate adequate information to them. This included orientation about the merits of HIS and the reflections on the jobs at hand for each part of the team. In addition, end users were uncertain about their role within the system. Moreover, users were not confident that they could cope with high-tech systems like HIS, and they were not sure that they could meet the objectives. An IT specialist said that:

"I believe that the decision-makers at the MOH did not have sufficient information regarding HIS, I think they are not clearly certain about the advantages of the system".

On the other hand, one participant from the private sector indicated that top management communicated adequate information on the benefits of adopting the system. This level of communication means the top managers in the private sector had a clearer picture of the situation in their organisation.

Resistance to Change, Top Management Computer Literacy and Lack of Support from the Management. One other extremely important factor that was pointed out by the participants is the lack of support by management at MOH. This factor had an effect on the spread of use of HIS among Kuwait HCDS. Participants described the top management at the
MOH as being from the 'old school' meaning older graduates and not strong believers in modern technology, who were resistant to change in general and to changing the way they perform their job in particular.

End users are accustomed to the way they do their job. They also have busy schedules that are overloaded with patients. Trying to introduce a new system at the same time will add to the burden of the job and will increase anxiety and stress.

The system was also viewed as a threat to many of the system users among the top management, as they are computer illiterate. One clinician said:

"Decision-makers are not well prepared when it comes to understanding the benefits of HIS; I think they are computer illiterate".

Lack of management support for implementation of HIS was also expressed by lack of resources provided to users. Resources included information, materials, IT manpower and technical support. There was lack of information provided to users, as well as, materials including equipment, expertise in IT field, and technical support for the system.

One participant (nurse), although others have suggested similar thoughts (IT specialist and clerk), said that:

"Users were not familiar with the benefits of using the HIS system because the Ministry did not pass enough information, or they do not have enough information, or maybe they do not have enough information about the"
product. Therefore, uncertainty and resistance to change are factors affecting diffusion of the system in Kuwait.

On the other hand, one participant from the private sector (top management) believed that management support and the quality of communication between top management and users are very important in order to successfully implement HIS. He added that lack of support for any change initiatives from the top management causes resistance to change.

Lack of Financial Support from the Government and Bureaucracy. Participants (clinician, nurse and clerk) believe that an inadequate budget is one of the main factors affecting diffusion of HIS in Kuwaiti HCDS. They relate that to the fact that implementing such a system needs long-term commitment. In addition, the MOH had a different set of priorities that needed to be performed before becoming involved with HIS. For example, most efforts were directed after the invasion toward renovating and building new hospitals and health care facilities. One of the participants (clinician) said:

"Implementing the HIS costs a lot of money and it needs long-term commitment; as you know, Kuwait, financially is not like before the invasion."

Other participants (top management and IT specialist) said that since HIS involves many organisations and ministries, not only health-related but also non-health related, there is a need for a political decision from the government and not only from MOH. A decision maker said:
"It needs a decision supported by the government, not only the MOH; it needs a political decision".

Another (decision maker) said:

"Lack of budget to support the HIS is one of the main problems that the Ministry is working to solve with the government".

The decision maker from the MOH said that organisations in the public sector have more formal procedures for decision making, and are less flexible and more "risk-averse" than the private sector. He added these characteristics of public organisations reflect the lack of rewards or incentives for successful innovation and the penalties for violation of established procedures. As Boyne (2002:97) said:

"Bureaucratic structures may also stem from the requirements of monitoring bodies and from demands for accountability in the public sector".

A participant from the private sector (clinician) said that the hospital management has a vision and, in order to accomplish this vision, budget is not an issue. He said that the hospital management believe that such projects, i.e. HIS implementation, sometimes exceed the planned budget. He added that the support of the top management is essential to the success of such projects.
Organisational Stability and Conflict\textsuperscript{18} of Interest. Participants from the public sector (clinician and IT specialist) believed that implementing such a system needs long-term commitment. In addition, the MOH had a different set of priorities that needed to be performed before becoming involved in IT projects. They also believed that the unstable environment in the MOH during the past 10 years, because of the appointment of five health Ministers during that time, had a negative effect on the decision-making process. Each of the Ministers had different priorities that they wanted to accomplish. Therefore, they tended to postpone previous projects. This added more pressure and confusion on decision-makers, thus affecting the decision making process. While, one participant (clinician) said:

"There is conflict of interest between different parties within the public sector (MOH and public hospitals) that caused system failure".

He added that one cause of stress in organisations is conflict. He added that in particular, conflict frequently occurs when a person or a group believes that its attempts to achieve its goal are being blocked by another person or group.

One participant from the private sector (top management) indicated that the unstable environment had a negative effect on the decision-making process in the public sector. He mentioned that public sector Ministers have

\textsuperscript{18} In its simplest form, conflict is disagreement among parties. When two persons or groups disagree over major issues, conflict is often the result (AbdelHak et al., 1996).
different priorities and agenda. He added that the plans and visions of the private hospital are fixed even with the appointment of a new director unlike the public sector. He said:

"Al-Mowasat hospital has had 10 medical directors during the last 20 years; the unstable environment never affected the hospital vision".

Lack of User Involvement. It was illustrated that the involvement of users in HIS development and implementation is an essential factor for a successful outcome. The system design should be based on users' true needs. This will lead to more involvement with the system, better acceptance and interaction. The importance of customising a system based on the needs of users was initially discussed by Rogers (1983) and referred to as re-invention. Although Rogers (1983) did specify it as one of the diffusion attributes, he did not include it as one of the five main attributes.

Participants (clinician, IT specialist, and clerk) who dealt with a ready-made system (Egyptian system, see chapter two) had problems with accepting the system, getting involved with the system and even operating the system properly. There were also many technical problems faced. They believed that many problems could have been avoided if they had been involved in the different steps of development of the system. They should have been involved in the analysis, preparation, development and implementation of the system. One said:
"I think users should be involved in all plans regarding HIS system in order to increase the diffusion of the system".

The clinician stressed the need to involve users in different stages of system adoption. He added that if the system were customised based on the users’ needs, it would be more acceptable to them.

A private sector clinician said that the system was customised based on the users’ needs. He believed that users’ involvement has long been considered a key variable in the successful development of HIS.

Lack of Effective Leadership. Participants from the public sector (clinician, technician, and clerk) indicated that the MOH and Al-Amiri hospital lack effective leadership. They said that management should be concerned with ensuring that goals are clearly defined, that resources are structured in a way that helps accomplish goals, and that systems are in place to ensure that deviations from desired performance are brought back into conformance with goals. The result of effective management is order, predictability of systems, and efficiency. They added that management is about doing things the right way. But leadership is something different. Leadership is about setting direction and providing a vision or hope for the future. It is about aligning groups toward the accomplishment of common goals, and it is about motivation. One participant (clerk) said:

"Effective leadership is very important for any change intervention. To be honest with you, workers in the medical department are passive, if not
resistant to, applying their energies toward something not supported by the top management in MOH or in the hospital".

Another (clinician) said:

"Employees react in this way because they are inherently lazy, indifferent, self absorbed, not very bright, resistant to change, and likely to shirk responsibility and avoid risks".

Top management participants admit that they lack effective leadership. They blamed the ministry policies and regulations. They added that there are fixed rules meaning that they could not end Kuwaitis' employment based on their poor performance; also they could not reward employees for their outstanding work.

One participant from the top management at MOH said:

"To overcome this ongoing resistance, management must apply the carrot and stick method to elicit employees' compliance and effort. Management must use control techniques, coercion, punishment, bribes, promises, monetary incentives, and cajoling to ensure productivity".

They said that effective leadership is crucial to the long term viability of HIS implementation. They added that no educational program alone can guarantee the development of effective leadership. They acknowledged that the leadership role is one of facilitating the organisation's ongoing process of accommodating to and catalysing environmental change, and that effective
leaders articulate a vision of the organisation’s future and model the values, priorities, and behaviours consistent with achieving that future.

In the private sector, participants’ (top management, clinician and technician) attitudes were similar about the role of leadership in successful HIS implementation. They believed that because of their management and effective leadership the systems were implemented successfully. They added that leadership is arguably the single most important factor that influences organisational effectiveness. They emphasised that leadership is essentially a rational process that involve social, political, and cultural aspects of behaviour rather than being a reliable set of personal characteristics. A leader understands their organisational culture and fits within an ever changing and increasingly complex environment and that is the situation in Al-Mowasat hospital. One participant said:

"We had lots of problems during HIS implementation, but because of effective leadership style we overcame all of these problems".

**Theme 2- Cultural Issues.** Organisational culture includes the following factors: organisational diversity, language barrier, accountability, and incentives. As mentioned before, some of these factors are not mutually exclusive and they are sometimes interrelated. For example, accountability and incentives could be organisational issues.
Diversity of the Work place. Participants from the public sector stressed that this is a serious problem in the Kuwaiti system, which relies heavily on expatriates. They think that diversity in the workplace has the potential to create conflict in an organisation. Issues raised such as communication difficulties include language and literacy. In addition, the diversified background of expatriate employees contributed to poor internal and external communication. Moreover, non-Kuwaitis or expatriate workers in the public sector complain about not fully understanding their roles and responsibilities. Discussion between different work groups occurred frequently concerning uncertainty as to responsibility for their work place. Non-Kuwaitis described this as a significant problem. Although some participants regarded collaboration as frictionless, both Kuwaiti and non-Kuwaiti participants felt de-motivated by these discussions. One participant said:

“If we (Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis) could collaborate, I think all problems we are facing with HIS implementation would be of no particular importance”.

The non-Kuwaitis expressed the view that they were particularly inconvenienced by unclear roles and responsibilities.

On the other hand, participants (director, clinician, IT specialist, and clerk) who are non-Kuwaitis indicated that Al-Mowasat hospital is a multicultural hospital. They added that they have a healthy environment in
which peer group members are often sufficient to satisfy the individual's social needs. Kuwait, as observed earlier, does not offer many social activities for foreigners. Therefore, collegiality, it is believed by the private hospital participants, offers compensation for lack of socialisation which many, if not most, non-Kuwaitis face.

Unclear Responsibilities, Policies and Procedures due to Language Barrier. Non-Kuwaiti participants stressed that the official language in Kuwait is Arabic. Asian employees are not conversant with the Arabic language. Therefore, mainly because of the language barrier, the policies are not known to them. In the absence of adequate knowledge of policies and procedures, there is a higher probability of exploitation by the managers. They also added that since most of the supervisory positions are with non-Kuwaiti Arabs, particularly Egyptians, there is a tendency on the part of some supervisors not to provide full information about policies and procedures to employees, mainly because information is viewed by them as 'power' and they prefer not to share the information with others. One (Indian) non-Kuwaiti participant said:

"I think all problems we are facing with any change implementation would be of no particular importance if we understand our roles and responsibilities".

The researcher, based on the insight gained through the interviews, has come to realise that employees who have knowledge of policies and
procedures stand a lesser chance of being exploited. Like some other factors, lack of knowledge of policies and procedures leads to employees' dissatisfaction and therefore affects HIS successful implementation.

Also one participant from the public hospital (an Indian technician) said that it was disappointing for him to find that the management and administrative systems are quite unrefined in relation to ensuring that staff are adequately prepared for their role. He added that non-Kuwaiti end users (especially Indians) were unfamiliar with the training session timetables. He stressed that this lack of knowledge due to the language barrier had affected the system success. Also the instruction on how to use the system was all written in Arabic.

On the other hand, one participant (technician) from the private sector indicated that employees in his organisation have knowledge of the departmental policies since these policies are written in Arabic and English. He also added that job descriptions do exist and are reviewed yearly to see whether they meet the technical standards. In addition, the system manual was written in several languages to facilitate the system usage.
Laid Down Rules and Procedures (Accountability\textsuperscript{19}). Participants mentioned that the MOH has clearly laid down rules and procedures regarding work performance. They said that, in Kuwait, expatriate employees' performance should be evaluated and those found to be outstanding workers should be provided incentives and longer contracts. On the other hand, inefficient employees should not be retained in the system and their services should be terminated.

MOH managers added that incompetence was found among Kuwaiti staff as well. Therefore, they think it is beneficial if Kuwaiti staff are made accountable and answerable. At the present time, there are no rewards for outstanding workers, just as there are no punishments for poor performers. A decision maker at the MOH expressed his opinion saying:

"The MOH should, in the long run, institute a system where outstanding performers are rewarded and the poor performers are punished whether Kuwaitis or non-Kuwaitis".

\textsuperscript{19}Accountability "to be answerable for the results of an assigned action. Accountability is associated with delegated authority and is distinct from responsibility. A supervisor can assign responsibility but cannot give away his/her accountability; the manager is ultimately accountable".

On the other hand, AbdulHak et al (1996:410) defined accountability as "the responsibility or liability a manager assumes for the stewardship of the authority that the organisation grants to a particular position. The director is accountable to the board of directors for the authority granted to that position. There is always accountability in proportion to one’s authority."
Decision makers or "opinion leaders" at the MOH believe that the existing system does not help any change intervention. They think that employees resist changing their work style since they are not rewarded for outstanding work or held accountable for the poor performers.

On the other hand, a private sector participant (a non-Kuwaiti clerk) said that if incompetence was found in Al-Mowasat hospital, whether they are Kuwaitis or non-Kuwaitis, they are made accountable and answerable for poor performance and are rewarded for outstanding work.

**Theme 3 - User Satisfaction Issues.** User satisfaction issues mentioned by participants included lack of personnel in the IT field and system quality.

**Lack of IT Manpower.** There was a consensus among the participants regarding the lack of IT manpower. They rated this factor as one of the very important factors in the successful adoption of HIS in Kuwait HCDS. The end users (clinician, nurse, IT specialist and clerk) also stressed that there is not an adequate number of IT professionals to carry the burden for the smooth introduction of HIS among health facilities. Furthermore, IT professionals are not specialised in hospital environments or health fields. The IT team role is vital to the job that includes site preparation and training as well as maintenance and support for the system. They also added that bringing in expertise from abroad would be very costly. One (IT specialist) said:
"The ministry had shortage of resources; a budget should be allocated separately from the MOH to support the project by providing IT personnel".

While the private sector participants (medical director and clinician) indicated that IT specialists are very important for system success they indicated that IT specialists can offer training programs. They believed that a sound training program assures employee involvement, growth, and competency through the changing needs of the future environment.

System Quality (Ease of use, Confidentiality, Timeliness, Content, and Format). Participants from the public and private sectors agreed that user satisfaction with HIS is one of the most important determinants of the system success. Public sector participants were not satisfied because of difficulties in operating the system. They refer to the system as too complicated with too many menus to do simple tasks. In addition, the system was not supported with a users’ guide to facilitate the operating process, and that it takes a long time to operate it. Therefore, it was difficult to remember how to perform tasks within the system.

However, participants from the private sector (clinician and clerk) believed that their system was friendly to use, easy to perform data entry, and flexible to shift from one screen to another. They also added that a user’s guide supplied by the system developers added great value in supporting the use of the system. The guide included a step by step procedure on how to perform data entry within each screen and how to move smoothly from one
folder to another. The system was supported with reports and statistics that physicians can request with a click of the mouse. The participants thought that their involvement in system development was crucial to the ease of usage and their acceptance of the system. They added that, if a technology is perceived as being too complex, end users will be less likely to try it and accept it and be satisfied. Therefore, user’s involvement in the different phases of the system development is essential. One said:

"The system is easy to work with; minimal data entry definitely made it easy to work with the system".

Another said:

"It was easy to use the system and also the availability of IS coordinator all the time is an advantage".

Participants from the public sector (clinician, nurse and clerk) said that the system was not easy to use. They added that confidentiality and security have been a continuous topic in the hospital. Patients have a right to have the confidentiality of their personal health information safeguard. They insisted that professional, regulatory, and organisational foundations for maintaining patient confidentiality and data security must be reinforced. Institutional approaches to systems development and implementation will need to include appropriate strategies to maintain staff awareness of privacy requirements.

The private sector participants (technician, nurse and clerk) said that standards in confidentiality and data security have been developed based on
recommendations from the top management and based on the end users' needs. To achieve that end goal users were provided appropriate access, and use recognised data security measures.

The public participants (non-Kuwaiti technician) said that the accuracy of data depends on the manual or computer information system design for collecting, recording, sorting, processing, accessing, and displaying data, as well as the ability and follow through of the people involved in each phase of these activities. He added that it was crucial to ensure the accuracy and timeliness of documentation at point of care, to monitor its output, and to take appropriate corrective actions when needed. He said the system in the public sector was the opposite.

6.8 Summary

The study aimed at identifying and describing the factors that may affect the success of HIS implementation in Kuwait's health care delivery system as perceived by the concerned stakeholders in both the private and public sectors. The purpose of the design is to set up a situation that maximises the possibilities of obtaining accurate answers to questions, or hypotheses. The design selected needs to be appropriate to the purpose of the study, feasible given realistic constraints, and effective in reducing threats to validity.

The choice of in depth interviews rather than a cross sectional survey may be justified by the detailed data collected. Interviews are more suitable
than quantitative methods when the aim is to study the complex phenomena of organisational and interpersonal issues (Pope et al., 1999). Anderson (1989:17) said:

"Information which cannot be reached by other research methods on concealed and taboo subjects within an organisation may be unveiled by interview".

He added:

"The method is flexible and allows the investigator to follow up the individual way in which respondents interpret and answer".

The qualitative design enabled an understanding of contextual issues influencing HIS implementation that would not have been uncovered using quantitative methods. The results support the argument that HIS implementation must go beyond the technical systems to encompass a focus on organisation and cultural change.

Eighteen stakeholders were interviewed, twelve from the public sector and six from the private sector. The state of 'Saturation' (no new concepts) was reached by the eighteenth interview. The method produces an increased understanding of a small number of stakeholders but reduces external validity and generalisability (Patton, 1990). To increase the study validity participants were included from two different settings by a guided sampling approach (purposive sampling). Steps were taken throughout the entire study to increase validity by using explicit analysis approach, independent data collectors and informants' confirmation.
The literature review (Chapter Three) stressed that HIS implementation is a multidimensional process that involves many factors under each theme. Three themes emerged. Table 3.8 shows these themes and the corresponding factors. Based on the thematic analysis of the focus groups, new factors were added (Table 5.1). The findings of this stage of the study were the basis on which the interviews were developed [to build on what was learned in the focus group] (Table 6.1). Table 6.1 shows that in this stage (interviews) new factors were added to table 5.1 (focus group) those were; Confidentiality, Timeliness, Content, Format and Accuracy.

The next stage, which involves a questionnaire, is detailed in the next chapter.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisational</th>
<th>Cultural</th>
<th>User satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formation of technology team</td>
<td>Unclear responsibilities due to language barrier</td>
<td>* Confidentiality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>Cultural diversity of the organisation</td>
<td>* Timeliness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of Communication</td>
<td>Unhealthy competition</td>
<td>* Content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance to change due to professional pride</td>
<td>Low wages and alienation</td>
<td>* Format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources allocation</td>
<td></td>
<td>* Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top management computer literacy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ease of use issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of support from the management</td>
<td></td>
<td>Benefit realisation (Relative advantage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureaucracy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Compatibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational stability</td>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict of interest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The study has now progressed through three stages: literature review, focus group, and interviews. These have generated a great deal of informative material themes to understand barriers to HIS implementation (see Table 6.1). It is now necessary to validate these themes (that have emerged from the qualitative stage) with a larger sample to test the findings in a systemic fashion.

A questionnaire is a printed self-report form designed to elicit information that can be obtained through questionnaires is similar to that obtained by interview, but the questions tend to have less depth. The subject is unable to elaborate on responses or ask for clarification of questions, and the data collector cannot use probe strategies. However, questions are presented in a consistent manner, and there is less opportunity for bias than in the interviews.

Questionnaires can be designed to determine facts about the subject; facts about events or situations known by the subject; or beliefs, attitudes, opinions, levels of knowledge, or intentions of the subject. They can be either
to very large samples, either directly or through the mail. The development and administration of questionnaires has been the topic of many excellent books focusing on survey techniques that were helpful in the process of designing the questionnaire (Berdie et al., 1986; Converse et al., 1986; Fox et al., 1986; Kahn et al., 1957; Sudman et al., 1982). Although questions on a questionnaire appear easy to design, the well-designed item requires considerable effort. The use of questionnaires is by far the most popular technique in social science research, whether used alone or in conjunction with other data collection methods (Black et al., 1976).

Like interviews, questionnaires can have varying degrees of structure. Some questionnaires ask open-ended questions, which require written responses from the subject. Others avoid open-ended questions, by presenting the respondent with options selected by the researcher.

Despite these advantages, the use of questionnaires of any kind to measure attitudes is a practice inevitably prone to some limitations that deserve consideration. Gruneberg (1979) explains, for example, that it is well established that people often give socially acceptable rather than real responses to questions; that they often expend little time and effort in filling in questionnaires; and that they are often influenced by the way the questions are phrased. Sometimes, the questionnaire can function as an instrument which provides answers suggested by the researcher rather than the interpretive
viewpoints of respondents. Furthermore, Sarantakos (1993:159) mentions another limitation which is that:

"The identity of the respondent and the conditions under which the questionnaire was answered are not known".

Therefore, researchers are not always sure whether the right person has answered the questions. Finally, questionnaires do not provide an opportunity to collect additional information while they are being completed. There is no researcher present, for instance, to make observations while the questions are being answered.

Like interviews, questionnaires can have varying degrees of structure. Some questionnaires ask open-ended questions, which require written responses from the subject. Others asked open-ended questions, which have options selected by the researcher.

Despite these advantages, the use of questionnaires of any kind to measure attitudes is a practice inevitably prone to some limitations that deserve consideration. Gruneberg (1979) explains, for example, that it is well established that people often give socially acceptable rather than real responses to questions; that they often expend little time and effort in filling in questionnaires; and that they are often influenced by the way the questions are phrased. Sometimes, the questionnaire can function as an instrument which provides answers suggested by the researcher rather than the interpretive viewpoints of respondents.

Although several research studies have been carried out in Kuwaiti hospitals in which researchers used questionnaires as a method of collecting
data, many studies showed a low response rate. The reason for the low response rate is probably related to cultural issues. These cultural issues are related to a widespread popular belief that such studies are not important for identifying problems: generally, people believe that questionnaires are a waste of time.

In order to overcome some of the disadvantages associated with questionnaires, and the cultural issues related to the low response rate, the researcher did the following:

- A covering letter stressed the confidentiality of information obtained, and that the employees' names would not be identified anywhere in the report. The participants were also made aware of the importance of this study for identifying the problems being faced by Kuwaiti hospitals, and thereby improving the health care services. Participant lists (participants' names and phone numbers) were assigned with a unique username and password to assure users of confidentiality when collecting data.

- The questionnaire was handed to the employee by the researcher or one of her assistants. The researcher made sure that participants completed the questionnaires in her presence (face to face). In addition, during the process of distributing the questionnaires, the researcher and her assistants were available for three to five days in each selected setting, before moving to another location.
Sometimes participants are engaged in busy schedules, so the researcher gave her telephone number to all participants who did not complete the questionnaire in her presence so that they could seek an explanation of any points which needed substantiation or clarification.

If there was any information missing from a questionnaire, a follow up phone call was conducted to obtain the missing information from the participant.

A questionnaire was the preferred strategy for this study for three reasons. Firstly, adopting a survey approach would enable the researcher to validate the factors that emerged from focus groups and interviews, in order to reach accurate conclusions (Kimchi et al., 1991). Secondly, questionnaires can be distributed to very large samples. And finally, a major feature of a survey is that information is obtained from a sample of subjects who are selected from a study population and then, on the basis of this information, the whole study population can be described. In other words, population parameters can be estimated on the statistics (Cormack, 1996). The researcher was aware of the danger of coming up with overly structured and insensitive data but she was going to analyse the data in the light of the qualitative findings.

7.2 The Questionnaire

This part describes the questionnaire in terms of:
(1) The content of the questionnaire;

(2) Questionnaire validity;

(3) Consulting experts;

(4) Questionnaire reliability; and

(5) Pilot study.

(1) - The Content of the Questionnaire. The questionnaires were designed to be clear in structure and terms, concise and not lengthy. Considerable care was taken to follow the format of a logical sequence of questions in order to avoid confusion and facilitate data collection. The measurement scale was carefully selected to correspond with the purpose of the study. The Office of Measurement at Kuwait University was consulted over the format of the questions and the clarity of the wording.

The questionnaire was divided into two sections. The first section included demographic questions that would help to gather information about the respondent’s organisation (place of work), sex, age, nationality, level of education, language proficiency, job position, number of years in the position, and training. In addition, there were questions about the general attitude towards computer usage. Each question was supplied with different options that the respondent could choose by ticking (Appendix 7).

The second section of the questionnaire was divided into two further parts. In the first part, respondents were asked to use a Likert Scale to rank
their perception of the degree to which they felt that each factor, inquired about separately in each question, affects HIS implementation.

Themes were chosen based on all previous stages (Table 6.1). Table 7.1 shows those factors and their corresponding operational definitions as inquired about in the questionnaire.

Likert Scales are commonly used in social research. They are particularly useful for situations in which it is desired to measure respondents' perceptions or opinions. Therefore, in order to measure respondents' perceptions, a set of statements is selected, each of which reflects favorably or unfavorably on the concepts or the attribute being measured. The respondents were asked to indicate, on a scale, whether they 'agree' or 'disagree'.
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Table 7.1: Factors within themes emerged from the focus group and interviews and their corresponding operational definition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Operational Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organisational theme</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Insufficient planning</td>
<td>Planning is the process of determining the organisation’s desired future position and deciding how best to get there. Insufficient means not enough Insufficient planning means not enough planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Formation of technology</td>
<td>Formation of work teams comprise representatives from different functional areas of the organisation and work together on various projects and activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Uncertainty</td>
<td>Uncertainty exists when managers have little information about the implementation and their affect on the organisation which cause uncertainty of the innovation benefit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Lack of Communication</td>
<td>Communication is the process by which two or more parties exchange information and share meaning Lack means absence or deficiency of communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Resistance to change</td>
<td>Resistance to change within the organisation can come from sources that are either external or internal to the organisation Resistance of change in this study means resistance of old way in doing things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Resources allocation</td>
<td>Lack of budget or resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Top management computer</td>
<td>Top management lack of computer experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Lack of support from the</td>
<td>Lack of top management support for the innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Bureaucracy</td>
<td>A concept of bureaucracy as described by Weber was</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Organisational stability</td>
<td>Stability of positions within the MOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Conflict of interest</td>
<td>Conflict is disagreement among parties over interest (i.e. money, plans or goals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Lack of end-users</td>
<td>Involvement is defined as an act or instance of participation and sharing as in benefits. In IS the term users involvement has generally referred to series of activities or behaviours performed by users or their representatives during the systems development processes Lack means absence or deficiency of end-users involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>involvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Lack of effective leadership</td>
<td>Is the process and a property. As a process, leadership involves the use of noncoercive influence. Leadership is vital because it has such a powerful influence on individual and group behaviour Lack means absence or deficiency of effective leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Lack of IT manpower</td>
<td>Lack of IT expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Increased workload</td>
<td>The amount of work assigned for employees increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Top management commitment</td>
<td>Top management committed to the organisation goals and visions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Lack of competition</td>
<td>Organisations face myriad competitive challenges that they must address to survive. Organisations must also meet competitive challenges if they are to succeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Incentives</td>
<td>Additional money for certain types of performance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cultural theme**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Diversity of the work place</th>
<th>Is the differences, such as in age, gender, ethnic heritage, race and sexual orientation, that make up the employees of organisations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Unclear responsibilities, policies and procedures due to language barrier</td>
<td>Communication is an aspect of interpersonal relations that obviously is affected by the international environment, partly because of language issues and partly because of coordination issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Accountability</td>
<td>Workers should be held responsible for their performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Low wages</td>
<td>Low salaries, alienation is the state or experience of being alienated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Unhealthy competition</td>
<td>Conflict due to cultural differences.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**User satisfaction theme**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Ease of usage</th>
<th>The degree to which a new technology is perceived as relatively difficult to understand and use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Confidentiality</td>
<td>Is an ethical concept. It is the ethical as well as a legal concept endorsed by health professionals to meet the expectation of patients that their information when provided to an authorised user will not be redisclosed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Timeliness</td>
<td>The system is generated in short period of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Content</td>
<td>The system provides the precise information that needed by users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Format</td>
<td>The output is accurate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Benefit realisation (relative advantage)</td>
<td>The degree to which the innovation represents an improvement over prior ways of doing things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Trialability</td>
<td>The degree that the innovation maybe experimented with on a trail basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Observability or results demonstrability</td>
<td>The degree to which the operations and results of a new technology are observable to others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Compatibility</td>
<td>The degree to which innovation is consistent with existing values, past experiences, and current needs of potential adopters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Training</td>
<td>Training is referred as to develop the habits, thoughts, or behaviour of a person by discipline, instruction and practice to impart efficiency and to make the system proficient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, more choices may be permitted to indicate the strength of agreement or disagreement. Generally, five categories are used: strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and strongly disagree (Anderson et al., 1983). In this study, the respondents were asked to check a 6-point Likert-type scale, from ‘strongly agree’ (point 6) to ‘I don’t know’ (point 1). Therefore, the highest achievable score for each item is 6 points, whereas the lowest achievable score is 1 point. The decision to use Likert scale format in the formulation of the statements was due to its perceived ability to assess individual perceptions using a series of choices.

In the second part of section two of the questionnaire, a table was provided in which the respondents could rank the factors in terms of their importance in affecting the success of HIS implementation. (To see how this table is presented, refer to Appendix 7, which is a copy of the questionnaire used in this study).

Upon completion of the questionnaire, it was tested for its validity and reliability.

(2) -Questionnaire Validity. Validity is the extent to which the instrument used to collect data measures what is intended to measure. Babbie (1992:120) defines validity as:

“A descriptive term used of a measure that accurately reflects the concept that is intended to measure”.
Validity in this study was proved when the pilot test was conducted (see below). This indicated that the instrument was applicable to the research questions. As Bauman (1980:22) suggests, the researcher needs to:

"Review the literature, perform a pilot study, and obtain expert assistance".

Since literature was reviewed (Chapter Three), and a pilot study was conducted, it remained for the researcher to seek expert opinion to increase the validity of this study.

(3) Consulting Experts. The content validity requires the instrument to be tested rather than administered (Friedman et al., 1997). Therefore, it was essential to consult a number of specialists from outside the circle of the respondents in order to check the validity of the instrument. Mouly (1978) calls this procedure 'consulting experts'. The procedure is accomplished by asking a panel of specialists to complete the questionnaire in order to obtain feedback from them. The draft was reviewed to ensure that the definitions and the concepts addressed were in fact clear and grounded, and to achieve an agreement among the panel that the instrument measured what it is supposed to measure.

(4) Questionnaire Reliability. Reliability represents the consistency of measure obtained (Burns et al., 1997). For example, if one were using a scale to obtain the weight of subjects, one would expect the scale to indicate the same weight if the subject stepped on and off the scale several times. A
scale that did not show the same weight each time would be unreliable. Ideally, one would be able to evaluate the reliability of the questionnaire. However, to compute test-retest reliability, it would be necessary to administer the questionnaire to the same sample twice. In other words, a reliable instrument is one that produces consistent results over time, place and such a step was not feasible in this study due to time limitation. Internal consistency can be evaluated based on a single administration, but this type of reliability is most appropriate for scales that measure a single variable, trait, or attitude. Since the present questionnaire measures a number of fluid themes (factors) emerging from the qualitative stage, internal consistency would not be a meaningful test of reliability.

A questionnaire packet was developed. The packet included the final copy of the questionnaire and a cover letter addressed specifically to the respondents, explaining the purpose of the study and assuring them of the confidentiality of their responses, in addition to the ethical committee’s approval, signed by the Under-Secretary of the MOH (Appendix 5). The packet also included the researcher’s contact number in case any points needed substantiation or clarification. Before administering the questionnaire, a pilot study was conducted.

(5) Pilot Study. A pilot study was conducted in February 2004 on MOH managers, and at Al-Adan hospital on a group consisting of ten people: two managers, two administrators, two clinicians, two medical record clerks,
one nurse, and one technician. The instrument was also tested by some faculty members at the College of Health Sciences, Kuwait. The questionnaire required approximately 20-30 minutes to complete.

The pilot study gave the researcher the final opportunity for additions, deletions and modification, before the final distribution of the questionnaire. It familiarised the researcher with the environment in which the research was to take place. Finally, it served to gain information about how diverse or homogenous the questionnaire population was likely to be. Creswell (1994) states that:

"This testing is important to establish the face validity of an instrument and improve questions, format and scale".

The questionnaire required approximately 20-30 minutes to complete.

**Hypotheses.** Building on what was learned from the literature review, focus group and interviews about the factors that had affected the successful HIS implementation, the researcher hypothesised the following that:

1. Employees who have a less positive attitude to the use of computers in the workplace are older than those who display a more positive attitude (Calhoun et al., 1989:3).

2. Employees who have a less positive attitude to the use of computers in the workplace have less formal education than those who display a more positive attitude (Calhoun et al., 1989:3).
3. Employees who have a less positive attitude to the use of computers in the workplace have been employed for a longer period of time at the hospital than those who display a more positive attitude (Calhoun et al., 1989:3).

4. Kuwaiti employees (top management) have different perceptions of HIS implementation to non-Kuwaiti employees (end users).

5. Different working groups (professions) have different perceptions of the organisational themes that emerged from the qualitative stage:

   - Poor quality of planning in the public sector has affected HIS success.
   - Lack of team formation that consists of representatives from all stakeholders to manage the whole implementation process has affected system success.
   - Uncertainty of the system benefits has affected HIS success.
   - Lack of communication in Al-Amiri hospital because the top management are Kuwaitis and the end users are non-Kuwaitis.
   - Clinicians' pride and resistance to change has affected HIS implementation.
• Limited resources have affected the system success.

• The top management at MOH are computer illiterate.

• Lack of support from top management has affected system success.

• The bureaucratic system of rules and procedures in MOH has affected HIS success.

• The frequent position change in the top management in the public sector has affected system success.

• Conflict of interest between different committees within MOH has affected the system success.

• The end users (because they are non-Kuwaitis) were not involved with HIS development.

• Absence of supportive leadership during HIS implementation process in the public sector has affected the system success.

• Lack of IT specialised staff was the reason for HIS failure.

• The HIS increased users' workload in the public sector which has affected the system success.

• MOH was not committed to the process of implementation from its beginning to the end.
- The public sector lacks competition from rival organisations which, in turn has affected, system success.

8. Different working groups (professions) have different perceptions of the cultural themes that have emerged from the qualitative stage:
   - Organisational diversity has affected the HIS success
   - A language barrier between the employees in the public sector which has affected the understanding of rules and regulations which have affected, in turn, HIS success
   - Lack of active rules and regulations to assess poor performances in public sector have affected HIS success
   - There is distinction in salaries between Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis.

9. Different working groups (professions) have different perceptions of the user satisfaction themes that have emerged from the qualitative stage:
   - The HIS was not easy to use.
   - The system implemented did not improve the confidentiality of information in the public sector
• Needed information was not provided by the system used in the public organisation within an acceptable time.

• The system used in the public sector does not provide precise information needed by users.

• The system used in the public sector fails to provide various output formats needed by users.

• The HIS used in the public sector did not improve the users’ way of doing things.

• The public sector did not provide users with an opportunity for HIS to be experimented with on a trial basis prior to system implementation.

• The benefits and results of the system were not observable by others in the public sector.

• The HIS used in the public sector was not compatible with the users’ work needs.

• Lack of compatible training had affected HIS usage.

7.3 Arabic Version Questionnaire

Because it was anticipated that some of the questionnaire respondents might be illiterate in English, the questionnaire was translated into Arabic.
The following steps were followed to ensure the appropriateness of the translation process (McGrath et al., 2003:17)

1- The final version of the English questionnaire was translated into the Arabic language by two different colleagues from the Arabic language department in the Art College of Kuwait University.

2- The Arabic version was submitted to two other colleagues from the English language department in the Arts College of Kuwait University to back retranslate the questionnaire into English, in order to ensure that the original meanings in English had been retained.

3- The final Arabic version was administered to health professionals of Arab nationalities, for an assessment of its comprehensiveness and content validity.

7.4 Setting

The questionnaire was administered to members of all stakeholders groups that were identified during the previous stages of the study (Section 4.4), and were concerned with HIS implementation. They were either decision makers with regard to HIS implementation (i.e. top management) or end users. The stakeholders were chosen from different settings to cover the Kuwaiti HCDS in its two sectors, namely the public and the private.
As described in Section 2.3.2, in the public sector, the top management is located in the MOH, whereas the end users were selected from Al-Amiri hospital.

As regards the private sector, Al-Mowasat private hospital was selected. This setting was chosen to represent the top management and end users' perspectives in the private sector, because the decision making is located within the hospital in this sector, (Section 2.3.3).

7.5 Population

For the public sector, the total population of healthcare stakeholders for the public sector used was 300 in MOH (i.e. top management) and 1698 in Al-Amiri hospital (i.e. top management and end users such as clinicians, pharmacists, technicians, nurses, and clerks). Of those 150 were top management and 1548 end users.

Table 7.2: The Population of the Study in the Public Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>Population Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top Management, Public Sector: (MOH)</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top management, Public Sector: (Al-Amiri)</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End User, Public Sector : (Al-Amiri)</td>
<td>1548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sample defined in the study for Al-Amiri hospital was the morning shift staff. The researcher did not include the night shift for three
reasons. Firstly, it was decided that the morning shift was a truer representation of the working environment (since the working hours in governmental hospitals are from 7:00 to 2:00 and all other shifts are treated as overtime). Second, only clinicians, technicians, pharmacists and nurses work night shifts. And finally, cultural issues preclude females from working during late hours at night (Shah, 1986).

For the private sector, the total population for Al-Mowasat hospital was 172. Of those 42 were top management and 130 end users (such as clinicians, pharmacists, technicians, nurses and clerks), See table 7.3.

Table 7.3: The Population of the Study in the Private Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>Population Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top Management, Private Sector: (Al-Mowsat)</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End User, Private Sector : (Al-Mowsat)</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.6 Sample size

From a sampling theory point of view, each individual in the population should have an equal chance of being sampled. The method of achieving this is referred to as random sampling. The target population for this study consisted of all health professionals and decision makers working in the Ministry of Health, Al-Amiri and Al-Mowasat hospitals, comprising 2122
professionals in the 2003 directories of the Ministry of Health, Al-Amiri, and Al-Mowasat hospitals. However, in view of limited resources and time, which frequently constrain a study of the entire population of interest, care was taken to ensure that the sample would be representative of the population.

Stratified random sampling was considered as optimal in view of the nature and scope of this study.

"The chief aim of the stratified random sample is to ensure that different groups of the population are adequately represented in the sample, so that the level of accuracy in estimating parameters is increased" (Nachmias et al., 1992:179).

The researcher subdivided the setting into a separate stratum, and a stratified random sampling method was used. The choice of actual respondents was selected randomly from each of the defined strata. Adams et al (1985) recommends stratified random sampling as an efficient and high quality data producing device because it guarantees that subgroups in a population will be represented.

Population % = strata/total population

Sample size = total population * population %

Now, the sample size from each strata was calculated. The stakeholders were chosen proportionally from six categories of health professions. These are: (1) Top management in MOH, (2) Top management in the hospital, (3) Clinical technicians, (4) Clinicians, (5) Nurses, (6) Head of
clinical department, (7) Supervisors, (8) Technicians, (9) Clerks and (10) IT specialists (see Table 7.3).

Lists of participants were generated randomly from the directories, and then imported into a Microsoft Excel document to assign each with a unique username and a password to assure users of confidentiality when collecting data.

Table 7.4: The Population and the Sample Size that was Calculated for the Public Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stratum</th>
<th>Stratum size (Population)</th>
<th>Proportion %</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top Management, Public Sector: (MOH)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Sector: (Al-Amiri) Top management in the hospital</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Sector: (Al-Amiri) Clinical technicians (100)</td>
<td>1548</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clinicians (340)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurses (500)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Head of clinical department (56)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supervisors (50)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technicians (288)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clerks (199)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IT specialists (15)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>458</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.5: The Population and the Sample Size that was Calculated for the Private Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stratum</th>
<th>Stratum size (Population)</th>
<th>Proportion %</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top Management, Private Sector: (Al-Mowsat)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| End user, Private Sector : (Al-Mowsat) Top management in the hospital  
  Clinicians  
  Pharmacists  
  Nurses  
  Technicians  
  Clerks       | 130                       | 6            | 30          |
| Total                                              | 172                       | 8            | 40          |

7.7 Plan for Data Analysis

Prior to data analysis, data processing was conducted in order to make the results of the questionnaire more valid and reliable. The data processing included:

- Checking the data to identify commonality in the responses, and ensure that answers were categorised into groups;
- Editing;
- Coding the data by translating the information that questionnaire respondents provided into numerical symbols that could be processed by a computer;
- Cleaning the data to detect and correct errors during the computerisation of the questionnaire data.
The data analysis was conducted using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software. With regard to the questionnaire data, descriptive statistics such as frequencies and percentages were run and used.

7.8 Questionnaire Findings

7.8.1 Overview. This part is devoted to presenting the findings of the questionnaire. After a presentation of the questionnaire administration process and the response rate, the results of the findings in this part are organised into one major section, so that the results can be viewed in a more organised and systematic manner. This section is about the public sector (i.e. MOH and the Al-Amiri hospital), and the private sector represented by the Al-Mowasat hospital.

7.8.2 Questionnaire Administration Process & Response Rates. The researcher began distributing the questionnaire packet on March 1, 2004, spending three to five days in each of the selected settings, before moving on to another one. The questionnaire was completed and returned through a designated box prepared by the researcher, located in the Medical Record Department of each setting. The collection of the questionnaires was completed by the end of April 2004.

Since limited responses were received within the first three weeks, the time for return and completion of the questionnaire was extended within the time frame of the study. Friedman et al (1997), Creswell (1994), and others
indicated certain procedures to increase the response rate, for example reminder postcards or telephone calls. Therefore, after three weeks, phone calls were made when possible, and e-mail messages were also sent.

As indicated in Section 7.6, the researcher sent the questionnaire to 493 stakeholders. Of the 493, only 317 subjects responded, yielding a total response rate of 67%. Table 7.4 and Table 7.5 present the response rates by setting and stratum.

Table 7.6: Questionnaire Response Rate in the Public Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholders</th>
<th>Total questionnaires</th>
<th>Total responded</th>
<th>% Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOH (Top Management)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Amiri (Top Management)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Amiri (End User)</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As table 7.6 shows, the MOH, Al-Amiri top management and Al-Amiri end users resulted in response rates of between 57%, 80% and 71%, respectively.

Table 7.7: Questionnaire Response Rate in the Private Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholders</th>
<th>Total questionnaires</th>
<th>Total responded</th>
<th>% Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al-Mowsat (Top Management)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Mowsat (End Users)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Al-Mowasat hospitals, the top management response rate was 70% and the end users rate was 67%, as table 7.7 shows.

Usually, a low response rate raises concerns about the non-response bias that affects the generalisability of results. However, the response rates in this study are considered normal for studies of this nature. Moreover, the reasons for lack of response to the questionnaire were noted and categorised as:

- Refusal to participate: some participants were unwilling to participate due to reasons such as lack of interest or busy schedules: no telephone calls were answered or questionnaires returned.

- Non-valid cases: a few cases were eliminated because they contained a lot of missing data.

7.8.3 The Public and Private Sector Findings. As discussed in Section 7.2, the questionnaire consisted of two sections. One was concerned with demographics and general attitude questions; the second was divided into two further parts. The first part inquired about the respondents’ perceptions regarding various factors influencing HIS implementation success on a 6 point Likert Scale, and the second part inquired about the respondents’ perceptions regarding the most important factors influencing HIS implementation success (Appendix 7). The following presentation of the findings of the public and private sectors will be divided into three parts based on the three parts of
questionnaire. The researcher will present the first part, i.e., demographics and attitudes questions in the next section.

Public and Private Sector Demographics & General Attitudes toward Computer Usage:

1. Organisation. From the respondents in the public sector, 13.7% (40) were from MOH 10.3% (30) were top management at Al-Amiri hospital and 75.8% were end users. In the private sector 26% (7) respondents were top management, while 74% (20) were end users.

2. Sex. In the public sector sample, males (57.5%) exceeded females (42.5%) in the MOH. The respective figures for top management in Al-Amiri hospital were 86.6% and 13.3%. However, females outnumbered males in the end users group.

Table 7.8: The Participants’ Gender in the Public Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MOH (n=40)</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Amiri (n=30)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Amiri (n=220)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the private sector sample, males (85.7%) outnumbered females (14.28%) in the top management. In the end users’ groups, males were 65% and females were 35%.
Table 7.9: The Participants’ Gender in the Private Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Mowasat (n=7)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Mowasat (n=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>85.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Age. In the public sector, with regard to age distribution, it was found that in the MOH group most of the respondents (23%) fell into the 51-60 age group, while the fewest (8%) fell into the 61-70 age group. However, in the top management, most of the respondents (43.3%) fell into the 30-40 group, and the least (23.3%) were in the 41-50 group. With the end users group, most (35%) fell into the 30-40 age group and only (3%) fell into the 61-70 age group.

Table 7.10: The Participants’ Age in the Public Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>MOH (n=40)</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Amiri (n=30)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Amiri (n=220)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-29</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-60</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61-70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Most of the respondents (57%) in the top management group in the private sector fell into the 30-40 age group, and the least (14%) fell into the 51-60 age group. However, the majority of the end users group (45%) fell into the 30-40 age group, with only 5% falling into the 51-60 age group.

Table 7.11: The Participants’ Age in the Private Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Mowasat (n=7)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Mowasat (n=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-60</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61-70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Nationality. In the public sector, 95% of the respondents in the MOH group were Kuwaitis, and only 5% were non-Kuwaitis. 100% of the top management in Al-Amiri hospital were Kuwaitis. However, 89% of the end users group were non-Kuwaitis, and only 11% were Kuwaitis.

Table 7.12: The Participants’ Nationality in the Public Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nationality</th>
<th>MOH (n=40)</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Amiri (n=30)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Amiri (n=220)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwaiti</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Kuwaiti</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In the private sector, 71% of respondents in the top management group were non-Kuwaitis, and only 29% were Kuwaitis. 75% of respondents in the end users group were non-Kuwaitis.

Table 7.13: The Participants’ Nationality in the Private Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nationality</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Mowasat (n=7)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Mowasat (n=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwaiti</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Kuwaiti</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>71.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Level of Education. It was interesting to find that most respondents from the MOH, i.e. 37.5% (15), were undergraduates, while 22.5% (9) were graduates. In the top management of Al-Amiri hospital the majority of employees 50% (15) had a two year diploma, while 16.6% (5) of the respondents were graduates. The majority of the end users in Al-Amiri hospital were graduates (160), while only 5% were found to have high school or lower level of education.
Table 7.14: The Participants' Level of Education in the Public Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education Level</th>
<th>MOH (n=40)</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Amiri (n=30)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Amiri (n=220)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School or less</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Education</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under-Graduate</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The majority of the top management in the private sector were graduates (57.14%), while none were found to have high school education or lower level.

The majority of the end users group were either graduates or undergraduate (35%), while only 20% were found to have high school or lower level of education.

Table 7.15: The Participants' Level of Education in the Private Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education level</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Mowasat (n=7)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Mowasat (n=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School or less</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Education</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under-Graduate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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6. Arabic Language Proficiency 100% of top management in MOH and Al-Amiri hospital reported that they spoke excellent Arabic, while only 18.18% of the end users’ group in Al-Amiri hospital reported that they spoke excellent Arabic. On the other hand, 9.1% of the end users reported their Arabic to be poor, while 41% of the end users reported their Arabic to be average and 32% reported it to be good.

Table 7.16: The Participants’ Arabic Language Proficiency in the Public Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Proficiency: Arabic</th>
<th>MOH (n=40)</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Amiri (n=30)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Amiri (n=220)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the private sector the top management and end users reported that they spoke excellent Arabic except for 14.28% of the top management who reported their Arabic level to be average, whereas 20% and 10% of the end users’ group reported their Arabic to be, respectively, of poor and average levels.
Table 7.17: The Participants’ Arabic Language Proficiency in the Private Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language proficiency: Arabic</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Mowasat (n=7)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Mowasat (n=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Respondents %</td>
<td>No. of Respondents %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>4 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1 14.28</td>
<td>2 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>6 85.71</td>
<td>14 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7 100</td>
<td>20 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. English Language Proficiency. 17.5% of respondents in the top management of the public sector reported average English language proficiency, and 52.5% reported good English language proficiency. 33% of top management in Al-Amiri hospital reported poor English, while 50% reported average English, 10% reported good English, and 6.66% reported excellent English. On the other hand, within the end users’ group in Al-Amiri hospital, 14% reported poor English and 47% reported excellent English.

7.18: The Participants’ English Language Proficiency in the Public Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Proficiency: English</th>
<th>MOH (n=40)</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Amiri (n=30)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Amiri (n=220)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Respondents %</td>
<td>No. of Respondents %</td>
<td>No. of Respondents %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>10 33.3</td>
<td>35 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>7 17.5</td>
<td>15 50</td>
<td>42 19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>21 52.5</td>
<td>3 10</td>
<td>56 25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>12 30</td>
<td>2 6.66</td>
<td>87 39.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40 100</td>
<td>30 100</td>
<td>220 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the private sector, 28.57% of respondents in the top management reported average English language proficiency and 71.42% reported excellent English language proficiency. However, in the end users’ group, 80% reported excellent English and 10% reported average and good English language levels.

7.19: The Participants’ English Language Proficiency in the Private Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language proficiency: English</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Mowasat (n=7)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Mowasat (n=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>71.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. Number of Years in Current Work. The respondents were asked to report the years of experience they had in their present job. In the public sector, 45% of the respondents in the MOH had between 6 to 10 years experience, while 5% had 20 years or more experience. In the top management group of Al-Amiri hospital, 40% had 11-20 years experience, while 7% had 20 years or more experience. In the end users’ group, 46% respondents had 6 to 10 years experience, while 4% had more than 20 years.
Table 7.20: The Participants’ Number of Years in Current Work in the Public Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Years in Current Work</th>
<th>MOH (n=40)</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Amiri (n=30)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Amiri (n=220)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than a year</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5 years</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10 years</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-20 years</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 20 years</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the private sector, 42.85% of the respondents in the top management had between 1 to 5 years experience in their present position and 14.28% had 11 to 20 and more than 20 years experience. In the end users’ group, 55% of the respondents had 6 to 10 years experience, while 10% had 11 to 20 years experience.

Table 7.21: The Participants' Number of Years in Current Work in the Private Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of years in current work</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Mowasat (n=7)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Mowasat (n=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than a year</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5 years</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10 years</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-20 years</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 20 years</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9. Categories of Job Positions. Participants were asked to indicate their current positions according to twelve categories. The results showed that the majority of MOH participants (65%) were administrators, whereas a minority (10%) held the position of Assistant Undersecretary. In the end users’ group the majority were clinicians (34%), and the minority position held was clerks (3.6%).

Table 7.22: The Participants’ Job Positions in the Public Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories of Job Positions</th>
<th>MOH (n=40)</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Amiri (n=30)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Amiri (n=220)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant undersecretary</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General managers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital management</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrator</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical technician</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical doctors</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head of clinical department</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisors</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technicians</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerks</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT specialist</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the private sector, it was found that the majority of top management positions (42.85%) were either administrators or hospital management, whereas the minority (14.28%) held a general manager’s position. In the end users’
group the majority were nurses (25%), while (10%) held the position of head of clinical department, supervisor, technician or IT specialist.

Table 7.23: The Participants Job Positions in the Private Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories of job position</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Mowasat (n=7)</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>End Users Al-Mowasat (n=20)</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assistant undersecretary</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General managers</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.85</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital management</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.85</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrator</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical technician</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical doctors</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head of clinical department</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisors</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technicians</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerks</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT specialist</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. Number of Patients in an Average/Week. Regarding the number of patients seen on average per week in the public sector, this inquiry was not applicable to the MOH and top management group, but it was aimed at finding out the workload of end users. Among the end users' group, it was found that 60.4% of them see 25 or more patients per week, and 9.2% see 16-20 patients per week. However, 23.2% said that the question was not applicable to them.
Table 7.24: Number of Patients in an Average Week in the Public Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of patients in an average/week</th>
<th>MOH (n=40)</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Amiri (n=30)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Amiri (n=220)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Respondents %</td>
<td>No. of Respondents %</td>
<td>No. of Respondents %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 patients/week</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5 patients/week</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10 patients/week</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15 patients/week</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-20 patients/week</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 or more patients/week</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The question regarding the number of patients seen on average per week in the private sector was not applicable to the top management group.

Among the end users' group, it was found that 60% see 25 or more patients per week, and 10% see 16 to 20 patients per week. 30% said that the question was not applicable to them.

Table 7.25: Number of patients in an average week in the Private Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of patients in an average</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Mowasat (n=7)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Mowasat (n=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Respondents %</td>
<td>No. of Respondents %</td>
<td>No. of Respondents %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 patients/week</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5 patients/week</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10 patients/week</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15 patients/week</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-20 patients/week</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 or more patients/week</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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11. Number of Years of HIS Usage. None of the respondents in the MOH group have used HIS. Of the top management in Al-Amiri hospital, 77% had used HIS for 1-5 years and 17% had used HIS for less than one year, while 7% had never used HIS. 14.8% of end users from the Al-Amiri hospital did not use the HIS, while 63% had used it for 1-5 years and 15% had used it for 6-10 years or less than one year (1%).

Table 7.26: Number of Years of HIS Usage in the Public Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of years of HIS usage</th>
<th>MOH (n=40)</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Amiri (n=30)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Amiri (n=220)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 years</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than one year</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-20 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 20 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding HIS usage in the private sector, 43% of the respondents in the top management group had used the system for 1-5 years, 29% of them had used it for 6 to 10 years, and 29% had used it for 11 to 20 years. Of the end users' group, 60% had used HIS for 6 to 10 years, and 35% had used it for 1 to 5 years.
Table 7.27: Number of Years of HIS Usage in the Private Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of years of HIS usage</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Mowasat (n=7)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Mowasat (n=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than one year</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5 years</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10 years</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-20 years</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 20 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12. Overall Attitude Towards Using Computers at Work. In the public sector most of the MOH respondents (72.5%) had a positive attitude towards using computers. 77% of the top management in Al-Amiri had a positive attitude towards using computers. The end users also had a positive attitude, however, the figure was lower at 61%. Nevertheless, 23% of the end users agreed that with more training they would have a positive attitude towards using computers, boosting the total end users number that have a positive attitude towards using the computer to 84%.
Table 7.28: Overall Attitude Towards Using Computers at Work in the Public Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall attitude towards using computers at work</th>
<th>MOH (n=40)</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Amiri (n=30)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Amiri (n=220)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like to use computers</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do not like to use computers</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With more training I think I would like to work with computers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All of the top management in the private sector (100%) had a positive attitude towards using computers. The end users also had a positive attitude, but to a lesser extent (80%). Moreover, 10% of the end users agreed that with more training they would have a positive attitude towards using the computer, boosting the total end users number that have a positive attitude towards using the computer to 90%.
Table 7.29: Overall Attitude towards Using Computers at Work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall attitude towards using computers at work</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Mowasat (n=7)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Mowasat (n=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I like to use computers</td>
<td>7 100</td>
<td>16 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do not like to use computers</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>2 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With more training I think I would like to work with computers</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>2 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7 100</td>
<td>20 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13. Training. There were more MOH and top management in the public sector, 22.5% and 13% respectively, than end users (3%) who had not taken any classes. On-the-job classes were attended by 47.5% of respondents at the MOH, 20% of respondents from top management, and 79.6% of end user respondents. For this inquiry the respondents were provided with space to write down the number and type of classes attended. It is worth noting that their answers are not mutually exclusive, meaning that a respondent may have attended classes both on-the-job and outside of it.

Based on the respondents’ comments, there was a total of 31 training courses attended by the top management in Al-Amiri hospital. 10 were general Windows classes, the rest were for the specific to the HIS. With regard to the end users, of those who attended some sort of training either on the job (199) or outside of work (243), a total of 463 classes were attended. Of those only 117 were trained on the HIS. Among top management 68% of the
classes attended were focused on the HIS, while, only 25% of the classes attended by the end users were focused on the HIS.

Table 7.30: Training Classes Attended in the Public Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training classes attended</th>
<th>MOH (n=40)</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Amiri (n=30)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Amiri (n=220)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the job</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside of work training</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the private sector, on-the-job classes were attended by 100% of the top management, and 80% of end users. In addition, 60% of the end users had attended classes outside the work training.

Table 7.31: Training classes attended in the Private Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training classes attended</th>
<th>Top Management Al-Mowasat (n=7)</th>
<th>End Users Al-Mowasat (n=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Respondents</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the job</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside of work training</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The researcher will present the second part of the results in the next section.
Section Two:

Part One: Perceptions Regarding Factors Influencing HIS Success in the Public and Private Sectors

In the second part of the questionnaire, respondents were asked to rate 32 factors within the cultural, organisational and user satisfaction themes on a Likert scale ranging from “Strongly Agree, Agree, Undecided, Disagree to Strongly Disagree and I don’t know”. The results of these three themes will be discussed in the following section.

Tables below describe frequencies and percentages of organisational, cultural, and user satisfaction themes and factors within these themes that the public sector (i.e., MOH, top management, end users of Al-Amiri hospital) and the private sector (i.e. top management and end users in Al-Mowasat hospital) thought had a great influence on HIS implementation success.

1. Organisational Theme. Factors within the organisational theme were: insufficient planning, formation of technology team, uncertainty, lack of communication, resistance to change, resource allocation, top management computer literacy, lack of support from the management, bureaucracy, organisational stability, conflict of interest, lack of end user involvement, lack of effective leadership, champion, adequate IT manpower, increased workload, top management commitment, competition, and incentives.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>MOH (n=40)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA % A % U % D % SD % I %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient planning</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 10 2 25 62.5 5 12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation of team</td>
<td>27 67.5 10 25 0 0 2 5 1 2.5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>4 10 3 7.5 0 0 12 30 15 37.5 6 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of communication</td>
<td>1 2.5 2 5 0 0 14 35 23 57.5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance to change</td>
<td>32 80 2 5 0 0 3 7.5 3 7.5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource allocation</td>
<td>27 67.5 3 7.5 0 0 4 10 5 12.5 1 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top management computer literacy</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 37.5 35 87.5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of support from management</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 37.5 24 60 1 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureaucracy</td>
<td>10 5 11 27.5 0 0 7 17.5 12 30 1 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational stability</td>
<td>24 60 15 37.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict of interest</td>
<td>2 5 5 12.5 0 0 3 7.5 22 55 8 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of end users involvement</td>
<td>0 0 2 5 0 0 11 27.5 26 65 1 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of effective leadership</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 2 5 17 42.5 21 52.5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate IT manpower</td>
<td>13 32.5 12 30 0 0 6 15 9 22.5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased workload</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 37.5 17 42.5 8 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top management commitment</td>
<td>33 82.5 5 12.5 0 0 1 2.5 1 2.5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of competition</td>
<td>2 5 3 7.5 0 0 6 15 24 60 5 12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentives</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 3 7.5 10 25 27 67.5 0 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The attitudes are measured on a 6-point Likert scale with ratings from 1-6
Table 7.33: Perceptions Regarding Organisational Factors in the Public Sector (Al-Amiri Top Management)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Top Management at Al-Amiri hospital (n=30)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-Organisational</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient planning</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation of team</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of communication</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance to change</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource allocation</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top management computer literacy</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of support from management</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureaucracy</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational stability</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict of interest</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of end users involvement</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of effective leadership</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate IT manpower</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased workload</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top management commitment</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of competition</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentives</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.34: Perceptions Regarding Organisational Factors in the Public Sector (Al-Amiri End users)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>End users in Al-Amiri hospital (n=220)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-Organisational</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient planning</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation of team</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of communication</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance to change</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource allocation</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top management computer literacy</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of support from management</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureaucracy</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational stability</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict of interest</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of end users involvement</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of effective leadership</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate IT manpower</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased workload</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top management commitment</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of competition</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentives</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regarding the organisational theme, the following factors were selected by MOH participants as the most important factors affecting successful HIS implementation: resistance to change (32), resource allocation (27), organisational stability (24), Lack of IT manpower (13), bureaucracy (10), uncertainty of benefits (4) and lack of competition (2). 33 participants from MOH strongly agreed that they were committed to the implementation process of HIS from its beginning to the end, while 27 participants from the same group strongly agreed that they formed a team consisting of representatives from all stakeholders to manage the whole implementation process.

156 end users strongly disagreed that the top management were committed to the implementation process and 160 participants from the end users’ group strongly disagreed that the top management had formed a team consisting of representatives from all stakeholders to manage the whole implementation process. The three groups strongly disagreed that incentives were used to encourage system usage in their organisation.

In the public sector the MOH and the top management at Al-Amiri hospital shared similar views regarding the organisational factors affecting HIS implementation. 15 participants from the same group strongly agreed on ‘Resistance to change’ and ‘adequate IT manpower’ as the most influential factors that affected successful HIS implementation, while 14 participants strongly agreed that ‘lack of
resources’ affected HIS implementation. In addition, 12 participants strongly agreed on ‘Organisational stability’ as the second most influential factor. 6 participants strongly agreed on the factors ‘Lack of champion’ and ‘Lack of competition’ as the third and fourth most influential factors. It is worth noting that 22 participants from this group thought that their organisation formed a team consisting of representatives from all stakeholders to manage the whole implementation process.

The first factor the end user participants in the public sector (Al-Amiri hospital) selected was ‘Lack of end user involvement’. The 213 participants consisted of 73 clinicians, 65 nurses, 30 clinical technicians, 5 heads of clinical departments, 8 supervisors, 20 technicians, 6 IT specialists and 6 clerks. 26 participants from MOH and 22 from Al-Amiri top management participants strongly disagreed that ‘Lack of end user involvement’ had affected successful HIS implementation.

The second factor the end users in the public sector strongly agreed on was that ‘Lack of effective leadership’ had affected the system’s success. The 209 participants included 73 clinicians, 66 nurses, 28 clinical technicians, 5 heads of clinical departments, 7 supervisors, 18 technicians, 6 IT specialists and 6 clerks. 21 participants from MOH and 12 from the top management at MOH strongly disagreed that the ‘Lack of leadership’ had affected successful HIS implementation.
The end user participants (203) strongly agreed that 'Increased workload' had affected system success. They included 70 clinicians, 65 nurses, 27 clinical technicians, 5 heads of clinical departments, 7 supervisors, 17 technicians, 6 IT specialists and 6 clerks. 17 participants from the MOH and 15 from the top management at Al-Amiri hospital strongly agreed that 'Increased workload' did not affect system success, which indicates a lack of communication between these groups.

The fourth factor was 'Insufficient planning' with, 201 participants (69 clinicians, 66 nurses, 26 clinical technicians, 5 heads of clinical departments, 7 supervisors, 16 technicians, 6 IT specialists and 6 clerks) from end users at Al-Amiri hospital selecting it. 25 participants from MOH and 16 from top management at Al-Amiri hospital strongly disagreed that 'Insufficient planning' had affected successful HIS implementation.

200 participants from the end users in the public sector strongly agreed that 'Lack of communication' had affected successful HIS implementation. They consisted of 63 clinicians, 61 nurses, 30 clinical technicians, 4 heads of clinical departments, 9 supervisors, 20 technicians, 8 clerks and 5 IT specialists. 23 participants from MOH and 15 top management at Al-Amiri strongly disagreed that 'Lack of communication' had affected the successful HIS implementation.
On the other hand, 199 end users strongly agreed that their top management’s ‘Bureaucratic rules and regulation’ had affected successful HIS implementation, while 12 participants from the MOH strongly agreed. However, 16 from Al-Amiri top management strongly disagreed that their ‘Bureaucratic rules and regulation’ had affected successful HIS implementation.

The end users (198) strongly agreed that ‘Lack of support from the top management’ had affected the system’s success. These included 74 clinicians, 57 nurses, 28 clinical technicians, 5 heads of clinical departments, 7 supervisors, 19 technicians, 7 IT specialists and 1 clerk. However, 24 participants from MOH and 22 participants from Al-Amiri top management strongly disagreed that their lack of support had affected system success.

In addition, 196 end user participants strongly agreed that the ‘Uncertainty of benefits’ had affected system success. These consisted of 66 clinicians, 62 nurses, 30 clinical technicians, 5 heads of clinical departments, 7 supervisors, 20 technicians, 3 IT specialists and 3 clerks. 195 of the end users (60 clinicians, 59 nurses, 29 clinical technicians, 4 heads of clinical departments, 5 supervisors, 18 technicians, 2 IT specialists and 3 clerks) strongly disagreed on the “Adequate IT manpower”.

391
177 of the end user participants (62 clinicians, 63 nurses, 24 clinical technicians, 3 heads of clinical departments, 4 supervisors, 19 technicians, 2 IT specialists and 5 clerks) also strongly agreed on ‘Organisational stability’ as a factor that affected successful HIS implementation.
Table 7.35: Perceptions Regarding Organisational Factors in the Private Sector (Al-Mowasat Top Management)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-Organisational</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient planning</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation of team</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of communication</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance to change</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource allocation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top management computer literacy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of support from management</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureaucracy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational stability</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict of interest</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of end users involvement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of effective leadership</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate IT manpower</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased workload</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top management commitment</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of competition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentives</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factors</td>
<td>End users Al-Mowasat (n=20)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient planning</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation of team</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of communication</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance to change</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource allocation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top management computer literacy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of support from management</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureaucracy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational stability</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict of interest</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of end users involvement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of effective leadership</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate IT manpower</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased workload</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top management commitment</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of competition</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentives</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On the other hand, the top management in the private sector (Al-Mowasat hospital) strongly disagreed that organisational factors had affected successful HIS implementation. However, 5 participants strongly agreed that they formed a team consisting of representatives from all stakeholders to manage the whole implementation process. Moreover, 3 participants strongly agreed that they were committed to the implementation process from beginning to the end.

The end users in the private sector (Al-Mowasat hospital) strongly agreed that their top management were committed to the implementation process. 14 participants (3 clinicians, 3 nurses, 2 clinical technicians, 2 heads of clinical departments, 2 technicians, 2 IT specialists, and 2 clerks) expressed this view. In addition, 13 end users strongly agreed that their top management had formed a team consisting of representatives from all stakeholders to manage the whole implementation process. On the other hand, they strongly disagreed that the organisational factors had affected successful HIS implementation.
2. Culture Theme. Factors within this theme were: diversity of the workplace, language barrier, accountability, low wages and unhealthy competition.

The results showed that the MOH participants (35) strongly agreed ‘Accountability’ as the factor within the culture theme which has the greatest influence on HIS success, while 25 participants strongly agreed that ‘Diversity of the workplace’ is the second greatest influence. 11 participants agreed that there was unhealthy competition between different working groups due to different cultures and backgrounds. 26 participants from MOH strongly disagreed that ‘Low wages’ and 25 strongly disagreed that ‘Language barrier’ are factors that affected successful HIS implementation.

Although similarities were found between the MOH and top management groups (public sector) in regards to the factors, differences in the ranking order of those factors were observed. 23 participants strongly agreed on ‘Diversity of workplace’ as the most influential factor on HIS implementation, while 16 participants strongly agreed on ‘Accountability’ as the second most influential factor. In addition, 14 participants strongly agreed on the existence of ‘Unhealthy competition’ between different work groups due to different nationalities and cultures, and 15 participants strongly disagreed on ‘Low wages’ and ‘Language barrier’ as influencing factors.
The top management at the private sector (Al-Mowasat hospital) did not feel that these factors had affected the successful implementation of HIS.

Among the four factors in this group it was found that 191 end users of Al-Amiri hospital (75 clinicians, 67 nurses, 17 technicians, 7 supervisors, 19 clinical technicians and 6 clerks) strongly agreed on ‘Low wages’ as the factor that had the greatest influence on HIS implementation, while 189 participants from the end users strongly agreed on ‘Language barrier’ (75 clinicians, 65 nurses, 20 technicians, 5 supervisors, 19 clinical technicians and 5 clerks). Regarding the ‘Diversity of the workplace’, 75 participants (30 clinicians, 27 nurses, 10 technicians, 3 supervisors and 5 clinical technicians) strongly agreed that it had the greatest influence on HIS implementation, while only 4 participants strongly agreed that ‘Accountability’ had the greatest influence.
Table 7.37: Perceptions Regarding Cultural Factors in the Public Sector (MOH)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>MOH (n=40)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Cultural</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language barrier</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low wages</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unhealthy competition</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.38: Perceptions Regarding Cultural Factors in the Public Sector (Top Management at Al-Amiri)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Top Management at Al-Amiri (n=30)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Cultural</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language barrier</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low wages</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unhealthy competition</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.39: Perceptions Regarding Cultural Factors in the Public Sector (Al-Amiri End users)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Al-Amiri End users (n=220)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Cultural</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language barrier</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low wages</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unhealthy competition</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Amongst the private sector participants, end users shared similar views and perceptions of the reality of the implementation of the HIS with the top management in the same hospital, i.e., Al-Mowasat. Among the four factors in this group, it was found that five participants of the top management in the private sector (71.4%) strongly disagreed that 'Language barrier' was the factor that had the greatest influence on HIS implementation, while three participants from the same group (42.9%) strongly disagreed on 'Organisational diversity'; 'Accountability' and 'Low wages'. On the other hand, twelve participants from the end user group (60%) strongly disagreed that 'Accountability' was the factor that had affected HIS implementation. Ten participants from the same group (50%) strongly disagreed on 'Unhealthy competition', while nine participants (45%) strongly disagreed on 'Language barrier' and 'Low wages'. 
Table 7.41: Perceptions Regarding Cultural Factors in the Private Sector (Top Management)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Al-Mowasat Top Management (n=7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Cultural</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language barrier</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low wages</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unhealthy competition</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.42: Perceptions Regarding Cultural Factors in the Private Sector (End Users)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Al-Mowasat End users (n=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Cultural</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language barrier</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low wages</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unhealthy competition</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3. User Satisfaction Theme. Since user satisfaction is commonly used as a proxy measure for IS success, and as the purpose of the study is to identify the factors that affect HIS implementation success in Kuwait's HCDS, the third part of the questionnaire included a set of questions to measure user satisfaction based on table 6.1.

Results showed that similar answers were observed by MOH and the top management at Al-Amiri hospital (public sector) regarding the user satisfaction factors having the most influential effect on HIS implementation success. For example, 34 of the MOH participants strongly agreed that needed information is provided by the system used in their organisation within an acceptable time. 19 participants from the same group believe that the system was user friendly and that the organisation provided adequate compatible training to the users, compared with 23 of the top management at Al-Amiri hospital (public sector) who strongly agreed that the system was user friendly. In addition, 21 participants from the same group strongly agreed that the HIS used in their organisation improved the users' way of doing things and the organisation provided adequate compatible training to the users.

Both groups strongly disagreed on the following factors: 'Format' and 'Content'.

The top management at Al-Mowasat hospital (private sector) strongly agreed on the following factors: Trialability, Observability, Ease of use.
Timeliness, Compatibility, Confidentiality and Training. They strongly disagreed on the following factors: Format and Content.

In the end users group at Al-Amiri group it was found that 150 (43 clinicians, 45 nurses, 29 clinical technicians, 4 heads of clinical departments, 5 supervisors, 18 technicians, 2 IT specialists and 4 clerks) strongly disagreed that the system was 'Compatible' with their needs. Some 145 participants strongly disagreed on 'Trialability'. These included 44 clinicians, 43 nurses, 29 clinical technicians, 4 heads of clinical departments, 5 supervisors, 18 technicians, 2 IT specialists and 4 clerks. The third factor which 135 participants in the end users group (39 clinicians, 41 nurses, 27 clinical technicians, 4 heads of clinical departments, 5 supervisors, 19 technicians, 1 IT specialist and 4 clerks) which the end users group strongly disagreed on was 'Observability'. They also strongly disagreed on the following factors: Relative advantage, Training, Timeliness, Ease of use, and Confidentiality. However, they strongly agreed on two factors, i.e. 'Content' (that the system did not provide the needed information within an acceptable time) and 'Format' (that the system used in their organisation fails to provide various output formats needed by users).
Table 7.42: Perceptions Regarding User Satisfaction Factors in the Public Sector (MOH)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>MOH (n=40)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-User satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative advantage</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trialability</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observability</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.43: Perceptions Regarding User Satisfaction Factors in the Public Sector (Top management at Al-Amiri)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Top management at Al-Amiri (n=30)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User satisfaction</td>
<td>SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative advantage</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trialability</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observability</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.44: Perceptions Regarding User Satisfaction Factors in the Public Sector (End Users at Al-Amiri)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>End Users at Al-Amiri (n=220)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-User satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative advantage</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trialability</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observability</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The end users in Al-Mowasat hospital (private sector) strongly agreed on the 'Confidentiality' factor. The 17 participants included 3 clinicians, 3 nurses, 2 clinical technicians, 2 heads of clinical departments, 2 supervisors, 2 technicians, 1 IT specialist and 2 clerks. Some 15 considered the system 'Easy to use' and 'Compatible' with their needs, while 13 other participants believed that their system provided needed information within an acceptable time and that the benefits and that results of the system were observable by others in the organisation. On the other hand, they strongly disagreed that the system used in their organisation did not provide precise information needed by users (Content) that and the system used in their organisation failed to provide various output formats needed by users (Format).
### Table 7.45: Perceptions Regarding User Satisfaction Factors in the Private Sector (Al-Mowasat Top Management)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-User satisfaction</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative advantage</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trialability</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observability</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7.46: Perceptions Regarding User Satisfaction Factors in the Private Sector (Al-Mowasat End Users)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-User satisfaction</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative advantage</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trialability</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observability</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Attitudes toward Computers as a Function of Age, Education, and Duration of Employment

1- To test the hypothesis that older employees are less positive in their attitudes toward the use of computers in the workplace, the frequency of positive and negative attitudes was compared across the six age groups. It was found that older participants did indeed demonstrate a less positive attitude.

2- To test the hypothesis that respondents with less formal education will display a less positive attitude toward computers, the frequency of positive and negative attitudes was compared across the four levels of education. It was found that those with less education evidenced a less positive attitude.

3- To test the hypothesis that employees who have a longer tenure of employment at the workplace will display a less positive attitude toward the use of computers, the positive and negative reactions of employees were compared across the five categories of employment duration. Employees who had been employed for longer were found to show a less positive attitude.
Attitudes toward Factors within the Organisational, Cultural and User Satisfaction Themes

4- To test hypothesis number four, the perceptions of Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis towards HIS implementation were analysed. It was found that Kuwaiti employees have different perception toward HIS implementation to non-Kuwaiti employees.

5- To test hypothesis number five, the perception of the different working groups towards the organisational themes that emerged from the qualitative stage were analysed. For instance, the MOH and top management at Al-Amiri hospital (public sector) strongly disagreed on the following factors: insufficient planning, uncertainty, lack of communication, top management computer literacy, bureaucracy, conflict of interest, lack of end users involvement, lack of effective leadership, lack of champion, lack of IT manpower, increased workload, and lack of competition. In addition, they strongly disagreed that their organisation used incentives to encourage system usage persuasion. However, they strongly agreed on formation of implementation team, resistance to change, resource allocation, organisational stability, and top management commitment. On the other hand, the end users of the public sector (Al-Amiri hospital) have different views in regard to this theme. However, within the private sector, Al-Mowasat top management and end users shared similar views in regard to this theme.
6- To test hypothesis number six, the perceptions of the different working groups towards the cultural theme were analysed. It was found that different working groups (professions) have different perceptions of the cultural themes that emerged from the qualitative stage. For example, MOH and the top management at Al-Amiri (public sector) believed that organisational diversity, accountability, and unhealthy competition had affected successful HIS implementation, while they disagree that low wages and language barrier had. On the other hand, end users (different professions) strongly agreed that low wages and language barrier had been factors of great influence that affected successful HIS implementation, while they strongly disagreed that the other cultural factors had, i.e., Organisational diversity, Accountability, and Unhealthy competition. In the private sector hospital, i.e., Al-Mowasat, top management and end users shared similar views in regard to this theme.

7- To test hypothesis number seven, the different perceptions of the user satisfaction theme that emerged from different working groups at the qualitative stage were analysed. It was found that the MOH and top management at Al-Amiri hospital strongly agreed on the following factors: Ease of use, Confidentiality, Timeliness, Relative advantage, Trialability, and Training. They strongly disagreed on the following factors: content and format. They chose the category “I don’t know” for the following factors: Observability and Compatibility. However, the end
users strongly disagreed on the following factors: Ease of use, Confidentiality, Timeliness, Relative advantage, Trialability, Observability, Compatibility and Training. They strongly agreed on the following factors: content and format. It was became clearly apparent that the end users were not satisfied with the system.
Part Two: Participants' Perceptions Regarding the Most Important Factors Influencing HIS Implementation

Table 7.47: Public Sector Perceptions Regarding the Most Important Factors Influencing HIS Implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOH</th>
<th>Al-Amiri Top Management</th>
<th>Al-Amiri End Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Accountability</td>
<td>1. Accountability</td>
<td>1. Lack of end user involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Resistance to change</td>
<td>2. Resistance to change</td>
<td>2. Insufficient planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Incentives</td>
<td>5. Incentives</td>
<td>5. Uncertainty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.48: Private Sector Perceptions Regarding the Most Important Factors Influencing HIS Implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Al-Mowasat Top Management</th>
<th>Al-Mowasat End Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Resistance to change</td>
<td>1. Ease of usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ease of usage</td>
<td>2. Timeliness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Competition</td>
<td>3. Incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Incentives</td>
<td>4. Relative advantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Compatibility</td>
<td>5. Competition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Part Two: Respondents’ Perceptions Regarding the Most Important Factors Influencing HIS Implementation

Similar answers were observed by the MOH and the top management (public sector) regarding factors within the cultural, organisational and user satisfaction themes. However, differences arose when both groups selected their top five influencing factors (Table 7.47). For example, the MOH selected, in order; accountability; resistance to change; organisational diversity; and organisational stability, i.e. in terms of changes in position in the top management; and Incentives. The top management in Al-Amiri hospital (public sector) selected accountability; resistance of change; organisational stability; organisational diversity; and incentives. The end users in Al-Amiri hospital (public sector) selected the following factors: lack of end users involvement; insufficient planning; training; incentives; and uncertainty of benefits.

On the other hand, in the private sector the top management at Al-Mowasat (Table 7.48) selected the following factors: Resistance to change; Ease of usage; Competition; Incentives; and compatibility. The end users selected the following: ease of usage; timeliness; incentives; relative advantage; and competition.
7.9 Summary

The aim of this study was to identify the various factors that may affect the success of HIS implementation in Kuwait’s health care delivery system. Therefore the study was set out to first identify such factors, and secondly to describe the perceptions of the concerned stakeholders in both the private and public sectors, which necessitated the identification of all concerned stakeholders.

(Rajagopal, 2002:95) stated that:

“In qualitative studies researchers develop categories and meanings from data through an iterative process that starts by developing an initial understanding of the perspectives of those being studied and that particular understanding is then tested and modified through cycles of additional data collection and analysis until coherent interpretation is reached”.

To answer the questions presented by the study three methods of data collection were chosen. The study was conducted in three stages. The first two stages were qualitative and the third was quantitative. The methods used in the qualitative stage entitled a focus group and an interview. The information produced in the qualitative stage was used to develop the tool used in the second stage (i.e. the questionnaire). The aim of this study has directed the construction of the questionnaire’s focus. The present research was exploratory in nature, and designed to give data about an area that has relatively little previous analysis, i.e., identifying
the factors affecting the successful implementation of HIS in Kuwait HCDS. In this approach, the questionnaire was given to the stakeholders. It included several questions about how they feel about the themes that have emerged from the qualitative stage.

The questionnaire was aimed at measuring the attitude of the respondents (i.e. the stakeholders who are top management and end users) in both the public and private sectors, towards preset factors with regard to their effect on the success of HIS in their respective organisations.

When examining the findings of the questionnaire, it can be noted the MOH, the top management and the end users in the public sector have generally different views and attitudes toward most of the factors studied, whereas they are more coherent in the private sector.

A detailed discussion of the findings of the current study is provided in the next chapter.
CHAPTER EIGHT
DISCUSSION

This chapter is divided into eight sections. Section one gives a summary of the findings obtained in the current study. Section two describes the limitations of the current study. The findings of the study are then discussed in detail in section three. Section four discusses the differences between public and private sectors in relation to factors affecting successful HIS implementation. The researcher provides a recommendation in section five. The contribution of the study to the field of HIS implementation is described in section six. Finally, section seven describes the future research that may be based on this study.

8.1 Summary of Findings

The findings of the study are presented according to the three research questions addressed in the current study.

Question One (Q1): Who are the different stakeholders concerned with HIS in the Kuwaiti HCDS (i.e. public and private sectors)?

The identification of the concerned stakeholders based on the definition accepted by this study is a logical process that progressed throughout the process of the study. The researcher examined the MOH chart
(Figure 2.2), Al-Amiri chart (Figure 2.3) and Al-Mowasat chart (Figure 2.4) in order to identify stakeholders.

**Question Two (Q2):** What are the factors that may affect the success of HIS implementation in the Kuwaiti HCDS (i.e. public and private sectors)?

Based on the literature review and the qualitative stage of this study three themes related to the factors that affect HIS implementation were identified. Those themes were organisational, cultural, and users’ satisfaction.

The factors that are listed under each of these dimensions are presented in Table 6.1

**Question Three (Q3):** What is the stakeholders’ perception of the factors affecting the successful implementation of HIS in the Kuwaiti HCDS (i.e. public and private sectors)?

To answer the question presented by the study was conducted in three stages. The first two stages were qualitative, and the third was quantitative. The methods used in the qualitative stage entailed a focus group and an interview. The information produced in the qualitative stage was used to develop the tool used in the second stage (i.e. the questionnaire). The aim of this study has directed the construction of the questionnaire’s focus. Based on the findings of the questionnaire, it can be noted that in the public sector the MOH and top management have similar views whereas the end users have different views. On the other hand, the top management and end users have
similar views in the private sector. In general the MOH (public) ranked the following factors as the most important ones that affected the success of HIS implementation in their organisation: Accountability; Resistance to change; Organisational diversity; Organisational stability, i.e., in terms of changes in position in the top management; and Incentives. While the top management in the public sector (Al-Amiri hospital) ranked the following factors as the most important ones that affected the success of HIS implementation in their organisation: Accountability; Resistance of change; Organisational stability; Organisational diversity and Incentives.

The end users group in the public sector (Al-Amiri hospital) ranked the following factors as the most important ones that affected the success of HIS implementation in their organisation: Lack of end user involvement; Insufficient planning; Training; Incentives; and Uncertainty of benefits.

The top management in the private sector (Al-Mowasat hospital) ranked the following factors as the most important ones that affected the success of HIS implementation in their organisation: Resistance to change; Ease of usage; Competition; Incentives; and Compatibility.

The end users group in the private sector (Al-Mowasat hospital) ranked the following factors as the most important ones that affected the success of HIS implementation in their organisation: Ease of usage; Timeliness; Incentives; Relative advantage; and Competition.
8.2 Limitations

A review of the literature was conducted to generate a picture of what was known about a particular situation and the knowledge gaps that exist in the situation. This background enabled the researcher to build upon the works of others. The concepts and interrelationships of the concepts in the problem guided the researcher in selecting relevant theories and studies for review. Theories were reviewed to clarify the definitions of concepts and to develop and refine the study framework. Reviewing relevant studies enabled the researcher to clarify which problems have been investigated. In addition, the literature review directed the researcher in designing the study and interpreting the outcomes. A non-systemic review was used in reviewing the literature for general change management theories because the literature search found little evidence in the systemic approach. However, consultation with the librarian in the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine and discussion with academics, management consultants and NHS managers were sought to identify key theories and concepts at general management texts and review.

Interviews were a form of self-report, and the researcher assumed that the information provided was accurate. Interviews required much more time than questionnaires and were more costly. Because of time and costs, the sample size was limited. Interpersonal skills can be used to facilitate cooperation and elicit more information. There is a higher response rate to
interviews than to questionnaires. Interviews allow collection of data from subjects unable or unlikely to complete questionnaires, such as the very ill or those whose reading, writing, and ability to express themselves are marginal.

To overcome all the aforementioned the researcher followed recommendations emerging from the study done by Dzurec et al (1995:245), which included the following:

a) identifying one's agenda for conducting an interview and sharing it with the interviewer;

b) staying in touch with the personal discomforts of the interviewer-interviewee relationship, for example, their disparate roles, knowledge levels, and health and social status;

c) Allowing the interview to follow its own course, even if semi-structured by an interviewee format;

d) Conducting retrospective analyses of interview data to guide subsequent interviews.

There were many cultural issues that affected the data collection process. As mentioned before (Section 5.5) the researcher, who is a Muslim Kuwaiti female, due to religious and cultural issues could not interview male participants without the presence of a third person such as her husband, brother or friend. This may be a problem because it may have stifled
conversation. However, the content of the interviews was on a sufficiently neutral topic however, given the cultural constraints.

Several interviews were conducted by the researcher while other persons were in the room. The stakeholder’s responses may be dependent on his or her need to respond in ways expected by the other persons. However, the researcher could not do anything regarding this issue.

Unpredictable events were a source of frustration during the study. One such event was a tape recorder which jammed in the middle of the interview. Also one data collector (Section 6.4) discovered that the play button on the recorder had been pushed rather than the record button, leaving no record of the interview. These events were outside the control of the researcher and impossible to anticipate. However, notes taken during the interviews were used to supplement the findings of the interviews.

The qualitative researcher needs to think critically through the dynamic interaction between the self and data occurring during analysis. This interaction occurs whether the data are communicated person to person or through the written word. The critical thinking used to examine this interaction is referred to as reflexive thought or reflexivity (Lamb, 1991). "Reflexivity means sensitivity to the ways in which the researcher and the research process have shaped the data collected, including the role of prior assumptions and experiences, which can influence even the most avowedly inductive enquiries" (Pope et al., 1999:96). During this process, the researcher
explores personal feelings and experiences that may influence the study and integrates this understanding into the study. The process requires a conscious awareness of self. During the period of data collection and analysis the researcher and data collectors kept a personal research diary. Pope et al (1999: 96) said:

“They can and should make their personal and intellectual biases plain at the outset of any research reports to enhance the creditability of their findings”.

Although the researcher was careful not to influence the stakeholders’ responses. Their knowledge of the study aim and hypotheses could influence their behaviour. This potentially created a threat to the validity or accuracy of the study. Study validity can also be threatened when the stakeholders guess the outcome of the study and change their behaviour to achieve this outcome (Cook et al., 1979). This problem is called hypotheses guessing, when the stakeholders change their behaviour based on what they think the researcher wants them to do or say. However, stakeholders were given a simple or vague explanation of study that did not include the study aim and hypotheses. Also, the researcher promised that at the end of the study, stakeholders would receive a complete description of the study and the findings.

The researcher’s and data collector’s skills in using a particular data collection technique can affect the quality of data collected. However, the researcher at the beginning of data collection practiced data collection
techniques with the assistance of an experienced researcher. Also a pilot study to test the data collection techniques was carried out.

Aday (1996:21) identified several key dimensions that define the survey approach:

1. A research topic or a problem of interest is clearly delineated;
2. Information on the issue is gathered by asking individuals questions;
3. The data collection process itself is systemic and well defined; the purpose of the study is to generate group level summary statistics; and
4. The results are generalisable to the group represented by the individuals included in the study.

However, there are several problems in consistency with questionnaires which can occur:

a) Some subjects may asked the researcher to take the form home to complete it and return it later, whereas others will complete it in the presence of the data collector;

b) Some subjects may complete the forms themselves, whereas others may ask a family member to write the responses that the respondent dictates;
In some cases, the form may be completed by a secretary or colleague rather than by the individual. These situations lead to biases in responses that are unknown to the researcher and that alter the true measure of the variables.

In order to avoid these problems of consistency, the questionnaire was handed to the employee by the researcher or one of her assistants and the researcher made sure that participants completed the questionnaires in her presence (face to face). In addition, during the process of distributing the questionnaires the researcher and her assistances were available for three to five days in each selected setting, before moving to another location.

Participants were randomly selected when possible and care was taken in the selection process to cover different professions from management (top management) and none-management (end users) positions, as long as the participant was involved in the HIS implementation process. This, along with the fact that stakeholders’ perceptions were taken from both the public and private sectors in the Kuwaiti HCDS, ensured the generalisability of the findings to the targeted population. However, measurement of attitudes or perceptions is a difficult process. The tool used for data collection, i.e., the questionnaire, although the most suitable in this case (Section 7.1), is not free of limitations. Each question in the questionnaire was vulnerable to differing interpretations by each participant.
Misinterpretation of parts of the questionnaire by some respondants can be expected, and may lead to some variation in scores. With this in mind, some bias might be expected. However, the researcher could not do anything about it.

Employees within the public sector do not feel as confident as they might and they also believe that the results will not be taken seriously. With this in mind, some bias might be expected. However, the researcher assured participants that data collected would be anonymous, that is, they could not be identified as the respondent in the qualitative and quantitative methods. The researcher would also respect the respondent's privacy when entering their personal sphere, and when asking questions. In addition, the participants were made aware of the importance of this study for identifying factors affecting successful HIS implementation.

Finally, the researcher sought to generate complex statistics that could be generalised to a larger target population. However, to examine the objectives it can be seen that this was exploratory and descriptive study. The purpose of descriptive research is the exploration and description of phenomenon in real life situations (Selltiz et al., 1976). Since descriptive studies are usually conducted when little is known about a phenomenon i.e. implementation of HIS in Kuwaiti HCDS. In addition, descriptive studies are means of discovering new meaning, describing what exists, determining the
frequency with which something occurs, and categorising information (Marriner, 1981), therefore no complex statistics were pursued.

8.3 Discussion of Findings

Since this study was done in a stepwise fashion. The findings that will be discussed in this section were produced by the last step in this study, i.e., by the questionnaire.

Since this is an exploratory and descriptive study (Section 4.4), the aim of the discussion will be basically to explore the implementation process in Kuwait from the perspective of the different factors affecting successful HIS implementation as perceived by the concerned stakeholders.

This study, as it was pointed out in an earlier section, is the first of its type in Kuwait. While the literature provides rational justifications and substantiation in relation to some of the findings as they pertain to management principles, for most of the findings the researcher based the substantiation on her analysis of the findings. It will also be partly based on the framework that is drawn from the body of management of change and information systems implementation literature.

The discussion will attempt to set the scene for future studies in order to investigate the relationship between the different factors affecting successful HIS implementation as perceived by the concerned stakeholders and the actual implementation process in the Kuwaiti HCDS.
A. Demographic and Attitude Questions. Many different definitions of attitude have been proposed. In a general context, the term attitude is defined as a way of thinking or behaving towards a person or thing. In a system development context, the term user attitude should be used to refer to the psychological state reflecting the effective feelings concerning a new system (Barki et al., 1994). Bailey (1990) indicated that measuring and managing user attitudes toward various aspects of computer systems is an important part of making those systems effective. Burkes (1991) and Metzger et al (1993) emphasised that increasing familiarity of end users with computers, as they become more commonplace, should eventually lead to increased acceptance.

There have been many ways to monitor employees' attitudes toward HIS. One way suggested by Kjerulff et al (1988) is to administer an attitude questionnaire toward the specific computer system that was being implemented and an attitude questionnaire toward the computer system in general.

Reznikoff et al (1967) indicated that a favourable attitude increased with age and more education about computers. They also added that employees with less than 1 year or more than 10 years experience were less positive toward computers than those who had been employed 1 to 10 years. Friel et al (1969) did a study at a different institution which found similar
result that attitude is a function of age, professional training, and duration of employment.

Startsman et al (1972) administered an attitude scale to 338 physicians, paramedical staff, and students at one medical centre. Results showed that all groups were aware of less willingness to use the system than medical staff, medical students, and medical record librarians (Calhoun et al., 1989:2).

Melhorn et al (1979) replicated Startsman et al (1972) study. Some minor differences were found, but the overall results were similar to their study.

Kjerulff et al (1988) investigated employees' attitudes to training, length of service at the hospital, education, age, number of other hospitals previously worked at, attitudes to computers in general, and change orientation. They found that those who showed competence and confidence working with IS were more highly educated, had worked at the institution a shorter period of time, and had a more favourable attitude to IS in general (Calhoun et al., 1989:2).

On the other hand, Myers (1986) administered a longitudinal study of a computer project at Mississauga Hospital. He found that the attitudes of hospital staff toward technological change could not be predicted by age, sex, or staff level (Calhoun et al., 1989:2).

The current study was undertaken to obtain more comprehensive and definite information on possible contributing factors which affect attitudes to
the use of computers in the workplace and in turn affect successful HIS implementation.

The results of the current study showed that the majority of respondents exhibited a positive attitude to the use of computers in the workplace. However, even though the majority of responses were positive, the study revealed that those who are older, have less education, and who have been employed for a longer period of time have a less positive attitude to the use of computers in the workplace.

Reznikoff et al (1967) and Friel (1969) indicated an increase in favourable attitude with age (Calhoun et al., 1989). However, the results of the current study in regard to the relationship between the age and attitude toward computers contradict to the findings of these studies. On the other hand, Myers (1986) found no relationship between age and attitudes toward computers (Calhoun et al., 1989:7). The results of the current study showed an increase in positive attitude with the level of education, which corroborates the findings of Reznikoff et al and Friel (Calhoun et al., 1989). Kjerulff et al (1988) found a more confident and positive attitude toward IS amongst highly educated employees. In addition, the duration of employment on attitude toward computers was reported by the same studies (Calhoun et al., 1989:7).

B. HIS Implementation in the Public Sector. Based on the results of the attitudes of the respondents towards factors affecting HIS success in the first part of section two of the questionnaire (Appendix 7), it was found that
the respondents, as stakeholders in the MOH and top management in Al-
Amiri involved in the process of HIS implementation, have similar views,
while their views are different from the end users in this regard. Their views
and attitudes towards the preset factors will be used here to describe the HIS
in the public sector.

The following presentation refers to the cases in which the three
groups of stakeholders (i.e. MOH, top management & end users in Al-Amiri
hospital) agreed on the same choice, meaning they had the same attitude
toward the factor in question.

As seen in section 7.8, the three stakeholders could not decide on
whether the 'Observability' factor affected the system implemented
in their organisation. This could be connected to the fact that since the
system is only functional in a small part of the organisation (Section 2.3.2)
the majority could not see the results or benefit by it.

The MOH, top management and the end users at Al-Amiri hospital
strongly agreed that 'Organisational diversity' affected the HIS.
Organisational diversity was concerned with the cultural background of the
employees. Since they strongly agreed, this means that they did see the
employees' diverse background causing many problems for the system. Many
scholars believe that organisations can be considered as pluralistic, that is,
comprised of diverse groups such as nurses, physicians, managers, some of
them immigrants, and a variety of ethnic origins, each with their own interests
and subcultures. Such diversity has the potential to be problematic because people who differ in these aspects are unlikely to share experiences and attitudes, or to fully understand one another (Schwartz et al., 1993).

In addition, employment of a variety of different medical specialists (specialisation) inevitably provides access to broader knowledge of new ideas, techniques, and products (Aiken et al., 1971). However, increasing the number of medical specialists most probably gradually generates complex problems of coordination and control (Kimberly et al., 1981:697).

It was found that the three groups had agreed that 'Organisational stability' was a factor of influence on the HIS. Meaning that they agree that frequent position changes in the top management in the organisation had affect HIS negatively. This was because the government appointed five ministers for the MOH during the last ten years. In Kuwait the policy changes with each new minister, due to pressure from the government and parliament to upgrade the quality of health care. Sometimes new minister have a political agenda to embed previous Minister's plans. Such agendas sometimes lead to open conflict with other groups within the MOH (conflict between supporters of the previous minister with supporters of the new one) thus leading to non-use of the system (Schneider et al, 1993; Bowers, 1995).

The following presentation refers to the cases in which the three groups of stakeholders (i.e. MOH, top management and end users in Al-Amiri
hospital) disagreed on the same choice, meaning they had the same attitude toward the factor in question.

It was found that the three groups chose to disagree whether ‘Incentives’ were used by the MOH in the public sector to encourage system usage.

In the cases where the three groups of the respondent chose different answers, three themes were identified.

Regarding the first theme, where one group chose a specific view toward the factor in question while the others chooses a more or less neutral one.

The first factor of this theme is ‘Conflict of interest’ among top management committees. The MOH and top management chose to strongly disagree, which either means that no conflict was present or it was there but did not affect the HIS implementation. The end users chose the ‘I don’t know’ choice probably because they really do not know what goes on in the MOH, being in a separate building away from the hospital, (Section 2.3.2). Although the end users indicated in the interviews that conflict of interest between different parties within the public sector had affected usage, the majority of the end users chose ‘I don’t know’.

The ‘Resource allocation’ factor was also within this theme. The top management ‘Strongly agreed’ that this factor was an influence, whereas the end users chose ‘I don’t know’. Their choice may be based on the fact that the
end users were not involved in the early stages of the HIS implementation and therefore such information was not available for them. The end users indicated in the interviews that resource allocation was one of the main reasons for system failure.

With regard to the second theme, each group chose an opposing view toward the factor in question. First, the case where the MOH, and the top management in Al-Amiri hospital chose a positive attitude, and the end users chose a negative one, will be presented.

The first factor was ‘Relative advantage’. The MOH and the top management strongly agreed that the HIS used in the organisation improves the users’ way of doing things, probably based on their knowledge of the system they purchased. However, the end users strongly disagreed, which could be the result of the number of end users who used the system and believed that it did not improve their way of doing things, and the fact that the MOH and the top management did not use the system and therefore did not know what it could offer. Another interesting point was noticed with end users’ responses for ‘Ease of usage’ and ‘System quality’ in terms of confidentiality, timeliness, content, and format. Only a few were satisfied with the system. This could mean generally lower system productivity.

One factor was ‘Training’. The MOH and the top management strongly agreed that they provided the proper training needed, however, the end users strongly disagreed. Table 7.30 shows that within courses attended
by the end users group only 25% was focused on the HIS. Training of HIS
users is an important stage of introducing a new system in any health
organisation.

The other 'Compatibility' factor was also on this theme. This factor
was in terms of 'end users' needs'. The MOH and the top management
strongly agreed that the system used is compatible with the users’ needs,
whereas the end users strongly disagreed, showing great dissatisfaction with
the system. This is due to the fact that the system forced them to change the
work style that they have been using for many years.

Another factor is 'Trialability'. The MOH and the top management
strongly agreed that the end users had an adequate opportunity to experiment
with the system, whereas the end users strongly disagreed with that. This was
very obvious, even in the interviews, discussed in chapter six. The end users
revealed in the first part of the questionnaire that the introduction period
ranged from one to two days. The end users showed dissatisfaction with the
system and frustration whenever they used the system.

The 'Accountability' factor was strongly supported by the MOH and
the top management at Al-Amiri hospital who felt that the organisation lacked
regulations, whereas the end users disagreed. This was also expected based on
the results of the interviews in Section 6.7. The pertinent explanations are
offered below.
Regarding the ‘Top management commitment’ factor, the MOH and the top management see themselves as committed to the implementation of HIS whereas the end users strongly disagree with this.

The ‘Formation of the implementation team’ factor was strongly agreed upon by the MOH and the top management, whereas the end users strongly disagreed that such formation was undertaken to gather representatives of different stakeholders together to manage the implementation process.

Regarding the ‘Resistance to change’ factor, in terms of the existence of professional pride of some employees that may affect the adoption of HIS, the MOH and the top management agreed that it is a factor, whereas the end users disagreed. This could be because the end users blame the top management and the system, and not themselves.

Regarding the second theme, where the top management had a negative attitude and the end users a positive one, the first factor was the ‘Increased workload’. The MOH and the top management strongly disagreed that HIS increases workload, whereas the end users strongly agreed with that. The relationship between increased workload and shortage in staff is that it is logical to assume that if there are enough staff then there will not be any increase in the workload. However, if the organisation is suffering from a shortage in staff then the new system will certainly be associated with increased workload. This may mean that the MOH either does not assume that
there is a shortage of staff or that it does exist but does not pose a problem with regard to HIS implementation. On the other hand, the end users strongly agreed that the increased workload is a consequence of shortage of staff and affects HIS success, which suggests that the problem exists.

Senior stakeholders (MOH and top management) strongly disagreed that ‘Language barrier’ was a factor affecting HIS implementation. The MOH and top management in Al-Amiri hospital strongly disagreed, probably because most of the MOH and top management in Al-Amiri hospital employees are Kuwaitis and therefore speak the same language. The majority of the end users strongly agreed because it is a big problem for those who speak only one language and need to communicate with other co-workers who speak another language.

The ‘Bureaucracy’ was strongly disagreed by the MOH and the top management as a factor that affected HIS success. This may mean that the top management perceive the bureaucratic system they have as an efficient one. However, the end users strongly agreed that this was a factor that affected the success of the system, showing their negative perception of the bureaucratic system of the MOH.

Regarding the ‘Lack of leadership’ factor, the MOH and the top management strongly believes that they provide supportive leadership in the organisation. The end users strongly disagree with that, meaning they believe
that a supportive leadership was absent in the organisation during system implementation.

'Insufficient planning', in terms of top management decision making, and 'Top management computer experience' were strongly disagreed by the MOH and the top management in Al-Amirji hospital as factors. This suggests that they strongly believed that their decision making was sound and that they had the necessary computer experience to take decisions they made. The end users strongly disagreed believing that MOH decision making was of poor quality and that MOH lacked the computer experience to make decisions regarding HIS. When compared to the earlier views of the end users, especially with 'System Quality' factors, i.e., Ease of use, Confidentiality, Timeliness, Content, and Format, it was found that the end users were not satisfied with the system.

The same contrary attitudes were seen in both groups in relation to 'Lack of communication' between top management and end users; and 'End user's involvement'. The two factors are related. The fact that top management strongly disagrees that the MOH lacked a committee of users to solve problems with HIS and report to the top management means that they believe that the end users were involved in the system implementation process. If there was end user involvement, it seems that it was not sufficient for the end users since they strongly agreed that the MOH lacked sufficient end user involvement and strongly disagreed with the level on involvement.
they were allowed any. End users’ participation in development is generally considered to be positively correlated with satisfaction (Lucas, 1971). End users who participated in the system development process were likely to develop beliefs that a new system is good, important, and relevant to their work. However, the weak correlation between user participation and end user satisfaction does not support this contention (Ives et al., 1980). However, in the state of Kuwait, there is limited awareness of the importance of participation of end users in the development of the system.

The last factor questioned was the ‘Competition’ factor. The top management disagreed with the idea that the lack of competition in the public sector was a factor that affected HIS success, whereas the end users strongly agreed that this was a factor that affected the success of HIS implementation in their organisation.

In the second part of section two in the questionnaire, the respondents pointed out five main factors affecting HIS implementation success. It is worth noting that there was no one factor that could be identified as the sole factor causing problems or resistance. All factors are interrelated and interdependent. These factors will be discussed in the following section explaining how they are interrelated with the other factors involved in the HIS implementation process.

**MOH Ranking of Factors Affecting Public Sector HIS Implementation.** The MOH chose ‘Accountability’; ‘Resistance to change’;
'Organisational stability', i.e., in terms of changes in position in the top management; 'Organisational diversity'; and 'Uncertainty' as the factors affecting HIS implementation success.

An examination of the results of the questionnaire on the most important factors affecting the success of HIS implementation in the public sector by the MOH (public) and a review of the results produced by the focus group in section 5.8, and of interviews in section 6.7, shows similar findings.

The top management in the public sector seem to be confident in their selection of the HIS in terms of its quality. They seem to think that the main problem lies with the end users or the way the MOH is organised and operates. These two factors seem to be related. From the top management perspective, with regard to the MOH, they think that they lack an active policy and regulations to hold the employees (i.e. end users) accountable for their actions. They believe that this loose system of accountability causes system failure. Another point with regard to the MOH itself is the frequent position changes that occur in the Ministry, which results in discontinuity with regard to commitment to the implementation process. They selected this, i.e., 'Organisational stability' in terms of changes in position in the top management, as a factor, for the way the Ministry functions. This was in preference to choosing 'Top management commitment' which was defined as 'Top management in your organisation was committed to the process of implementation from it’s beginning to the end'.
With regard to blaming the end users, all of the other factors chosen by the top management, i.e., the ‘Resistance to change’; and ‘Uncertainty’ substantiate this point of view.

**Top Management Ranking of Factors Affecting Public Sector HIS implementation.** Al-Amiri top management shared similar views to MOH.

**End Users’ Ranking of Factors Affecting Public Sector HIS Implementation.** The end users chose ‘Users’ involvement’; ‘Compatibility of training’; ‘Trialability’; ‘Uncertainty of benefits’; and ‘Insufficient planning’, i.e., in terms of decision making by top management, as the most important factors affecting the success of HIS in the public sector.

Based on the results of the questionnaire, it seems that the main problem with HIS implementation in the public sector of the Kuwaiti HCDS is the lack of users’ involvement in early stages of the implementation process. This factor was chosen as the most important factor by the end users in the public sector affecting the success of HIS implementation. However, as mentioned earlier, all factors are interrelated and interdependent, which is the case with this factor and the rest of factors chosen by this group.

Research indicates that employees’ level of resistance is related to the degree of participation that they have had in the organisation’s decision making. The lack of users’ involvement causes lack of knowledge of their needs by the decision makers and top management. User participation has
been found to influence subsequent levels of both involvement and positive attitude (Ives et al., 1984). Through participation, users may be able to influence the design of a new system, satisfying their needs. They may develop a better understanding of the new system and how it can help them in their job.

C. HIS Implementation in the Private Sector. The following presentation refers to cases in which both groups of stakeholders (i.e. top management & end users) agreed on the same choice, meaning they had the same attitudes toward the factor in question.

Both stakeholders strongly agreed with the 'Relative advantage' factor, meaning they both believed that the HIS used in their organisation improved the user's way of doing things. They also strongly agreed with the 'Training' factor and 'Compatibility' in terms of users' needs, meaning that the HIS used was compatible with users' needs. Both groups strongly agreed that the organisation provided the opportunity to experiment with the system prior to implementation, hence the 'Trialability' factor. Both groups found the system to be user-friendly, i.e., the 'Ease of usage factor'. They also strongly agreed that the benefits and results of the HIS were observable by others in the organisation, i.e., 'Observability' factor. Both groups also strongly agreed that the top management was committed to the HIS implementation process from its beginning, i.e., 'Top management commitment' factor. This indicated that compared to the public sector, the top management and the end users in the
private sector seem to have a healthier relationship. It also obvious that they had better communication since both agreed that, in their organisation, a team of different stakeholders was formed which had the responsibility to manage the whole implementation process (i.e. 'Formation of implementation team').

Regarding 'System quality', in terms confidentiality, both groups strongly agreed that the system improves the confidentiality of information in their organisation.

Both stakeholders disagreed about the factor of 'Language barrier' as affecting HIS implementation. The case here may be different than it was in the public sector. That is because in the public sector both groups, MOH and the top management at Al-Amiri hospital, disagreed with this factor, probably based on the fact that most of the MOH and the top management employees are Kuwaitis (Table 7.5) and therefore speak the same language, while the end users were non-Kuwaitis and not all of them speak good English. However, this is not the case in the private sector (Al-Mowasat Hospital) where the majority of the employees are not Kuwaitis; however, the majority of the employees had a good command of both Arabic and English.

As explained earlier, in the cases where the two groups of respondents chose different answers, four themes were identified.

Regarding the first theme, it was found that both groups had strongly agreed or agreed that incentives were used to as a persuasion mechanism to encourage system usage, i.e., the 'Incentives'. Both groups had a positive
attitude toward the 'System Quality' factor in terms of timeliness, meaning that the needed information is provided by the system within an acceptable time.

Regarding the second theme, it was found that both groups chose to strongly disagree or disagree with six factors. The top management and end users' choices were similar, showing the faith the top management had in their decision and the satisfaction of the end users with their organisation. Therefore, it can be seen that both disagreed with the view that changes in the top management had affected the HIS implementation process, hence the 'Organisational stability' factor. Then there is the 'Accountability' factor in terms of the rules and regulations that provide an active punishment-reward system. Both groups had a negative attitude towards the 'Insufficient planning' factor in terms of top management decision making quality, and also 'Top management computer literacy'. These two factors in addition to 'End user involvement', which also fell within this theme, seemed to be the most contributing factors to the success of HIS in the private sector when compared to the views of the respondents in the public sector, as will be discussed later in this section. The last two factors within this theme are concerned with 'System quality' in terms of 'Format' and 'Top management resistance to change'. This shows that both groups agreed that the system in their organisation provided the various formats needed.
Regarding the third theme, one group had a specific view toward the factor in question, while the other had a more or less neutral one. The top management thought that there was no 'Conflict of interest' present among the different committees at their level that might have affected HIS implementation success. They also thought that the resources allocated to the HIS were not limited ('Resource allocation' factor).

**Top Management Ranking of Factors Affecting implementation in the Private Sector.** The top management chose the 'Resistance to change', factor with regard to decision making quality, as the most important factor affecting HIS implementation. They believed that resistance to change by users was the most important factor that may affect the adoption of the system in their organisation. Secondly they saw 'Ease of use' as an important factor. The third most important factor was 'Competition', i.e. the belief that the existence of rival organisations provides an edge to look for ways to be the best in the market. The fourth factor chosen by the top management in the private sector was 'Incentives'. They saw incentives as persuasion mechanisms that aids in convincing users to adopt HIS (i.e. change). In general, the top management choices of the factors that they perceived as the most important ones affecting the success of HIS implementation differ from those chosen by their counterparts in the public sector. The latter were critical of top management decision making, believing that good decision making affects the success of the process. They believe that the system must be user
friendly, and the users must be persuaded to use it, by being given incentives. They also appreciate the existence of competition from rivals in the market which gives them a reason to seek quality—something the public sector lacks and its top management does not seem to appreciate.

End Users' Ranking of Factor Affecting Implementation in the Private Sector. The end users in the private sector chose 'Ease of usage' and 'Timeliness' as the most important factors affecting successful HIS implementation. They also chose most of the 'System Quality' sub categories, i.e., Content, Format, and Timeliness as important factors affecting the success of HIS. In addition, they chose 'Incentives', and agreed with their top management that incentives were a persuasion mechanism that helped in making HIS implementation successful. 'Relative advantage' was also chosen as a factor, meaning that the end users believed that the new system must improve the way things are accomplished in the workplace for the system to be successful. Finally, they chose 'Competition' as a factor of great importance.
8.4 Comparison between the Public and Private Sectors

In order to pull together the key findings of this study, a comparison of the public and private sector respondents' demographics and views on factors affecting successful HIS implementation is tabulated by stakeholder type in tables below. Please note that the views of the MOH were compared with those of top management in the private sector. This is because of the different roles played by top management in the public and private sectors: i.e., in the public sector, the MOH is the authority responsible for all decision making regarding HIS, and the top management at the public hospitals have no effect on the process of HIS implementation, unlike their counterparts in the private sector. Accordingly, the views of public sector top management were regarded as stakeholders because the researcher viewed them as a party that may influence the success of HIS implementation.

There are differences in responses and views on HIS implementation for public sector versus private sector (Tables 8.1, Table 8.2 and 8.3). There are many potential reasons for the differences observed. This section will present these comparisons between public versus private top management and public versus private end users.

A. Public versus Private Top Management. By examining Table 8.1 and 8.2, it can be seen that the top management of each sector has different
perceptions towards the kind of factors that may affect the success of HIS
implementation.

**Top Management in the Public Sector.** In the public sector, the top
management view “Accountability” as the first factor. Furthermore, this factor
was only viewed as an affecting factor on HIS implementation by those in
public sector top management. This could be explained by the lack of active
rules and regulations in the hospitals as mentioned in the qualitative stage i.e.
Interviews (Section 6.7). During the interviews, it was alleged that although
ample rules and regulations existed they were not enforced on Kuwaitis.
However, by examining Table 8.1 it can be seen that non-Kuwaitis constituted
the majority of employees in both the public and private sector.

The second factor emphasised by the public sector top management
was “Resistance to change” (Table 8.3). This factor was chosen as the first
one that may affect the success of HIS implementation in the private sector.
They both agree on this factor.

The choice of this factor by the public sector top management could be
explained by reviewing Section 5.8 and Section 6.7, in which the top
management blamed the end users as being from the ‘old school’, meaning
they do not believe in modern technology. However, in Table 8.1 it is shown
that most of the end users (73%) were of a graduate level of education and
most of the end users age group was 30-40 (35.2%). When examining the
private sector it can be seen that a much lesser percentage of their employees (35%) were of graduate level of education and 45% were 30-40 years of age. This further challenges the notion mentioned in the previous part regarding the lack of knowledge and communication between the top management and end users of the public sector. With regard to the private sector the most obvious reason for the choice of this factor is that it is generally believed that any change, i.e. HIS implementation, may be faced with resistance (Section 3.2.11).

The third factor viewed by the public sector top management as a factor affecting success of HIS implementation was “Organisational diversity”. By examining Table 8.1 it can be seen that the public and private sector demographics are somewhat similar, except for the following categories: Sex, Arabic proficiency and Number of patients seen in an average week. All of these categories could be seen as legitimate explanations as to why top management in the public sector would view “Organisational diversity” as a factor affecting HIS, while the top management in the private sector would not. With regard to sex, as mentioned in Section 5.6, females constitute 76.4% of the public sector employees, whereas in the private sector only 35% were females. This percentage of females may pose a problem with regard to cultural issues that women in this culture may experience. This is not the case with the private sector since males constitute a larger percentage.
Arabic language proficiency may constitute a problem in the form of a language barrier. It can be seen that public sector employees speak Arabic to an average level of proficiency, whereas this is not a problem for employees in the private sector, who have an excellent language proficiency in Arabic.

The number of patients seen in an average week (i.e. workload) is a factor that can be very easily understood in terms of why it might cause problems. This issue is not as pronounced in the private sector, with a lesser load of patients seen per week.

The fourth factor that the top management in the public sector view as an affecting one on HIS implementation is “Organisational stability”. The researcher also regards this as another legitimate factor. As mentioned in section 6.7, the history of MOH shows a degree of instability in management that affects the long term commitment needed for projects such as HIS to succeed in the long run. This factor does not constitute as much of a problem for the private sector.
Table 8.1: Comparison between Public and Private Top Management in Relation to Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th>Public (Top management)</th>
<th>Private (Top management)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Males (57.5%)</td>
<td>Males (85.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group</td>
<td>30-40 (30%)</td>
<td>30-40 (57.14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationality</td>
<td>Kuwaitis (95%)</td>
<td>Non-Kuwaitis (71.42%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level</td>
<td>Under-Graduate (37.5%)</td>
<td>Graduate (57.14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic language proficiency</td>
<td>Excellent (100%)</td>
<td>Excellent (85.71%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English language proficiency</td>
<td>Good (52.5%)</td>
<td>Excellent (71.42%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of years in current work</td>
<td>6-10 years (18%)</td>
<td>1-5 years (42.85%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of years of HIS usage</td>
<td>0 (100%)</td>
<td>1-5 years (43%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall attitude towards computers at work</td>
<td>I like to use computers (72.5%)</td>
<td>I like to use computers (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training classes attended</td>
<td>On the job (47.5%)</td>
<td>On the job (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8.2: Comparison between Public and Private End Users in Relation to Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th>Public (End User)</th>
<th>Private (End User)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Females (76.4%)</td>
<td>Males (65%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group</td>
<td>30-40 (35.2%)</td>
<td>30-40 (45%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationality</td>
<td>Non-Kuwaitis (89%)</td>
<td>Non-Kuwaitis (75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level</td>
<td>Graduate (73%)</td>
<td>Graduate (35%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic language proficiency</td>
<td>Average (41%)</td>
<td>Excellent (70%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English language proficiency</td>
<td>Excellent (46.8%)</td>
<td>Excellent (80%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of years in current work</td>
<td>6-10 years (46%)</td>
<td>6-10 years (55%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categories of job position</td>
<td>Medical doctors (34%)</td>
<td>Medical doctors (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurses (31.5%)</td>
<td>Nurses (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clinical technician (14%)</td>
<td>Clinical technician (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technicians (9%)</td>
<td>Technicians (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor (10%)</td>
<td>Clerk (10%)</td>
<td>IT specialist (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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8.3: Top Management in the Public and Private Sectors Views

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public (Top Management)</th>
<th>Private (Top Management)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Accountability</td>
<td>1. Resistance to change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Resistance to change</td>
<td>2. Ease of usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Organisational diversity</td>
<td>3. Competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Organisational stability</td>
<td>4. Incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Incentives</td>
<td>5. Compatibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.4: End Users in the Public and Private Sectors View

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public (End Users)</th>
<th>Private (End Users)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Lack of end user involvement</td>
<td>1. Ease of usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Insufficient planning</td>
<td>2. Timeliness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Training</td>
<td>3. Incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Incentives</td>
<td>4. Relative advantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Uncertainty</td>
<td>5. Competition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The top management of both public and private sectors agree on the fifth factor, i.e. "Incentives", as an affecting factor on HIS implementation. The differences between their views are that in the public sector there was no incentive to use the new system or change the employees' old ways of doing routine work, whereas in the private sector the top management indicated that (as mentioned in Section 5.8) incentives were used to encourage system usage. In addition, employees receive rewards and verbal acknowledgement for outstanding work.

**Top Management in the Private Sector.** By examining Table 8.3, it will be seen that the first factor chosen by the private sector top management was "Resistance to change". This was discussed earlier in the previous section.

The second factor chosen by the private sector top management was "Ease of usage". It can be easily understood why this factor was not chosen in the public sector because HIS was rarely used by the top management in that sector. The private sector top management appreciates the effect of this factor because the system used in their sector went through many improvements to take its current shape and status. Thus, with every improvement, the system becomes more accessible and user friendly.
The third factor viewed by the private sector top management was "Competition". This factor applies to the private sector by its very nature. The private sector hospital is a for-profit organisation that has many rivals competing with it. This for-profit nature of the private sector enables it to focus its attention on providing services to its customers, and, of course, it means that the private sector hospital is also concerned about increasing its profitability. The benefits of successful HIS implementation represent one way in which a private sector organisation may gain an advantage over its competitors in the market. This factor does not apply to the public hospital, because it exists in a non-competitive environment.

The fourth factor chosen by the private sector top management was "Incentives". This was also discussed earlier in the previous section.

The fifth and last factor viewed by the private sector top management was "Compatibility". This factor was chosen because in the private sector – unlike in the public sector – HIS is already in use. Accordingly, the private sector appreciate the effect of this factor has on successful system implementation. In the public sector, "Compatibility" is a factor that has been all too easily overlooked when the system is developed. This relates again to the notion that end users in the public sector were not involved when the system was developed (Section 2.3.2, Section 5.8 and Section 6.7). Their needs were not assessed, thus "Compatibility" was not measured. By contrast in the private sector the end users were made a part of the early stages of
system development, where their needs were assessed and the system was made compatible with the end users' needs. As with the "Ease of usage" factor, this resulted in a more successful HIS implementation.

B. Public versus Private End Users. By examining Table 8.4, it can be seen that the end users of each sector have different perceptions of the kind of factors that may affect the success of HIS implementation.

End Users in the Public Sector. The first factor chosen by the public sector end users was "Lack of end user involvement" (Table 8.4). This factor was not chosen by the private sector end users, because they had been involved with the system development. As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, Section 5.8 and Section 6.7, public sector end users were not involved in this process.

Tables 8.1 and 8.2 show that most of the top management were Kuwaitis (95%) and their level of education was undergraduate (37.2%), whereas the situation amongst the end users is reversed: 89% were non-Kuwaitis, and 73% were graduates. This is not the case in the private sector, where both the top management and the end users were mostly non-Kuwaitis (71.43% and 75% respectively) and their level of education was of graduate standard (57.14% and 35% respectively). As mentioned in Section 2.2.5.5, expatriate employees (end users) generally have far better capabilities and much more experience than their Kuwaiti managers. These differences created a gap between the top management and end users in the public sector, which
in turn caused a lack of communication. This lack of communication has a
three-fold effect.

The first effect is on the top management's quality of planning and
decision making process. As explained by Rogers, the decision making
process begins with knowledge of the innovation, followed by a period of
persuasion. In the persuasion period, adopters tend to gather information
related to the innovation to convince the user population about the
advantages/benefits of the innovation. A decision to either adopt or reject the
innovation follows the persuasion period. If a decision is reached to adopt the
system, then the implementation period begins. This period is critical in the
diffusion process since it requires action on the part of adopters as the new
idea is put into practice. Finally, there is a confirmation period seeking
reinforcement of an innovation-decision that has already been made (Rogers,
1983). Therefore, it can be seen that lack of user involvement causes poor
planning quality, ineffective persuasion efforts, resistance and probable
implementation failure.

The second effect is that the lack of decision makers' and top
management's knowledge of users' needs (due to lack of user involvement)
affects the appropriateness of training courses. The trial and training period
allowed to the users affected, to a great extent, their general satisfaction with
the system. HISs are usually complex and need a proper trial period.
Trialability reduces uncertainty and greatly increases the rate of adoption
(Rogers, 1983). Availability of training was positively correlated with the extent of implementation of innovation. The need for a proper induction programme and for in-service training should also be noted. The administrators need to build the necessary mechanisms to ensure that, besides the induction programmes, in-service training is provided to all employees. Therefore, inadequate training causes dissatisfaction, resulting in resistance.

The third effect is that the lack of decision makers’ and top management’s knowledge of users’ needs (i.e. based on lack of users’ involvement) results in uncertainty on the part of the users as to the benefits of the HIS. This by itself is reason enough to cause resistance.

It is logical to assume that users’ involvement promotes ‘Ownership’ of the new system by the users. This makes the users more comfortable with system usage and increases their satisfaction. This also reduces the amount of uncertainty users perceive, and gives them a sense that the system is compatible with their needs, which may have a tremendous affect on implementation success. Therefore, encouraging the user to participate in the design, implementation, and evaluation can develop feelings of ‘Ownership’ and commitment to the new system. Users who participate in the development process are likely to develop beliefs that the new system is good, important and personally relevant. In summary, then, the potential benefits of involving end users, and the potential consequences of failing to consider their needs,
collectively underline the importance of this first factor, "Lack of end user involvement".

The second factor that was chosen by the end users in the public sector was "Insufficient planning". In qualitative stage, i.e. Focus group and Interviews, and indeed in the previous section, it became apparent that just as top management blame end users for failures in HIS implementation, so too the end users in this sector view insufficient planning on the part of top management as a factor contributing to the failure of HIS implementation. (In fact, it seems that these two groups exchange the blame between them). This once again suggests the existence of a gap, a miscommunication and a mutual failure to appreciate the knowledge held by each party. This factor is not viewed as an important one by the private sector end users, because their input was considered and they were a big part of the early stages of the system development i.e. Planning (Section 2.3.2).

The third factor that was chosen by the end users in the public sector was "Training". When reviewing Table 8.2 it can be seen that 100% of the users in the private sector were trained to use HIS, whereas only 47.5% of the end users of the public sector took training courses. It is worth noting that, as mentioned in Section 7.8, such courses were not even properly compatible with the system that had been imposed on them. The training that they were given was merely introductory computer skills. This factor is related to the previous one - "Insufficient planning" - and also strengthened the researcher’s
theory regarding the existence of a big gap between the end users and the top management in the public sector.

The fourth factor that was selected by the end users of both sectors was the "Incentive" factor. It is clear why end users view incentives as an encouraging factor to use the HIS, and why this would contribute to the system's success. However, no incentives of any kind were given to the end users to encourage them to use the system. It is odd that the top management in the public sector did not introduce any such incentives to stimulate uptake and use of the system amongst the end users. It seems as though the top management failed to learn any lessons from the previous unsuccessful attempt at HIS implementation. This explanation agrees with the statement that the end users made (Section 5.8) regarding the way the top management purchased the HIS and imposed it on them.

The fifth factor viewed by the end users of the public sector was "Uncertainty of benefits". As was argued in Section 5.8 and 6.7, it is not unreasonable that end users should view uncertainty of benefits as an important factor affecting HIS implementation because this factor could well be the result of the effects of the previous factors. If end users were not involved (the first factor), top management insufficiently planned the system implementation (the second factor), end users were not properly trained (third factor), and no incentives were given to use the system (the fourth factor), all this will result in a feeling of uncertainty about the benefits this new change
(HIS) will provide. This uncertainty may result in resisting the change, and potentially in failure of HIS implementation (Section 3.2.11).

**End Users in the Private Sector.** Most of the factors chosen by the end users of the private sector are related to their experience with the system which is currently active.

The first factor chosen by the private sector end users was “Ease of usage”. This factor was chosen by the private sector end users because they believe that the system was user friendly: it was easy to perform data entry, and flexible in shifting from one screen to another as mentioned in Section 5.7 and Section 6.7. The end users of the public sector did not view “Ease of use” as a contributing factor because, as mentioned in Section 5.7 and Section 6.7, those who actually got the opportunity to work with HIS found it to be difficult and not user friendly.

The second factor chosen by the private sector end users was “Timeliness”. This factor is also associated with “Ease of usage”. As mentioned in Section 5.7 and Section 6.7, participants from the private sector indicated that the system allowed them to accomplish their tasks easily and in less time. In addition they believed that using the system enhanced effectiveness of work performance, enhanced quality of care provided improved communication among the health care team, improved documentation practice, and increased productivity levels due to better access.
to complete and accurate information. On the other hand, the public sector end users did not view this as a contributing factor to HIS implementation success.

The third factor – “Incentives” – was discussed in the previous section.

The fourth factor chosen by the private sector end users was “Relative advantage”. “Relative advantage” is defined by Rogers as: “The degree to which the innovation represents an improvement over prior ways of doing things” (Section 3.2.8).

The choice of this factor is related to the first two factors emphasised by the end users in this sector. By contrast, the end users in the public sector did not see any advantage in using the system, no doubt owing to their lack of involvement and other factors.

The fifth factor that was chosen by the end users in the private sector was “Competition”. Once again, this is perhaps an obvious choice in the private sector, for the same reasons for which it was chosen by the top management in the private sector. That is, “Competition” drives the private hospital to succeed in the marketplace and to make the projected profit. This factor does not exist in public sector hospitals in Kuwait.
8.5 Recommendations

In view of the discussion chapter, the following recommendations are offered with a view to optimising the success of a future HIS implementation process in Kuwait.

As the literature shows, change in general is difficult to implement and maintain. Leaders have long recognised that change is difficult. For example, back in the 16th century, no less an advisor than Niccolo Machiavelli warned leaders that:

"There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilous to conduct, or more uncertain in its success, than to take the lead in the introduction of a new order of things".

One way to emphasise the need for change in order to minimise resistance to it is by involving employees in the strategic planning process. Information gained during strategic planning not only illustrates the needs of users, but, no less importantly, it illustrates the needs of users to the users themselves. Thus, strategic planning allows employees to discover for themselves the need for change. Strategic planning also focuses change on overarching goals. Managers, through the strategic plan, can provide one focal point for all change efforts.

Managing change may be the greatest challenge that HIS professionals face. Ongoing changes in delivery, finance, and the technologies of healthcare are transforming the work environment. These changes compel HIS
professionals, as managers, supervisors, and employees, to make significant
adjustments in how they practise. The increasingly dynamic environment of
healthcare requires that HIS professionals continually implement changes in
HIS strategy, structure, and process.

Identifying the reasons for resistance should help the manager develop
strategies that address the problem directly, for example, in-service education
begun well ahead of implementation can alleviate inaccurate perceptions and
help employees realise how the new system can help accomplish both users’
and wider organisational goals.

User involvement has often been suggested as one method of
improving the quality and acceptance of Information Systems (Lucas, 1971;
Lucas, 1973). These suggestions are based on the benefits of participation in
encouraging the acceptance of change, particularly when changes affect work
groups (Lawler et al., 1970). The modern hospital is responsible for many
stakeholders. The number of stakeholders related to large hospitals more than
doubled between the late 1950s and 1990s. Ash (1997b) identified at least 19
stakeholders in a typical large hospital. There were 10 types of stakeholders
whose power was increasing. As power increases among various stakeholders,
decision making processes are likely to involve extensive negotiations and
more efforts at consensus building. The distribution of power among
numerous stakeholders results in significantly more input, which complicates
the ultimate choice and design of IT investments.
Many researchers claimed that users who are active participants in the system development process are more likely to establish a feeling that the system is good. Participants become acquainted with the new system. Their uncertainty and fear is alleviated through the participative process. HISs which are thought to be both important and personally relevant to users are more likely to result in positive effective or evaluative feelings of the users. Similar supports for this argument can be drawn from relevant research in other disciplines. Persons who are highly involved with an issue have been found to process more favourable attitudes towards the issue (Sherif et al., 1965). In marketing, customers who are highly involved with a product have been found to develop more positive feelings toward this product (Petty et al., 1983; Gardner et al., 1985). Organisational behaviour research shows that employees who are highly involved with their jobs have been found to appreciate their jobs more (Kanungo, 1982).

Any change involving reorganisation to make better use of new IT may require the approval of at least several of these stakeholder groups. In addition, investments in new hardware and software will require approval from many of these stakeholders, and standardisation of database and system requirements becomes exponentially complex. Thus, to achieve consensus on the introduction of new IT, the top management will have a major task in finding the most useful and appropriate technologies, trying to estimate
cost/benefit rates, and raising support- or at least ensuring having neutral reactions -from all constituencies.

The reason why many change efforts fail is that managers pay insufficient attention to the “unfreezing” process prior to making a change (Lewin, 1951). Time and effort invested at this stage may prevent employee resistance later. This preparation frames change positively, so managers lead change rather than reactively monitor for resistance.

Timing the introduction of HIS with a perceived need for improvement can help. The top management may want to take a gradual approach. Introducing the new system in stages that evolve as the users become more comfortable with it is more time consuming, but also more cost-effective and successful.

User acceptance of the HIS is critical to success. Managers should provide opportunities for employees to voice their fears and misconceptions from the beginning of the implementation process. A manager who believes that the end users are hesitant or reluctant to voice their concerns should consider introducing a neutral third party to whom these concerns may be addressed more freely and easily. The end users’ fears and concerns must be assessed and confronted throughout the process. If the staff have ambivalent feelings toward the HIS, they are sure to find a way to resist it, especially if they believe that their concerns have been ignored.
Managers within the MOH must clearly communicate the need for change. They should also describe the new desired behaviour. Employees affected by change must understand both why this change is necessary and how they are being asked to change. Comprehension of change is the first step towards acceptance. The critical role of senior management in ensuring the success of HIS implementation is an issue that has been given a lot of attention by academics and practitioners alike. Adams (1963) claimed that successful HIS implementation depended on the active and informed participation of top management. Nath (1989:72) also noted the importance of top management commitment stating that:

"A lack of interest of senior management in the IT implementation is one of the signs of misalignment of IT and business strategy"

Furthermore, a study by Jarvenpaa et al (1991) which surveyed 55 Chief Executives Officer (CEO) found that companies where the CEO participates in the management of IT are more progressive and advanced in their IT usage and impact. In many organisations the top management serves as the link between the organisation strategy and IT (Watson, 1990). Whilst IT literature has always emphasised the need for top management commitment for successful HIS implementation, there has been a lack of empirical evidence that undeniably proves the value of top management commitment (Sohal et al., 2002:109). Furthermore, whilst a lot of emphasis has been placed on top management commitment, the impact and value of
the confidence of middle managers in IT initiatives is also of prominent importance to the eventual impact that IT has on organisation. The Sohal et al (1996) study again showed that respondent viewed this as a critical success factor. Alter (1998) stated that IT programmes need executive support to simply survive, however, it is at the middle and lower levels where an implementation is won or lost. Finally the Sohal et al (1996) study also provided some insight into what IT managers view as factors critical to the adoption of strategic IT in their organisations. The leadership factor could be viewed as a subset of management commitment, however, user training and support as well as organisational communications were also noted as key organisational factors deemed critical to the successful implementation of IT.

Resistance to change can be a sign of poor leadership and ineffective management practices. Leadership has generated a vast body of research in both scholarly and popular literature. Researchers have attempted to understand the social, psychological, political and cultural processes that affect leadership behaviour; the effect of leadership on organisations, the potential entity, and a society as a whole; and the conditions that affect the attribution and maintenance of leadership status. Burns (1978:56) indicated that:

"Leadership is arguably the single most important factor that influences organisational effectiveness. The effects of a leader’s actions are mediated by the interaction of situational variables,"
including the task, the core technologies, and the characteristics of the followers”.

He also added that:

“Effective leaders understand their organisational culture and fit within an ever changing and increasingly complex set of environments. The effective leader has a vision of the future, a passion about organisational excellence, that can be communicated, and a capacity to convert followers with a transformed vision of the organisation and their role in re-creating the organisation”.

Scientists and scholars suggest that key organisational actors’ characteristics cannot be ignored (Kimberly et al., 1981). Lorenzi et al., (1999) observed that organisational position and role appeared to influence innovative behaviour (innovation adoption was most strongly influenced by those with power, communication linkages, and with the ability to impose sanctions), a finding compatible with the evidence that those who allocate organisational resources influence innovation adoption.

Lorenzi et al., (1999:116) concluded that:

“Successfully introducing such systems into complex health care organisations requires an effective blend of good technical and good organisational skills. People who have low ownership of the system and who vigorously resist its implementation can bring a ‘technically best’ system to its knees. However, effective leadership can sharply reduce the behavioural resistance to change including to new technologies to achieve a more rapid and productive introduction of informatics technology”.
There has been a lot of academic research aimed at uncovering the most ideal skills and characteristics of a senior IT executive. Sifonis et al (1997:72) argued that to be a technology leader, the senior IT executive must be a business leader with all the management skills of any other senior executive. In addition, employees below the senior IT executive must have the technical skills to support top management strategy. Thus it is necessary for the modern day IT manager to be conduit for top management and the IT department rather than a technical expert. The IT manager must be able to 'speak the same language' as the CEO and other senior executives and possess sufficient business acumen to transform technical capabilities into business/strategic benefit.

Managers who devote time to planning and who use appropriate strategies for change can overcome employees' resistance. Managers can overcome most fears by effective communication, education, and a participatory style of management.

Communication is one of the most vital functions of leadership in change situations. Managers should communicate to employees and help them understand that resistance is a common phenomenon in organisational change. Managers must affirm that they value the employee who resists change, and they recognise the productive and legitimate role that resistance can play. Resistance prevents the adoption of poorly conceived plans, slows the speed of change, and directs needed attention to the human and social sides of
change. Managers, through effective communication, can help employees understand the reasons for resistance and thus can enhance the potential for employees to accept and adopt the change.

In-service education that builds specific skills and training is also essential. Education is one of the most effective strategies to minimise individual resistance and to gain the support and commitment of employees. Jarvenpaa et al (1991) states that greater user involvement is needed at higher management levels due to the decision-oriented nature of the computer applications at the strategic planning level. Because top management recognises the importance and value of IS, they are less resistant to change and they recognise that their involvement is necessary if the IS is ultimately to be successful. Dickson et al (1977) noted that the higher the managerial level the less resistance to change is encountered. As a result they will be more involved with and concerned about the success of the system.

The availability of end user training is positively related to the success of the HIS. Educational programmes development has received attention in the IS literature for over two decades, beginning with Brady’s 1967 study, which suggested that lack of education is a major reason for lack of utilisation (Brady,1967). A more recent study of the key IS issues of the 1980s ranked ‘User education’ as the sixth most important issue (Dickson et al., 1980). A number of researchers have included the education of end users as a
component in their research frameworks (Lucas, 1973; Nolan et al., 1980; Ives et al., 1984). Lucas (1975) notes that "the older and less educated member of the organisation is most likely to resist a computer based system". Sprague et al (1982) suggest several different educational techniques including tutorials (one student-one instructor); professional development seminars; programmed instructions; computer-assisted instruction; resident experts; and 'help' components in software packages. Education, and particularly training, is a major activity of the traditional HIS systems development process.

Training builds confidence and a positive attitude in the user, particularly extensive training, which is structured and formally scheduled, rather than random and incompatible. The environment should be conducive to learning. Best results may be achieved when the subject matter is presented in the following sequence: overview, basic functions, and advanced functions. Practical tutorials should be interspersed, whenever necessary. Training programs commonly supplied by vendors may prove very useful. However, competent in-house training groups may be just as effective.

The length of the training may be dependent on the complexity of the goals (short and long-term) and learning style of the user. Users should practise learning basic skills quickly. Practice time may be planned around off-duty or on-duty time, with a tutor available as needed. A compatible training programme ensures user involvement, growth, and competency.
through the changing needs of the future computer environment (AbdelHak et al., 1996).

Many problems encountered by end-users are not related to HIS, but to problems with the computer environment. These problems can be understood from the training phase. The more the end user understands this environment, which includes the hardware, network system, utilities and communication setups, the better he will be at isolating problems that develop (Hinton, 1995). Briety (1995) emphasised the importance of training from the senior management to the end users, who must understand the ideas behind HIS.

Training includes many types of programmes, but the most important one is formal orientation. Sprague et al (1993) and AbdelHak et al (1996) reported that formal orientations are important elements in user satisfaction in an organisation. The programs reduce the anxieties of the user about how she/he will fit into the new system and make sure that she/he knows how to use the system and be comfortable with it. Formal orientation programmes include personnel policies and organisational information.

A participatory style of management also expedites change (Brown, 1994). Management style can determine the success or failure of a change effort. Lewin (1951:65) stated that:

"Resistance is less likely when employees view proposed changes as making their lives easier, more meaningful, or more productive in meeting their goals".
Managers can develop strategies for change that facilitate the cooperation of their employees. Changes in attitude and behaviour require employees' personal motivation, effort, and commitment. Certain types of changes are more likely to elicit these employee responses and, thereby, foster the change effort. Managers should develop objectives to measure progress from the current to desired behaviour. Informing employees of progress can inspire enthusiasm and increase support for the change: thus, monitoring the progress of change can reinforce and enhance compliance with new behaviour. The same can be accomplished with incentives (Mannion et al., 2001).

Accountability is a serious issue in Kuwait's HCDS, and incompetence was found among Kuwaiti and non-Kuwaiti staff (El-Enezi, 1998). It is therefore recommended that employees should be accountable and answerable. At the present time, there are no rewards for outstanding workers, just as there are no punishments for poor performers. It is recommended that the system should, in the long run, institute a system where outstanding performers are rewarded and poor performers are penalised.

Mannion et al (2001:215) defined incentives as:

“A reward or sanction associated with a particular aspect of performance. Individual rewards or sanctions can take many forms, including: personal financial rewards; intrinsic rewards (‘a job well done’); peer reputation; career development; additional budget for
service development; time to pursue other activities such as research; reduced levels of inspiration, or a requirement to engage in professional development or retraining”.

He added that:

“Good incentive schemes should perform the following functions: reward desired actions; discourage unwanted actions; indicate organisational priorities; secure a better alignment between individual and organisational objectives, and generate organisational benefits that exceed costs. Formal, explicit incentives may have some role to play when the sorts of behaviour change required are clear and the measurement of success is relatively unambiguous”.

HIS implementation is not to be viewed only as a stand-alone instrument but, in a broader sense, as an endogenous organisational entity created and controlled through the interaction of staff, process, and HIS. Organisational culture includes established routines, norms, and prevailing attitudes and values (Schein, 1987). A study of professional cultures in Kuwaiti hospitals has previously revealed differences between different work groups with the potential for conflict (El-Enezi, 1998). Conflicts between different work groups with various cultures have been reported previously (Garside, 1998). Although it was beyond the scope of the present study to perform a complete cultural analysis, the findings support this study of conflict between different work groups with various cultures. Political
research recognises that the diverse vested interests of the IT stakeholders affect implementation efforts and that successful implementation depends upon recognising and managing this diversity (Markus, 1983).

The findings from the focus groups, interviews and questionnaires show that lack of knowledge and competence, insufficient dissemination of knowledge, conflict with existing organisational structures and collegial difficulties are likely to have an impact on HIS implementation. Mintzberg (1979) showed that the structure of the hospital is characterised by low flexibility and marked professional autonomy. Resistance to change is common (Garside, 1998). Therefore, change in professional behaviour is apparently dependent on cultural change (Koeck, 1998; Davies et al., 2000) which includes changes in attitudes towards improving skills (Mintzberg, 1979).

There are many problems health organisations face when dealing with culturally diverse employees. A major problem, not surprisingly, is language. Burner (1990) and Thomas (1990) viewed cultural diversity as a potentially disruptive factor in a work environment that challenges managers to extract the highest level of productivity from workers. One of the key problems that might be faced due to cultural diversity is miscommunication. This could be due to language barriers, reluctance to admit to a lack of understanding of instructions, inadequate training in psychological skills, and lack of staff to understand the impact that differing cultural values may have on their own
way of providing health care. Language and literacy issues are common communication difficulties.

The language barrier has emerged as a factor that has affected HIS implementation in the public sector. As long as Kuwait continues to rely on expatriates and not just Arabic speaking expatriates, it is prudent that short courses in the basics of the Arabic language be provided to non-Arabic staff at the time of their appointment. It is therefore recommended that once a staff member is recruited, a carefully designed two to four weeks basic course in Arabic should be provided to them. Similarly, the Arabic staff were found to be quite weak in English. Therefore, it is recommended that carefully worked-out short courses in English be offered to the Arabic staff. The MOH employees (Kuwaitis) were also found to lack English comprehension in a number of instances (in the interviews). Therefore, English courses should not only be for the non-Kuwaiti Arabs, but for Kuwaitis as well.

Extreme reliance on expatriates is a very serious problem in the Kuwaiti system. It is therefore recommended that the overall education system, at the State level, should be re-assessed carefully with the purpose of training more Kuwaitis in technical professions. The colleges and the University (Kuwait has only one university) admission policies and the present status reveal clearly that a vast majority of students opt for arts, history, geography, and other such subjects, while fewer students take the challenging tracks for technical professions. It is therefore recommended that
the Ministry of Higher Education should institute a commission which should evaluate the human resource needs for a defined future time, and the educational policies as they pertain to admission and enrolment into various academic programmes should be streamlined accordingly. The overall objective, it is recommended, should be that by a given year, say 2020, fifty percent of all professional positions should be occupied by Kuwaitis. This target, the researcher believes, can be achieved. However, it calls for very careful and committed planning.

Unhealthy competition is an extremely dysfunctional attribute for any organisation. Unfortunately, in the MOH hospitals, as observed earlier, there is unhealthy competition in general, and among the Egyptians and the Indians in particular (Chapter two). Furthermore, some unhealthy competition exists between Indians and Asians as well. One practical recommendation for minimising unhealthy competition is that the management, who are Kuwaitis, should not offer special privileges or show preference for any group of employees. At present, it appears to be the case that Egyptians, by virtue of their ability to speak Arabic, and having been recognised as a major contributor to the establishment of the HCDS, are provided better access to, and more recognition by, their Kuwaiti employers. Kuwaiti administrators need to be made aware of this unhealthy competition. Once they realise that it exists and that is makes a negative contribution towards the system, it is
reasonable to hope that they will minimise any chances of extending special
privileges of this kind.

Collegiality was found to give satisfaction and minimise the unhealthy
competition. It is therefore recommended that all formal and informal
avenues, which will enhance and encourage collegiality, should be used.
Specifically, it is recommended that employees within various categories of
professions should be encouraged to have 'brown bag' lunches. In this respect
specific places need to be provided within the MOH health facilities where
employees may relax and exchange views and ideas, on an informal basis,
during the lunch break. Another recommendation in this respect pertains to
creating literary circles and provision of libraries within each facility,
encouraging informal professional gatherings within and across facilities. All
of these would contribute towards enhancing collegiality.

An important recommendation in this respect pertains to the need for
Kuwaiti supervisors and administrators (top management in the hospital) to
spend time visiting different offices. During the qualitative stage, in the
observation of selected care facilities, it was found that most Kuwaiti
supervisors tend not to mix with the junior staff in general and the expatriates
in particular. If the top management spend time with the staff, in discussing
their problems and encouraging them to solve these problems, it will minimise
unhealthy competition. The recognition accorded to Kuwaitis is literally taken
for granted. Therefore Kuwaiti administrators should make the best use of their privileges and contribute towards making the system more effective.

One of the most salient findings of this study was that the Kuwaitis in responsible positions (top management) were dissatisfied with the present situation. As was substantiated, this is essentially because they are not provided with the necessary authority to execute their responsibilities. It is therefore strongly recommended that an organisational analysis of all hospitals and departments should be carried out with the purpose of ensuring that when responsibilities are assigned, they must be compatible with the abilities of the person to whom the responsibilities are assigned. Equally importantly, the necessary authority must be provided while assigning responsibility.

In addition, the MOH believes in centralisation of authority and decision making. As mentioned in the literature review in Chapter Three, "centralisation refers to the level at which decisions are made in the organisation" (AbdelHak et al., 1996). If top level managers make the decisions and allow few decisions to be made at lower levels, the organisation is said to be centralised (AbdelHak et al., 1996). The centralisation factor did not emerge during the qualitative stages, i.e., focus group and interviews. The advantages of centralisation from the MOH point of view were found to consist in of scale and knowledge, the control of standards, and the organisation planning, resource allocation and purchasing. It was obvious that
the centralised MOH structure had affected system usage. Centralised purchasing of hardware and software equipment may force the end users to use equipment and systems that are not optimal for their particular application. In addition, users do not have system ownership resulting in perceptions that the systems are sub-optimal and inflexible.

Kimberly et al (1981:697) argued that:

“Centralisation is important in a theoretical sense. Although the relationship between centralisation and adoption of innovation has been found to be positive in some cases, in others the relationship has been negative”.

He added that:

“In the absence of a persuasive and comprehensive theory about the effects of centralisation on innovation adoption, the evidence suggests that the nature of the relationship may depend on the type of innovation in question and its relationship to key decision makers”.

In its contemporary usage, the bureaucracy that often accompanies centralisation carries a negative implication, as indicated in the literature review (Chapter Three). By contrast, Weber, the German sociologist and economist, fosters a rather different approach to this issue. Impressed with the precision of the Catholic Church, the German army, and successful industrial organisations (Henderson et al., 1947), Weber discovered that these organisations shared many things in common. Some of these characteristics accounted for their success and some accounted for their failure. Bureaucracy
focused on the structure of organisations, whereas scientific management
focused on the conduct and structure of work. Those organisations that
functioned best appeared to possess the following characteristics, as
AbdelHak et al (1996:399) has indicated:

1. Specialists who were proficient at performing parts of the
   complex tasks;

2. A chain of command that provided for one person having only
   one boss at any given time;

3. A system of well-communicated and well-understood
   procedures and rules for getting work done in organisations;

4. Appointments and promotions based on competency (what you
   knew) rather than who you knew

She also added that problems develop with bureaucracy not in terms of
its concept or structure, but in how it is administered in everyday life. She
argued that:

“When rules and procedures become ends in themselves rather
than more important means to effective and efficient
organisations, red tape develops. Also when specialists disregard
the importance of the overall organisation and think only of their
own special units, organisations fail to realise their full potential”.

The Kuwaiti health system, along with other management systems of
the region, is relatively far more centralised and bureaucratic than
management experts would recommend. Centralisation and bureaucracy, it is firmly believed, contributes to the complexities of the workplace. During observations of various care facilities, discussions with the policy makers and administrators in general, and the informants group discussions in particular, it was found that wherever there is a tendency to centralisation and bureaucracy, most of the decision-making rests with the top echelon of management. Therefore supervisors in many instances may feel extremely frustrated, and this is reflected in the dissatisfaction found in this study.

Another explanation pertains to the violation of a principle of management, which states that authority should be commensurate with responsibility. Since there is excessive centralisation and bureaucracy, the supervisory staff are given all the responsibilities, but not accorded the matching authority. It is uncommon, for instance, to find that a simple routine decision at times is not implemented for weeks essentially because the top management does not delegate the necessary authority to fulfil the responsibility. Therefore, there is a fairly widespread expression of lack of satisfaction in the top management.

In this regard, it is also recommended that excessive centralisation and bureaucracy are dysfunctional attributes that need to be eradicated. Therefore, the recommendation regarding the setting up of a commission should encompass looking at the overall organisational framework as well, and should be based on empirical studies, recommending and implementing refinements as needed. Within Kuwaiti organisations, the overall rules,
regulations, and procedures, as observed earlier, are extremely cumbersome. The administrative study, recommended above, should also consider the revising and rectifying this problematic situation.

Communication in the MOH is extremely poor. All employees have a right to know the policies and procedures pertaining to their employment. However, this is possible only if written communication provides such information. Since the official language is Arabic, all non-Arab employees are handicapped and do not have the requisite knowledge of procedures and policies. It is therefore recommended that all the pertinent rules, policies, and procedures should be translated into English and should be made available to employees at all levels.

Both horizontal and vertical communications are quite weak in the MOH. It is therefore recommended that the senior management should impress upon the middle management that they should be effective communicators. In this respect, it is recommended that the top management in MOH should encourage all participants in the change - managers, supervisors, and employees - to discuss the progress and problems associated with the change. Open lines of communication emphasise and reinforce the message that leaders value the opinions and ideas of their employees (Miller, 1993). Open discussion will promote greater understanding, and generate new ideas and learning (Bissell, 1993). It is therefore recommended that top management should impress upon middle management (e.g. administrators,
heads of department, supervisors) that they should be effective communicators. In this respect, it is recommended that specific short courses be arranged in which the supervisory staff should participate and the value, meanings, importance, and utility of effective communication should be impressed upon them. Similarly, different short courses should be planned and conducted for the lower levels of staff. In brief, communication has to become an integral part of the system at all levels.

The MOH has limited resources for HIS implementation. Al-AbdelHadi (2000) indicated that inadequate supplies and resources provided by the government have negatively affected the delivery of health care. In addition, after the Iraqi invasion, demands by the different health care facilities increased. These demands included many issues from reconstructing and remodelling health care facilities to dealing with post-war diseases including physiological and psychological illnesses. Post-war rehabilitation centres were established to deal with the different effects of the war on the Kuwaiti population, which affected the MOH budget.

As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, the MOH had identified many problems with the current HCDS. The MOH believe that implementing HIS will solve these problems. However, the first step in managing problems is to recognise the existence of such problems within the organisation and to solve them first instead of simply implementing HIS. Wyatt (1995:175) said that
“Information is one of the most important resources that a hospital holds”. He added that:

“Information can be defined only by its function- ‘organised data or knowledge that provides a basis for decision making’ -and consists of knowledge about how to achieve a goal and data about the starting point and the intervening terrain”

When the top management takes a patient management decision, these data consists of patient findings, hypotheses, and previous actions taken (Wyatt, 1994). Thus, high quality data is the foundation for decisions at all levels in the health care system. The British hospitals spend £220m on IS, a median of 1.8% of the hospital revenue, which represents a similar percentage to other European countries, but less than the US. In short “good management of information can improve the quality, effectiveness and efficiency of patient care” (Wyatt, 1995:176). However, good management of HIS in the MOH is not easy, due to the previously mentioned factors. Despite these factors, spending more money on the MOH HIS is not the solution, since existing investments have failed to benefit health care, largely because most of the money is spent without generic project management. The findings of this study indicate the need for good generic project management in the public sector.

Project management as defined by some experts as management plus planning (Reiss, 1992). It uses the basic management principles of planning, organising, directing and controlling (with the emphasis on planning) to bring
a project to a successful conclusion. Because projects are unique and demand that people do things differently from before, the team is following an unknown path and must plan ahead.

Project management techniques are used by many and varied professions - engineers, construction contractors, military and government agencies, to name but a few. Today's health care managers also find project management techniques helpful in confronting the conflicting responsibilities of completing ongoing and routine work while exploring and implementing new health care delivery models and technologies with less resources, greater time constraints, and continuous communication skills across organisational units.

It is recommended that the top management at the public sector consider project management in order to implement HIS successfully.

The researcher is mindful that various concerns related to management refinements have been expressed by others at different times and in various disciplines. Therefore, what is being offered here is not entirely unique or new. Nevertheless, the researcher believes that the system will benefit immensely if the suggested recommendations are implemented. It is, therefore, hoped that this research will contribute towards refining the health care delivery system of Kuwait.
8.6 Contribution to the Field of HIS Implementation

The findings from this study can contribute to future HIS implementation research in several important ways:

- Although, some of the results are consistent with previous research on facilitating and obstructive factors in HIS implementation, this study examines the perception of different stakeholders in regard to the same factors in a new setting, i.e., Kuwaiti HCDS, which has never been investigated before.

- This study provides guidance to healthcare top management, decision makers and other professionals about which organisational issues, cultural and user satisfaction related factors are particularly important, and hence deserve attention during future HIS implementation.

- The results showed that the public and private sectors have different perceptions about the organisational, cultural and user satisfaction issues influencing HIS selection and implementation. In fact, the magnitude of their differences in regard to those factors seems to be very marked.

- The results of this study have already attracted the interest of healthcare professionals in Kuwait. In order to ensure successful HIS implementation in the future.
• This study provides recommendations to healthcare top management, decision makers and other professionals about how to implement HIS successfully.

8.7 Further research

Before concluding this chapter, some recommendations for future research are presented.

• The first and most obvious recommendation regarding future research would be a replication of this study, but with the inclusion of more comprehensive attributes such as: 1) Vendor services e.g. hardware performance, expansion and growth potential, ease of modification, interface capabilities, ease of installation, upgrading capabilities. 2) Vendor selection factors e.g. vendor reputation and company philosophy, system pricing, and vendor resources. 3) Patient satisfaction with the system benefits.

• The second recommendation is to use the same organisational, cultural and user satisfaction factors to examine health information systems implementation in a specific facility such as an Army or Police hospital versus public hospital.

• The relationship of different stakeholders and the factors affecting HIS success is also an area worthy of further study.
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### Appendix 1: Summarises the Result of the Literature Search Conducted to Locate other Studies in which the Quality of Implementation of IS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Main findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lucas (1978)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>The study aims to identify organisational factors that influence successful IS implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginzberg (1979)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>A study of management science implementation of organisational change was conducted. The study reconstructed the implementation process of 29 computer-based projects with data collected from managers and management scientists. The data indicates that project success is strongly related to the handling of the implementation process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginzberg (1981)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Interviews and questionnaire</td>
<td>The study attempts to address the implementation management question by exploring the use of MIS users' pre-implementation expectations about a system as indicators of the likely success of that system. The result strongly suggests that users who hold realistic expectations prior to implementation are more satisfied with the system and use it more than users whose pre-implementation expectations are unrealistic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey et al., (1983)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>Identify factors that make an IS successful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheney et al., (1986)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>The paper attempts to identify organisational variables that affect the success or failure of end user computing within an organisation. The variables are classified as controllable, partially controllable, or uncontrollable. A conceptual scheme originally suggested by Ein-Dor and Segev is adopted and applied to end-user computing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baroudi et al., (1988)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>The study examines the psychometric properties of the short-form measure of user information satisfaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Study Type</td>
<td>Study Objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doll et al. (1988)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Questionnaire and Interviews</td>
<td>The study aims to measure the satisfaction of users who directly interact with the computer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarinen (1996)</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>The article discusses the approaches for success evaluation and proposes some extensions to the current user information satisfaction. There are no generally and quantitatively and objectively measure an information system success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu et al. (1997)</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>IS implementation can be viewed as an ongoing process of organisational change. The article investigates the relationships between management styles, user participation, and system success over MIS growth stages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li (1997)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>The study aims to identify factors influencing the success or failure of IS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downing (1999)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>User satisfaction with information systems is one of the most important determinants of the success of those systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southon et al. (1999)</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>User satisfaction with information systems is one of the most important determinants of the success of those systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiang et al. (1999)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>System success is related to many risks associated with IS development. System success is a multidimensional trait, not properly described by a single measure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiang et al. (2000)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>Understanding the factors that contribute to the success of systems development efforts is a central concern in the field of IS. Users resistance to change is a key factor to which many IS implementation difficulties have been attributed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payton (2000)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Qualitative and Qualitative</td>
<td>Identify factors critical to the implementation process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basu et al. (2001)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Quantitative (questionnaire)</td>
<td>Organisational commitment, senior management involvement, and team involvement are typically expected to have a positive impact on the achievement of strategic information systems planning objectives.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix 2: Summary of the Quality of the Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Study Design</th>
<th>Sampling</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Response Rate</th>
<th>Data collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ginzberg (1979)</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>300 IS managers</td>
<td>User satisfaction</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginzberg (1981)</td>
<td>Interviews and questionnaires</td>
<td>Interviews with a sample of 6 portfolio managers to develop an instrument for measuring pre-implementation expectation. A questionnaire included items relating to variables often suggested as important determinants of implementation success (a total of 44 portfolio managers)</td>
<td>User satisfaction</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>By author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey et al., (1983)</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>8 organisations and 32 managers</td>
<td>User satisfaction System quality</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheney et al., (1986)</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>A survey of the 7 academic and trade literature</td>
<td>Organisational impact</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>By author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baroudi et al., (1988)</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>Wide variety of industries including banking, insurance, retailing, and manufacturing. A total of 358 employees completed the questionnaire. 12 from each company.</td>
<td>User satisfaction</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Study Design</td>
<td>Sampling</td>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>Response Rate</td>
<td>Data collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doll et al. (1988)</td>
<td>Questionnaire and Interviews</td>
<td>Survey of 618 end users to 44 firms randomly selected</td>
<td>User satisfaction</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarinen (1996)</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>272 IS managers from 200 largest companies and 25 largest banks and insurance companies in Finland were contacted using mail and asked to contribute to the study.</td>
<td>User satisfaction and System success</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>By author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu et al. (1997)</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>497 questionnaires were mailed to MIS managers of their companies. 172 questionnaires were returned.</td>
<td>Organisational impact</td>
<td>34.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li (1997)</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>608 members of a national IS professional association in the US were randomly selected, the subjects were solicited to participate and 160 agreed</td>
<td>User satisfaction</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>By author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downing (1999)</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>Random selection of population 500 surveys were mailed to employees</td>
<td>User satisfaction</td>
<td>52.6%</td>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 3: Summaries the Result of the Literature Search Conducted to Locate Studies of IS/IT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Study aim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly et al., (1981)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>The study aims to identify the influence of personnel, organisational and contextual factors on hospital adoption.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counte et al., (1983)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>A study was conducted to explain variability in hospital employee responses to the implementation of the medical information system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kjerulff et al., (1988)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>The study aims to test employee's satisfaction with the medical information system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaplan et al., (1988)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Qualitative and Quantitative methods</td>
<td>The article reports how quantitative and qualitative methods were combined in a longitudinal multidisciplinary study of interrelationships between perceptions of work and a computer information system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey (1990)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>A measuring and managing user attitude toward various aspects of computer systems is an important part of making those systems effective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zviran (1992)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>The study aims to demonstrate the usefulness of user satisfaction measurement to pinpoint potential problems with HIS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young et al., (1993)</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>The study aims to determine end-user satisfaction with these systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brodnik et al., (1994)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>The study was conducted to identify barriers to implementing as perceived by a random sample.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study References</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Study Type</td>
<td>Study Aim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weir (1994)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>The study aims to identify the most important facilitating and impeding factors associated with implementation of an order entry application. It was found that although available functionality was the most commonly factor by all participants, hardware availability, physicians involvement were more often mentioned by successful hospitals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chea et al., (1994)</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>The study analyses the effects that the introduction and adoption of a health management information system can have on both the productivity of health centre staff as well as on user satisfaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash (1995)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>The study was used to identify factors most important in the implementation stage of IS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash (1997)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>The study aims to identify factors most important in implementing computer-based patient record. Organisational variables such as decision making and planning had significant impact although the relation between planning and diffusion was negative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weir (2000)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>User satisfaction is commonly used as in evaluations of IS as a proxy for user adoption in hospitals. The purpose of the paper is to explore the relationship between user satisfaction and user adoption behaviour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors, Year</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wager et al., (2000)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>The study explores the organisational impact of an EMR on community-based practices that have overcome the initial barriers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson et al., (2000)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>The aim of the study is to evaluate user satisfaction in two military hospitals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash et al., (2003)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Qualitative (Observation, interviews and focus groups)</td>
<td>To describe the perception of diverse professionals involved in computerised physician order entry (POE) at sites where POE has been successfully implemented. Four themes emerged: Organisational issues, clinical and professional issues, technical, and issues related to organisation of information and knowledge. Four high level themes were identified: (1) organisational issues; (2) clinical and professional issues; (3) technical/implementation issues and (4) issues related to the organisation of information and knowledge. An organisation culture that characterised by collaboration and trust were important element in successful implementation of physician order entry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doolan et al., (2003)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>The study aims to describe advanced clinical IS in the context in which it is implemented and are being used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash et al., (2004)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>The study aims to determine the availability of inpatient computerised physician order entry in the US hospitals and the degree to which physicians are using it.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix 4: Critical Appraisal of Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Study Design</th>
<th>Sampling</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Response Rate</th>
<th>Data collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly et al., (1981)</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>A sample from both the hospital administrators and the chief of medicine in each hospital in the study.</td>
<td>Organisational and personnel issues</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>By author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counte et al., (1983)</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>68 employees were chosen randomly from the list of 305</td>
<td>Organisational and personnel issues</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>By author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kjerulf et al., (1988)</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>Random sample of 68 employees</td>
<td>User satisfaction and Organisational and personnel issues</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaplan et al., (1988)</td>
<td>Qualitative and Quantitative methods</td>
<td>31 interviews were conducted and 248 employees were surveyed 119 completed.</td>
<td>Organisational and personnel issues</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>By author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey (1990)</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>860 users in 70 hospitals</td>
<td>User satisfaction</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Sample Description</td>
<td>Analysis Area</td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Data Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash (1995)</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>34 interviews at three health centres.</td>
<td>Organisational issues</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>By author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hospital 110 questionnaires were returned, of which 101 had complete and usable information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young et al. (1993)</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>300 users in 3 hospitals</td>
<td>User satisfaction</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>By author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brodnik et al. (1994)</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>Random samples of 1,150 subjects were used. The sample was derived from the membership rosters of the AHIMA.</td>
<td>Organisational and personnel issues</td>
<td>46.3%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weir (1994)</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>Random sampling from 6 hospitals, ninety two individuals received a questionnaire.</td>
<td>Organisational issues</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>By author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chea et al. (1994)</td>
<td>Four surveys were conducted</td>
<td>Three surveys measuring the adoption process and one survey measuring the satisfaction of visitors of 139 the centre.</td>
<td>User satisfaction</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author (Year)</td>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Sample Description</td>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Findings</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash (1997)</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>A sample of 629 informatics experts representing 67 institutions was used to identify factors most important in implementing computer-Based Patient Record.</td>
<td>Organisational issues</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>By author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weir (2000)</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>Two groups of users, the first group sample size were 30 and the second sample size was 152. Three methods for measuring user satisfaction were imbedded in the survey.</td>
<td>User satisfaction</td>
<td>First group response rate were 80% and the second group response rate were 33%</td>
<td>By author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson et al., (2000)</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>A mailed survey to 243 consisted of all users from two military health care facilities</td>
<td>User satisfaction</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>By author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wager et al., (2000)</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>51 formal semi structured interviews (12 physicians, 3 physicians' assistants, 11 nurses, and 25 support staff). Another 15 informal interviews were conducted with nurses and support staff</td>
<td>Organisation issues</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>By author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash (2003)</td>
<td>Observations, focus groups and interviews</td>
<td>Three focus groups were held. Eleven participants in addition to four nurses and clinical pharmacist.</td>
<td>Organisational issues</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doolan et al., (2003)</td>
<td>Interviews, observation and documents</td>
<td>38 interviews and two-year period survey 237 physicians were surveyed</td>
<td>Organisational issues</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>By author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash et al., (2004)</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>Combined mail and telephone survey of 964 randomly selected hospitals.</td>
<td>Organisational issues</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX-5

كليّة الكويت
العلوم الطبية
دّة والتمريض
المجتمع
العالي الدكتور/ عيدس أحمد الدين
وكيل وزارة الصحة

تقوم الطلبة/نها الهجري - طالبة دكتوراه في جامعة لندن (بريطانيا) بأشاد بعد بناء إحدى العادات غذائية في معزولة. تحت عنوان "تطبيق العادات الأكل في مستقبل عام"، مما يعكس العادات العامة للنظام. لا يمكن تحديد أي من هذه العادات للتعرف على العادات المتوفرة على تطبيق أجهزة الحساسية. إذا في المعاطف على الإنترنت. ويشمل النسق العملي والمشترحب في المجال الصحي للطب.

نأمل من خلال هذه النصائح لما يحقق الفائدة المرجوة

شكراً لكم حسن تعاملكم

ووفقنا بقبول فائق الاحترام والتقدير...

茵菌ologyاع

0. د. حبيب طاهر أمين

بحث العليا

جمعية الناشرين لل新的一年 (عقد)

P.O. Box: 31470 Safat Al. Kout, 13085 Kuwait, Tel: 68066727, Fax: 68539017

صد: 1642 - منتجات الزمر الوردي 90805 - الكويت - 216117 (NP)
Appendix 6- Interview Guide

General information (5-10 min)

1. How long you are working in this hospital?

2. What were your responsibilities with HIS implementation?

3. Summary by moderator

Organisational issues (10-15 min)

1. Did you serve on any committee, working groups or provided input to the policies maker for HIS implementation?

2. At the planning stage of computerisation, were the medical record staffs involved in terms of their output/inputs from end users viewpoints?

3. Since you have a computerised system, how is it performing?

4. Summary by moderator

Organisational culture (10-15 min)

1. Is there a job description or guidelines for the employees?

2. It is common practice that employees are provided training so that they are ready before introducing a new system. Does your hospital have a training system?
3. In your opinion, does the hospital have a system of incentives or rewards for better work performances?

4. Is there an existing system for evaluating the competency and effectiveness of hospital employees? What is it?

5. Is the system known and followed? Please explain?

6. What happens when the employee is not competent in his/her position?

7. Is the incompetent employee trained for improvement?

8. Are there any differences in the salary structure of various professionals? And on what basis is the salary structure decided?

9. Summary by moderator

User satisfaction Issues (10-15)

1. Does using the system affect your work?

2. Is the system compatible with your current work?

3. Is using the system beneficial to your job?

Other Issues (5-10 min)

1. Is there any other issue related to HIS implementation you would like to discuss?

2. Summary with moderator.
Appendix 7

Questionnaire

Factors Affecting the Successful Implementation of Health Information Systems (HIS)
In Kuwait Health Care Delivery System

Dear colleague

I am a Doctoral student at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSHTM), United Kingdom, currently conducting a research study on the “The implementation of a Health Information systems (HIS) in Kuwait health care delivery system”. The study aims to achieve a better understanding of the implementation of HIS in public and private sectors, and thereby improve the quality of health services.

The questionnaire is divided into two Sections. The first section is concerned with the demographics of the respondents & their general attitude towards computer usage. Whereas the second section is concerned with certain factors, that were previously agreed upon, to be possibly of influence on the success of HIS implementation. This section is divided into two parts. In the first part, respondents are asked to use a Likert Scale to show their perception regarding to the degree they agree whether each factor inquired about affects HIS implementation. Whereas in the second part, a table is provided in which the respondents can rank the factors in terms of their importance in affecting the success of HIS implementation in their organisation.

May I request you to kindly complete the enclosed questionnaire. Please appreciate that there are no right or wrong answers to any of the questions in the questionnaire. The information that you provide will be treated with strict confidentiality and your name will be not identified anywhere in the report.

Your answers will help me to identify the factors that contribute to the successful or unsuccessful implementation of HIS in Kuwait, and based on your answers, I will be able to make the necessary recommendations to the Ministry of Health to improve the quality of health care services.

You have been selected randomly and your frank and honest answers are extremely important for the success of this study.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,
Maha AL-Hajerri

NP: For any questions or inquiries please use this contact number:
Maha AL-Hajerri at: (Mobile) 9086420
SECTION ONE

Demographics & general attitude toward computer usage:

**Directions:** The following section inquires about respondents' demographic information. It also inquires about their general attitude towards computer usage. Please circle the appropriate response and provide other information as necessary.

1. **Organisation**
   - [0] MOH (Ministry of Health)
   - [1] Al-Amiri Hospital
   - [2] Al-Mowasat Hospital

2. **Sex**
   - [0] Female
   - [1] Male

3. **Age**
   - [1] 17 – 20
   - [3] 30 – 40
   - [4] 41 – 50
   - [5] 51 – 60
   - [6] 61 – 70

4. **Nationality?**
   - [0] Kuwaiti
   - [1] No-Kuwaiti,
     If [1] Please state your nationality..........................

5. **Education level?**
   - [0] High school or less
   - [1] Under-graduate
   - [2] Graduate
   - [3] Professional education
   - [4] Others (please specify).................................

6. **Language proficiency, please circle the one that applies**
   - [0] [1] [2] [3]
     - [A] English Poor Average Good Excellent
     - [B] Arabic Poor Average Good Excellent
7. Current job position in relation to the Information System used in your organisation (please tick as many as apply)

[1] Management, (Please specify your job position)....................
[2] User, (Please specify your job position)..............................
[3] Other, (Please specify your job position)............................

8. Number of years in current work place

[1] Less than one year
[2] 1-5 years
[3] 6-10 years
[4] 11-20 years

9. If you are a clinician, what is the number of patients in an average per week you generally work with

[1] 0 patient per week
[2] 1-5 patients per week
[3] 6-10 patients per week
[4] 11-15 patients per week
[5] 16-20 patients per week
[6] 25 or more (specify)....................
[7] Not applicable

10. Number of years you have been using the Health Information Systems (HIS) system in your current work place

[1] Less than one year
[2] 1-5 years
[3] 6-10 years
[4] 11-20 years

11. How do you characterise your overall attitude towards using computers at work

[1] I like to use computers
[2] I do not like to use the computers
[3] With more training I think I would like to work with computer

12. In the last year, I have attended some HIS training class(s) (Check as applies)

[1] None
[2] On the job, specify number and type of courses ....................
[3] Outside of work training, specify number and type of courses....
....................................................................................
[4] Other, specify number and type of courses .......................
Perceptions regarding factors influencing Information Systems Success:

Directions: The following factor may be one reason that may cause problems with Health Information Systems (HIS) implementation and therefore affects the success of the implementation process. Please circle a letter on the left indicating how you feel about each statement. [(SA) strongly agree, (A) agree, (U) undecided, (D) disagree, (SD) strongly disagree and (DK) don't know]. Please give only one answer to each question.

- Each statement from 1 to 40 should be read as follows:

The following factor (e.g. 2. Factor 2: Training, i.e. The provision of adequate compatible training to the users) affects HIS implementation success.

1. Factor 1: Relative advantage:  
The HIS used in your organisation improves the users' way of doing things.

2. Factor 2: Training:  
The organisation provided adequate compatible training to the users.

3. Factor 3: Compatibility:  
The HIS used in your organisation is compatible to the users' work needs.

4. Factor 4: Trialability:  
Your organisation provided you with an opportunity for HIS to be experimented with on trial basis prior to system implementation.

5. Factor 5: Ease of usage:  
The system used in your organisation is user friendly.

6. Factor 6: Observability:  
The benefits and results of the system are observable by others in the organisation.
7. Factor 7: Organisational size: The shortage of staff in your organisation.

8. Factor 8: Workload: The HIS increased users' workload in your organisation.


10. Factor 10: Centralisation: Centralisation of decision-making authority in your organisation.

11. Factor 11: Organisational stability: The frequent position changes in the top management in your organisation.

12. Factor 12: Organisational diversity: Your organisation employed people with different cultural backgrounds which negatively influenced HIS.

13. Factor 13: Language barrier: There is a language barrier among the employees in your organisation.


15. Factor 15: Incentives: Incentives are used to encourage system usage persuasion in your organisation.
16. Factor 16: Leadership
Absence of supportive leadership during HIS implementation process in your organisation.

17. Factor 17: Quality of planning:
Insufficient planning by top management before taking the decision to adopt HIS in your organisation.

18. Factor 18: Quality of planning:
Lack of computer experience by top management in your organisation.

19. Factor 19: Top management commitment:
Top management in your organisation was committed to the process of implementation from its beginning to the end.

20. Factor 20: Formation of implementation team:
Your organisation formed a team consisting of representatives from all stakeholders to manage the whole implementation process.

21. Factor 21: Champion:
The top management in your organisation lacked the role of a leader who guides the process of HIS implementation.

22. Factor 22: Quality of communication:
A conflict of interest was present among different committees in the top management regarding HIS implementation in your organisation.
23. **Factor 23: Quality of communication:**
   Your organisation lacked a committee of users that meets to solve problems with the HIS and report to the top management.

24. **Factor 24: Resource allocation:**
   Limited resources are allocated by your organisation.

25. **Factor 25: End users' involvement:**
   Lack of end-users' involvement during design stage of the HIS in your organisation.

26. **Factor 26: Resistance to change:**
   The existence of some employees' professional pride in your organisation.

27. **Factor 27: Competition:**
   Your organisation lacks competition from rivalry organisations.

28. **Factor 28: Uncertainty:**
   The uncertainty of HIS benefits by the users in your organisation.

29. **Factor 29: System quality:**
   The system used in your organisation does not provide the needed information by the users in its output.

30. **Factor 30: System quality:**
   The system used in your organisation fails to provide various output formats needed by users.

31. **Factor 31: System quality:**
   The system used in your organisation does not provide precise information needed by users.
32. **Factor 32: System quality:**
   Needed information is provided by the system used in your organisation within acceptable time.

33. **Factor 33: System quality:**
   The system implemented improves the confidentiality of information in your organisation.

34. **Factor 34: System quality:**
   It is difficult to transfer information from the old system to the new Information System in your organisation.

35. **Factor 35: Experience:**
   In your organisation users' lack computer experience.

36. **Factor 36: On site support:**
   Your organisation provides adequate system support staff.

37. **Factor 37: On site support:**
   Your organisation provides all needed users' manuals and supportive materials.

38. **Factor 38: Maintenance:**
   Your organisation provides all needed hardware, software, and other devices for HIS maintenance.

39. **Factor 39: System evaluation:**
   Your organisation lacks continuous HIS evaluation.

40. **Factor 40: Equity:**
   There is a distinction in salaries between Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis in your organisation.
41. Please make any additional comments or suggestions that might help us. Use the back of this page if necessary. (Write in Arabic or English).

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

Please continue to SECTION TWO.
Perceptions regarding the most important factors influencing Health Information Systems Success:

**Directions:** Each question from number 1 to 40 in Part One of SECTION TWO of the questionnaire inquired about your perception regarding a factor whether you may think affects the success of HIS implementation in your organisation. These factors are listed in a table in the next page. Using the table, please rank at least five factors in terms of their importance in affecting the success of HIS implementation.

For clarification purposes as to what each factor stands for, a column titled "operational definition" was set to provide the definition of each factor.
Directions: Using the table, please rank at least five factors in terms of their importance in affecting the success of HIS implementation in your organisation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Operational Definition</th>
<th>Your Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Relative advantage</td>
<td>Degree of improvement the new HIS adds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Compatibility</td>
<td>Past experience (same as &quot;Training&quot; factor)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Compatibility</td>
<td>Current needs of users</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Trialability</td>
<td>New system experimentation on trial basis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Ease of usage</td>
<td>Same as &quot;System quality&quot; factor)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Observability</td>
<td>To others in the workplace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Organisational size</td>
<td>Number of employees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Organisational size</td>
<td>Amount of workload for users with the new system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Organisational Structure</td>
<td>Bureaucracy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Organisational Structure</td>
<td>Centralization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Organisational stability</td>
<td>Changes of positions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Organisational diversity</td>
<td>With regard to its employees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Organisational diversity</td>
<td>With regard to language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Policy &amp; regulations</td>
<td>Accountability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Policy &amp; regulations</td>
<td>Incentives; persuasion mechanism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Management support</td>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Quality of planning</td>
<td>Top management decision-making</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Quality of planning</td>
<td>Top management computer experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Top management commitment</td>
<td>To the process until completion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Formation of implementation team</td>
<td>Formation of a team consisting of different stakeholders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Champion</td>
<td>Top management leader role in guidance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Quality of communication</td>
<td>Conflict of interest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Quality of communication</td>
<td>Between users &amp; management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Resource allocation</td>
<td>Limitation of resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. End user's involvement</td>
<td>In design phase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Resistance to change</td>
<td>Professional pride</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. Competition</td>
<td>Lack of rivalry competition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. Uncertainty</td>
<td>Of new HIS benefits to the users</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. System quality</td>
<td>Content</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. System quality</td>
<td>Format</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. System quality</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. System quality</td>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. System quality</td>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. System quality</td>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. Experience</td>
<td>Of users</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36. On site support</td>
<td>Availability of support staff on the workplace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37. On site support</td>
<td>Availability of users' manuals &amp; supportive materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38. Maintenance</td>
<td>Availability of parts for system maintenance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39. System evaluation</td>
<td>Performance of continuous HIS evaluation studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40. Equity</td>
<td>In salaries between Kuwaitis &amp; non-Kuwaitis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thank you for taking the time to participate in this study.

Maha Al-Hajerri
HSRU$OHTM